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COPES: Background and Acknowledgmeniks/
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orthis'conference, Morris H. Shamos, Professor of Ph/sics, and
J. Darrell 'Barnard, Professor of Science'Education, developed a
plan to produce a conceptually oriented program in elementary
science' (COPES). With the 'admihisIrative support of Dean Daniel
E. Griffiths% of the School of Education, and Dean George,
Winchester Stone, Jr., of the Graduate School of Arts and Sci-
ence, the plan was accepted as an all-University project. The
AdviS'ory Committee' and Consultants to the project include the
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A two-year pilot study to tesetbe feasibility of a conceptual
schemes approach was funded by the United States Office of Educa-
tion. The success of the pilot" study, dealing with one concep-
tual scheme--the conservation of energy--led to the producti n .

Xan'elementary school science program based upon the five on-
ptual schemes outlined in the Introduction' to this Guide;.

The COPES Staff is cited below, along with previous membt ig whok
have "contributed to"the.Grade'5 materials;
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Several research studies'have been conducted with the COPES mate-//'
rials. Leon Ukeris conducted a research study in Towson, Mary-
land includingMinisequence II of this grade as part of his doe-
toral studies at New York University.

Many other teachers, scientists, science educators, and scholol
communities, have contributed andstill are contributing to the
irogram. Acknowledgment must also, ile extended to -those many
ildren who have worked with COPESAhnaterials and wh6 have ero-
ded us with immediate and invaluable critiques of the Acivi:

ties. )*

Finally, we wish to acknowledge the assistance of the Publica-
`tions Bureau of N.Y.U.;-who helped toprepare this Guide,- and of
David Prestone, Lawrence Trupiano, and James Ceribello of the
Fat Cat Studio, who did the iljustraliti.ons.
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An Introduciion to COPES a

COPES (Conceptually Oriented Program in Elementary Science) is
a science curriculum centered on some of the major conceptual
schemes in science. We accept the premise that general educa-
tion in science is a necessary part of the educational struc-
ture, not so much for whatever practical values it may afford
as for its pure intellectual Stimulation. Therai,i.s' also a
growing awareness, among the general public OP-the inteasing
impact of science and technology on modern civ,ilization. 'Yet,
paradoxically, our society is very poorly informddin'gcience.
-While manYbed.ieve that science belongs with thos.ecdisciplines
that traditionally have been regarded es essential to Man's
cultuial enrichment, the a'vexage person fails ,,to see it\in this
light. Whatever the reason, clearly our educational system is
'at fault. It is'probable that past efforts to minimize the
intellectual challenge in science curricula have succeeded
mainly in distorting the nature 'of the enterprise-in the, minds

.

4 of most school children. By thetime these children reach high,'
school, their natural curiosity and interest in science appear -

r to be greatly diminished. Of those that enter, collegee a great
many are actually repelled by, science. .

Elementary School children, as a whole, are probably the most
, receptive, the most curious, the most' imaginative,-and the most
cooperative "non-wsci/ene" students one can find" in our, educa-
tional system. 'Today,'it is apphrent'that much more ,can,.. -be

accomplished at this level than was b4lieved possible in the
past. In these' formative years, 'when minds are so receptive to
nevi-ideas_ and before childrens patterns of thinking become too
crygtaLlized, we think it possible to develop,a foundation In
science that will remain a permanent part of their intellectual
life. t"

What is the best way to help young
e children attain a level.of

understanding,and appreciation of science that will serve them
44. 'throug'h their adult lives? Rather than dill their minds with

unrelated faCts and details, the COPES approa0 is to focus
their attention on certain of the "big ideas" in science--the
broad, inclusive, copceptual schemes in terms of which the .

-scientific community seekS;to account for the familiar facts of
nature'. These central ideas are stressed throughout .the pro-'

1-gram;.wherever possible, everything in the curriculum is re-
lated to these conceptual schemes. We believe that long after
he or she has forgotten the facts of sc:ience, a child exposed
to such a, curriculum may retain some understanding of what' is-,
truly important. It should make it clear that science is more

1
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tkin'a.collection of isolated facts and provide the child with
a,solid framework on 'which to-construct a personal viewofthe
world of nature. We also-believe that having such definite ob-
jectives, in the form of conceptual schemes, adds. to the peda-
gogical strength of the curriculum because it provides. teachers
and students with clearly defined goals, as well as a/cohesive
picture, of science.

, .

'THE CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES

Civ-i.lized man haS always prized- bold ideas, whethe'r in art,
literature, politics' --or.Science. Throughout history, the
great ideas stand out as focal points for new systems of phi -
losvphy, new religion's, new modes of thought, even new soci-
eties, Their counterparts in the sciences play a similar role..
The big ideas in science:are man's responSe to the challenge
of natur, his way- of trying to Account for familiar facts in
terms of a relatively few,,basic schemes whioh,help to unify.
broad rangep of experience. Thus scinc is not simply a mat-
ter of ac-curate and detailed descriptions of things.and events,
or of extending otr senses by the use of instruments. These
are merely'steps to a much larger objective,: the"invention oe
models' (theories) that form the bases for all explanation in
science. Such unifying ideas a's.the kinetic-molecular theory,
the statistical view of the universe, the conservation princi-
ples, the quantum theory, the gene theory of heredity, etc.,'
are the kindp of fundamental schemes to which scientists in-
stinctively t?rn when-faced with new problems. They repr'esent
the pinnacle of explanation in science, the product'of, man's
creative imagination - -a d should-be classed amotkill the greatest
of hiss intelleCtual achievements.

While they may differ greatly in subject . matter within the
brCad field of science, these conceptual schemes have common,
that they are not susceptible to direct experimental verifica-
tion. Thus, the assumption that matter is Composed, of small,
discrete particles=-atoms or moleculeg--which is,basic to the
kinetic-molecular theory, is obviodslY not subject to proof of
the kind. that might bp considered "directt4 The same is true '46
of all major conceptual schemes; to scientist=s they areessen-.
tially "articles of faith." Our confidence in them rests upon
the degree. to which they help us'to account for our experiences
with nature in an intellectually Satisfying f'ashion.v.And the
"wider their range of application, the stronger is our belief
in their validity. This is not to say that conceptual schemes
are infallille; they are, after all, subject to almostthe same
uncertainties as any other of man's ideas.,, But, those ttot per-
sist atterbeing subjectedjoto the test of time, including re-
peated challenges and refinements by competent critics, become
the foundations of science.

2 11
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Five such conceptual schemes form the nucleus of.the COPEqocur-
riculum: 1: The structural Units ofIthe Universe;' 2. Inter-
action and nge; 3. The Conservation of Energy; 4. The

. Degradation o Energy; 5. The Statistical View dfMature. These
4 schemes wer lected because they include most of wha.t.is funda3
mental in cien e and because they provide the basis for a log-'
ical, sequential development of skill's and concepts through the
elementarr gradets It .may be noted that the last three schemes
are new to the ele entary cohool. They have beep taught, if at;

only in the' se ondary schools and CoLleges.tNevertheleA,
because, of their gre t importance in' contemporary science, and
a conviction that eve ,sush -seemingly ophistitated togics can
-be made meaningful to,elementary school children, they.are in

-,:,cluded in COPES.

FolloWing are brief descriptions of each of the conceptual
schemes from a scientif,ic .point of view. How COPES deals with
them is described in greater detail in ntroduconst each

o grade level and sequence'of Activities.

1,. The Structural Units of 'the Universe

The notion that the uniye'rse is made up Of various kinds of
discrete units of matter is central to the formal pursuit of
science. Whether they be the smallest subffudlear particlesor
the largest stars, whether a single living cell 'or-a complex

-
Organism, it is the'discreteneu of matter that makes it feasi-,-
ble. to 'study nature--to clvsify its 'structural units and es-
tablish a hierarchy Amon'g them. Atoms, molecules, crystals,
cells, organisms,' plaits, animalg, planets, stars, etc.--these
are the structural forms in which matter-is futd. The more
complex, .formS, or 'higher levels of organiizatiom, exhibit prop-
erties that'are generally more than the simple sum of their

iparts. The structural units with which students have any
rect experience, that is,. large-scaLe matter; arecomposed of
smaller units, and these, in-turn, of stillsmaller/units. As
for the fundamental "building blocks" of matter, for the pur-
pose of, the COPES program these are taken to be atoms or, es

Amore commonly encountered in nature-molecules.
.

,

I r .,.

While thd idea that matter is Madetup of discrete parts is ob-.
viously an important ane, a orollaryls perhaps equally Im-
portant: This holds that nature its essentially simple-7that in
spite of the great diversity we observe, the number of'truly
different "building blacks," is re.asOnaby small. The number of
different, molecules (oompounds), is hug", but all are made of
o0m4inations of two or more atoms. There are onlyabout one
hundred different tkihds of atoms (elements) foUnd in jiature,
151.1t even these exhibit certain similarities that permit group -'
ing them into still Nwer major categories (e.g.,-the%eighto
different ."families" of the Periodic Tablef); . It is this sim:
plicity that permits: us to seek-out the order in' nature and

3-
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understand it. Think how impossible this,task would be were it-,
not_for.the fact that'we are able to reduce our,observations to
relatively few totally different experiences. Corresponding

. ordeT is found in the life sciences.. The basic reason for
classifying things--for seeking similarities among apparently
diverse plants and animals--is to reduce the 'total numberof
different living things to manaeable. proportions: Think how
difficult the-life .scienCes would be if no two plants, or no
two animals,, had similar characte6istics.

O

2. Interaction and Change

Taken as a whole, the universe is constantly changing. This is
evident at most levels of organization: stars, planets, geo-.:
logical formations, living things, etc., -a11 change with time
in perceptible ways. Some changes are readily observable,
which means that they occur in relatively short periods of
time. -Certain chemical and nuclear reactions are O'xamples of
rapid cPanges. Others, such as most evolutionary or, geological
'changes involving very long periods of time, are not asJ'evident
and must be kft4gx.redfrom indirect evidence rather than from
ciect observation. Thus the-rate at which a given change
occurs is a critical factow in detecting this- change and as-
sessing.its magnitude and-import., C\

Changes occur because of jnteractions among the structural
units of matter, with 'the result that either th.e.propertiesor
arrangement of the units may 1:>6 altered. Interactions among
units of matter take place through fields of force, of which
several basically different types can be, distinguished. Only
two of these, gravity and electromagnetism (electric and mag-
netic fortes), are normally experienced by the average indi-
viduail. In fact; the electric force alone is sufficient to
acco6nt for most of our experiences,including practically all
chemical and bioldgical changes. Thle weakest forceAgravita-
LtionalY and the stronge'st (nuclear) play particulqtly interest-
. ing-,roles in effecting changes in the universe. .The former is
significantorily for the largest structural units--planets,.
stars,. etc.--while the latter applies only to the smallest,
subnuclear particles. .

No change occurs without an interaction-- either between units
of matter or between matter and energy. Thus the concept of
force as the "agent" of change plays a centrarrole in science.
and in understanding the evolving universe.

6

..
3. The Conservation of Energy

As'one contemplates the concept of a changing universe:it is .

comforting to find some properties of the universe.that appear
tvp be invariant. Such invariant properties are said to be'.

4
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"conserved," and the statements describing them are gene ally
referred to as "conservation .laws."

The most fundamental of these laws are conservation of electric
charge and conservation of energy. The latter is of special
i...ftte.xest because it is so basic to all of science. In fact,
the csb,Rcept of energy itselflbecamecentral to all of science,
largely because of, t.he, conservation idea. 4Conservation of mat-

, ter, if thought of as conservation of mass, while a useful con-
cept in ordinary, low-energy phenopena, is not valid for high-
energy interactions. Instead, the principle of conservation of

to energy has been roadeneeto include mass a% a' form of energy,
4' leading to the co servation of'atter-energy.

The notion that the otal amount o matter and energy in the
universe remains consta t is obvio sly a powerful conceptual
idea, perhaps the most eful guiding pri.nciple inall of
science.' 'The more.limi ed idea of conservation of energy
alone, while not so 1-reclusive, is found to hold so well for the
low-energy interactions normally encountered by children (e.g.,
in, energy conve.sions)' as to constitute a highly significant
conceptual scheme a the level to whi the PhS program is
addressed.

,The Degradation of Energy

One cannot full develop the.liea of energy conservation i a.

meaningful way w-thout alsq c llipg attention to the direction
ofen'ergy changes as embodi & in the corollary conceptual
scheme; degradatio of ene y.

Natural events tend to havea unidirectional character., That
is, Changes occur in such a way as to bring,theuniverse closer '

to a final state in which it will have lost the'ability to do
any useful work. Thus, in the conversion of energy from one.
form to another, while the principle of energy conservation
applies, part of the eneriTS, appears in a form that cannot be
fultly harnessed ''to do mechanical work. This form is heat
energy,.by which is meant the kinetic energy of the assumed
random motion of particles of matter.

he idea of, particles,, moving at random iS central to the kinet-
ic-molecular_theory, which has prove& to be an effective model,
for understanding gases, as well as the concepts of heat, tem-
perature, And the states Of matter. In this sense degradation
of energy means that every change iri the universe occursin,
'Such a way as to result in greater randomness. - ;that is, matter '
tends,to spread out or become less organized and energy tends
to distribute itself more widely.

,In more formal terms, the idea that changes occur in, this
fashion is expressed as the second .law ofthermodynamics.-

.14
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Thus, heat flows from a warmer to a colder body, but the re-
verse is not observed 7unless energy is supplied from an eater-
nal source. Similarly, it is easy to fill a large container
wits gas (molecules) by releasing a small amount of gas into
it- -the gas,"spreads out" to fill the container. The reverse
is not so easy. Compressing gas from a large container into a
smaller one requires that external work be done on it. The
same general idea applies to all changes that appear to result

1

t

in higher states of organization, even to thpse-in living sys-
tems. While, the organism itself may become more ordered, it /

does so only at the expense of, its environment, which becomes;
more disordered. The net result is ap overall trend toward /
'disorder, meaning that the total energy" is degiadeZ. '

5. The Statistical View ''of Nature

The modern view is that natural 4N/el-its can be predicted only on
'a statistical basis. Most of our experiences with nature in- .

valve large R.uMbers, with the result that, on the whole, nature
appears regular and predictable. Even the smallest sample of
matter slith which one normally comes into contact contains huge
numbers 'of atoms or molecUles, so large that one can readily'
predict the average behavior of the sample. This is somewhat
analagous to a Tame of'chance where, given a large number of
events, the overall outcome can be reliably predicted- -even
though the result of a single event cannot be forecast. In

fact, the Same mathematical laws of probability that apply to
games of chance appear to be successful in helping one predict
the statistical behavior of natural phenoMena.

Wheri one studies individual or small numbers Of events, the "'
random character of natural phenomena becomes evident. Radio-
activity is one such phenomenon where behavior can be predict-
ed only on a statistical basis. Another example is the traps=
mission of genetic characteristics to successive.gemerations
of living things, as des.cribed by the Mendelian laws. till
another is the Brownian ,motion of sthall, microscopic ar,ticles,
which have an erratic, unpredictable motion.. Example are
limited becauserandomness is apparent only when dealing with
small numbers, which one does not often encounter in nature.

0

Yet the idea that on a submicroscopic level .a*11 phenomena are
"random, and th.a,E nature is predictable only by the play of
large numbers,'is obviously a basic 4hd importapt_coneeptual
scheme. The challengeis tb convince 'childrehthat one can
reasonably generalize to this conclusion from the few concrete
examples that are availa"bleto convince them, for instance,
that while the motion of individual m6lecu.les of a gas is Per-

, fectly random, the overall, behavior of a large,colkection..of,.
molecules, like that involved in the diffusion of cooking
o'ors through a house, is entirely-predictable.

6
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THEMETHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE

Such are the "big ideas" with which COPES is concerned. There
is more to them than appears here, of course,, and elaborations
of each of the schemes will be found at various points through-

'

ouethe curriculum. There is also more to the "conductm of
scien e than may be apparent in this approach. What might be
calle the methodology of science, by which .we mean both_
scien fic procedure and the attitudes one must bring to'it,
is an essential part of ientific inquiry.

There is a popular misconception that in the practice ,of
science one proceeds in .an orderly, systematic, presCribed.,
fashion. The term "scientific met,ilod" is often used to des-
cribe this,-as though all that 'is heeded for scientific'dis-
covery isto follow a particular set 6f rules. The term is
unfortunate because it implies a fixed routine that one rarely,
if ever, finds in practice. There is no one "scientific meth-
od." Instead, there are certain pfocesses that one can iden-
tifytify as being common to all scientific inquiry. These include
such steps as observation, measurement, experiment, formulation
of laws, and the creation of theories.

Since one can hardly expect students to formulate basic laws
and theories, science process takes on a somewhat differe4
connotation in the classroom. Here, the emphasis is generally
placed upaQ1 careful observation and measurement, the formula--
tion of "hypotheses" by the studentt, and 'the design of 'experi-
ments to test their hypotheses. Thk latter mightbe thought'of
as "student theories."

'Learniltg to "observe," rather than merely to "see," to make
careful measurements, and ,to,report'results accurately and con-
cisely are skills that should stand one in good stead 'in a14
walks of life. So, too, should the habit of logical thought,
the value of which,s very evident in science and mathematics.
As fbr experiment, asking the proper questions of .nwture,is
both an art and a skill--and, in the final analysis, is the
only way of testing the validity of ideas about nature.

All these considerations, plus a furidamental belief that nature'
is orderly and that its behavior can be understood through
scientific study, comprise the methodology of science.

4
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Using the COPES Tep her's Guide

COPES is a spirally constructed elementar science curriculum
that proceeds froikKindergarten through G ade 6; by a progres-
sively sophisticaTed series. oft.l'earninge perience*,' to an un-
derstanding of the five major conceptual icheMes'outlikd in
the Introduction. In the COPES Tacher'sGuides, the learning
experiences to be developed are presented as sequences of
teaching Activities. 4

s'

T E MINISEQUENCES

The pre-sequence of CESActivities is designed for young
children and is prese ted in two volumes--the Kindergarten-,
Grad Ohe and Grade 'wo Teacher's Guides. The main sequence
ot teaching Activities far Grades 3 through 6 is divided 'into
a series of shorter sequences',, each of which is called a pini-
sequence.. The teas ing Activities in a Minisequence Zocus upon
a set 'of closely elated concepts supporting one or quore of the
-conceptual schemes/. Activities ha've been serially arranged, as
have the Minisequences wiEhin each grade.

The titles of the Minisequences andteachingActivitids far
which this Tlacher's Guide has been prepared are listed inthe
Cant nts on pages 'VIII anti IX. In the Guide, each Minisequerice
is -P eeeded by an introduction which summarizes its relevant,
featu e and conceptual development.' Youcan,obtain a gapd.
overview of the Activities in thi.sGuide by reading the intro-
ductions to the various Minisequences, .

Assessment materials are included afters each Minisequence
These materials, which are more'full described in to seatitton
beginning on page 14, have been carefully prepared assess
the concepts presumed to be developed and to aid children in
attaining mistery f them.

1 '

.THE ACTIVITIES

Within each Minisequence, Activities are arranged And numbered '

in the Order in which they should be taught. Although the
title'of each Activity indicates something of its.nature, the

8
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introductoq paragraph which follows states its obfective a.nd
describes briefly whatit includes. Each introduction may also
.explain how 'the Activity is elated to others in the Minise-
quence. As 1111 will note, the introductorzistatement is fal-

' lowed by a list of materials ,and equipment, suggestions about
how. to prepare to teach the Activity, and an indication of tile
approximate amount of time'that will be needed to complete the .

Activity. /
A

Suggestions for step-by=-stv teachingprocedures, including *

questions that might b4 raied with the children, are'presented
in:the main body' of the Activity in the left-hand Columns en-,

i
titled TEACHING SSQU NCE. Practical hints, explanations of the
science content, an ,alternative teaching suggestions are in-
cludeein the right-hand Columns entitled COMMENTARY. The
teaching suggesti ns'are someyhat;detailed. During your.first
time through the, ctivities, you may wish to follow the sug-
gestions rather losely. \Afterthat you may 'prefer to modify .

the procedureg n ways that are more in keeping with your own
teaching.-style A

,

A
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AX the end of some Activities, there is a final section called
EXTENDED EXpgRIENC'gS. ThAe sections suggest ways in which
the childrencan obtain, further practice, with the skills or
ideas t1,1ie Activity or ways in which their understanding of

underlingundering concepts can be enriched. The Extended,Expeii-
.

ences are meant toprovide opportunities for particular chil-
dren "to go beyond, the specific actiVitiesoutlined in tile
Teaching Sequence.

INVOLVEMENT OF CHILDREN

A fugeolamental commitment underlying the development-ofall,
.COPESNteaching materials is that the children must become
intellectually involved in each learning activikty. These
materials will help you to encourage such involvementby.crea
ing learning situations that, from the child's point ,of view,,
are incomplete. You will then lead the child to produce an
idea that tends to complete the i'41ation., In psychological
terms,. 14u will be 'helping the child\to create 'a meaningful
entity, a gestalt, from the observations he or,she makes dur-
ing' each Activity. To thq, extent that the child contributes

.

to.thi cre tion, by finding necessary data or by evolving an
explanator idedP'.1 the gestalt becomes his ar her concept to
label, to emem1er, and ta use in further explorations.

In a COPES Activity, 'there are objects and ideas about .the b-
.jects. Both objects and ideas may be arranged in various ways.
You and the child may:eyaluate the implicatioils of different
arrangemebts with regard a how complete each appears to be.

1/2
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The children's interest in explaining theix'observations of
different arrangements can be used to encourage them to arrange
their knowledge systematically an to search for information
that appears to be lacking.

The Activities presented in each Minisequshce are examples of
how specific parts of the environment can be arranged. The
Activities lead the children to develop new concepts in order
to explain what they observe. In the overall':COPES program,
the cglIpepts-evolving from the Minisequences, at successive
grade levels are gradually blended into more widely applicable
concepts. That collection of cencepts, in turn, is part of
what is called "Sciepce."

To be successful in teaching science, it is desirable to help
children develop.the point of view that science is a coopera-A.
tivs venture. You should attempt to use whatever.techniques
seem appropriate to get children directly involved and working
together in planhing each Activity, in assembling materials
and. equipment, in collecting, organizing, and interpreting
data,' and, finally, in arriving at whatever conclusions appear

be' reasonable

To assist the children "in performing these tasks, Wortcsheets
are included whenever apprOpriate. These must be duplicated
in sufficient quantities for each child- to have his or her
own. Worksheets are used in recording data and in applying
the mathematical skills required to interpret the data.
Through experience, the children should see that putting infor-
mation on paper makes it unnecessary for them to remember num-
bers when they want to &917pare one result with another and that
the systematic arrangement of data makes explaining the results
easier. In short, the Wdrksheets provide a place to store
information and facilitate its interpretation.

The materialSusedby the children,Vgor the most part,,tre
familiar. Some equipment, such as test tubes, magnifiers, and
'thermometers, may be new to them. If so, allow the children
time to play with such items before they begin to use them. )

If this is not done, their attention will be divided between'
their desire to explore the new equipment and becoming involved
in using it in the Activity. You will notice that the mate-
rials and.equipment to be used by the children in a particular
Activity are not simply handed out at the beginning. Instead
they are distribkted when the children perceive a need for
them, often as agresult of discussions where pebblems or ques-
tions are raised reciuiring.the equipment to investigate them.

Fr 'bm time to time, materials and equipment with which the chil-
dren have been working may be left in a place where they can
contrnpe 'to vitgrk with them during theirfree time. This oppor-
tunity4elps not only to sustain interest but to reinforce
skills, "wherever additional practice would be useful. Finally,

10
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it is desirable to use materials at home and out-of-doors when-
ever possible. Children should not have their conception of
science testricted to what happens during the "science period"'

. .in the classroom.

In Order.toset as many' children as possible directly involved',
in each 'Activity, it'ois. suggested that they work indivTaItrally
where distribution of materials and supervision are not too
difficult. In those Activities where teamwork is not only fea-
sible but desirable,, it is suggeSted that they work in small
groups of 'two tp five children. In only very few Activities,
where the techniques are too difficult and/or possibly danger-
ous for the children to manage, will the teacher demonstrate.

Suggestions are given for initiating each Activity. This is
'generally done by suggesting ways in which the new Activity
builds upon the previous- one(s). Regardless of how It is done,
children should be helped to recognize the reasons for getting
involved. You should not feel constrained to limit your(ap-
proaches to those suggested - -you know the children and the 7

kinds of approaches that will have the greatest appeal to them-

5
-.%

PREPARATION OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT.

The teacher holds the key to the success of any science pro-
gram, ,and COPES is no exreptioh in this regard. If anything,
,the teacher must assume a more critical role than in many
elementary science programs. .There are no textbooks for the
children: All learding-^Activties must be teacher-initigted
and judiciously directed.

From a child's point of view, COPES is essentially a "do-it-
yourself" science program. This means that the materials and
equipment must be available, or there will be no'science ldarn-
ing. sIf there is more than one teacher-for each grade .n your
school, the task of collecting material\ can be shared. This
will considerably reduce the preparation time required by.,any
one of you. Childten and paraprofessionals may also assist you'
in bringing the materials together. (Whenever some .advance '

greparation'must be made, it is detailed for the teacher.)
Getting organized for science teaching takes time; however; it
is one of the imperatives of dffeCtive teaching in COPES.

One of the advantages of COPES is that it is not necessary to
,obtain complicatedand expens.i.ve--laboratory kits in order, to
teach the program. As you will observe from an examination of
the lists in the Activities, and the cumulative listing at the
end of this Guide, the materials and equipment required are
relatively simple arid, for the most part, are readily avail-
able locally. Some of the equipment, such as children's scis-,

11
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sarg, may already be available in your school;a few items may
have to be ordered from one of the scientific supply, companies:
.Insofar as possible,.the same materials and equipmenare used
repeatedly throughout each Guide and from grade to grade. This
is done to re uce the need for a wide variety o<materials and
equipment. F r convenience, the quantity of items indicated in
the list wit each Activity is based on the assumption that there
are 30 star ents in the class.- You will need to obtain only
enough for the actual number of children in your/group.. 214.nti-

..

specifiCations of materials are given in Both the gnglish
and Metric systems.. 'However the Metric system is used with the
cllijedren throughout the COPES curriculum, whenever measurements
are made.

-Worksheets and - assessment materials are bound into the Guide at
places wher,e they are to be used. In this 'condition they cannot
be easily reproduced. Therefore a separate section containing
duplicate copies of Workshets (and Assessments) is inlvyuded
at the end'of the Guide. These single copies are to be toniOut
alohg the binding of the Guide, as needed, and used for repro-
ducing multiple copies -tor the children.. Thus it is essential
that you have facilities' for reproducing copies of these ma-
terials.

\\ TEACHIN IME

a
The rec5mmended number of hou s that the'childrenwilT need to
complete the work is given.for. ch Activity. The time to be
allocated_is givep in hours, rather than class Sessions, be-
cause the duration of the latter varies so much from school to
school, and,even from class to class. It is usually repbrted'as
a range of hours rather than a specific number. You may find
that some Activities win be completed in less time than.recom-
mended, whereas other.s-may take longer: Avoid rushing the chil-
dren; op the other hand,vavoid extending 'work beyond the time
that is obviouSly suitable. You must be the judge regarding'the
optimum time to, allocate for each Activity.

.

Most Activities take between hall an hour and two boars. The
children's attention span must be taken into accouht in.detei-
,mining how the longer Activities will be broken up. Logical
'breaking pointsi,are at the end of the numbered Sections in the
TEACHrNG,SEQUENCE for each Activity.

PRODUCTIVE DISCUSSIONS

Discussions of children's observations are frequently used ip
leading them ,to the idea or concept for .whic the observatibRIS-

'
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were planned. However, as you knot', tke'best-intentioned discus-
sions do not always turn out as plapneY.. When this happgns,
teachers'often resort to asking .clue questions to help children
quest the teacher--desired response. Such a technique, born out
of desperation, usually results in a trrial-,and-error guesAing
game rather than in an intellectual experience:

e54

Ino)rder to initiate and sustaineffectivefdiscuisions among the
,chfldren, it is necessary to ask Productive qAestions. Such

questions stimulathe intellectualArcyesss of children and
assist them in using their obs44Vitions to arrive at th.e4con-
ceptual goals. 4n the TEACHING SEQUENCE, qupstions aro sug-
gested that may help you direct discussions howard,these ends.

/ The children should be given adequate time 4p handle the ques-
tions. There is often as much silent time in an effective dis-
cussion as there is' talking time.

REVIEW AND REUSE AF SKILLS AND CONCEPTS
0

,
.

-It cannot be assumed that a concept or 4 ,sk111 is learned the 4
first tim it is introduced. For instance, the concept of
magnetic orce as the push or pull of one magnet on another is
one that s learned by repeated observatbil of--the behavior Of
magnets in a number of different si tuations. Skill gn using a

' thermometer comes after repeated experiences in using thermom-
eters to measurethe temperature of a, variety of substances.
Concepts such as properties, and kills such as classifying,"
are introduced in the kindergarten teachinT'materials and re-
introduced in practically every subsequbnt grade 1.evel. Through-
outtthe CORES program there is constant review and reuse A im-
portantportant skials and concepts.

411f. 0
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The Grade 4 Assessments

.,_

The primary theme of the-cOPES curriculum is that experience '

with the ideas underlying common phenomena can lead the'child to
conceptualize the fundamental and pervasive schemes. of modern
science. Accordingly, the primary' objective of the Grade 4 As-
sessment materials is t ascertain whether the child tlas mas-
tered the concept underlying' hisexperiences'with the COPES
Activities,. It is important that°this goal of the-Assessments

0
be kept in mind, in contrast to such alternatives as finding out
how well the child remembers specific details of what was "done,
or the degree to which he has acquiredva useful skill. The pm-
phasis .on 'mastery of concepts is intentional: it is not

N.
that...

/t

the alternatives are unimportant, but rather that the concept
goals are more germane. o COPES. However, to a greater extent
than in the Assessments for Grades K-3, the specific techniques
and context of Activities developed at this level are reflected
in the Assessments for Grade.4 and Grade 5. Written questions
and multiple,- choice answers are used as in' Grade 4. Teachers
are asked to read all written material alOud while children,eead
it silently.

, ,

We have not made'an i'ssue of the'distinctiom between concepts
and skill; rather, we have'tried to apply skills in the enhfnce-
ment of concept learning; and to introduce concepts the foci
of skills. For example, the child learns the skill of grouping,
or classification, concomitantly with the concept of a group as
a set of objects. having a common property. Also; concept of
a property can be absttacted from observations of objects in
groups, while at'the same time the skill of making abstractions
beginsto be learned. Thus an attempt to make a clear distinc-
tion between "grouping" as a skill, and "a group" as a concept- -
or between "property" as a'concept and "seeing properties" as'A
simple kind of abstracting skill - ;seems more likely to confuse
the child than to,help him at'this stage of h4.s cognitive develop-'
mei-It. The trained scientist abstracts as he, recognizes proper-
ties in complex phenomena, and classifies those ihenomeria into
larger groups in terms of perceived properties, without intro- 4
specting about whether, at any particular moment, he or she is
practiCing a skill or applying a concept.

4
,

Throughout the Activities, emphasis is placed on Ooncepts and
relationihips rather than on the specific phenomena, or "facts,"
and so it is in the Assessments. However, what seems a simple
relatiOnalVidea for an older child may be quite difficult in-
tegrative'task for the younger child. To assimilate. a new ex-
plantory idea into the body of preyious ideas, the child may
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need e great deal of -help in what the psychologist, Jean Piaget,
calls accomodation- -the transformation of previous experience to
facilittate the assimilation of new experience. There' will also
.b'e invidivudaldifferences in the ease with which.ch4dren assimir
late kew ideas, and these differences may appear ip different con-
texts- -the same child may readily reach mastery, of one concept,
but havevto struggle with another. For these re sons, the Assess-

1"ments have been prepared at two levels: -Screeni4 Assessments,
designed for'group administration6to ascertain whilch,chgldren have
attained mastery of the concepts; and Individual Assessments, de-

% signed for administration to a single child or small group., The
Group Assessments are included at the end of each Miilisequence

.

while the Individual Assessments are included in the ''coring Guide
section at the end of the book. The Individual AssesSIments have

,e been constructed ,to help the teacher focus instr.uctiant.on those
areas in which - children need .additional help.

The form of the Individual Assessmentis a series of leading
questipns which ,take a specific problem"from the Screening'_As-
sessments and break the problem doWn into a series of situpe '

questions. There is an intentional similarity in the smallrstep
approach to concept evaluation and the more successful aspec'ts
of programmed instruction. Some children need greater help in
building up their confidence in their knowledge of the concepts
and the smallrstep, guided inquiry strategy is intended for,Weir'
benefit. (It is not inappropriate for any begihner, but some
might find it 'tedious.) Usihg this method, the teacher' should
improvise and ask the same type of -questions as in the example,
The example questions are meant es a guide. The teacher should
feel free to add, subtract, or adapt the qustion in any wa he
orshe feels will help the child. 4

In these Assessments, it' might appear that the usual dist nciions
between achievement and aptitude are blurred. In a sense is
is true, 'because at this stage of development the'child's a ility
to learn new things is based to a significant-p6egree on what he
oar she has previously learned. A few children may be able to
perform ,well on these` Assessments .because their previpus experi=
ence,_interacting with their genetic endowment, permit.sthem to
"figure it out." However, for the majority, the experience of
the CORES Activities should increase the likelikhood'ehat they
will do well on the Assessments provided for each Minisequence.

ADMINISTERING AND SCORING THE ASSESSMENTS

Instructions for.administering the Assessments are included with
the Assesment pages at the end of each Minisequence. ''Of course,
you will need to make copies of the Assessment pages beforehand.
These copies can be made by tearing out the appropriate dupli-
cate Assessdent page(s) from the,_section at the beck of this
volume. Like the Worksheets, ehe Assessment pages appear twice--
dnce in context fox your reference and once at the back of the

15
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Guide for. use in duplication.

y

The Scoring Guide forethe'Asgessments
:

is alsa included in this
volume. The prefe?red response f.or each task is 'given, together./
with a commentary, Incorrect alternatives' on the multiple-choice
questions are discussed when the reasons fo,r their being incor-
rect are clbselS xelated to necessary limits on the concepts,
e.g., when the ancorrect-choice,reflects Common misconceptions.

r

QUANTIFYING THE.RESPGNSE-SN

Discussionsof mastery, in learning.seem inevitably to lead to
the question f "percent pa.sing," .as a quantification of what
mastery ls

c

presumed to be. The teacher is the major judge
fo mastery'of school content; '.the assessment materials help
him or her to make that fudgement. Using these materials, the
group average on the Screening' Assessments should be 70% of
the tasks successfully completed, aS a minimum. For example, if
there are ten tasks, a group of 20 childcten should have at
least a total of 140 correctly done. We have no information
as yet on the relative.diffi,culty'of the tasks, but they ,have
been devised and arranged. in a sequence that makes this percen--
tage passing reasonable, given appropriate Wistructional use of
the Activity material. t'

For an individual,pupil, the level of mastery ,should be higher,
say '80% of the tasks reasonably completed, considering
that in some of the tasks the child may have guessed the pre-
ferred resporise. A child doing less well shotkld have the ben-.
efit of a discussion oftlis or her re ponves with the teacher,
and probahlythe_Individual Assessment for the Minisequence.
(He or she should be prcrvided with an Individual Assessment and
a guide--the teachetr; or perhaps a paraprofessional, _a parent
or an older child.) Remember that the purpose of the Assess-
menis to assure both teacher and child that mastery of a con- _

4 cept ha -been achieved.

ti

USING THE RESULTS

, .

It is our intent that the Asse4gments not be used to differen-
/'tiate one child from another, elf., as a basis for "grading."

TIdo major uses Of the Assessmenq,responses are intended; First
the teacher, may use quantification o'f the responses as evidence
for a decision regarding the mastery of concepts by .the group
as a whole. The teacher, not the numbers we, suggest above, mus
be-the.major decision-maker in this context. Should yOu dedia4,
that the group ha.s not mastered the concepts presented in a Mini-
sequencei.re-examine your use of the ttaching materials and the
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readiness of the group to undertake the experiences.' -Second,4.1'2
the Assessments should be uisedkas components in the esseritial
feedback you provide the child as he or she strives for'mastery,
of the concepts. Review of the child's performance on the
Screening, Assessments, and on the Individual, Assessment if used,
are very important in the child's development of his concept of
himse .if a§ a 15arner. .

dY
It is the responsibility of the-teacher to assess the plildren's
progress,--and to distinguish between his'oZHer evaluation of a
child's readin ss for new, learning and hny evaluation of that
child, as an individual person. Comparisons pf'one child with
another in-terms of personal worth may well be traumatic, and
fregdently inhibiA the child's participation in future learning

,situ'a'tions. However, a realistic apprakal of the child's mas-
tery of significant cognitive aspects of hisr her environment
should facilitate and-motivAle continuing intellectual develop-
ment. *

For some years it has been advocated that teachers emphasize
theiY support of childreri in their attempts to learn. -Typibally,,
support has been most evidenced b7 verbalizations,of, positive

4-tone--"fine," "good," "OK"--although-occasional' nonverbal posi-
tiOe reinfOrcement has been encouraged. The findin ?s from some
current re search, looking at the distinction between the'emo7 .

tional and cognitive domain of behavior, imply that children
trying, with mixed success, tio acguire'a.clesired cognitive be-

. havior find a consistently positive tone from the teacher very
0conf'using. -Thse confusion arises because the teacher's behavior-

, is inconsister)t with'the_changes (or lack of them) which the
"child can observe in his own cognitive behaVior. For example,,
/if he or she'continues to reach an inconsistent response. (wrong
answer) on several tries4hut the teacher's only response is ones
of positive acceptance, the child is likely to wonder whether
the teacher iS attending to the difficulty. While most instances
of the well-known "turn-off" arise fro!n a combination of lack of
success and negative attitude from the oteacher, many children
will turn away from a cognitive task when, having failed by
their.owh evaluatidn, they decide'that tWe-teacher's, response is
irrelevant becooause it doesn't relate consistently toJtheir cog-
nitive problem.

The teaCheipts-evaluation of a child's' response should be con-
sistent with the situation, the child perceives it, ontwo
levels: (1) ,rewarding for effort, as that/motivates another`
try; (2) rewarding for realistic success at the task, but non-/
rewarding,for-lack'of it: That kind of guidance pZovides much
more rerevant information, and thus engenders a greater effort
on the part of th'e child to focus on the cognitive aspects o'f
the task.

LI
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PROVIDING FEEDBACK
a.

,We 'hope you will find the Assessments' useful in helping the
child to mobilize and focus his or her thinking skills on the
COPES experiences. 'In order to determine their usefulness, we
ask your assistance in providin feedback to us regarding the
Aisessments., Information on. confu ing instructions and the like
are received with some regrftt, of c urse, but theya neverthe-
less welcome. Information on relat ve difficulty of.

.
be extremely valuable. Don't hesitate to request add ional
Assessment materials from us, and to suggest new formatb that
such Assessments might take. We shall be most interested in
communicating with you.

18 27
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Minisequence
Cells: Units of Structure and Function

It was a little more than 300 years ago that Robert Hobke used a

magnifying lens to observe thin sections of charcoal, cork, aid
other planttissues. He'observed that they were all-made up
small cavities separated by walls. These cavities became k.nOwn
as cells. In 1665 Hooke wrote about cellular organization in
plants. Shortly thereafter, Anton van Leeuwenhoek, using a
Microscope that_he had made, discovered single-Celled/organisms
in pond water. Neither of these great discoveries could have
been made,until lenses were perfected that brought into view a
heretofore unseen world. Butneither Hooke, nor Leeuwenhoek,
nor the many others who for the next 17Q years observed and
wrote about cells in different plants and animal -s, understood
the great significance of their discoveries. It was not until
1838 that two scientists, Schleiden and Schwann, put the evidence
together and came to.the conclusion that all living things are
composed of cells: This idea is known as the cell theory. The
cell isbonsidered to be not only.the,unit of structure in living
things, but the unit of'function as well. Among modern iolOg-
ists the cell is considered to be the minimum organilation of-
matter.that is capable Of carrying on arl of those processes we
have become accustomed to oallfng "life."

Isi this Minisequence, children will have experiences somehat
comparable to the experiences ofrthose mean whose discoveries
led to the conclusion that celr'S are the units b.f 'structure and
function in living/ thi.ngs. The outcomes of these experiences
will be an introduction to the more sophistic&ted implications
of the cell theory; they represent a beginning in the direCtion

1, -

of one of.the truly big ideas in biology.

Because of its impbrt&nce in this Minisequence, a special sec-
tion under Materials and Equipment (pages 362 to 3'54) is.devotea
to a discussion of the microscope. Six questions are dealt with
in a manner that should help the teacher to use the microscope
with greater confidence.' ,The Material also proVides the neces-
sary backgrou d for aiding the children -in their initial efforts
to use th- icroscope.

In-the irst Activity children are encouraged to makp a transi-'
tion, rom magnifying glasses,, which they have been using for
some ime, to microscopes. This.is done at both the conceptual
and s ill level.. After some skill in using the microscope.has
been d veloped, it is'applied in observing-that the leaves bf
the we er plant, Elodea, ,pre made up of small part, called
cells. Furthermore, the ,children observe that the leaf cells
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contain still smaller parts - -green bodies called chloroplasts
that contain the coloring material found in all green plants,
chlorophyll. bsquently, they will learn that chloroplasts -

. make it possible for leaf cells to function as food makers.

The second Activity picks up a question raised at the conclusion
. of the first Activity: Are other parts of plants also made up
of cells?. The techniques learned in the first Activity are then
applied to a m*roscopic examinption of the leaf, stem/ flowe'r,
and root of a Begonia plant. Ail (its parts are found to be made
of cells and; in addition, the flower petals are fou to contain
still smaller, colored bodies. Other investigatio are made of
the thin lining betw en the layers of an onion, e outer cover -
in lg and inter,iar o car)ot root, the' coat of bean seed, and
different parts of lie fruit of a tomato plant, to broaden the
children'.sebility to generalize. In dealing with a question re-
garding the cellular composition of animals, scrapings from the
tissue that lines the cheeks of chiraren are examined. These,
too, are found to be composed of cells. From these investiga-
tions the children obtain some e iddnce that plants and animals
are composed of cells.

In the last Activity the children discoVer that the pulp cells
of an unripe banana contain starch grains. Later, when the
banana has ripened, noticably fewer starch grains are found in
the pulp cells. ,After comparing the taste of ripened and unriped
banana, an Xiycpothesis is proposedthat the starch has been
changed to sugar. This firsthand observation introduces the
idea that things,areAlappening in 'the cells. Cells are some
thing'more than just static structural units; they carry cn cets-
tain functions, such as changing starch to sugar. Thus, there
are two major concepts in this sequence: I

20

1. 'Living things are made up of structural units, called
Cells.'

2.. Some cells contain even smaller parts that over a per-
...

,iod of time may change.

-st
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MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 1
A

Activity 1 Introduction to the Microscope'

In this Activity, the children's irevious experiences with magni-
fying glasses are reviewed and then used as an introduction to
the microscope. The essential components of the microscope are
demonstrated, along with the materials needed in using it, and
the children are given practice insome.of the elementary tech-
niciues of microscope investigation. B1 applying these techniques
they discover that the Elodea leik is m de up of smaller units,
called cells, and that the cells thems ves contain smaller green
bodies.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

For each child you will needi

1 .magnifying glass (e.g., A.S. & E. hand magnifiers No.
.2400 x.,1'26)

1 cutout picture from a newspaper
.

1 microscope (40X), if available; otherwise; one for each
group of two or three children. (Bausch and Lomb 40X
Elementary Science microscopes are recommenc4d if you are
purchasing them. HoweAe'it any available microscopes can
be used.)

1 grass microscope slide

'1 plastic covers,lip

1 medicine dropper

1 plastic cup, of any convenient size, to be used as a wa-
tercontainer for'prepaiing wet mounts

In addition you will need:

5 camel's hair paint brushes'

3 Elodea pants

10 plastic or glatss dishes in which slides and coverslips
can be washed and rinsed

1 oz of liquid detergent
r. 21
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MINISEQUiNCE I/Activity 1

paper towels; 2'or for each child

1 box ,of facial tissues

1 oz of granulated sugar,

0

.1 page of classifired advertisements from a newspaper

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

Z'lodea plants can be purchased from.a-loet shop that sells. live
fish and aquarium supplies. The plants.Must be kept immersed
,,water.

The plastic dishes should be filled, about two-thirds of wa-.
ter. One pair of .`dishes 'should be arranged in 'each .of five stai-
tions in the room. One, half of a medicine dropperful of deter-
gent should be put' into one of .the two dishes _of water: This
water will be-used in washing .slides and cover6-lips. The water
in the second dish will be used in rinsing them% A supply of
paper towels'should be kept at each station for use in drying
the slides and cover,slips.

#

From a newspaper, cut out s many sectionseof,classified ads as
there are children. Eadh c tout should be about in. by 3 in. \At,
and may have more, thead on it. The print in le ads should,
be somewhat smaller than that in which the news is printed.

It is imperative that you try out each'of the microscope exper-
iences suggested in this Activity.ahead of tifie order'to iden-
tify the kinds of problems 'the children may encounter. If you
are not well acquainted with the microscope that your children
will be using, practice using it wIth theSe materials until you
feel reasonably competent. Begin by reading the section on the
microscope (p)ages 362 - 364).

Check to be' sure that there are adequate light sources for all
micAascope users, The overhead artificial lighting in your room
may be adequate. If it is not, you may find that you can use out-
side natural light by arranging the microscopes near windows.
f neither of these is' adequate, then you may use .flashlights or

desk lamps.

(In'Activity 2, the children will observe the cells in a :lettuce
seed coat. In order to obtain the peed coat, the seeds should be '

germinated ahead of time--the germination process Causes the
seed coat to separate from the seed so that 'it can be removed.
To germinate the seeds, do the following: .3 or 4 days ahead of
the time when the children-mill be doing Activity '2, place about
twice as many seeds as'will be needed on a,few layers of moist
paper toweling on a saucer or shallow pan. Enclose the saucer
in a clear plastic bag and place it in a well-lighted lo6ation.

22
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. / MINISEQUENCl/Activitv 1

(I. should not be placedin direct sunlight,
f

ALLOCATION OF` TIME.:

The children will need approximately
Activity.

4

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Distribute the newspaper
cutout pictures.eo that the
children can view them. -Ask
each group to identify the var-
ious parts of their pictures.
Then ask them to concentrate'
on one part, such as a-person,
and identify its parts.

Ask if, in the. picture, these
Parts 'are made up of.still4
smaller pacts. -.."

Dis'tribute the magnifying
glasses to the 'children and ask
them to use the Magnifiers to
xamine the prinfed picture.

What is the picture made up
'f?

0

. ee' , .

mEmphasize the fact that a ag-
niffring glass was needed in or-
der to see that each part of

'

the picture was made up of
dots.

, J

.2. Arrange the class into what-
ever number of groups will be
necessary in order for each
group to have a microscope.
Give a microscope to each group

however.)]

3 hours to complete this

COMMENTARY

The parts.might include people,
animals, cars, buildings, and
the like; the parts of a person\
would be the head, arms, legs,
feet, body, etc.

Continue this kind of question-
ing to direct attention to the
smaller and smaller parts of
the picture.

If children have had the exper-
iences'included in Activity 1,
Minisequence 1 in Grade.3, they
will recall that a black and
white newspaper picture Is com-
posed of small black dots.

A
If,the recommended A.S. & E.
magnifiers are used,'have them
examine the,picture through each
of the thgee lenses. They should
note that the smallest lens mag-
nifies most'and that as magni-
fication increases, the dots
not only apPear larger but there
is more space batween.,them.

32
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TEACHING SEQUENCE /

and appoint someone in the
group to assume general res-
ponsibility for it.

Use the diagram of the
microsCope,on page 363 of the
Materials and Equipment section
as your reference in directing
children's attention to the

`different parts of their micro-
scope.

As ;these parts re identified
and their functions demonstrat-
vd, you may wish to write their
names on the chalkboard:

arm -- attaches to the base and,
supports the tube

base--the part which rests on
the table cs

stage--the flat part upon
which objects are placed when
they Ore to be observed

tube--cont4ihs the lenses.
The lens at the bOtttom is
called the objecti the
lens at the top is th eye-
piece.

tube adjustor--the part that
one turnsin order to raise
or lower the ablective 'and
bring the object into focus.

mirror--reflects light from
its source intp the lenies in
the tube-

mirror adjusting knob--used'
in adjusting the mirror to -
refilect e bestjintemsity lof
light: 4

After the function of the mir-
ror and its adjusting knob is
discussed, have each child' use

24

/
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MINISEQUENCE I/ACtiVitv:1
4

COMMENTARY

Emphasize the fact. that the
microscope is one complete in-
strument,- However it is made
up of parts, each of which has,
.aspecial purpose br function.

The tube, containing the lenses,
and the'tube adjustor make up
the magnifier system.

In, the Bausch & Lomb' microscope,
the.'tube adjustor 'is part of
the top of thee tube'.

The mirror and the knobs used
in adjusting it are the princi-
pal parts of ,the.iilumi.nator
syitem.

ti
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

hem to form a li'ght circle
at can be ,seen as he or 'she

lo ks through the microscope.
(Before looking through the.
microscope, have the child
lower the objective,until it
is at i i_lowest position over
the bas
csrtai
the mirro
s being d

Then_ check to make
at each has adjusted
properly. As this
e, talk to the'

children about light being
necessary before anything can
be seen thrputhe microscop.,

jiAlso impress them the
functio4 of the mirror irrre-
flecting the light from its
Source into the microscope. e A
diagram on the chalkboard would
help to Show that light coming
to the mi.rror is reflected in-.

to the lens.

Now have them.turn the adjust-
or again to lower_ the 'objective
as far as it will tjo or until
it is just above the stage,'but
not touching it.

1

When children look through the
..

eyepiece of their microscope,
encourage hem to keep both
eyes open., but don't insist on
it for tho e who find it difl-

T ere -is less strain
on eye mu cies, if both eyes
can be kept open.

If the ' mirror ie proper ly ad-
justed they should see a rather
brig4 circle, called the field,
when th y look through the.eye-
piece o the'microscope. If
.the.children do not see a rel-
ativdly bright field they should,
adjust the angle at which the
mirror is tippe til the field
brightens.

A dirty mirror oy d rty lenses
may prevent a fpi.ight field from
being obtained. It dust has
cylleited on the ,lenses, they
may bl.cleaned by using a camel's
hair bg.ush. In order to remove
other. kinds of dirt, the chit=
drehmaY have to wipe gently
with a wet,tissue,and then with
a dry tissue.

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 1

COMMENTARY.

When the objective in ye'le B. &

L. microscope is16wered, it
will not touch the stage. Its
lowest position will be about
1/4 inchabove it. In some
microscopes it .is possible to
lower the objective into the
object undel. observation. When

34
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

t),

Next, ask them to-put the news-
paper ,picture previously oh- ,

served with'the magnifying
A 'glasses- onto the stage and ob-

. seive.it through the micro-
scope.

As 'they look through the micro-
scope, havg ghem turn the .tube
adjustor very slowly to raise
the objective. They should
continue turning the adjustor
until the dots making up the
picture come clearly into view.

*How -does the -size of the dots
compare with the size of
those' observed with the mag-
nifying glasses?

When the children' are able to
Use the microscope to observe
their newspaper pictures, give

. them each a cutout from the
classified adyertising sec on
of a newspaper.

Ask them to draw a circle
around one Of the small "e's"

ifound n'one of the words-and
observe it with their magni- ,

,fying glasses.

Next ask them-t9kobserve the
"e" with the microscope.

26
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MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 1 .

this happens, the: lens in the
objective may be dame/ed. For
this reason, caution should be
exercised in lowering the
'jective in such microscopes,..,6

tt%

When they look through ehe
microscope, the field,will be,
much dimmer than bgfore. How-
ever, they should still be. able
fo see it.

As this is done with the B. &

L. microscope, one hand "Should
be used to hold the base firmly
on the table while fingers of
the other hand rotate the tube
counterclockwise. Since this
may be their first eXperience
ix focusing a microscope; take
the time necessary for 'every
Child to focus on the dots with
one of the microscope's.

The dots appear considerably
larger and the distance between
them is greater. They.will
so, be ably to see the fibers
that make up the newsprint with
the microscope. These vierelbt
visible with the hand. magni iers.

When
x
they put the cutout on the

microscope stage, they shoiald
place the circled "e" in the
center of the.rodnddhole in the_
stage. The hole will appear' as'-.

35



TEACHING SEQUENCE

4,1

How"is the "e" under the
microscope different'from
the "e" you observed with )

4 the magnifying glass?. /.A

After they have" discovered that-
thel"e".is upside down, tell
them that the microsape has
more than one- lens cm the tube.
For this reason it is cabled a
compound mioroscope.' All ob-
jects appear upside down when
observed through a compound
microscope. 'Ask them to ob-
serve the '"e" as they move the
paper slightly, back and fdrth.

3. Next, show the children a
-microscope slide and demon-
strate bow to hold it so' that

e you do not 50t finger prints
on it.

41Nac

Explain that when objects are
to ke observed with a micro-,
scope they usually are put on
a glass slide which is then
placed on the stage. To be
most useful, the slide should
be clean--there sh9uld by no
dust or finger prints on it.

MINISEQUENCE'T/ActiVity 1

COMMENTARY

a lihhted circle' on the paper.
'Properpladement will result in .

the "e': being directly beneath
.the object so that only the
tube adjustor has to betregu-
lated to see the "e."

It will appear larger, as they
probably exnected. However,
they should also observe that -

the "6" is upside down. °

They should' now discover that
in viewing through the compound
lenses. the "e'app.egys to move
in the Apposite direction from
that in which the paper.is being
Moved. Everything Under a QOM-
pound microscope appears back-' .

ward.

The slide hould 1:,held,by its
edges between,tlie index fringes,
and the thumb. When the slide
pis' put, on thd desk, a-part o
one end should extend over the.
edge so that. it clan easil,! be
pickPd up; 0

36
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Give achechild a microscope
slide and ask them to practice
'picking it up, holding it, and
placing it back on thetable.
Then demonstrate how slides-are
to be washed in the detergent
water; rinsed in the clear wa-
ter, and dried with a paper
towel.

After each child has a clean,
dry slide,'he or she should put
a few crystals of sugar on .A,2
and examine the crystals with
the magnifying-glass.

Ne`.r they should.examine_the
crystqs with their microscopes.
Discuss-the differences in ap-'
pearance of the crystals when
observed with the miOroscopel
and when observed with the
magnifying glass.

4

Now have them clean. their
slides by following the pro-
cedure outlined above.

f

MNISEQUENq I/Activity 1

7) COMMENTAeY

As this is being done, ask them
to hold the slide up to the light
and examine it for dust or fin-
ger prints.

To wash a slide, one end and then
the other should be swishedpback
and forth in the detergent water;
to rinse it, the same swishing
proce.is.should be followed in the
clear water. After this, one end
and then the other should be
dried with a paper towel. The
slide should thpn be examined for
finger pripts br holding it up
to the light. If it is not clead,
repeat the process. In order to
get firiger prints off a slide,
it may be necessary to xub it
when it is ill the detergent wa-
ter. Do not rub, when it is in
the' rinse water.

You might tell theM that when,
an object is put on a slide it
is called a mount. When no
water is put on it, it is called\
a dry mounjt. Thee crystals are
;dry mount

Under the microscope the crystals
of sugar appear to be much lar-
ger. One can alto observe a
.distinguishable crystal shape.
It is possible to adjust, the mir-,
ror so that no light will be re-
flected from the crystal faces.
However; the crystals may still
be visible because of light com-
ing from above them. Encourage
children' to experiment with thiS'
phenomenon.° When light ,f row the

mirror comes through the crystals
from below, the appear 'relative-
ly dark against a light back
ground, when light comes from
above, thrystals appear bright-,
er against a darker background.

4. By now the children should Most of the'ohildren should
be ready to use the microscope recognize it as A green plant.,"

28
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

to view liying things. Hold
up one of the Elodea plants and
ask them what it is and where
they might haVe seen such an
object before.

Ask each child to remove a leaf
from.the Elodea plant, put it
on his or her microscope slide,
gently hold it against the
slide. with the point of a pen-
cil, and examine it with the`
magnifying glasses.

L.+ What are some properties of
the Elodea

1'

O

Tell the children that because
leaves of Elodea plants are so
gin, they can be observed
nicely with a microscope. Ok
them to look at the Elodea
leaf with the microscope.

What do you see?

Tell them that these little
parts of the leaf are called
cells. '

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 1:

IMP

COMMENTARY

Some may recall having seen
plants like it in a fish tank.

After the children have removed
leaves from the plant, put it
back into the water. It should
not be allowed to dry out.

They should recognize such prop-
erties as greenness and thin-
ness. If they have difficulty
in recognizing that the- leaf is
quite thin, have them hold
their slide up to the light.
The leaf appears to be a much
lighter green, indicating that
some light comes through it.
If they place Wie slide on
ruled tablet paper and then ob-
serw the leaf with the magni-
fier, they will be able to see
the lines on the ruled paper
through the leaf.

Most of the objects to be ex-
amined in this Minisequence
must be thin enough for light
to pass through theth. Other-
wise it will not be possible to
see the cellular parts of which
they are composed.

Allow time'for all the children
to get the leaf in focus. They
shouldsee what look like veS7
tiny,4boxes.

*. 33
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

MIgISEQUENCE I/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

What happens to the leaf
cells as they are left ex-
posed on theLs'lide?

After a while ask them to
remove the Elodea leaf and
clean the slide. As child'ren
are cleaning their slides, ar-
range a plastic cup, 2/3 full
of water, at every other seat-
ing po'sition in the room. Dis-
tributg a medicine dropper to
every seating position. When -

the slide isclean, have each,
of them place another Elodea
leaf'on it. However, this
time ask them to put three or
four drops of water,on the
leaf.

Next, show them a overslip..
Tell them that the thin cover-
slip is placed on top of the

30

As they continue this obsar-
vation of the exposed leaf, it
will dry oust and the cells will
no longer appear as distinct as
they_did when the leaf was
moist.

r

9

As drops of water are put on
the leaf, tell them that the
water will keep the leaf fresh

mak,e its cells more clearly
visible. The leaf is now
called a wet mount.

.Hold the coverslip in the sate
manner as you did.the slide.
Coverslips should be examined

0
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

wet4tount for two reasons: It
kteps,the viewing surface
level,.thus making it easier to
focus

/
dd the leaf cells, akd it

reduces the oss of water by
evaporation.

Demonstrate how the coverslip
is placed on the slide.

After satisfactory wet mounts
have been made af Eid4 a
'leaves, have thechi,fdren ex-
amine the cells carefully.
Ask questions such as these tc!.,

direct their gpservatipn:

Are all Elodea leaf cells
the same?

Is there only one layer of
cells in an Elodea leaf?

$10

What can you see inside the

MINISEQUENCE-I/Activity 1
.

COMMENTARY

to determine if they ate dirty.
If they are dirty they,should -

be washed and dried in the same
way that the slides were:

This should be done by holding
-ope edge of the coverslip on
the slide and the opposite edge
about 1/2 inch above the slide.
The coverslip is then moveds.:4
toward the leaf until its Edtch-
ing edge takes contact with the
water The slip is then re-
leased to cover the mount. If
there is not enough water on
the mount; more can be supplied
by using a medicine dropper. A
drop of water on the tip of the.
dropper should be 'placed at the
edge of the dry part of the
Aunt, The water will mode in
under-zthe coverslip, If there
is too much water on the mount,
the coverslip will float. When
this happens, 'the edge- of a
facial tissue, can be .gent .y
placed in or near the excess
water to absorb it. It takes
considerable practice to pre -
pare.good wet' mounts.

Most Of them
rectangles
Some chil
to show t

e d like
ate boxes.'

may draw sketches
hape. ,r .

There are several layers, as
demonstrated by the fact,, that
one can sees cells come in and
out of focuS a)s one turns the',
mi,axosoope adjustor ever so
slightly.

15

If they have developed some rea-

ei 0
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

cells?

Are other parts of plants,
(fruits, seeds, stems,
roots) N made up of cells?

32

MINISEQUENCE I /Activity 1

COMMENTARY

sonable skill in fOcmAiag,:-,the
microscope, they can set little
green dots inside the cells.
-These are called chlorulasts
aKid contain chlorophyll, the
green coloring material in
plants. In other words, the
Elodea leaf, which is itself
a part of the Elodea plant, is
also composed of parts--the°
cells, in turn, apparently.con-
tain even smaller parts!

Encourage speculation and then
tell them that this question
will be investigate in the fol-
lowing Activities.

41
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MINISEQUENCE I /Activity 2

Activity 2 Plant and Animal Cells

.."

This Activity is introduced with the question-that was pOsed at
)thZ` conclqsion of Activity 1: Are other parts of plants, such
as,roots, stems, flowers, fruits, and seeds, also made up of
cells? In order tofind out, a microscopicsstudy is made of the
leaf, stem, root, and flower petals of a single plant, the
Begonia.

In' order to broaden their investigAion-to include other plants,.
...the children look at tissues from an onion bulb, a carrot root,
a lettuce seed, tomato peel, and to-mato ,pulp under the micro-
scope. The presence of cells in these materials is used as
additional evidence that all parts of plants may be made up of
cells. A question is then, raised regarding the cNllular'com-
position of animals. Human cheek cells are examined a-gc\ne
'xample of animal cells. Thus.children are provided with a
`riumber of expeTienCes in which,theY directly observe cells as.,
structural units of living: things'.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

For each child (or small group) you will need:,

1 microscope (40X)

1 microscope slide

1 plastic covbrslip-

1 plastic cup, 1-oz, to be used as a container for iodine
solution

1 medicine dropper 1,
irk

1. plastic cup to be used as a.water container for prepar-
ing wet mounts %

1 toothpick

In addition you will need:
I.
1 garden trowel

l' water bucket, 2-gal

L
42;
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MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

10 plastic dishes in which slides and coverslips can be
washed. and rinsed

1 oz of liquid detergent

paper towels

'1 box of facial tissues

1 -oz tincture of iodine

1 bottle ith cork or cap, 1 -pt

1. razor blade, single edge

5 sharp paring knives

1 shallow saucer

1 potted Begonia plant with flower'slon it

15-20 sheets of newspapelr

1 onion, medium size
4

,

ripe tomatoes, medium size

30 ,lettu.ce seek, germinated

//771
3 carrots, medium size

- .

1 roll of wax paper;

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

Begonias are a common plant that can usuallybe obtained wher-
ever plants are sold.

The dishes of water, in which slides and coverslips are to be
washed and rinsed, should be prepared as they were in Activity
1. Again, these should be arranged for children's use .at five
different stations. There should also be a supply of paper
towels at each station.

Three other things should also be dondillin advances

1. The 2-gal bucket*should be filled about 2/3 full of water.

2. Prepare about 1/2 pint of iodine solution by mixing 1
ounce of tincture of iodine with.1/2 pint of water. The
solution should be mixed in the 1-pt bottle. It should
then be capped or corked and set aside until used. What=
ever is left over can be saved for use in Activity 3.

34
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MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

3. Retrieve the germinating lettUce ,seeds (see the Prepara-
tion for Teaching-in Activity 1).

Before childrepget started on this Activity, it is again impor-
tant that you yourself examine,each of the materials with the
'Microscope befbrehand.

ALLOCATION OF TIME:
-N0

The, children will need approximately 4 hours to complete this J
Activity. (Less timd- will be necessary if thej share some of
the slide preparations.)

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. .1n4oduceyhis Activity by
having children recall the
question tha4 was raised at
the conclusibn of the last
Activity. Then suggest that
they study the1Begonia plant
(show it to'them) and see if
it, too, is made up of cells.

ASk someone to name the dif-
ferent parts of the plant./

I They can examine these parts
to get additional evidence to
use in answering the question
regarding the cellular melee-
up of plants.

Give each, child a microscope
slide, a coverslip and a
medicine dropper. Place a
Plastic cup of water at'each
seating positior?: Unless you4
have enough for each child,
formgroups.and distribute
the microscopes as you did in
the preceeding Activity.

1

Each child shouldpSepare a
wet mount of a petal fiom one
.of the Begopia flowers and
use'the milroscoges\to see if

COMMENTARY

You might write ,.the question
on the chalkboard.'

Begonias are particularly suit-
able for such an investigation
Since they can easily be cut or
torn into pieces that can be
readily examined with the mi-
croscope.

The different parts that many
plants, have: flowers, leaves,
`stems, and roots, were dis-
dussed, ip Topic I of Grade 23

\7%

The cups' of water can be.
shared, if you wish.

A

It should 'be noted that the
'flower petals are very thin.
It will be quite easy for them
to observe.the circular shapalt.......
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TEACHING SEQUENCE
4

it is made up of cells. En-
t courage them to draw sketches

of the cells and label the
. sketches for later use.

Show them how to tear a Bego-
nia leaf so that a thin strip
of it isifleft at the torn'
edge.

Ask them to prepare a wet
mount of the thin.Begonia
leaf strip and examine the
-torn edge under the micro-
scope.

4

How does the shape of these
leaf cells compare with
those of the Elodea leaf
and the cells of the flower
petal?

MINISQUEDICE I /Activity 2

COMMENTARY

cells of a begonia flower
petal.

After the petal is e,,amined,
have the children clean their
slides and coverslips.in prelp-

'aratioft e-for the next xamina-

This is not difficult to ac-.
complish if the leaf is torn
on the bias rather .than straight
across.

c7v/The flower-petal cells/ are much
more regularly shAped than the,/
leaf cells. Al o, the. leaf
cells are mostl gr n, whereas
the petal. cells other col,
ored materials i them. (The
leaves of a waxed Begonia are
rust-colored and -thus their

-.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Next, show the children how
to peel off the 'thin skin
(outs'ide covering) of the
Begonia stem.

Have them obtain a section of
skin, prepare a Kat mount of
it; and examine it with the
micrdscope for evidence of
cells.

Ask them to draw sketches of
the cells and label them as
the, skin cells of a Begonia
Stem.

*a.

t

Now show the cl how cross -
sectional ,slices of the Bego-
nia stem are prepared.,

Give each child a toothpick
and ask him or her to remove
one of the slices of Begonia

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

cells have reddih colored
bodies in t

This is done by using a sharp
paring knife to tear off the
outer skin of the stem. It
strips off quite easily., One
strip may be long enough to
supply several children with
1/2-inch sections.

These cells will appear to be
tinted green and somewhat
elongated in shape.
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.since a razor\ blade is usedj.n.
this operation, the tea,00 "
should probably perform it:
Cut a section of ste / at the
tip of the plant an la it on
a piece oflibamdboaird. With
the razor blade, slice very
thin'pieces across. the cut end
of the stem. It may take a
Fitt e practice to get the

k..
'slic s pape?\ thin. CUt about,

g
35 to 40 slices and put them
in a shallow saucer of water.
In this condition they will
stay fresh for several hours.

4a
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TEACkING SEQUENCE

stem from'the 'saucer, prepare
a wet mount of it, and then

.examine'it with the micro-
sCope.

ire

After they have established
the fact that the inside of
the stem is also made up of
cells, have them draw sketches
of the cells and label them.

How does the cross - sectional
view of the stem cells com-
pare-with the view of stem
cells you saw in tie skin?

Invite children to observe as
you prepare sections of Bego-
nia roots. c_ '

S

MINISEQUjNCE /Activity, 2

2

COMMENTARY

p

-Most Of the cells will appear
to be shaped like the cells in'
a honeycomb. This is because
what yet( actually see
cross section is a top view of
the'cut ends of cells. Many
of the stem cells are eadh-
g/ted,' as they appeared to* be
In the skin that was peeled
off the outside of the stem.
In the skin you were getting a
side view of stem cells.

Before you begin this opera-
'tion, assure the children that
what you are going to do will
not kill the plant. Over news-
papers spread on the floor,
garefully remove the Begonia
plant.and the soil it is in
from the pot. Loosen, the soil
with your fingers-so that much
of it will fall away from the
roots. Now put the root end
of the plant into the prepared
bucket of water and slowly
move it up'and down while
holding onto the stem. This
slow churning action in the.
water should remove most of
the remaining soil from the
'roots.

There will be literally hun-
dreds of white hairlike roots

47 .



TEACHING SEQUENCE

Have each of the childrenpre-
pare a wet mount of Begonia c
root section and examine it
to find out if it, too, is
made up of,Cells.

Encourage them to sketch root
cells and label their
sketches.

4

Summarize this Section by dis-
cussing questions such as:

What do all parts of the
Begonia plant have
common?

*Are the cells, in all'parts
the same?

In what ways are the
different?

2. Introduqq,/ this Secti n by
showing the children the
onion, the carrot, the ger-
minated lettuce seeds, and the

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

'exposed when the soil is're-
moved. Carefully detach a
number of these and put them
into the saucer of water. Use
sharp paring knife., or razor
blade to cut them into section's
about 1/2 inch long. (The
Begonia plant will not have
been seriously damaged by this
operation. It can be replanted
in the pot and watered well.
The soil should be kept moist
for several days.)

They will find that each hair-
like root is made up of clear,
almost colorless, elongated
cells.

,They'are all made up of 'cells.

In discussing this question,
have children compare thpir
sketches of the different
kinds of cells.

.

They may be different sizes,
shapes, and colorse

They Will probably Wave little
difficulty in recognizing the
carrot as a root and the let-
tuce'seeds as seeds. However,'

.43 ,39
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TEACHINGI.SiQUENCE

tomato. Ask them to tell what
part of a plant each abject
represents and then disCuss
their responses.

After each object is properly
identified, write the informa-
tion on the chalkboard:

.onion bulb - underground bud
'lettuce seed - seed
carrot - root
tomato - fruit

Sugget that they investigate
the parts- of these plants to
find out if they, too, are
made up of cells.

First, disca'rd the outer' layer
of the onion which has a dried
appearance: Cut out a small
section of one of the foist
scale'leaves and demonstrate
how the onion skin, which is
nearly transparent, may be
.peeled off.

40

0
1

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

th y may have'difficulty in
accepting the tomato as fruit.
If they do, cut a tbmato in
half and show them that it
contains seeds just as Other
fruits do, su as 4opples,
peactes,'cherri s,..and oranges:

a

They will probably have greatest
difficulty in identifying the
oniaXT as a bulb. Even when they
are told it is a bulb,, they may
think of it as a root since it
is'obtained by digging it out
ol the soil. A bulb is a spe-
cialized form, o:f underground
plant bud containing, in an
underdeveloped condition, the
' parte of a complete plant. To
help them see thiS,,cut the
onion bulb in hilf "by cutting
through from p to bottom.
The overlapping leshy shell
like structures t we eet are_
"scale leaves." ey contain
stored food that will be used

,

by the undeveloped parts of the
onion plant when it begins to
grow.

In this Section, you May want
to have different groups of
children prepare the onion,
lettuce seed, carrot., and
tomato for`viewing. The obser-
vatiopsand inferences would
then be made concurrently and
shared. All the childrep
should have the experience of
staining t'lle onion skin4Cells,
however._

A very thin.rayer of cells
covers the, overlapping scale
le'aves in the onion bulb.
These may be referred to as
Anion skin-cells (scientifical-
ly they are called onion-
epithelia cells) .

9



TEACHING SEQUENCE

Next,, give each child a piece
of scale leaf from the onion
bulb and ask him or her to pre-
pare wet mounts and examine
the onion skin to find out if
it is made up of cells.

Ask them t
label the, es vid com-.
pare Weir-s khose
of ate othe.r.0 ildrdn,
,might ask one,of:the
to eeproducelothas or her dketcP
on the challerd.

ech the

Alel . *, 4
Give'each group17a 1-az c4.

',

Tell the class that you are 2''''

of iodine into lith cup. ,Af-

going to put a k solution,

ter the solution has been---.
'pouredirintoeach cup, ask
the-children to touch` the
iodine solut on with,the tip

1

of a finger.

40. What does the iodine solu-
tion do to -the tips of your
fingers?.

Ask them if they-think 'that,
when iodine sqLlution=toucpes
onion 'skin cells, tt7,9,i44 -

:stain them. Th-eryC-allf-tn-d-

out -by'doing thd following: .

A. Tear off a'-strip of paper
towel about 1-in. wide.

(

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

mp

USe a knife or finger nail to
loosen the thin skin at
cut end of the scale Aeaf'and
then peel it off in the same

nner that the skin was
peelAd off the Begonia stem.,

If the dielion skin membrane is'
exposed to the airfor very
Long.., it will dry out and curl
up. Therefore, the wet mounts
shOuld be prepared as quickly
as possible for best-results.

It may take a. little time r
all the children to'lotatecthe
cells.' However it is important
that they do. Encourage° the
chi;Or-eri to help otherswho
need it. ,

The cells will be somewhat
-"Clea.r and elongated.

0

troer

You s
it c
fing rs.

"le

ld get the answer t
ors.pf stains their

- So

OnaPedge of ,.the paper towel
shoul even.

30
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

b. Take up a small amount of
iodine solution into
medicine dropper.

c. PlaCe one or two drops of
iodine solution on the
slide directly next to
coverslip.

.d. Place oneedge of the
paper towel:on the oippo-
site side of the coverslip
so that it just touches
the watv under the cover-
slip.

e. Let the slide stand for
about 10 minutes and then
observe it with theericro-
scope.

How does the iodine stain
help you to observe the
onion skin cells?

42

p

-MINISEQUENCE I/Actiyity 2

-
COMMENTARY

No more than 4 drops will be
needed.

.4

The drops of iodine solution
should be touching -the cover-
slip.

As t e water, is drawn out ,by
th paper towel, the iodine
solutiOn will be drawn under
the coverslip into contact
with the onion pin cells.

ti

ar.

The walls of the cell's will be
stained yellow and will become
more distivt. A small..body
within each cell will also be
stained yellow. Thi's body is
the nucleus of the cell.

Iodine solutions j.s only one of
several kinds of 9olutions that
may be used to stain cells. At

end/of this ActiVity, sug-
gestions are mddTr'for.those chil-,

_..dren who wish to have additional'
experiences investigating plant
cells. Suggestions are also
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

A

O

Give each child a'germinated
lettuce seed. Ask him or-her'
to remove the outer skinlike
covering of the seed that has
been loosened. They should
then prepare'a wet mount of
this seed coat. As they examine
it, have them draw a sketch of
the cells.

Ask if they can generalize
'from this eGidence that all
`seeds are made up of cells.

Cut the carrots into seV>eAlille
1-in. sections end give each
child one section.

t-

'Demonstrate how they are to-

'takep from the surface of he
prepare _wet mounts of material

carrot root. rAfter the dem-
onstration, have them4repare

.>

a wet mount and examine it\
with tire'microscope. Encour-

4, age them to sketch acid labe
the cells, which wp.l'be

' similar in s e and shape to
those skinned off the stgm'of
the Begonia pl A

MINISEQUENCE I4Activitv 2

ar
COMMENTARY

made for using other kinds of
stains, such as food colorknge.

All seeds,..have an outer coat.
This serve to protect the
sstoreg food and the embryonic
plant inside the seed. Seeds
Will not begin to grow until
the seed coat is'broken or

:loosened, thics admitting air
and water. The lettuce seed'

; coat can be obtained after the
seed has germinated.

I

"N.

aeo

Nom - because they have examineA
only one 'Art of one kind of!
seed. HoWever, the evidence `-
_is"building up that all parts
of plants are n vie up of cells.

Save the small, m re tender,
tip end of each carrot root to
use in making cross sections
(see below) . Sinde it isr not
possible to peel vf the outer
layer of cells on the,larg
carrot tap root, a sampleNq
the covering cells must be
obtained by lightly scraping
the carrot with a knife. The
scrapings should th0 be put'
onto a slide and two or three
drops drTdater added to them..
A' toothpick should be used to
spread ,the scrapings before 1
putting on the coversfip.'
When the slide is observed

\ 52 43
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Have each child make a wet
mount of a cross-sectional
slice of carrot root. Ari
should observe their mounts,
sketch a few cells, and label
them.

Next, cut each tomato into 6 .

pie-shaped section's and give
each group of children a
tomata-section.on a pieceorf
waxed paper. Suggest that
they prepare wet moue is of
tomato material from.three
difgerent places: the skin,,
the pulpy- material directly
under, the skin, and the

.

gelatinous material beneath
that --;---

After'they have prepared each
mount;-they might sketch the
cells and compare thei.r
sketches with those o.,f Other

4

44

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2-

COMMENTARY

with a miCroScppe, some parts
of the scrapings will be
leveled out so that cells can
'be seen.

Prepare cross-sectional Nilices.
of thOcarrot root by using '

the razor blade as was dOne
when cross - sectional' slices
of the Begonia stem were pre-.
pared. The carrot is tougher
and getting good thin-slices,
will be a little more diffi-
cult. Store the' slices into
a saucer of water.

,These cells will also look much
'like those in the_Begonia stem.
As in the Begonia stem, they,
will be arrange& in symmetrical
patterns around the center af
the 'root.

To save time, they can work in
groups of three, with each
-child making one mount.

By this time children should.,
have learned the technique
for removing a thin layer
frdm the skin of the tomatp.
A mount of the softer material
beneath the skin should be pre-
pared tax cutting a thin slice

-off it with a paring knife.
The gelatinous material may
be removed and ut onto the- -

slide with a me icine -dropper.

53
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MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

fooll
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Summarize this Section by
cussing questions such as:

Did you find cells in the
onion bulb, the lettuce
seed, the carrot root, an
the- tomato fruit?

Were the cells in these
parts all alike?

Can you now say that all
plants, and all parts of
:plants, are made up of
cells?

3.-. -A-sk the children i,f, from
the evidence they have.-abe

. plants, they would expect .;.to
find that animals are also .4,

- made;`- up -of cells.

04here might you get an.
animal to use,in finding
out if it is made up of
cells?

Although scie ists.belj.eve
this to be t. ue, many more
plants woul. have to be ex-
amined their cells ob-
served befoie the childrdn
could be sure. yhis is.what
scientists over the years
.htlie actually found. No one
scientist has examined all.
plants but no:plant has been
found by any scientist that
vas not'made up of
For those who say l'yes," ask .
what evidence they have: Have
they, actually seen anipilal

'cells or has.someone told
them?

As various suggestions are
made, someone will probably
come up with the idea that
they themselves might be A,
source of Cells.

5
or
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From what part of your body
could, you take a sample to
find out if it is made up
of cells?

If hair, finger nails, and
saliva, are mentioned, encour-
agethe children to examine
them .under the microscope.

MINISEQUENW I/Activity 2

.

COMMENTARY

The following will probably be
included among their sugges-2
Lions: hair, finger nails,
saliva, and blood.

Explain that there would be
danger of infection if they
were to prick a 'ser for
blood. Hair, finger na
and saliva are all produced
by cells of the body. How- ,

ever, they are not aliye and
when examined by the micro-
scope will show no evidence,
of living cells. There will
be air bubbles in the saliva

01, and particles-of mgrerial
floating in the'liguid but no
cells.

Ask the children to feed the
inside of their cheeks .with'
their tongues-. Tell' them that
their cheeks ae
a thin 110Per of, materie4 that
can be scraped off wit+ra
toothpick

Demonstrate how this ieldone
and How the scrapings can be
transferred to a microscope
slide.

Have the children prepare wet
mount's of the material 'scraped
off their cheeks and examine
it with a microscope.

46

The cheeks are lined with
epithe -lial tissue, as are all
cavities in the body. THin .
layers of lining tissue in
plants,such as in the onion,

---\,

are also called epithelial
tissues. Epithelial tissue
is made up ofepitheliai cels..

. .
:

The scraping should be done
gently with tfie side of a
toothpick. The toothpick should
should then be wiped on the
fl-at surfacalof a slide. Drops
of water and cover slip

slshould bp use' to make a Wet \
mount, as usual.

It may take awhile for them
to loda the scattered cheek
cells. They may be,found
singly or in small clumPs.of

'.three,orfour. They are clear
somewhat irregular in shape,'
,and the'cell walls separating
them are not as distinct as .

was seen in plant cells.

5j



TEACHING SEQUENCE

f After they have located the
cheek cells, have them stain
the cells with iodine so ion
in the same manner that.the
onion skin cells were stained.
Encourage .them to prepare
sketches of cheek cells and
-to compgre their sketches.

' .

Would you expect to find
other parts of.the body made
up of cells?

Conclude this Activity with a
discussion of the following,
questiOn:

In what ways are all living
thin alike?'

Encourage children to give
examples such as the following
to emphasize the idea of
structural units:

*A brick building is made Wp
of structural units called
bricks.

Grains of sand are the
structural units of a sandy
beach.

MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

After about 5, minutes; the
cheek cells will be stained
yellow and will become much
more evident.

As the children may suspect'
livihg parts of'the animal
body are madekup of, celA.
These include skin, Muscle,
bone, blood, nerves, and
tissues that hold various
organs in place.

The central idea to be estab-
-lished here is that all living
things are made up of cell's.
Cells are the structural unitt
of living things.

' .

There are many examples such as
these that children can give
'which will `help them to

(-1
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4

Letters are the structural
units of a word.

Words are the structural
units of a sentence.

Black dots are the struc-
tural units of a black and
white printed picture.

Cells are the structural
units of living things.

'EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:

MINISE'QUENCE I/Activity 2

'COMMENTARY

-establish the concept that
cells are the structural units
of living things.

1.' You may wish to encourage one or more of your children to
continue their microscope investigations of- the cellular struc-
ture of differAnt parts of plants. The following are some that
can fpe investigated satisfactorily with either 40X or 100X
magnification:

apple - skin and, pulp
plum skin and pulp
cucumber skfn,peelings and pulp
blueberry - pulp
carnation stems - peeled skin
cherry - skin and pulp
geranium - leaves, flower petals, peeled skin of stemand

hairlike roots.

2. Some.children may be interested in experimenting with dif-
ferell't food colors as stains to be used with such cells as
_onion skin and cheek epithelium. Green food color has been
found to be quite a good stain.

"-
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Activity 3 Changes Inside Banana Cells'

In addition to verifying the hypothesisthat the fruit of the
banana plant is rhade up of cells, children discover that the
pulp cells of unripened bananas contain'starch. They also dis-
cover that the starch in banana cells is found in the form of
small pkticles. These particles are called starch grains. How-
ever, when the cells of a ripened bana2na areexamined, very few
starch grains are found. This discrepancy leads to the question
of what happened to the starch. After comparing the taste of a
ripened and unripened na, an hypothesis--that the-starch has
been changed to sugar--is roposed. Thus the idea is introduced
that cells not only contai smaller particles but that the parti-.
Iles may change over a pe iod of time. This idea is basic to
.the concept of cells as functional units of liking things.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT :

For each _child (or small group) you will need:

1 microscope (40X)

/1 bottle with cap or cork, 1 -pt

1 :microscope slide

1 plastic coverslip

1 plastic cup, 1 oz, to be dosed as a container for iodine
solution

1 medicine drop

plastic cup to
wet mounts-

2 toothpicks

4t

e used as a water container in preparing.

In addition you will need:
, °

1 box of corn starch (optional--see page,53)

iodine solution from' Activity 2 (make more if necessary)

10 plastic diSheb in whidh slides and coverslips can be
washed and. rinsed

-49
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1 oz liquid detergent

paper towels

1 box of facial, tissue

5 sharp paring knives

1 roll of waxed paper

4 unripe bananas

2 ripe bananas

2 serving trays

173,REPARATION FOR TEACHING;

As was recommended in Activities 1 and 2, it is imperative that
the teacher woi,k through the suggested experiences in this Actives
ity before undertaking them with children. In assisting children
there is no substitute for the "voice of experience."

When purchasing the 4 unripe bananas, select those whose skins
are greenish yellow. If the skins are mostly green, so much the .

better. In selecting the 2 ripe bananas, select those that have
yellow skins with a number of brown spots on them. Since each
liranana will eventually'be cut tinto 15 1/2-inch sYices, each
should be approximately 7 finches long. ,After the bananas are
purchased, they'sh,ould not be stored'in'a refrigerator. Unripe
bananas will not ripen in the'cold and thus the starch will not
be converted to sugar.

The dishes of water in which slides and cover§lips are to be
washed and rinsed should again be'prepared and arranged in sta-
tions for children to use.

ALLOCATION'OF 11m8:

This Activity. will take approximately 1-1/2 hours of total class
-O 4)time over a period of few days, which are necessary for obser-

vation of the ripening banana.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Show the children one of
the unripe bananas. Ask them
to identify it and describe its

50

59

COMMENTARY

It should not only be identi-
fied as a banana, but as the
fruit of a banana plant. A

a
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properties.

Now show them one of the ripe
bananas. Ask them to describe
its properties.

Ask them to compare the proper,.
ties qf the unripe and .ripe
bananas and to tell which bana-
na they would preferto eat.

so

Ask why they would prefer to
eat the ripe banana.

Tell the.children that you are
going to giVe each of them a
slice of unripe banana and a
slice of ripebanana. Since a
part of the skin will be left
on each slice, they will be
able toPotell which is the.un-'
ripe slice and Whic/1 is the
ripe slice. 'After each child
has been served the two slices,
he or she is to taste each one.

'What difference do you notice
in their taste?

After the children have corn-
s pleted the taste test, dispose'

of the remains of the test and
discuss \possible reasons for
the riPe"banana tasting sweet-

'er.

01-

MINISEdUENCE I /Activity 3

COMMENTARY"

number of properties, includingt
its size and shape, maybe
given. However, the property,
of particular importance at this
point is its, green, or greenish
yellow, color.

Again color is important to
include in the list df"prz2per-

,

ties

It should be established that
the greenish banana is unripe
and the brownish-yellow banana
is ripe and therefore to be pre-.
ferred for eating.'

They will probably say that it

.1-)1

would taste better. IY the sugn-
gestion- that the 'r. e banana is
probably sweeter does.not come
.out, it will as a result of the
comparatt.ve taste test which-
follows.

,

Two or-,more children could as-
sist in making these prepara-
tions. Cut the slices of banana
on a sheet of waxed paper cover-'
irig a serving tray and use the
serving-tray to.distribute the
banana slices. Each child
should be given a 4-in strip of
waxed paper upon which the.
slices of banana.can4be placed.
He-or she should also be given
a toothpick to use in removing
pieces of Xhe slices in order
to taste them.

The children should generally
agree that the ripe banana
tastes sweeter.

Out of the discussion will prob-
ably come the idea that the.
'ripe banana may contain more
sugar. When this happens tell

60 51
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2. itave the class recall what
they discove4-ed about plants in
the previous Activity. Ask how
they would expect the, banana to
be like other plants they, have
examined.

What parts of the banana 4 ,

fruit would you expect to be'
made up of cells?

Distribute the microscopes,
microscope slides, coverslips,
and medicine droppers to each

;child. Give each pair of chil-
dren a fresh, 4-4n, strip -Of --
waxed paper", a fresh slice of
unripesbanalia, two toothpiiks,
and approximately 1/2 oz of
iodine sollition in a 1-oz cup.
Ask each child to prepare a wet
mount of bailana skins and exam-
ine it with't.the microscope.

Now have them prepare wet
mounts pf the unripe banana
pulp.

MINISEMENa I/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

the children that they should
hold onto that idea as a good
hypothesis.

The parts of plants they exam-
ined were made up of cells.
They should expect the banana
to be made up of cells.

Based upon previous experience ,-
they should expect both the skin
and the pulp to be Made up of
cells.

If children in groups are to
share a microscope, divide the
class into groups and give each
group a microscope.,

e

One of the remaining unripe
bananas shbuld be cut into at
feast 15 slices. Each slice
should be Made up of_ both skin
and ipulp. unripe banana
should remain unsliced.

The banana' should, be\
scraped to:;remove small bAches
of the thin layer of cells that
cover it. 'Mounts of the banana,
gin scrapings should be pre-
par%d in the same manner as the
mount's of carrot root skin
scrapings were prepkvd.

If sketches of tomato skin cells
were made, cells of -the ..nana

wskin might be compared with
them.

A toothpick should be used to
remove a small bit of pulp. It
should then be placed on a clean
slide and spread out into a
very thin'sinear. The smear
should be so thin that it is
hardly visible.' Three or four
drop,s of watershould then be

.er
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Ask them.to observe carefully
the cells of the unripe banana
pulp.

,Be sure that all children have
not only seen the pulp cells,
but the oval bodies inside
them.

What do you think the oval
bodies might be?

Have .ths4a-recall'how they
staibed onion skin.cells and
che4-cells with iodine solu-
tioiin order to see them More
clely. Suggest that they
use4heteChnique.learned
ActilWrity 2 and add iodine
sol4;ti n to their wet mounts
of nana pulp, cells.

Aftev the iodine solutioh has /

hadlime to get to the cells,/
askthe children how the ap-7
peaiAnce of the cells has
changed.
L.

4 Have you' ever seen something
turn blue-black when iodine,.
solution was added to it?

MINISEQUENCE i/Activitv 3

COMMENTARY

put on the smear randoa cover-
slip added.

Cells taken from the outer edge
of the pulp 14111 be smaller and
rounder than the elongated cells
taken near the.center of the
pulp. Most of the cells will
contain many oval particles.

If they find it difficult to
come up with any ideas dorl4t
push them into making a wild ,

guesses.

I

ti

Two ch'anges will be noted: the
cell walls will be more'dis-'
tinct and the oval particles
will have dhanged from being
relatively clear to' being dark
blue--almost black.

In Grade,3, MinisequenceVI,
Activity 1, children discovered
that when an iodine solution is
added to starch, the starch
changes from ,white to a blue-
black color. In subsequent
COPES Activities this inter-'
action is established as a
standard test for starch. IT
your children have not had
these experiences, put a pinch
of corn starch on their strips
of waxed paper and have them

-put a drop of iodine solution

62
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

After it has been established,:
..that the oval particles con-
tain starch, tell the class
that they are called starch
grains. Ask them to sketch
several banana pulp cells with
stained starch grains inside
of them.

3. Now call their attention
to the one remaining unripe

%banana. Ask them to tell
again how the ripe banana was

from the unripe
banana.

What would you hafie to do in
order to get this unripe
banana to ripen?

4

Put the banana in a bag and
put it Where mice or insect.
cannot get to it.

The class shoilld observe the
banana every day and describe''
how the color of its skin
changes, and how it becomes'
softer as-it ripens.

54
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MINISEQUENCE I/Activity 3

,.COMMENTARY

on it. ' Make certain the chil-
dren know thai.the white powder
put on the waxed paper is
starch. The color of the
starch will change to that re-
sembling the oval particles in
the pulp cells.

Be sure they include not,only
the change in color of the
skin, but alsp the changein
taste.'

Most children will have ob-
served bananas ripening at home
and will know that all you have
to do is to set them aside and_40 .

wait a few days.

The banana' "should not be,put-
into a refrigerator. It ripens
best at room' temperature,.

(

It will take several days ftr
the unripe banana to ripen. As
11(1)u know, the skin of a ripen-
ing banana passes through color
changes from green through
yellow to dark, brown. Observa-
911 of the same banana over
the period of,its ripening pro-
cess can become a worthwhile
experience in developing the



TEACHING SEQUENCE

After the banan
.

a stage similar t
ripe bananai they

reached
that of the
asted, have

the children prepare wet,mounts
oI ripe banana pulp cells, ob-
serve the cells, and describe
the ,changes 'that have taken
place.

A N
Suggest that they stain the,
cells withiodine
They should observe some of the
stained cells in the ripe pulp'
and sketch them. These
sketches should be 'compared.
with the ones Made earlier of
-unripe pulp cells.

'What do you think'happened to
the starch grai,ns.?

They should recall that the
ripe banana pulp tasted sweeter
than the unripe banana. Ask if
there could possibl'.be any
connection between the two
changesl: disappearance of
starch grains and appearance of
sweet tasting pulp.1

Help,the children tO see that,
the idea of starch grains being
Changed to sugar is\based-bnly
upon the observation that a,
ripe banana tastes 'Sweeter than
An unripe one. ,Thin' evidence
is not conclusive proof that
this is what actualli, happened.
Therefore, the idea Must be
considered an hypothesis.

'What else mightbe.done to
make more certain t at the
starch did change t sugar?

C

a'

'PantSrQUEN4 I/Aazivitv°3

)

. 44, c'

4

24MMENTARY

idea that a living thing
change's with time.

The cells shouldslook.much lke
they did in unripe pulp. How-
eVer, the children should be
impressed with,the lack of
starch grains in the cells.

taken comparisons are,made,
/
the

principal difference should b'e
'the labk of blue-black starch
grains in,.theripe pulp cells.

This discusbion could, quite'
rea'sonably, lead to the hypo-::
thesis that the starch in the -

unripe bada'na was changed to
sugar ,during the ripening pro-
cess.

They may suggest that if tests,
similar to the starch- iodine
test, could be performed to
determine if the ripe banana
realll, did contain more sugar,

55 "
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TEACHING 1SEQUENCE

J

4. Summarize the ideas de-
veloped in this Minisequence
by discussing questions such.
as:

MIMIS4WENCE I/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

then you could be more .,certain.
If they make such a suggestion,
Commend them for their good
thinking.

By. using such tests, scientists
have actually demonstrated that
during the ripening process the
starch stored in the banana
pulp cells is changed to sugar.
qhe change is called digestion
'and is brought about by the
interaction of an enzyme with
starch within the banana cell.
'This is but one example of
cells as functional units in

things.

What was observed when_the
* The Elodea )deaf was found to be

Elodea leaf was examined with made up gf% cells. #

the microscope?

'What other plant parts were Flower petals, and the stems,
found to be made.u.p,Of cells? roots, and fruit and seed coat

of ,plants were found to be.pade
up of cells.

What part's of animals were
found to .be made 'up of cells?

If you could examine all
parts of plants andianimals
with a microscope; what
would you expect to find?

Do cells contain anything?

Do the' bodies which cells
contain ever change?

56 6D

Human cheek

Cells

Ty saw green colored bodies
in Elodea ,leaf cells, and
starch graips in banana cells.

There was evidence that the
starch grains in unripe banana
cells change as the banana
ripens.



Minisequence I

NA.

Screening Assessments

Assessment's

The concepts being tested in this Minisequence are:-

a. All plants and animals-are made up of cells.

b. There may be different kinds of celli within the same plant
or animal.

c. Cells contain different substances within them which perform
various functions.

In this Asiessment
4

there is only one Part, covering 'three
concepts. Distrite the two assessment pages to the -children.
Have them write their names in the;appopriate place. This
assessment will take about 5. minute,.

The assessmentpagesare in a phabetical order for an entire
Minisequence." The letters, w ichsatipear in the upper #i ht hand
corner of each page, allow e children. to identify the pa
they are to'tveirk dn'at any given ti'" ''e. The letters,al*o permit
you to maintain the correct order ill"collating the pages., The
pages may be collated in groups,;Patt l,' Part etc--i-sometimes
the childrep,appreciate the change di pace afforded by collept-
ing one set o£ papers and pasSing,oitt the next. The pages may
also be distributed as a com set for the Minisequece.

In the assessments, suggested instructions -tobe Dead to the
children appear in capital letters, 'as do the problems them-7
selves. After distributing the assessment pages,'read.the in-
structions and then the problems, one by one, together' with the
possible responses. The children should read the problems along
with you, silently, and then circle the letter of,the best re-
'sponse.. They'should be encouraged to think out their responses
'and not to guess.'

.a, We \te,! tried to use language at, old ,Yeyel suggested in the Activ-
ities.themselves. ome problems, however, a child may ask
for the meaning of a pa icular word% If, in your judgment, your
answer would p5ovide the answer to the problem, you Should de-
cline,considering that he or she does not know the concept being
assessed. .If you can answerfthe child simply, without disclosing
the answer'to the problem itself, you may do, so. As a general

66 57.
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MINISEQUENCE I ASSESMENTS
.

.....°°
rule, you should ask the child to respond stating what he.or she
thinks the word means.

Page A O

Ask the children e'turff to pa*e p.
1. IF YOU EX?kMINE-A THIN SLICE 0 AN ApP.4E AND THE LEAF OF*AN

.00c APPLE TREE UNDER A MICROSCOPE, YOU 7OUL1D FIND THAT. THEY ARE BOTH
MADE UP OF

/ A. STARCH.

B. 'CELLS.

C. GREEN PARTICLES.

2. WHEN-YOU STUDY THE CELLS FROM TWO DIFFEREN
YOU WILL PROBABLY FIND THW THE CELLS,

A. DIFFER IN SIZE AND SHAPE.

B. HAVE THE S'AME SIZE AND SHAPE.

C. ARE NOT AT ALL ALIKE.

3.- CELLS WITHIN THE SAME PART OF A LEAF'

A. ALWAYS LOOK EXACTLY THE SAME.

B. HAVE MANY DIFFBRENT SIZES AND SHAPES.

C. USUALLY LOOK A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROMEACHcaiER.

4. CELLS ARE

Sb

ARTS OF A PLANT,

ia

A. LARGER THAN MOLECULES.-

0 B. SMALLER THAN,MOLECULES..

C. THE SAME SIZE AS, MOLECULES.-

5. CELLS CAN BE FOUND

A. ONLY AS PARTS OF.PLANTt.

B. ONLY AS PARTS OF ANIMALS. "

PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

67

C. AS PARTS OF BOTH
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. MINISEQUENCE I ASSESSMENTS

NW TURN TO PAGE B.

6. THE CELLS IN A LEAF

-A. ARE THE SMALLEST PARTICLES IN THE PLANT.

B. MOHAVE SMALLER PARTICLES WITHIN THEM.

C. HAVE THE SAME SIZE AND.SHAPE.'
sc

4

7. IF YOU LOOKh AT POTATO AND BANANA CELLS UNDER A MICROSCOPE,
YOU WOULD FINIS THAT

. I
A. THEY ,ARE EXACTLY THE SAME BECAUSE BOTH CONTAIN STARCH'.

4r

B. THEY LOOK VERY DIFFERENT BECAUSE THEY COME FROM QUITE
DIFFERENT PLANTS.

P.

- -

C. THEY ARE ALIKE IN HAVING WALLS SEPARATING THEM AND' A
MATERIAL INSIDE THEM.

8. PHILIP FOUND A LOPG',',VERY THIN THREADLIKE PI SCE OF GREEN,/
MATERIAL IN A SAMPLE OF WATER HE HAD TAKEN FROM A POND. SJNCE
(IT WAS GREEN HE THOUtHT THAT IT MIGHT BE SOME KIND OF A PLANT.
HIS FRIENDS SUGGESTED THE FOLLOWING AS THINGS HE MIGHT'DO TO,
FUD-OUT FOR SURE. WH,ICH.ONE DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE BEST
SUGGESTIOya_,

,

A. USE A MICROSCOPE TO FIND'OUT IF IT HAS LEAVES THAT/CANy
BE ,USED TO MANUFACTURE THE FOOD IT NEEDS.'

B. USE A MICROSCOPEZILEIND OUT'IF IT HAS ROOTS THAT CiltN BE
LJED TO TAKE IN THE'OAXER IT NEEDS.

C. USE ,A MICROSCOPE T* D OUT IF IT IS MADE UP OF CELLS
CLEARLY SEPARATED Y CELL WALLS.

9. IN AA ANIMAL, CELLS ARE

A. M?NY DIFFERENT SHAPES AND SIZES. Y°'

B. ALIKE IN THAT THEY HAVE A WALL AND MATERIAL INSIDE.

C. BOTH A AND B ARE TRUE.

63 59
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I Name:

4

Page A,

1. ,IF YOU
TREE UNDER

XAMINE A THIN,SLICB.OF AN APPLE AND THE LEAF OF AN APPLE
MICROSCOPE, "k00 WOULD FIND THAT THEY ARE BOTH MADE UP OF

A. STARCH.

B. CELLS.

C. GREEN PARTICLES;
.

2. WHEN YOU STUDY THE CELLS FROM TWO DIFFERENT PARTS OF A PLANT, YOU
WILL PROBABLY FIND THAT THE CELLS'

A. DIFFER IN SIZE AND SHAPE.

B. HAVE THE SAME SIZE AND SHAPE.

C. ARE NOT AT ALL ALIKE.

3. CELLS WITHIN THE SAME PART"OF A LEAF

A. ALWAYS LOOK EXACTLY THE SAME:

B. HAVE MANY DIFFERENT SIZES AND SHAPES.

C. USUALLY LOOK A LITTLE DIFFERENTFROM EACH OTHER.

4. CELLS ARE

A. LARGER THAN MOLECULES.

B. SMALLER THAN MOLECULES.

C. THE SAME SIZE AS MOLECULES.

S. CELLS CAN BE FOUND

A. ONLY AS PARTS OF PLANTS.

B. ONLY AS PARTS OF ANIMALS.
1-

C. AS PARTS OF BOTH PLANTS AND ANIMALS.
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Page.B

\=6.' THE CELLS IN A LEAF"

)A. ARE THE SMALLEST PA TICLES IN THE PLANT.

B. MAY HAVE SMALLER PARTICLES WITHIN THEM.

*C.c..HAVE THE SAME SIZE AND SHAPE.

7. IF YOU LOOKED AT POTATO ,AND BANANA CELLS UNDER A MICROSCOPE, YOU
WOULD FIND THAT

A. THEY ARE EXACTLY THE SAME BECAUSE BOTH CONTAINSTARCH.

B. THEYNLOOK VERY DIFFERENT BECAUSE THEY COME FROM QUITE DIFFE-
RENT PLANTS.

C. THEY ARE Ai.IKE IN HAVING WALLS SEPARATING THEM AND MATERIAL TN-
SIDE THEM. ,

8, PHILIP FOUND A LONG, VERY THIN THREADLIKE PIECE OF GREEN MATERIAL
IN A SAMPLE OF WATER HE HAD TAKEN FROM A POND. SINCE IT WAS GREEN
HE THOUGHT THAT IT MIGHT BE SOME KIND OF A PLANT. HIS FRIENDS SUG-
GESTED THE FOLLOWING AS THINGS HE MIGHT DO TO FIND OUT FOR SURE.
WHICH ONE DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE ,BEST SUGGESTION?

A. USE A MICROSCOPE TO FIND'OUT IF IT HAS LEAVES THAT CAN BE
USED TO MANUFACTURE THE FOOD IT NEEDS.

B. USE'A MICROSCOPE ¶O FIND OUT IF IT HAS ROOTS THAT.CAN BE USED
TO TAKE IN THE WATER IT NEEDS.

C. USE A MICROSCOPE TO FIND OUT IFIT IS MADE UP OF CELLS CLEARLY
SEPARATED BY CELL WALLS. ,

5.\ IN AN ANIMAL, CELLS ARE

MANY.DIFFERENT SHAPES AND SIZES.
,

B. ALIKE IN THAT THEY HAVE A WALL AND MATERIAL INSIDE.,

C. BOTH A AND B ARE

p
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Minisequence II
oA

Doing Some Work

/

The concept of eflergy was first developed Minisequence V in
Grade 3 in the form of heat energy, and extended in Grade 4
(Minisequences II and III) , where the idea of conservation of
heat energy was introduced. The presertt Minisequence further
extends the concept of energy to include another common form --
inechan±cal energy -- and 'develops another, related concept:
ork. .

Rr
]t may be helpful to consider the following example showing the
relationstfip between work and energy in a practical situation.
Consider a rubber ball, initially lying on the floor, that is
lifted to a table top. Work must be done to lift the ball.
force equal to its weight must be applied to lift the ball 6., and
this force acts through a distance equal to the height of the
table. The actual amount of work done is the prOduct of' the
fOrce and the distance, and the ball is said to have an amount
of, energy when on the taNle potential energy -- equal to the
work °done to place it there. The, ball is "potentially" able to
dol work , for example , by allowing it to fall to the -floor while
attached by a staring to another object, causing the latter to
move -- hence the term potential energy. The energy that the
ball has in 'this case is sometimes called gravitational potential
energy because the force. causing- it to fall to the floor is the
gra\Fitational pull of the Earth.
Suppose the ball is allowed to fall freely. As it falls it Lpicks
.up Speed; some of it potential energy,, or energy of positionn, is
converted to another form of mechanical energy -- kinetic energy,
or energy of motion. These are the two forms of mechanical
energy: potential and kinetic. Before the ball begins to, fall
it has only potential energy. At any point in its fall it, has .

both potential and kinetic energy, and if we apply the conserva-
tion, of energy principle, their sum must be equal to the original
potential energy of the ball, provilaed no energy as escaped from
the sys in some other form. Wheri .the ball striked the floor,.
all of .i potential energy is converted to"kinetic energy. A

secondecond later , when it is momentarily motionless, fits kinet-
. is energy is zero. All the energy has now gone /into -dting -some

work', namely, compressing the ball. When compressed,. the ball
has elastic energy,. similar to a stretched rubber 'band, which is
converted back -to kinetic and potential energy as it rebounds,
and the entire 'process. is then repeated.
If, at any time after the ball is dropped, an inventory is taken
of its various forms of energy, i.e., potential, kiirletic, and

,
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elastic,.these should add up to the original gravitational en-
ergy, assuming the conservation principle holds, and the ball
should continue bouncing forever. But this do-es not happen, a";'

we know. HQW do we account for the fact that a bouncing ball
never returns to its original height and, in fact, eventually
loses all'its energy to come to rest on the floor? The answer
is that we have neglected to take into account the heat energy
that°is produced. Each time the ball strikegthe floor, part
of its energy goes into heating the ball (and surroundings)
because compressing it causes internal friction in the rubber.
Unfortunately, this form of energy cannot be fully transformed
'back into the kinetic energy of the ball. Hence, the ball.
gradually loses a 1 its energy in the form of heat and comes
X,Plto rest. ,Howe ' , if the heat energy were included in the
calculation'we would find that the total energy of the system
remains constant and equal to the .initial gravitational energy.
That is, the total energy is conserved. The question of energy
conversions will be dealt -with in Minisequence V.

a

The first Activity of this sequence has the children observing
the speed of a marble, released from different heights on an
incline, as it rolls off the bottom of the incline. The rela-
tive speeds associated with different heights are inferred from
the distances that the marble rolls along the ground after leav-
ing the incline. While energy is not discu ed in theoActivity
its purpose is to lay the groundwork for subs uent Activities
relating work and mechanical energy. The children also have an
opportunity to obserVe variability in this Activity. They find
that even when a marble is relesed from the same position on
an incline it does not always roll the same distance. From
their data they can see that repeating the same experiment
sti,11 gives rise to, an "error" of measurement. The reason, of
urse, is that it is impossible to precisely duplicate two

measurements.

The second Activity extends the concept of a moving object (a.
marble) to include what it can clo by virtue of its motion.
Again, an incline is used, but as the marble leaves the ramp-
it is caught by an object (a small "sled"), towhich 'tOtrans-:
fers its momentum, causing the sled to move. ag n, no
mention is made of energy; the children find that the di ance
the sled moves is related, at least qualitatively, to the peed
of the marble.

Activity 3-introduces thel 'notion of mechanical work, defining it
as the product of force and distance. The children lift weights
(books) to different heights, tting qualitatively that it is
harder to lift several books th n.one, and harder to lift any,
object to a greatei"height than a lesser one. With these ob-
ervations one readily concludes that work is related bpth *to

weight (force) and,distance and that'the relationship is the
product of the two. The product is introduced in a graphical
manner, similar-toAhat used in developing the concept of a ,

('
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heat energy unit (h.e.u.) in Grade 4. There, the variables
were volume and temperature; rather than force and distance,
but the graphical interpretation is the same. The children

3

also find that an unbalanced force is needed to move an object,
or to keep it moving on a surface because of frictional effect's.

All the observations of the first three Activities are brought
together in Activity 4, where the children find that the amount
of work'a,moving marble'can do,.as measured by the distance it
causes a'sled to move, is related both to the speed and the
weight (massiveness) of the marble. Thus the concept of kinetic
energy (energy of motion) is introduced on a semiquant'itative
level. The children compare the work done by marbles of dif:
ferent size moving with different speeds.

F

The final Activity completes the cycle by introducing the con-
cept Of gravitational potential' energy. The Children first
relate the potential energy (energy of.position) of a marble at
any point on the incline to the work required to lift it to
that position. Then, as the marble rolls down the incline and
this energy is converted first to kinetic, and finally to work
done in moving the sled, the children realize the interconver-
sion of work and mechanical energy. They also realize that the
conversion is not complete -- that some of the energy probably
is converted to heat as the marble rolls do'wn the incline, and
as the sled slides and finally comes to rest.

t
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Activity 1, A Rolling Marble

The first Activity introduces children to the characteristic
behavior of a rolling marble. They,observe that the faster a
marble'rolds down an incline, the farther'it can move when it
r'aches .the bottom. -They also discover that the height of the
incline determines the speed at which the,marble rolls. off the
ramp.

In gatherinqtheir data on the distance the marble rolls, the
children are introduced to the idea that variability not only
occurs in measuring a property of a number oE objects in a 0:
group, but is also exhibited when one repeats measurements of
the same property. This variability inevitably enters into all
such measurements and should be expected. It is caused by the
fact that when making"repeated measurements of the same event--
in thid'case', measutement of the distance rolled by a marble--

?

sance one cannot reproduce exactly the conditions of the measure-
ment, the children are led to understand that the average Of
several- measurements o'f the property is the best value to reports

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

FT each team of two children you will need:
4

2 rulers, 30-cm, with groove, inflexible

4 equal-Sized objeces,about 2cm high, such as paperbound
books, match boxes, etc.''

1 meter'stick, or Other long measuringdevicer with mm
markings

2 marbles, 3/4-in. or 5/8-in. diameter, glass

2 !towels, or strips of wool or felt cloth (if the -floor is
not .carpeted)

'1 Worksheet II-1,

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

9

Be sure there is enough rdom on the floor for each pair of.chil-0
dren to perform the experiment. If the floor is not carpeted,

4
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-MINI5E0pENcE II/Adt.ivity 1

<Ix

a textured surface aan be provided by giving each team ;a piece
of wooI.or 41t cloth, or a towel. Have the other materials
available fO* each team ?to help itself. You may want o dupli-
cate additidnal copies of Worksheet II-1, which will also be
used in, Actyity 2.

44
A

,ALLOCATION OF TIME:

The children will need about 1-1/2, hours for this Activity.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Place a marble on a desk
or table in.. full view of the
children.

How can the marble be made
to roll?'

A child may:respond that you
have'to push it.

What is a push, really?'

Suggest that one of the chil-
dren try different ways to
get -the marble to roll.

Now lift .06, marble and let
it drop.

lily does the marble move
Th this case?

6§1,

I

?

COMMENTARY

sr

In discussion, try toelicit
the idea that a force (inter-
action) has to be applied to
get the marble to move:'

In Grade 3, the children were
exposed to Activities involvi
objects subjected to balanc
forces. When forces are bal-
anced, or when there are no
forces,_the objects do not
move.

.He or she mighe'flack as
one' does in pla4ng ma .

Relate Ithe flickto applying
a. force.

t.

A gravitational force is acting
pn it. The attraction between
the Earth an'd the marble causes
the marbl'to move towardg the
Earth. In Grade 3 of COPES,.
the children'learneff that what

7 -='
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

What
t,

is this force called?

No set up a ruler to serve
asa ramp for the marble.
SulDport one end of.. the ruler
on a book, box, other such
object. Hold a marble near
thtatop of tie ruler-ramp and
then release it".

What happens?

What causes the marble to
move dos'n the ramp?

What fa
de termi
can rol

tors do you think
ehow .tar the marble

Have each child pick up the
materials, foi= a marble-n(411
set-up.

f

While the children investigate,
this set-up, ask howthey
would go about determining
the effect of the ramp height
(0.inglination) on the lis-
ttnce-a marble would roll.

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 1

COMMENTARY a.

we mean by the weight of an
object is the graVitational
force acting on it.

The ruler should have a central
groove running along its length
to'serve as a channel for the
marble to run down. Many rul-
ers have this feature.

MP.

The marble will roll down and
continue to move across the
carpet or cloth.

Be s e the children recognize
that he gravitational force
interacting with the marble
causes it "to mover down the
ramp.

Encourage them. to copsider dif-
ferent factors. One factor
that might be suggested is the
type of surface that the marble
rolls onto'. Some children mays
want to demonstrate this by
letting the marble roll onto
a smooth,surface and then onto
the carpeting. Another factor
might be the position from
which the%marble is released.
Both of these are pertinent
factors--or variables.

Be sur the set-up includes a
ruler, a marble, ,,and two equal-
sized supports such as paper-
bound books, matchboxes, etc.
The size bf the support shguld
be such alp to keep the uppr
end of the'ruler at a height
of'about 2 cm.

(U
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Eventually, the children
should suggest rolling two
marbles down separiate ramps
supported at two. different -

heights. Thus two separate
sets of data would be collect-
ed on the distances the
marbles rolled.

Suggest that two children
share the equipment fo this
Observation. They sho ld set
up the two ramps side side.
One ruler can be suppor ed. on
the edge of one box (or sock)
and the second ruler on wo or
three boxes. The.childre
will then be ready to re ease
similar marbles from eac ramp

b

and observe their behavi4r.
In ,order to cc pare two,
be sure they recognize that
each ramp must be the salve
length and eadh'marble must
be

/ireitased from the same .

spbt.
,

The re ase Of the marble can
be co veniently controlled if
they take a card fe.g., 3 x55)
hold it at a specific line of
the ruler, and place the mar-
ble behind the card. When
they raise the card ,quickly,
the marble will roll down the
ramp.

68
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MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 11

f'
.COMMENTARY

,Equally valid would_be a sug-
gestion that the-same ramp set-
up be suppgxted first at' one
height and then' at another'.
However,.one of the purposes
of this Activity 4.s to provide
children with the opportunity
(later on) to compare the
speeds of the marbles when re-
leased from two different/.
height's. For such a comparison,
two marbles must be released
simultaneously on the two
ramps.

1

The ramps should be situated
close to one another.

Although each,ruler is the same
length, the teams may have them
extending b6yond the boxes to
different degrees so that the
ramps are of different lengths.
To control this variable, the
children should suggest sup-
porting each ruler at the same
position on its bo,x, e.g., by
using one of the inch or centi-
eeter marks as a guide.

e

Have their* practice this release.
It .allows them to release the
marble from the *.me place and

the.same way. .An inadver-
tent push bI the -child is thttt-
avoided.

Or



TEACHING SEQUENCE

The surface onto which the
marble rolls should be tex-.
tured cloth. Some cl.assrooms
are carpeted and this is
ideal.

Or

MINISEQUENCE II /Activity 1

COMMENTARY.

If the floor is smooth tile,
or linoleum, they will quickly
see that the'marble rolls for
a considerable fclistance before
stopping. If there is no car-
peting, felt pads or pieces of
wool cloth will substitute.
Even a- bath toW-el Can be used,
but, be sure that creases do
not interfere with the roll.

How is the distance the
marbles roll to, be
measured?

This question lhould be thor-
oughly discussed. If there r
are sufficient meter sticks,
each team could place one be-
tween the ramps so that the
end marked zero is on a-line J
with the lower end of the
ramps; but not interlering.with
the exiting' marbles. If meter .

sticiN are not available, the
children could place'a tooth-
pick or pencil poAnt to mark
the positi n of the front of

69
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Once the children have per-
fected their skill at releas-
ing the marbles and measuring
the distances trolled, have the
teams collect data on the dis-
tance the marbles roll in
millimeters. Each child can
carefully release the marble
n his or, her ramp arid mark
here it lands. The distance °.

the marble rolled for tit
height can then be measured.
This should be repeated three
times by each child and re-
corded on Worksheet II-1.
(Both children in-the team
can record the data on the
same Worksheet.)

After this in1 set of data
has been colle d, ask the
following guestiOns:

'Is. the height from which
the marble is release a

factor in determining ho'z
far tht marble will oll?

70
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MINISEQUENCE II/Activity I

COMMENTARY

the marble when it comes to
rest. (The diameter of the
marbles may range from 16 thm
to 25 mm, so, an error may be
introduced if care is not taken
to measure from the same point',
of the resting marble,each
time.) The digtance from the
end of the-ramp to the marker
could then be measured, for
instance, with several.,rulers.
touching end to end.

In Grade 4, children wexe in-
troduded to measuring legigths
in millimeters. Ifyour chil-
dren need practice, review the
scale with them and have them
measure several leng'ths. You
may want to look ar the Grade
Activity, "BoW Long is a Fourth
Grader's Finger?"

On the Worksheet the height of
the ramp could be recorded as
1, 2 or 3 book or box units.

As each marble is rolled, be
lisure.the markers So not inter--

fere,.if they are beingused.
.It is betthr to measure each
roll immediately and then re-

_mcivethe marker.
r.

There should bel.g-enerai agree-
ment that the Marbles released

. from a position at the top-of
two or Aree. supports rolled
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TtACFUNG SEQUEgiCE

r.

Was there a difference in
how fast each marble went
down the ramp? Which.oqe
arrived at the ramp exit
first?

ti

Next, ask a child who worked
with a' ramp height of only, one
box whether the three rolls N.

-resulted in the. same distance
measurement. Then ask-the
same question of a child Who
released the marble from a
higher position.

What could account for dif-
sferenc4s in measurements
of the same event'?

a

72
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MINISEbUENCE II /Activity 1

COMMENTARY

.farther than the marbles re-
leased from a position at the
top of only one support.

The marbles rel,:eased from the 4ruler supported by more than
Onebook or box came down much
faster. However, some children
may not have noticed the' dif .

"ference in speed and .may be
uncertain about which marble
moved faster--especially if
the marbles were not released '-

simultaneously`.

There will be considerable
variation in measurements even
for a given height A marble
does not repeat its behavior
Oren uhder what appear to be
the Same experimental condi-
tions. Grade 3
`and extending into Grade 4,
the COPES curriculum deals
extensively with describing
mel.suremeAt4.1,which exhibit '

variability - "but in connection
wit separate but similar
objects. Here, for the first ",

time, the variations are in
repeated measurements of the
same event. .

Some children merthink that
the differences are due tp a
failure to release the marble-
from "exactly'. the same posi-,
tion each time and to read the'
-distance traveled from "exact--
ly" the same,posi.tion on the
marble when it came to rest,
and the like. They may Vent to
repeat the experirkent,-betng_.
"morcareful" as.to ho4 they
release. the marble, and how .
they measure the distance.
They mall'algo want: to make sure
the set -pp ,is thesame in of

4

44'



TEACHING SEQUENCE

What factors mu ou try
to keep the same? Discuss
these with the class and
list them on the board.,

2. At this point,, if the
children have not already
done so, you might suggest
that they roll the marbles in
the paired ramp set -ups three
more times'to, see if, for a
given position, they can get
the same measurement each ,

time. The children should
also look for any difference
in the speed.of,the. marbles
as they roll down the ramps ,

in tAe twb set-ups. Thus,
;theS, s,hould'release the mat-
'bles simultaneously.

"The children-can now proceed
to set up the equipment again
and roll the marbles three
more times. Again, the reT

, suits can be recorded on
Worksheet II-1. .*

: Was there a difference in ,

how fast each marble went.
dowd the ramp? Which one
'errived at the bottom of

- "- the ramp first?

At this point you. might intro-
duce the, term speed, teihich
refers-tO the rate of tavele
a faster movi -ng object is mov.
ing with' greater, speed. Speed

A-

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

respects each time.

These factors should include:
1

1 the elevation of the
ruler-ramp;

2. the position frdm whiCh
the marble is released;

. how it is released (no
extra help by anything but
gravitational at)traption);

the surface'on which the
marble rolls.

'Experience has shown that
,interested children lain often
devise elaborate procedures to
.ensure obtaining thee'same?re-
sults the, second time around.

.1.

o'

.

;This time the children should
be sure that the marble re-

' leased TroM the greater height-
went down the tamp laster'.

The-term spded should not be
.
ne4 to many chkldren--speed-

.

. ometers in cars indiCete if a
'car ib moving slow or fast.'
`,HOweVer,tbis is thelfirst- real

83
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TEACHING #4.QUENCE

can be'determined by meas
the distance traveled in
unit of time.

-4) Didllou,obtain the same
measurements for a given
position, this time?

ring

Indicate to the children that
variability inevitably enters,'
into measurements of repeated
events. It is.to be expected
,and depens partly on the
units used. It also depends
on the_set-up and on the man-

. ner .of taking the. reading.
Sometimes with greater experi-
ence one can minimize the
variations but there may be
things about the marble, or
ruler, or carpeting, that
always cause at least slightly
different results to be
'obtained.

X74
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INISEQUENCE II/Activity

F

COMMENTARY

intFoduetion the children have
had to tIVeconcept of rate.
Thus, you may have to help them
to realize that if the ,time is
shorter - -for, tie marble arriv-
ifig at the ramp' exit first- -

that marble could actually have
moved a greater distance ,in a
unit of time as compared with
the slowe'r marble. If this '

seems too difficult for th'e
children (that is, the concept
of dividing distance by.time),
then merely refer to the mar-
ble which moves faster (4pts
down the ramp first) and that
which moves slower.

0

Although the results may vary
somewhat less than they did
previously--that is, the range
may have narrowed--therre will
still be a noticeable variation
in the measurements.

Fqr instance, if the measure -4
ments 1.1,ad been made,in centi-
meters, mucl-Nless variation
,woud have been apparent. Re-
Sults appearing as 308,321,
and 315 in mm would have read
31, 3'2, and 32 in_cm. In
Grade 4, variations in finger
lengths became apparent only
when measured.in mm, not in
cm.

eft,

The details of complex events
cannot be reproduced inuc-
cessive repetitions. Edcourage
the children to accept such
variations- -with the idea that
th-eyshould,try,..to minimize
them'.

84 .
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TEACHING.SEQUENCE

Is there any one measurement
of the three which is cor-
rect? Which one should you
report for. your findings?

If no child suggests taking an
average of the three measdre-
ments,.Tou may have to. They

Atiwayuse whatever technique is
amiliar, to them to find the

average and record it.inthe
fourth column.on the Worksheet.
(The fifth coltimn will be used
in a subsequent Activity.)
'Below it.a set of data cg0.- .

lected by one team of children
the secoAd time they did the
Marble roll.

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

No single measurement is the
"correct" one. In previous
Grades, children were intro-
duced to the concept that
when dtscriSing such measure=
ments, an average value is a
'good estimate of the likely
result-of another trial. The
saute applies to the collectiOn
of measurements each team has
made here.

1

In Grade 3 of COPES, children
were introduced to averaging
by "evening offu,a bar graph
representing the data; in
Grade 4, they found averages
by "piling-in" squares on a
frequency distriSition histo-
gram. If they are familiar:
with arithmetiO averaging
(adding the measurementdkand
dividig by 'the, number of
-them), this method may alto

4,be used. ;

1. RAMP
POSITION

e2. RELATIVE
SPEED OF MARBLE

3. DISTANCE (mm) '4. AVERAGE
DISTANCE (mm)TRIAL 1 TRIAL 2 TRIAL 3

/1 box
-. .

523 529 . 541 '531

2 Sox faster 873 886 888 .

..).

882 ..

*.
'

With each child eportin
single value= -the average
their measurements-- .focus
.their attention again on a

.. comparison of the distances
the marbles traveled when
releAsed from,different
positions. '`

In .11iS concluding discustioh'
be sure that the children Are
aware of the direct relation-
ship betweenIthe marble'S-

In the sample data just given,,
a marble tr/aveled an average
of.531 mm from et elevation of
one book; the same size marble
traveled an average of 882 mm
from an elevation' of twobboks
in the same kind 'of set-up. ;

The marble' released from' the
greater elevation again .trav-
elgd farther''.

'r



TEACHING SEQUENCE'

speed as it leaves e ramp,
and the distance i travels
along the floor. Help them
to understand that the Marble
which leaves tae ramp with
the greatest speed travels
the farthest.

EXTENDED EXPERIENCE:
I

MINISEQUENCE II /Activity 1

COMRENTARY

41*

SoMe children maybe.interested in investigating other proper-
ties of these ramp-marble systems.. Although different -size
marbles are not called for in t±his Activity-Ncause theycwould
not, add, to the concept development, some chil&ren may be curious
to see how larger (or smaller) marbles behave. If they take
two similar marbles (but of different size) and obsetNrellow
long it takes each to travel down the ramp when released
simultaneously, they willcdiscover that the marbles aErive at
the bottom at the same time! There is not much difference in
how far the marblestravel either. This phenomenon will be
touched on. briefly in Activity 4.

0".

O

4.
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Activity 2 'What Can a Rolling Marble Do
a

ir.-,.In this Activitan object is plate in the p4p"of"the-rollr
ing marble. The marble collides with, and; is jiptured by..:the . ..

1/ ..

object--a-emall cup-sled--which-then roves, along -a.comparaftive-ly
smooth surface. Aclain,,although.the,-distahces. that this object_
can be moved are much smaller than-ti4te moV,Wd by; the :ely.,
moving marble (as in Activity 1) , the children !ifi hat the
greater-the,speed-Of the marble when it leaVes.the remp:i'.the,
greater the distance, the cup-sled can.be,moved. :This2?cctiy1ty

4p-rePares them for the idea,_' which is introdUced in Attivity 4
that a property of a .mov\ing object called kinetic energy deter-
mines how far another obect it collfdeswith c41 be .Moved,

'
.

L'"-
.....-,

, . VMATERIALS pi p EQUIPMENT: ,.

For each team of two children you'Ayill need

-1 marble, 3/4-ih+ or 5/8-.in. diameter,. glass
.

.

-''.4 ft ..-
1. ramp set-up eromlkt.tivlity. 1,'.incltdierig bOoks r boxes-.

--. .:.
. .- ,-- . ._. .

. a .12' rulers, 30-cm (12-in.), (with.mmmayings)
,o

..-._ , .

.
-.

. r .:
1 cup., 1-oz, waxed paper ox:-.4PlaPtic-.."

,,-

.

1 piece of cardbOard:, slightly witler..thart.,itheoz.cUp.. , --.and about Laragain as- long . :1
r/'''

: . .

lociece of2plasticeneAir modelichg 4lay*-1.,abotit- the Siie;... ., 4

of a 4marble - .. : , ..

. -.. .-
.

, :I.

:. .

- 4

supply of smooth tape; .e.9: .

a ,' ?
1 Worksh.efa. 1I-1 -1- /..

{ " ..L.''.. 0 -.4 A.

.:-.YOu will also need: ,,,, ..,,t,

;,
, .:, ,

:-t.
. . ,

- ...
-.:.

"%.an extra 1-oz.,cup, piececitecadipr?ard,.-and piece'.44 : .

..," plasticene
' )7.'4:

-',"
'.

.._
A.!

..
- , -.:-

.
-.,

.
PREPARATIQN FOR TEACHING .

A sample cup -sled should be made, ahead of-.class:
:

8.? .
'd ; /

y



0 MINISEQUENCE II /Activity 2

Ar
the cup must' be m.dified: pa -rt of the rim should be trimmed so

# that the cup sits firmly near one end of the piece of cardboard,
without,rolling. Then attach the.cup with pieces of tape which
adhere.to the upper surface of the cardboard. -Press a piece of
clay inside the cup near- the -

opening. The clay should pro-
vide.a.sMalr mound over Whieti
the entering 'marble 'will roll
and whiA'will.then- prevent
it from rolling back outof
the cup. The clay should be
about 1/4 in. thick. The
remainder of theclay can,be
pressed onto the bottom Of
the cup (on the inside) , so'
as to cause the marble to
stick there when it enters.
-(This will prevent energy ',

losses resulting from the
marble bouncing around in
the cup.) Finally, put Several str ips of the "Magic-Mending"

.

tape on the botto,m surface of the cardbOard. 'These pieces'
should bk placed On the cardboarcnext to one another and should
not overlap. The tape acts as 'a lubr,icant so that the sled can
move very easily acrptsa smooth surface. The sketch shows the
completed assembly.

°

It 'is assumed that tlxe teams will make their Own_cup sled,s. If -

this is too time consuming' for the chess or is not feasi.,ble for
other reasons, the cup sleds will haver.fo be prepared ahead of' .

time. Ifi that case, a sample sled is not needed.

Ifave the supPly oematerials readfly'available Ed tile children
to'help themselves. Each team shduld pick, up the amp set-up
it used in'ActiVity 1, including s everal boxes. The cup-sled 4,
and ramp set-ups will also be used in subsequent Activities.

r

ALLOCATION OF TIME:,,

One ho.ir, at most, will be needed Partbis Activity.

'TEACHING SEQUENCE

1.' Show 'the class your sample

4 'What would you have do -=

to" -the cup-sled in order
to get it to move

78

4

COMMENTARi'.
f

,

Jost as with the, Marble a

puSh with the hand or a pull
by a rubber band or striAg can
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TEACHING SEQUENCE'

ti .

o 'Tell the children that instea,
of.detting the marble roll
along the carpet (or cloth),
as they did in the first Act
fivrtl, you would like to try
using this 'cup to "capture"
it.

ro

If the rolling marble were
captured by the Cup-sled,
what do you think would
happen?'

;

What pight.h4pen if the
marble were going at great
speed?. Ho4 could you fi
out? ,

4110

Have each 'tm pi.4k up the
equipment to rrtakel,h cup-sled.
In` addiion; 'have them pick

Sup two extra ulers. and possi-r.
blya ceird toy hea i.n rpleas-
.ing thiimrbl and in reading

,

distands., T en have them
set up a raMP. The ramp
should be-on smooth surface
ttiTs trim °e - -a ork stable, desk.;

floor-wilLbe fine.
.

.

The two extra rulers should
be placed on the table Surface'
with the "zeros"' end, right at
(the base of the ra p: pace
the'rulers far enoi h apaXt'
so that the sled is free to
mo%abei,ween Oem, acid tape
them in sralitibn oci the table.
The two 4uerS serve to guide
the sled and to.mea,sure dis-
tances.

"M4NISEQUENCE II/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

get it td move..

/1N

The children will probably
respond that the cup would be

` moved along: Some might ,think
that, the cup s.led and Marble
will stop.

'Hopefully, the ggestion will
be made that the ramps:be set
up at.dif'kerent heights,anct °

the marbles allowed.to toll .

Into the, cups. The children
have fouka that they can ob-

.,

thin greater epeed of the
marble by..releasing it from a'

,

higher position.

Only'oneAramp is nee4ed-for
.each'pair of children,since the
marbles need not be released
simultanoujly from tife dif-
ferent'positions.

' The Aistanceermoved by the sled:,
will depend 'on the sliding
friction between, itsbopt6,m
surfaCe' nd the table t4p. It

8
79
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TEACHING SEQUENCE
v,

The children can begin by
.;investigating'the:behavior of
the merble as it collides with
the cup-sled. Let them prac-
ice4how to measure the dis-

tance the sled moves after
each collis'ion.

Each team should now release
its marble --in a controlled
fashion as they did in Activ-"
sty 1--capture ±n, the sled"
whie.b_is placed at the bottot
of the ramp and measure the
.distance that the sled with

daptured marble slides.

Have them repeat the.collPision
three times and enter the
distances on a copy of Work-

.A? this parti'culal. ramp
position, does the sled
move about the same diss-
tance when the released
marble collides withbitr
Are, the data "reproducible".?

. r
A

80
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COMMENTARY

is unlikely that the distanc es
will exceed 200 mm, so It w
not be necessary touse meter
%ticks.

\

Since they ar interested in
measuring th diStance moved
J)1, the sled an capt eel mar-
ble, they m st decid to have
a definite part of e card-.
board at the zero po ition of
the guide rulers be e colli-
SiOR and then use tha ame
part of the cardboard to pasure
its,Rosition after it stops
sliding, the front edge of.the
.sled is a good referAnce point -

since it is aligned with the'.
end of the ramp before colli-
sion.' Having the card perpen-
dicular to the ruler"will take .
measuring the distance ,(ft mmY
easier.-

a

Again, the results of th
trials will not "be exactly

\same. However, they shoul
fall within a reproducibl
range. 0-

3

three
the

c-

(
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TEACHING °SEQ

1

ENC -----.1 COMM54rgikY

°

Eath team 611 uld/nOw stack
twAlkoxes' a dset, the sled at

----a the base ,of I the tamp supported
on these boxes. ,Be sure the

' two meaApring-guide rulers "are
'in line with the sled,, as in
thi previous part of the ex-.

periment. 'Release-th.9 same
marble again and capture it
in thetcup-sled. -

Repeat the collision three4
,

imes, entering each distance
n thedWorksheet. Calculate
e average distance traveled.

Now support the ramp on
bofxes and repeat the exp
ment.

.

How does the resulting speed The marble modes with much
oethe marble/come w th 5reater spe from a hei0mt

hree

The results of the tilree t iars If th,e children are gkilled in
.should bOaveraged, as befo e, aritWmetic averaging, ilave them

. in' order tb provide the best. calculate the average by that
singYe value to report for method. If noti use eithr of
their findings. the graphical methods referreA

to in ctivity 1.

'Predict how far the sled
7

ldrienswill probably pre-'
will go if the marble has ct th...et the sled and captured
more speed? ma.rble will move' farther, but

4 they probabl wiil be.unsure how
much

How can you giVe the Alble Raise the ramp.') Do not encour-,
more speed? age the children to give the

marbie A push by hand since t is
would be very difficult to
repeat on successive trials.

-

thAt of the one release bf...three-b es.
10Kemfrom a single box':

__. . .

The hildren
.

should erit '''t

thre' distances 0 the Work
-- th t'and again die?, cula the/

av age distance. `,'typical
dat ans..4,shown below. .

1 1 --

.,,
- T .

. ,,, ,-4

.... .... i.
. -

,. ,. 2. 1

, 7 ..4

) '

1
re

,

a

,

I 4,
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

MINISEQUENCE II itrity 2

COMMENTARY

1. RAMP .'
POSITION

2. REI,kTIVE
SPEED OF MARBLE

,3 DISTANCE (mm) 4. AVERAGE
DISTANCE (mm)TRIAL 1 TRIAL 2 TRIAL 3

box unit , slowest 25 - 24' 25
..

4--

.
25

1 .4-

2 box units faster
.,

.

I

.

442
,

50" . .45 46

3 b8x units 6 fastest 61 c5' 62 e 63

What inferences can be made
from, the data that your
gathered? Row is the steed IP
of the marble related to .

the height of the ramp?

4

c
By the:onclusioh of this Ac--.
:tivity, the children,should.

N realize that:

1) Releatipg,a marble from a
higher position results in
the marble having greater
speed as it leaves the ra p
than one released from a
lower position.

20.6,A marble moving w'th'thoxe_
speed will roll fre ly 4
,greater distance.

3) A marble moving w more
-speed will cause ae eject

it str'kes to move rther:
The gr ater'i:ts speed, the
greatA the distance' it can'
move the object.

8'2

As,before, the actual value of
theheight is not important to
this discussion-7onl that

.there.--re definite increments
from Ilhiqh the ,marbr6 was re--

.leased=-and that eap,h mew
height Corresponded to an

'\increaserin the distance the
sled movdd:

The Worksheets completed in
this Activity should besaved'
\for referen'ces in'Activity 4.

\

t
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MINISEQUENCE II /Activity 2

EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:: .

1. After the children have observed and recorded/the effect of
the interaction of the moving marble and the cup-sked, a coor-
dinate graph of the ccUlected data could be made. Have,the
chidre0 plot the variable which is being manipulated--that
the ramp position -4,as units on the vertical axis and plot the
average distance the_ cup sled.,moved on the horizontal axis.
Then, as they-did in Grade 4 Activities, have 'them draw the best
trend .line throtigh the data points: This line will .show visually

P that as the ramp position is made steeper,*the distance moved
increases. Such visual representations.are alw4ys helpful in
reinf rcing the relationship between the variables.

2. Those children interested in collecting more dat'aNcan stack
additional boxes. (o4 books) of the same size, thus making even
higher ramps. 'They can then determine how much -iarther the
weighted sled-cup will move as the marble comes down with evert'
greater speeds.' .

/. .

r.

'1'1

'Au'
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Activity 3 What Is :Work"?

4 As -,' ,

, , A
It is in this Activity, as chilOren try to analyze what is hap-
pening as the cup-pled, and captured marble are moved. along the
table-surface, that, an operational definition ot work is intro
duced. Although the term work is familiarto children, it is
used colloquially in a very loose sense. The aiM of thas Activ-
ity is to helpf't,hem duke op` an unde sta'ndipm of work.eslth
prproduct ofsatorce acting t rough a Li distance.

4 ..

...

,

The children observe'that the cup -sled cannot move across the
table without,4Pplying somd force to it, The force needed to
move the object'isgreater-if:±-t-i-a-made heavier or if it is
,placed-on'a,rougher suNface. They then prwced,to analyze
SimplesituationS'where forces are being applied'againit that
of gravity i..n order to lift, objects. They will Be....helped to
realize that in lifting one book--which can be considered one
"book.force unit---through two units of distance they will be
ding twice- as much work As in lifting the book through pie
distance unit. In addition, they will develop a ."eel", for the
idea that if two (or three) boqks are lifted, it takes twice
`(or three tics) as much work to moye'them through the same %

4 dis -4-ance as a single book. In ()thee words, both forge (F) and
distance (D) 4,etermine the amount of work .dote. The, product,
F x D,;. is introdilced graphically in a manner similar to the 4
product of volume and temperature in Grade 4; thus Work units
(w.u.) ate Ineroduced here just as heat" energy units (11'.e.qi.) :

Y

were introduced in Grade 4

MAT,ERAI,S`% AND EQUIlqiE.NT i<

For each gjoup of two or more children:
. .- ,

...

. .

. N
. a . , ,

A 2t '"I't;11, the crp-sled from Acti ty ,- w marble
, , 0

,-,
t, books; paperback, all similar,or boxes.e.g., food

boxes, match boxes, or similar magaziries, erasexs,
etc., to provide unit increments of weight

1

. .

scale, spring, 0 -500 g caplicity
.

I

3-4 uniform stackable cardboard boxes, blocks, a bookcase,
steps, etc., to provide unit increments of height'

. .

V

graph paper,
\

ki
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MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 3

For the class:
1

0
supply of strin or ubber bands

.wastebisket and severarliheavy books
4

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

No prepaeatiot for teaching is necessary, other thah assembling
the materielis.

.4
ALLOCATION OF TIME:

This Activity will probably take about 4171/2 hourp,'ddbending
,upon how much time must be spent'On graphical product calcula-.
.tions.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Have the children take
out thee cup-sleds, and place
a marble i inside the cup. They
should) hen push the sleds

1. perafiel -Co the table top.
Help them to recognize 'that -a
force must be: applied coni-
stantlq to-keep this object -
moving, unl.ess.they c6ntinue,

e sled will notto pu5h,

1

IWhat do you think mighi be
keeping the Object from,
moving. by itself?

e.

The children should come up
with tlie idea that the sur-
faces Seem to have something .

to do Wi.eh the force needed

11,
to push an abject alo' .., Let
them try to''push the s d

(With its marble) along.the
table top and then along a

.--
-

1

COMMENTARY

7

/

A resisting force must be-ove-
come to get the sled to move;
,They might suggest that.there
is some, interaction (an attrac-
tion) between the object and ",

the surface it is ,bn-which--.,
prevents it from moving by

.In'order,to emphasize this
point; some children might
consider' the45,kerlet on the cup-
sled's abili to slid if the

- "magic- mending" tape there not
on the bottom of the,caidboaLl:

Use carpetli.ng or cloth used- in

9



TEACHING SEQUENCE

rougher surface.

' How does the amount of
. force necessary to movie
the sled differ on rough
and smooth surfaces?,,

ViAt else midhi'Affect9ts.he
'amount of forceneeded to
move the sled?

Suggest that they Coact the
sled with additiorial marbfed
and try pushing it..

-Is it easier o hCaraer to
move the sled

Now distribute thesi edual-1
sized books they ane bo.viork

I with. Ask !the children, Eo
'push one book, ;then two, books

(one, on top of the Other), and
then three books across the
surface of thqstable. I

How does the fibirce)required...pi.
to push one book ,compare.

, with that required-to push
two books or'thred books?

4t.

Su ose you wanted to lift',
th books": ,4hat liould*you

,,have to do?

4

90
"41/4

MINISEQUENCE 1I/ActivAY 3

COMMERTARY

Activity 1.

A'greater-forca is needed to'
rmovelthe sled. along the rougher
sgrface\because the..amount of
friction is greater, ,Although
the word friction may be fami17-
iar to everyone, ti.Cd'y max not
think of it as a force. As
described in Activity '2, help
thereto understand:that it is
friction beiween the sled and
the linderlyingliturface which
produces 'a forOe on .thelcup-
Sled3-and, in fact, it is this
frictional force which must be
Overcome in order tolceep the
sled moving. 0a,,t is lahat6
they felt as they pushed with
theirs- hands:,

Someone may suggest thattthe
weiglikt of the sled might be'\
'a :factor.

l '' .

PrObably The responle'w,ill be 0

that it appgax4 loriftr'to move
,it. 7:It repfuires' more df a
push--that, 4,s, more 'force.

. ,... i
.2 -

_ 'i , f ' , 0

0,

-

c

t

, s
c,

\

A greaten force is required to .

push, two bogs than to push'
one and still greater to push
three.book.s than to piash'two

)

0
Again, a forckwould have t,be
applied - -in this cases to ovei=_A
come the gravitational for'ce or
weight.,

fr

4 JO.



TEACHING SEQUENCE

Have them tie together two of
the books and then three.

MINISEQUNCE II/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

The illustration indicates how
to tie across the booksan two
directions so the string'
'doesn't slip and each set of
books can be lifted as a unit.
Two tubber bands can substitute
for the string, one across the
width, the other across the
length.

Have the children lift each
set 6rbooks by the siring.
WI;at sensationsdo they feel?
Z's there any difference among
the three sets? .

Referring now to the weight of
each set of books, have the'
children suspend them from the
spring scales one after the
other.

Wpat is the difference in
the amount of extension of
the scale produced by each

_set?

'While each set.ikbeing
lifted, does the amOuntssof
lifting force change?

9,r

They will feel a pulling against
their fingers, .with the set of
three books exerting the-
greatest pull and the bi.ngle
book exerting the least.

At this point sons children
surely will mentIonthe.weight
ofthe books. ' ReView with 'them
the concept, developed in Grade
3, that weight is a measure of
the gravitational force on an
object. .

0

1

#

They may want to read of'' the
weight in grams for .each set
of books.

If there appeats, to be any
doubt that it does not, have
them slowly lift the single,
bOok,with the scale. ...As they
lift, the reading on the scale.

87
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Now have the children'remove
the spring scale and suspend
the single book from their
hands by the 'string alone.
As'k them how much force is ,

now supporting the bbok. Sug-'
gest that this amount, of force
_be considered one :book force
unit". (WhateVer the scale
may have read, the lifting
force could also-be expressed
in these units.)

r
If o e book .force un -it- is
needed to lift one book, how
many would be needed to lift
the two books?- ,How many
wou d be needed to lift the
thr p books?

v98

(

MINISEQUVCE Ii/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

remains the, same. If the pull
down on the scale isthe same,
then the force necessary to
overcome it mutt also continue
to be the same. If they jerk
the bdok up. the reading will .

change, butnot if.they raise
,it .slowly.

'The children should realize
that the value of the force
required to lift the book is
the same whether the scale is
still equivalent to the weight
of the book. For those who do
not realize this, a chalkboard
diag'ram like the one shownhere
may be helpful..

4

The "book fOroe unit" is in-
vented here to simplify later
calculations.*Express,ing
weight in this fashion, the
childrep should' readily, see
that two .book force units would
be needed to lift two of these
similar size books and three
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TEACMING SEQUENCE,

2. . At this point, you might
expand the focus of the dis.-
aussion to include distance:
Ask the children to lift the
single book to a height of
2 or'3 cm. Then ask them to
lift it wv, up, possibly
twenty times as hih.

1,

Whatdifference do you feel?

If no one uses the term "work"
in comparing the lifting of
tbe book, introduce the term
in the discussion.

4

tI

a'

Distribute whatever you. are
using to serve as increments
of height. Have them lift the
single book up to the level
of, say, the top of one in-
verted cardboad box. Refer
to ,this height as one 'distance
unit and to the operation as
"the o'rk of lifting the book
one distance nit." As they
do this,, emphasize that dis-
tance as well as force :can
be Tleasured in arbitrwy.
units.

111'"Now have them lift the same
book.'from the flbor to the top
of two stalked cardboard ,

boxei.,Ask them to cOMpare

. A
MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 3

,COMMENTARY
I

book force units wo,uld be
needed to lift three of them.

a

The children should notice that
it ishardtr" to lift the book
to a greater height, even,
though the force required is
the same. In other words, it
'takes more work to lift the
same book higher.

To emphasize this idea, you
may find it desirable to have
(vi' or .two of,othe chi'ld;an also
compare the sensation, of lift-
ing a wastebasket partly filled
with heavy books through a.
relatively short distance, 'for.
instance, onto a chair, with
that of lifting the same
wastebasket up to the table
top.°

J
Th children sbouldjbe °aware,
tkat it seems to take more work

;

9 89
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TtACHIN-G SEQUENCE
. -

the amounts of work done in
lifting the bobk twodistance
units and in littingdt one
distance unit:,

.

Although the force is the
same ih both cases, how-
much more work is -done
when the book is lifted
two distance units?

The children should'repeat the
operation, lifting the book'
suc essi'vely from the floor' L

up t each distance 'interval.
avail ble. Again, they can

.

estimate the amount of work,
in each cases:

Next, ask the children to tom-
Tare

<

the amounts of work done
in lifting one book and'two
books through one distance
unit:

/* Although the distance is
the same in both'cases,
-which task takes more work?

.

HoW mt)ch force is required
to lift the -two books?

dos it compare with the
amount of force necessary
to lift one book?

How, much worl$does it 'take
to lift the two books to the
first level as compared with 1
the one book?

What if we lift it hi1gher?

90

MINISEQUENCE /I./Activity 3

COMMENTARY

to lift,the book through the
two distance units.

They may be able tb guess that
Ole' work would be doubled. At
least, they will find it con-
venient to think-of work this

rway.

This activity and the discussion
of it should help children,to
understand that more work is
done in moving a heavier object,
a certain distance than to move,
another, lighter object through .\\
the sameldistance. To reach
this

o

understanding they will
need to recognize', f course,
that/a larger force is needed,
to riff the heavier object than -5;*
is needed' to Lift the lighter 4',

one 2

A -force equal o the weigh
two books, or two book force
units.

'
It takes twice as 'much force.

Since it takes twice the force,
lifting 'it. the same distance ,

would 'take twice the work.,

Help them to pee that, lifting
this two -book unit 'will 'still
require twice-as muoh(work as
lifting a one -bock un through
the same distanCe.

160:
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Do the ,same with the three-
book unit.

3., lo introduce Section 3,
you might pose'the following
question: Suppose you lifted
two books One unit of dis-
tance. How would the amount
of work you did compare with
the amount you would do if
you lifted one book two dis-
tance units?

Suggest to the children that
they might set up a graph to
represent the force units'and
distance units. Perhgi)s they
could determine how much work
is done in each case.

gr.

. Distribute the graph paper and
have them draw two lines per-
pendicular' to one another.
Indicate.that one variable,
distance, can be represented
by,unit values on the vertical.

They should write
"distance" on:the left -side
of the graph and Mark off unit
distances at'each line. Let

i
each column going across froM
left tb tight stand, for a unit
of force and write ",force"
'along this axis, ' They should

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 3

/ COMMENTARY

The children.dhould be helped
to realizethat the lifting
force is now three boolc,units,
and that three times as rquch
work would be done in rifting
them as.itdone.in lifting one c

book ,through the 'same d4stante:

By examining one factoer at a
time, the.children should hate
developed a "feeling" that the
amount of work done in lifting
an object is re,lated both to the
force exerted to lift 01.t and to
the distance through which it
is lifted. 4

41,

Some children may intuitively
see\that the amount of work
,would be the same. Others
may be puzzled and unsure of
how much work would be repre-
sented in each case.

A't this point a gr.aphical meth-
od is being int'rOduCed to re-
inforce the idea that work
depends on the two factors, or

A variables, force and distance
If your children .are facile
multiplication you can proceed
'quickly through this Section.

See COPES Grade 4 matgrials
ft;r'experience in setting up
graphs.

1CI - 91
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,TEACHING SEQUENCE

enter a numeral standing fox
orie fotce unit two` force
units, etc., each line on
the horizontal

Now ask them how they would
repiesent the Case in-which
twd books were lifted one
distance unit.:

How .would iou represent
case 2--ond book being -

. lifted two distance units?

O

The two graphs would appear
as illustrated

MINISEQUENCE II/Acqvity 3.

*

COMMENTARY

.1

Since the distance it one unit,
count up one space and put a
mark there; since-the force is
two units', count over two spaces
and put a:mark there. Thus, in
order to represent thisfirst
case, two squares should be
shaded.

Here the representation would
be,2'units high, but still only
one unit wide' since the force
s only that of one book.

* What is the difference in
,the r'umber of squares shaded

. in on the two graphs?

In which case was more work
done?

As soonas the graphing,is.
-.completed, opeR a class dig--
....°T.Tssidn by asking children to'
hake and compare the grapi4cal
representations of several
other, situations. In each
'case, a comparison of the'num-
ber of squares' in the graph
,shOuld-be-made. For' instance,
they might, graph some or all

.

92

Both graphs have. two squares
shaded in.

I

The same amount work wars
done in both ca

a

.

4



i'EACHING SE. UENCE

of the..following:

Force its Distance Units

2
2 3

2 . . 4
. : 3

. 1 ,.

3 ,2

3 3

3 4'

1

Some of th..4 children may
notice thp'similarity be.EWepn
this type of graphical-zepre-
gentation and. that 6f the VT
graphs they did in Grade 4. 4,-

Most likely, they will want
to name the blocks on their
graphs alPthey did in the
case of'heat energy units.
If they do not Suggest the
term, work unit, introduce
it.

p

Now .have them compare the'
cou \t of `'these squares, or
work units, for several of
the graphs. For instance:.

In lifting 2 books through
2 distance units, how many
squares are%on the graph ?.
(2) How many Worksunits
does this repiesent?
work units)'

In lifting 2 boots through 3
distance Units, w many
squares' are on the graph?

--(6) How many work units'
are represented? (6 work
units)

How does the work of lifting
2 books 3 distance upi,ts
,compare with the work of-

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity,3

COMMENTARY.
.1

Children should understand that
counting the blocks on a graph
is alway of determining the
amount o,f work done when a
force moves an object. --If they
know 'how many units of force
are needed to move an.object
and how many units of dist'ance
the force moved it, they Cam

tk.,

measure the nember o,f:work
uniti-ri the ame- w y that they
found h6at energ

At some point,.theochildren
will recognize that work units
determined by the graphs niy
also be determined by an
arithmetic multiplication of
force units and distanice unitS
(F x D) . At that point,.they.
should,,be encouraged to use
whichever technique for calcu-.
lating work units they prefer.

'Tlye three books are, of course,
heavier than two but the chil°-'
dren should count 6 work units ,

103 :93
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

lifting 3 books 2 distance
units?, .Which is' heavier .to
lift?

4, This Activity cian be con
cluded with two simple tlemon-
strat.ions. .First, bring out

wastebasket,astebasket, this time
filled with heavy books.- Have
a child attempt-to lift it,
but be certain that it is so
heavy that 't will be ,impossi-
ble. eclass if they
thi that the child is exert-
in a force.

Now ask the children to do a
graphical calculation of the
work done in trying to lift
the object. They will find
that there are no distance
units to plot, and therefore,
no-work units can result.

A second deponstration can-be
used to help determine whether
the children have grasped the
meaning of. work. Give a
crumpled sheet of paper to a
child and ask him or her to A

hold it at shoulder level.
Have the child drop the paper
from that height and ask the
clas.s if any work was done'as
the paper dropped.

The question of what did the
work should, be 4,issued. In
this case, the work was done by
the gravitational force pulling
the ,paper toward the Earth.
-.thus, an inanima e agency per-

rqed the work.'

l
- y

MINISEQUENCVVActivity 3'

COMMENTARY

(

in each situation. Both took
the same amount of work because
the lighter load was lifted
'through agreVer distance.

.0

Of .course a'force is being
exerted, but they'shpuld note
'that 'the basket does not move.

44.*

.

Use this observation as t basis
for helping children to umder-
s.tancl that a force must' move
a.fi object through a distance
for work to be done.in the
mechanical sense. One might
say the child was applying a
force in trying to do work but
that no work could be accom-
plished, although he or she
did expend "muscle energy",
,which would be tiring.

104

Gravitational force-was exerted
pn the pS'per as it feel t#r9ugh
\a distance, thus eeeting the

(

)criterion for work. ti

Children initially may tend'to
6onsidervork only in terms of
what they themselves do. They
should: be led to real&ze that
some' agency does work each time
a fore moves an object through
a distance-.
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NINISEQUENCE II/Activity 4

Activity 4 Kinetic Energy

r.41 2

,In this Activity,he c idlren discover that the amount of'work
Pa rolling marble can dd on a sld (as..measured by the distance
'-the sled moves).is.related not only to the speed with which the

.11

marble left the ramp,before bue al4"d'to the massiy.a4.
ness of the "marbaef they-see that ewo marbles Of different sizes.
released from 'ramps-at the same heilight move down and offj".t1;e
_ramps at about the same speed. Thel children make comparative
measurements of the relative afnount of work these two different

. .marb4.e.s can do on the' same Wiain they 'apply the idea of
repeated measurements,to obtain average result which ,can then
be used for calcUlations of wor Altheugh they discovered in
working 'with a single marble that its speed determined how far

7 the cup-sled could be moved., now they will find that the heavier
marble altbugh moving at the same speed can do more work. Thus
t\he ability to move the sled appears to dePend.on two factors:
the marble%s speed and i*ts mass (or In thdif terms, its weight).
In this context, a new property of a moving object, is introduced:
i-ts energy of motion or kinetic -. energy.

4

I

I

MATEftIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
o

For each g oup of two moremore children: '

1 spring scale, 0-500 g capacity .

1 set of books (1, 2, and 3 books) from the previous 'Acti-
vi ty

1 cup-sled
t

1 marble, 3/4 in or 5/8-in.

l' marble, 1-in. diameter

lameter

1 ramp set-up

2 rulers, 30-cm (12 -in) (with mm marki-ngs)

supply of modeling clay, or plasticene

supply of masking tape
J.

7

10

4
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MINISEQUENCE II/Aortivity 4

For the class:

.1 Platformkbalance, e.g., bhaus model .1200 (optional)v,

PREPARATION FOR 'TEACHING:,
I ,

No advance preparation is necessary..

'ALLOCATION OF TIME:

/-
The children will need about 1-1/2 hours to Complete this Activ-.'

-4.

4 .

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1, You might begin the
ity by asking the children
what is being done when the
cup-sled and captured marble
are movedalong the table top.

How would 'you determine how
much force is needed to move
an o ect"across the table'
top?

Distribute the gpritg scales
and sets of books ind.suggest
that they use thgales to
determine the amount of force
lrileCessary to 'pull the books
al.o.ng the table.

Does the amount of force
needed to move a given set of
books changeas they are
moved along?

eCould you measure the amount
of force needed to 'move the
cup -sled and marble along
the 'table ,top?

Have them retrieve their cup-

96

COMMENTARY

By now the children should be
aware that workt is being done
when the cup sled and marble',
move along the table. Alforce'
is acting through a, distance:\

Somq. Children will probably sug-
gest using tie spring scale.

Nee.

. -

As before, the spring scales
can be hooked `onto the _string
andvthe amount of e.ktension re-
corded in each case. The chil-
dren should note that the force'
is much less thdn that reTui,rd
to lift the hooks.. However., it'
stall takes noticeably more :

-force to pull two bOoks than
one and, three boOks..than,tWO.

As before, the amount of ex-
tension remains constant. °

1^

'

t.

er

4*



TEACHING SEQUENCE

sleds and marbles and push them
.alongrwith their fingers.

3

. Could you invent a unit to
express the amount of forge
necessary to move the cup-
sled ar marble?

HoW could you determine the
amount of work done on the
sled as the maebLe collides
with it?

L

MINISE6UENC5vII/Activiy 4

COMMENTARY,

r
They shouldhote that a.verY,
slight force is required. In ,

fact itswodld very' difficult
to measure Lt with the,'spring . A '

scJles theyhave. .Even if they
attached a,, rubber band and.
measured its stretch as a Mea-
aure'of the f rCe needed to
push the .sle altng, the foioce
is too ligh to' be readily ob-
served. (See drXde'3, Mini-
sequence II where the stretch .

f rubber bands was u\sed, as a'
measure, of added force an an
o sect.) However, some.chil-
d n may enjoy tfying and they
should be encouraged to do so.

It meyqe'expected that as a .

result of thliair exper.ibnces
with farce units in Activity 3,,
they will suggest d'unit which
.k,ill be defined as the amount
of. force necessary to move this
particular 'siqd 1401. this parti-
cular marble any distance along
'the tabie., jThey have already
established with ''the books that
the necessary.force ie constant
regardlessof th.eistance.)
This unit might -be, called,a
"slid,ing-force unit."

Allow time for careful discus-
,son of this question.Ththis e t*:
work is equal- to the eoforce
times the di;tance the sled
moved. Since'the force is
constant as,41.12' sled sI4des 41#

along the table, the work will
depend only on.the distance
;traveled. In relative terms,
.the woll< done for a moving
20 mm, for example-,wiAl be"
twice that done when it is
'moved 10 mM.

.

. .

In terms of the unit theIhil- '

,dren haVe jugt, invented, the
work done would be 'expressed as
1 slrdinleforce-pnit times the

1 0 .
r

44
79
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e (I ' TEACHING SEQUENCE

Thechildren should' now re-
trieve the data they Collected
on Wortkglleet II-1-in Activiti,

'Ha:ye them examine the Work:,
sheet and, in the empty fifth
column,' enter the ,amount
Work done-by the marble when
it collided with the.sked after
being released from the dif-

° ferent ramp heights:

MINISEWENCE II/Activity, 4

COMMENTARY

distance in mm. 'Since the
force has a 'numerical value of '

1 in all cases, the work done '

will' have the same numerical
value as the distance.

1

'

If the children Wish, a unit ,,'

value can be given to -the Work
done,' just as they,did in the
.case of the othe'r How-:
ever, this is pot necesbary
since the focus Ifdl*/ be on com-.
paring fhe amount of work dbne.

t'
1.RAMP -. \I

POSIRI(ZN
2:RELATIVE
SPEED OF '''TkAL
MARBLE

.
.

,..DISTANCE (mm)
-

4.AVERAGE
DISTANCE
(mm)

-

5.WORK
DONE

.

1 TRrAL 2
.

TRIAL
,

3

.
.

1 box unit..
2 box- units
3° bax units

/.-.

slowest
,fa,ster
.fastesi t .

25,- '

. 4'2

61

.

24'
I

1 50
65

/.25
45
62

- 25
46
63.

.

25
' 4'6

63

In which case wa's the marble rif
abe to db the greatest
amount: of work?

* Does. the amount of work seem
to berelated,to the speed of

. the marble as. `it left the
ramp? '

2. .Now'introdude the ;larger
1-inch marble. Distribute o e
to each group of -Gthildnen an
as'k them if they think ..itwo ld
be ab4p.to do more or less ork
in maSing the sled than_ the
smaller marble.

t 1 .

You hayeffound that4the
greater the spepd, the g
er the amount"of work do
Which marble do you. thin

98 . *Via*

eat -

e

The marble was. able to do the
greatest amount of work hen it.
was released from a posLtion.at '

thtop of three -box units.

Yes-.-the greater the speed/ the
,greater theigamount ef*work done.
'Be sure this .rel.atronship is
/,brought' out in discussioh.

.

At least s me 'chtldrenwill
.probaby preaict'thet the
largey marble will be,able to
do more work. .

Those who dig not investigate
differentOsLzed marbles as part
of the,E.xiltended'Experiences in
Activity l'may ha,Ve varied re

,

10.0

So.

0.



TEACHING SEQUENCE

wruld.have the greatest
speed at the bottoin of the
ramp?

How could you find out?

O

Encourage them to set up the
ramps, release'the marbles at
the same time, and see what
happens.

"40-41..,-

C.

After having made what may be
a surprising observation to

i

them, ask he childreh'if they
the igger marble will

be able to do more work in
moving the sled.

c....

To find out, they should
remove the second ramp and
again -set up the twO rulers
'as measuring glaidcs for the
.cup -sled, which 'should be
replaced at the bo-ttom of the
ramp.

11
MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

sponses but some chirdren will
expect the larger marble to
get to the bOttom'much faster.

,Th'e children should readily
suggest settiug up paired
ra'Mps.as they,did in Activity
1, but with both at the same
height, and releasing the

'different sized marbles sj.-
multaneously.

. 'Both should-get to the bottom
of the ramp at about'the same'
dime. Slight variations n .

speed may be ,observedzbut
they are much less;thanany di,
differences ip the time ,O,
travel if the ramp were to
bejlifted higher. Some chil-
dren may want to.try elevating
one or bath-ramps. .Againthey
will find that the marble
rolling down'the ramp'from .

:the higher Positiatx-will reach
toile table' with the greater
speed.

At this po'nt, they may be
unsurelof their earlier pre-
diction and will be anxious
to try to find out which mar-
ble will move the cup-sled
farther. Since both marbles
are landing, in the cup dwith-°-*
the same speed, some child4
may now exESect that the lar-It,
ger marble will. move the sled
about the same distance.

'
Should be sure the fro,

1. OD
1

99
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TEACHING &EQUENCi

4

1

Before. they release the larger
marble, they should have the'

4 data they collected with the
smaller marble available for
comparison. Then they should
release the larger one and
measure the distance the sled
is moved.. This distance will
be much greater! Have them -
repeat the:collision a few
more times, enter the data-on
the Worksheet, gnd calculate
the average-distance moved by
the, sled.

What will happen i.sf you give
this larger marble gi.qater

W'speed? Have them predict
and then perform the.experi-
,ment.\ Some sample data are
given below:

II/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

edge, or whatever measuring
criterion they selected in
Activity 2 (e.g., a pencil
mark on the cardboard), is
lined up with the start of the
measuringcxulers.

lohey may have -ee".check the clay
in the cup sleds. "If the speed
of the marble is low and the
clay is dry, the Marble may not
stick when it hits. If this
occurs, simply 'moisten the clay
and reshape the little mound, in,
the middle of the cup to ensure
capturewithout bouncing.

r

The increase im tp.eed, of
course, can be accomplished by
releas.ing the marble from a
higher position, as they did in.
'Activity 2 with the smafters,
tharale.

1. RAMP
POSITION

2.RELATIVE SPEED
OF MARBLE

3. DISTANCE(mm) 4. Average
Distance(mm)TRIAL 1 TRIAL 2 TRIAL 3

1

.42

3

box Unit

box units
..,. . ,

box units

slowest

faster

fastest

5r

113

143

'49

105

145

1

53

107

145

'52
. .

109
-...

145

What about the work which
this larger marble -can do
compared with the smaller
one?

e Can the average distances-be
compared in order to compare
the work done-by the larger
and'the "smaller marble?

10,0'

Both could move the sled, but
one-more than the other.

Discuss how they could deter-
mine the answer to:this ques-
tion.

n 1
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

143"io help the children consider
. these questions, place two cup -

sleds, on a table top where
they can easily see them.
Place one of the larger mar-

\boles in one sled and oneof
the smaller' ones-in the other.
Ask oneof the childrento
.push both.

.

In order to compare work by
comparing digtance,"the force
necessary to move the cup-sled
and marble must be the same.
Here the forces are not the
same because the weights of
the Marbles are different.
.Withthe two cup-sleds con-

. taining. their respective mar-
bles still in front-of the-
children,.ask how the weights
of. the sleds could be ,made the
same,

1

p

MINT,EQUEkE II/Activity 4

COMMENTARY.

The purpose of this little
demonstratign is to focus the
children's attention on the
fact that the sleds must re-
quire different amounts of
force to move them because the
marbles.'inside are of two dif-
ferent sizes and weights. If'*

the .children don't ,bririg up
this-point, you mayhave to..
HaVe several children check the
weights of the small and large
marbles. This can be done
either'on a standard platform -

type: balance or they can put
some tape and then-string around
the marbles and suspend them
one at a time from their spring
scales% Let them figure out
how to check the weights. A
typical 5/8-in, marble was
found to weigh 5.5 g. while a,
1-in. marble weighed 21 g.

°

Encourage suggestions. f SA,ne
children have an immedi te-in-
sight that the weights cold be
made the sal:9e if a smaller mar-
ble were ,on the sled that i.he
larger,marble enters and a ler.- 14-

ger marble were on the sled that
the smaller., marble.enters.,
That way both sidds would be
garryIng.a wei4ght of, say,

,

5.5 g plus 21 g, 27 grans.'"
If no one comes up with this
idea, point out the-small ,ex-
tension of the c'ardboard at-the
back of the sup. 4sk if another
marble, not the one ,colliding
with the sled, could be placed

LI/
101



TEACHING SEQUENCE

ow,,at the same 'ramp position,
vet them measure the distance

t eisled can slide when the
smaller marble rolls into it
(while the larger one is at-
tached) and then the distance
the sled moves when the larger
Marble rolls into the cup
(while the smaller one is *at-
tached).

Before continuing tOlcollect
more data. on other ramp posi-
tions, discuss the results ob-
tained so far.

Which marble .could do more
work?

Which marble was going fast-
er?

ReminOrthem,aif necessary, ,that
when ehey increased speed, by
lifting the ramp l. the mfr} ie
was able to do more work on
the sled. But right now, the
speeds are the same.

* What factor other than speed,
ther, seems to deterMine how

workork the rolling marble
.can do?

F

Help the children to recognize
from their data that the work
each marble could 4o seems to
be a property of that spebific
marble--that in one experiment
its speed, seemed to determine'

`how far the sled could move,
but now,"of two marbles going
at about the same speed, the

102

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 4
2

COMMENTARY

there,' and
ti

The other marble can be placed
anywhere on the sled, but if it
is.put inside the cup', the roll-
ing marble can not eneer easily.
Some children. may put the
second marble'on top of the
cup- It can go anywhere as
long, as it\b.ecomes,part of the
sled. They can Use'a,small ,

pi'ece oT clay to make it, stick.

Keeping in mind that the force
that must be overcome is .now
the same, the distances the
sFed.moved'indicate that the
heavier marble could indeed do,
more work.

11
They saw that 'the speeds of the
diffeent,size marbles werR
a ut the.same.

The amount of matter in the
marble. Here it Was measured
by both size and by weight- -

a measure_ of the gravitational
force on the marble.



sa MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 4

TEACHING SEQUENCE

# .

heavier one could do.mor work
in pushing the sled.

off. NOw that they have seen:
that the more massive marble
moves the sited farther than
the liOtpr one, wift-thisx,
also be true if the marbles
hit the sled with more speed?'

Howould you give the mar-
bles more speed?.

r

What(do ypu predict abotit
the distance the sled will
move if the different size
marbles are moving faster?
Will the sled move farther
if hit by a faster, lighter
marble or if moved by a slow-

. er, heavier marble?
.

Have them change the ramp Posit
tion and repeat the experiment

'they just did, comparing what
each released marble could do
to the Sled in different height
positiong. Some typical re-
sults are given below. One
team's data might be placed on
the chalkboard-for purposes of
subsequent discussion.- -

COMMENTARY'

I * r
Agaip,,they can,make the 'mar-

-bLes move' aster by raising the
ramp, ice',;supporting it on
mote box -s (or books).

As before, be sure in this com-
parison. that the ,control mar- °
ble is always' attached to the
sled - -so that the moving sled
has two marbles on it, the one
that rolled into it, and the
one attached to it. -
Y

:All the children should keep
their data for reference in
Activity

O

RAMP
OSITION

-...

MARBLE ROLLED
MARBLE RELATIVE

ATTACHEDATTACHED utEp.
AVERAGE DISTANCE
SLED MOVED (mm)

WORK
bONE

box unit
1

1 boX unit

\2 box units-5/8-in.

2' box units

3 box units

3 box units

5/8=in.(5.5q)

r-in.()1 g)

1 -in'. ,,

5 /8 -in.

1-i,n.

1-in.

5/8-in,

1-iri.

5/8-in:.

1:-in

p
6/8-4:n.

/Slowest

Slowest

Faster-

Faster.

Eeestese
--.

1
'Fasest

.

.

P

.

3 ,

39

: 9
,

80'

15 '

115 .

.

.

.

(

3

.

39

9

80

15

115-

113
ep 103

N
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'TEACHING SEQUENCE

I, What experiMental conditions
produced the most amount of
Work? What produced the
least amount of work?

What"twO factors 'seem toA
,'determine how much work a
-.Toying object like the mar-
lire, can do?

e

.1
MINIgEQUENCE II/Activ4ty, 4

,

COMME TAkY

The ge;', heavier marble re7
leas ,from the 3-bcqc/ramp,posi-.
tion-did the most work; the
smaller lighter-marble releaSed
from the 1-box ramp positiOn.
id the least work'.

Now introduce the term _energy
into the discussion. The
ability of a moving,object to
do work is the result of its
"energy of motion." The fast-.
er and heavier hd'sioving ob-
ject i2s, the more energy of
motion it has and the more
work it.cae do?

At this point, you might re-
turn to the data onthe chalk-
board and ask the children
_which marble had the most
kinetic energy before,lcollid-.'
ing. Which had the least?
This information might be
added to the table.

(

' 104

Both its speed and how massive
an object is--a heavier object
can do more work than a lighter
one even when both are moving
at the same speed.

For instance, ,du might' say
that the larger marble was able
to do more work in moving the_
sled because it possessed more
energy. The scientific term is
kinetic energyfrom a Greek
word meaning motion. Use the
term kihetic energy inter-
changeably wi,.th energy of mo-
tion in subsequent discussions.

m the
on

of the results
oshown n page.103, the heavier

marble released from a height
of 3. boxes had-the most kinetic
energy and the lighter marble
released from 1 box had the
least.

Some children might be interest-
ed in rank ordering the relative
kinetic bnerg,i.es:

WORK DONE
,

RELATIVE KINETIC
(

ENERGY

. .
.\, 3 1 (least)

39 4
.

9
.

2

/
,

.

80 5

. ,

15 3

1).5 6 (greatest)
v ,

114
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TEACHING SEQUENCE-

All these' experiences should
help tihe children come to an
understanding that the kinetic
energy of a moving object,

itsis, ts ability to do
uork.increases with the mas-

. siveness of the object and
with its speed.

/

'TENDED EXPERIENCES:

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 111

COMMENTARY
1

Ndte: There is an implication
in this'Activity that the kine-
tic energy, for which the chil-
dren are developing an under-
standing, is equal to the work
done on ,the cup-sled. This is
not exactly true. Some of the
kinetic energy of therolling
marble is lost as heat when it
hits the clay in the cup.

1. Some children may wish.to investigate this behavior further
by lifting the xamp to higher positions, thus.giving the marbles
greater exit speed. In Addition, some may want to investigate
the effect of changing the surfaces in contact with'the sled.as
it moves. This can be done either,by changing-the bottom sur-
face of the sled (removing the tape ox improving lubrication
with some graphite) or by letting the sled move on-a surface
pther t*n the table top..' If sb, they should be alerted to ..the
fact that the force needed to move the sled will now be dif-

.

ferent.
ele

It will require a greater foicde to'movethe sled if there is,
greater fkiction'al force -between it and the diurface. If two
similar marbles with the same,amount of kinetc energy collide
with a.sled, the same amount of work will be done°. However, if
one of the Marb7,es collides with the higher, rictioned sled, it
will move a shorter distance% The work don Z-is the same; the
force applied "was veater.

4
41,

2. If other types of rolling spheres are available, some chil-
dren may wish to extend the investigation still further. Steel
balls or ball bearings could be used. They wilt be much denser
than the glass marbles. Thus, although they may be of the same
size, they will be much heavier sand, at the same speed, will
possess much greater kinetic energy.

3. Sevekal Hypothetical situations 'can discussed- with the
children- For instance, suppose a hay wagon and a train, both
moving at,10 miles per hour, collide with identical big boxes.
Which'will move the box farther? Which has more kinetic energy,
the wagon or the train?

0 44

.
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MINISEQUENCE II /Activity 5

Activity 5 Potential Energy

In'Activity 4, the `peed of the exiting marble (and thus, its
kine, energy) has'.been related to the ramp position. Whether
its speed depends on the angle of the ramp or simply on the

-4-

height of the mar

N
fe before release has hixt been investigated.

Here the childreiit 11. observe that even at a fixed ramp incline,'
if the marble isflreleasedfrom greater heights.it 'will possess

' t .more kinetic energy at the base and thus be able to do more
.work. It is.at n'is.point that a new.poncept is if5troduced--4
that of stored or gravitational-potential energy. The marble is

. notmovingwhen it is'held at the height from which it (iis to be
released. Thus it has no kinetic energy. Bit" it certainly.ha's
the potential of developing such energy if allowed,to roll 'down
the ramp. The. gravitational potential energy of the "marb4e a't' '

the top of ,the ramp is completely converted to:the mar6le'
.

kinetic energy at the bast. . .

.

.
Al./ su.

Theiciiil reh then -relate the potential energy of a marble' to the
.-

wark.reguired to lift it to a given height on the ramp. ;This '

work is calculated by the, force (the marble's weight) multiplied
by the distance to be lifted (the height before release). As a
summary theF.children attempt to analyze the total situation ih
terml of (1) work needed to lift a marble into prace (2) is
potential hergy as a.yesult of its position (3) the kinetic
energy dekiyed from ttivb potential energy as the marble rolls
down and finfflly (4) the work done on the cup-sled when the mar-
ble collides with it. l

\
\

MATERIALS AND,EQUIPMENT:

For each group of two or more children:`'

the ramp set-up and cup-sled from Acti-vity '22

'2 extra rulers

Worksheet 11-2

marble;* 1-in. diameter

For the class:

ao6

. 1 piece of sand paper (optional,

1 block of wood (optional). f

5

.11r
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PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 5

-Nond, except to have the materials available.

ALLOCATION OF
4

,This .Adtiviy should not take more than about one hdltr to do -k

.
s. 4

100.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

I. You Mitght introduce this
Activity by setting up a ramp

= on onesor two bqxes boOks
in f,u,11 view tuff the children.
Then take a marke whictl_h'ad
been sitting on42"the table and
lift it tdthe top of tie ramp.

Holding, th9 marble at the top,
ask ibo t ins energy there.

,

DoeS it:ft:aye kinVtic energy?4

yoWhat. happens if it is let
go? What can be said about
rts 'energy then?

.

Encourage discussion of this'
question as you release the.
marbled Help the child2en to
realize that once the marble
is in motion it acquires' kine-
tic energy. If a sled were at
the! base, the colliding marble
would move the sled, thereby
doing work ert it. (

-Return the marble to the top
of the'radp.

Can the stationary marble
in this position be said to
have aria/ energy?

OA

COMMENTARY

s)0

No; it isnttjaving. The chil
dren found that kinetic.enrgy °

epended partly on the speeA,of
11 marble. -lit zero speed, he
marble' has no kinetic energy.

O
1

S

Introduce the itlea that the --

marble at the top of the m

has the potential'to do w
Once it getsto the boitoT--

1 1 4' 107'

t ea.

-
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. TEACHING SEQUENCE

'4

4

Next, ask the
0
chikdren to look

at the data they recorded in
Activity 4 (see page 103), and
try to figure out.what.deter-.
mined the amount of kinetic
energy that a marblehad when
leaving the. ramp. Later, a
connection will be made
-between the kinetic energyat
the bottom'of the ramp and OA
potential energy at the top.

MINISEQUENCE II/Activity 5

,
a. COMMENTARY ,

t

that is, it has the potential
to develop, kinetic energywh,A

ThuS,'whep th.' mak-
ble is4at the top .of bheeramp,a
it can be,kaid too posOsst..
"potential energy...>v

10 4 a

The childre found that an ob-
ject's kinetic energy depends
on'its'weight and on its speed.
Fora marble of a gitrea-size
and weight, jt,S,xspeed seemed
rto be determined by the position
from which it was r1eased.
For children who still have

,difficulty seeing this i'bla0on-
ship, det.lip the data they ab-4
taine&in Ac.ti.vity 4.,on the
chalkhoa'rd,:listing it in order
from the:'1,Easl. to the greatest
amount of kinetiC ene :

.

RAMP.PbSITION(

, 1, ,
,Y 4

MARBLE ROLLED

c

RELATIVE
KINETIC ENERGY

.

.

1

2

3dpox

1

2oox

3=box

box

box

box

unit

units
.

units/7-

unit

units

units

°

5/8-in.(5.5

5/8-in.

'5/8-in. ._

1 -in. (21
)

1 -in.
4

1-in.

g)

`s

'

g)

°

1

2
.

. 3
-

.

4
,,

5

6

?leash)
*.

.

''.

, .A
.1.

It.'.

. .
......

- ."4

(greatest)
r -

.

.

t
,

2. You might tell the child;
dren that You have been won-
dering 4hat it is about the
ramp position,th,Tt determines
the thount of kinetic energy
the marble will develop.

What about the incline'of
the ramp? Does this, have

108

Discus's whether it is the angle
of .the ramp6r, the actual
h tight of the marble which de-
termines the kinetic energy of-
the marble.'-You may want to
use the ramp set-up in front of
them to, illustrate the problem.

:Same chilAren may reply th,t
?the incline (Ides matter. When

44,



TEACHING SEQUENCE

any effect on the Tal.
kinetic energy of the mar-

door ble--and 'therefore on its
potential energy at the"top
of the ramp? Or is it the
height of the marble?

How couId.yo4 release the
marble from different heights
but still keep the angle of
the ramp the same?t

MtNISEQUENCEII/Aci.Evity 5

COMMENTARY

they lifted the ramp). to a new
position, there 'was a- new
incline each time.

Encourage suggestiaps' from -the
children: If it does not come
from them,'yOu=may have to
elicit the idea' that a ramp
couid be kept at the sdine in-
cline - (support the 'n4 on a
fixed number of boxes) but the
marble could be plaAd dif-
ferent points on the. ramp,
which would correspond to dif-
ferent heights. (See the illus-
txAtion below.) In this Away
they could separate the effect

'of the ma'rble's vertical posi--
tion from the.:61-M.n:757E-Ch-e-
ramp incline.

Havedch team reassemble the
materials f9x the ramp, the
cup=sled, and the guide mea-
suring rulers), The thil,dren
should support the ramp so
that the incline is as lieep-
as practicable. (If a double -
length ramp is being used, a
high support-would not be
needed:) Wi a constant'in-

they,6ould position
the marble 'bout 1/4 oI the
way up the ramp and measure

.,N
A very ,convenient way to study
the effect of height of release
at constant incline is to at-.
tach two, ruler ramps together--
resulting 'in zt-emp twice as
long.'The two can be attached
if a third 5)4.11.er. is'nestd and
taped behind the two rulers, as
shown in the illustration.
Thies requires two more rulers
per team but it makes j.t much
easier to studydifferent drori.
heights at a'conSItant incline.

119,- 109
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completed ,the 'fifth grade and 195-boYs who had just ..pegun the sixth grade

. i are presented and discuised.t . ..

t-,....(
' )

Harr i's, 2b4 L.,Tabachnick., B. R., ty Hulisamen, G. An analysis ofebntent and'
-task-dimensions of social studies items-designed toeasure'level of
', concept attainment. Technical Report No. 194. 43. pp. NoveMber 1971-4

ED 06,8 410.,' N

, Content andtask dimensions of social studies' items were studied using
factor analytic techniques. ,These items were deyeloOed to measure concept'

attainment-usirig a completely crossed design with 30 4concepts and 12
tasks. Conventional factor, analyses were performed; separatelp for'iloys
and girls, for concept scores and fori-task scores. Three-mode factor
analyses were perforW.

'The'main conclusion's drawn from the results of the conventional factor
analyses are that all 30 of theeuitepts are measures of a single
functional relatiaship_existinealong theconcePts, and that all 12 taSkS '

'( are Measures_ofa single underaying ability br latent trait. The

theee-mode results indicate that there are no important concept-task
interactions gor the idealized persons; thus it is.reasonable to regard

.

the.donceptand the tasks as being two independent- modes.
n.

Harris, M. L., & Voelker, A. M. An analysis ofcconterit and task dimension's of

L
science items designed to measure level 42f concept attainment. Technical

/ Report No. 198. 24.9 pp. November 1971. ED 065 348.

Content and task dimensions of science items were studied using factor

analytic techniques. These items were developed to'measure cdncepi
attainment using a completely crossed design with 30 concepts and 12 task
scores. Three-mode factor analyses were performed.

,

The drawn from the results of the conventional factor
analyses are'that all_39 of the concepts are measures of a'single
functiontl relationship:existing among thetoncePts, and that all 12 tasks
are measures-of a ,single underrying,ability or latent trait: The

° three-mode resulV4Adcate'that there are no important concept-task
interctions for the idealized persons; thus it is reasonable to regard
'the concepts and the tasks as being two ihdependerit modes.

Haveman, J. E., &.Farley, F. H. Arousal "and retention in paired-associate,
serial, and Tree learning. Technical Report.No..91. .Out of print.

4- 18 pp. July 190. ED 015 929-

*

fn-anLefOrt to investigate the relations ps betwednardUsal and ,

long -term learning recall, arousal was ipulsted by white noise dufing
paired-atsotiate,,serial; and free learning in three experiments. The ,

-results suggested that the effeeti of arousal are, dependent on the hlture
of the, material to be processed and the intensity dfaPousal.-: . , L,

Hawkins, F.
.

D. Hypostatization of selected environmental concepts in'
elementary school children. Technical Report No. 215; (Master

,

s thesis)
61'4)p. ':-.,March 1972: -ED 010 022.

..----Y
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TEACHING SEQDE14CE

The procedure -can be repeated
at a point 1/2 way,upthe ramp,
'3/4 of the way up the vamp, I
and at the top. They can re-
cora the data on WortOeet
11-2.

I

e.With the inclination of.he
ramp the same, the dhilren

,--.should readily obsekve that the\
4hIgher the marble is before i
is released, ,the more work,
can do on the sled. Thus.the
more kinetic energy it must
have had at the bottom cfr.the
ramp.and theeMore:potehtlal

'energy at the top.'

0 `a
Ix Now ask the folldWing queS-
tions:

/How did the marble get to.
each of the four positions
on the ramp? How 44 51.cit'ac-

quire the pqtehtik energy it
has at those positions?

What has to be-done to lift
the marble up? ,

What force is required to
1-tft t4p marble?

Whatis the distance?

S -

J

MBNISEdUENCE,IL/Activity 5

e

COMMENTARY

.Be sure that they, measure the .

height of 'the marblp abOye'the
'table before 'it i'exere-ased eacIO
time 4, .

t:
The new data should be recorded
andrankings:givab for relative
kifietic and pc>tehtial-energy.°,

In discus ing thir results he lp
them toel.W that (1) the higher
the marble' is whetklea.sed,
-aid more potehtialhArgy it '

has before neease; t2Y the ,

more potential energy it has
when released, the ,more, Kinetic
energy, it develops as it rolls
down the rl.e4 ;(3) 011.wpore
kineticitenergy thp marike-hasl
when.itiaits the sled, .the more
work it does on the sled. .

-
pomeoneliftet.40i-Up and put it
theke, Accolgany'thase ques-
tionl by .lifting. the marble to
a,particular height on the dem-
onstration ramp.

There, should be no difficulty
ineliciting the idea that in
the act of lifting, work
done--a force is applied throUgh
a distance. If ;edessary, re-
fer'to their earlier experiepces
with -lifting books.

It is the force just 'equal and'
opposite to the weight of tbe
marble. The marble is being,
pulled down by the gkemitational
force.

The dist(ance will correspond to
the four different.heights to
which the marble was raised: .

Mg.

ilk

144 M
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

, Suppose you called the force
necessary to-lift the marble
one'"marble-force unit."
How would you calculate the
Work required to lift the .

marble into position?

Have them -enter the amount of
work done in lifting the mar-
ble to each of the four ramp

f.

positions in the last (empty).
column on Worksheet A
completed Worksheet is shown
on pl/ 113.

What did you infer about the
potential energy at each
height?

Help them to recognize that as
the marble is placed at each
new height position, it has
more potential energyand to
get the marble to this new
height requires more work.
ThUs, if it took 15 units of
work to get a marble to a
particulariposition, we might
say it'poss.dssed 15 units of
potentially 8`fr-ailable work (or

112 ,

I\

MINISEQUENCE Ii/Activity 5

COMMENTARY

LLIi!''would be the product of this
mar le-force unit--An he dis-
ta e. Since the for has a
numerical value' o 1, e amount
of work done in lifting:the
marble would haVe the same num-
erical value as the. height of .

the marble when released.

Some children may want to sub-
stitute the actual weight,of
the marble and use this figure
to calculate.the work done. In
either case, the comparison will
still depend on the distances,
lifted since the force is con-
stant.

As the-height inc.reased, the
potential energy increased.
,Note that the potential' energy -

we calculated is the work put
into lifting the marble up from
a reference level--in this case
the table top. Thus its po-
tential energy is with referenae
to this 'table top. If we want-
ed to know the potential energy
with reference to, say, the
floor below, we would Calculate
the work 1:1.1t into lifting the
mvble from that greater dis
tance. Potential energy is al-
ways calculated from 'some refer-
ence,position. 0-

Note also that It is not pos-
sible to make valid comparisons
of -work done on the sled and
work done in lifting the marble
(for a given position). This
is because the force units are.
not the same even though both'
distanced are measured in
meters. It might be added that,
even they could be compared, .

the work done would not be

123



WORKSHEET 11-2 Name: -:-
U

RAMP
INCLINE

HEIGHT OF
MARBLE WHEN
RELEASED (mm)

AVERAGE DIS-
TANCE SLED

;MOVED (mm)
WORK DONE
ON SLED

RELATIVE
KINETIC
ENERGY

'RELATIVE
POTENTIAL
ENERGY

GNerai CLISINCL kr-t-. grirt

likg-, rrrZOtt-ZS2-

.. .

AWYAQ, 2,1
.

.

'49 49 2 2
....

.
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Horvitz, J. M. Transfer in children's paired-associate learning as a function

Of levels of meaning:- Technical Report No. 313. (Ph..D. dissertation)

5.1.10.30.08:01.03 84.pp. January 1975 ED 105 445

The study was\deigned to assess whether negative transfer in children's
paired-associate learning could be reddced by chancing She levels of
meaning at which stimuli were, encoded on the two lists. Stimuli. and

instructions were pedifically designed to approximate three'levels of
meaning postulated by Paiiio (representational, redferential, and asso-
ciative). It was hypothesized that changes .in meaning levels,from first

to second ;list would result in less interference than conditions where
stimuli remained at constant levels of meaning'ovee lists. Another facet

of the study was designed to test the encoding variability hypothesis with
children, which suggbsted that'less meaningful' stimuli would be subject to
less interference.

Three separate experiments were conducted. The hypotheses were not
confirmed by any of the three experiments. Results were discussed in
terms of possible characteristicsof the learners and the stimuli that may

;00
have contribtjted to the nonsignificant findings.

Houston, M. R., Jr.-- Comparable common factors in English homophone,
`necognition. Technical Report No. 163. (Ph.D.Aissertation) 168 pp.

March 1971. ED 056 045.

A list of 7,300 English homophones was compiled and used to contruct two

tests. Scores were obtained on these and on reference tests for
J. P. Guilford's factors CMU, CSU, DMU, DSU for 70 native speakers of
midwestern American English from a university population. The homophone

,tests showed:Hoyt_reliabilities of .95 and .87 for these subjects.

-Following Harris's procedure for determining Comparable Common Factors, a
15 x 15 matrix of intercorrelations was subjected'to three factoring
procedures, each yielding ohlique,and orthogonal solutions. Results were

in close agreement for all analyses, yielding three common fetters. Two

corresponded to CMU and to DMU. The CSU and DSU tests loaded onvthe third.
factor, which had its largest loading on the homophone tests, and involved
comparing verbal stimuli with formal elements of internally generated
lists. These findings replicate Harris's Failure to extract distinct CSU
and DSU faCtors, altdIsuggest that homophone recognition tasks can provide
shOrt but reliable reference tests for the symbolic:factor,into which CSU.
and DSU coalesce.

.

Hubert, L. J., & Levin:). R. -A general statistidar'framewOrk for as,essing
categorical clustering in free recall. Theoretical Paper No. 58:
5.1.10.30.09.01.07:01., 28 pp. October 1975. ED 1I6-162.

A graph-theoretic paradigm is used to geAg ralize the comrd6n measures of
oategorical clustering in free recall based on'the numberof obseiwed
repetitions. Two graphs are definedla graph G that characterizes the a
priori structure of tie item set defined by a researcher, and a graph R
that characterizes a subject's protocol. Two,indioes of clustering,

denoted by lambda and omega, are obtained by evaluating the. sum of the

29
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

potential energy,)

Agthe children discuss tie
situation, ,start to analyze
the system in terms of:

'a) Work done to lift the mar-
ble up.

b) The potential energy of
the marble at the top of
the reamp (equivalent to,,
the work done in lifting
it there).

c) As the marble rolls down,
the potential energy is
changing to kinetic energy.

d) At the bottom of ramp, the
potential energy of the
marble is zero (since it
has zero height) but it is
moving at, its 'maximum
speed. All the energy is
kinetic.

When it collides with the
sled, it does work in mov-
ing the sled, thus com-
pleting the cycle.

d.

MINISEQUENCE iI/Actiyity 5

COMMENTARY

°exactly the same because of
'energy,losses.

If we assume that mechanical
energy is conserved, the, kinstic
energy of the marble at the bot-
tom of the ramp should be equal
to its potential energy at the
top. In practice, this is im-
possible, s,ince some of its
energy must be transformed to
heat energy due to frictional
forces as the marble,. rolls down.
Hence the kinetic energy at the'.
bottom must always be somewhat
Fess than the work done to lift
'tale marble to a given point on
the ramp (whch is it potential

'energy).

You may wish to use a schema-
tic diagram suc as the one
shown above to sumMarize the
idea that the stored potential

114
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

energy at a given height de- t,-

pends on the work 'required to
lift the object up to that

.

height [Force (weight) X dis-
tance]. As it moves down a
ramp, the object's potential
energy is convertedto kinetic

- _
energy, which can dd work. -

Some children may wonderwhat
happened to the kinetic energy
after the rolling maxble moved'
the sled and everything came

',torest. Although this will
be pursued`in the final Mini-
sequence,on energy conversions,
if childreri,appear curious

' .about-ft, ask what was happen-
ing as the sled moved on the
table surface. What forces
Were being overcome?

Especiallyiflichildren,have
been exposed to the conserva-'
tion of thermal energy se-

.

quences in Grade 4, they will
likely be concerned about ac-
couhting for the kinetic
energy. If sd, have them take
a piece of wood and amplify q
the frictional rubbing action
by sliding the wood over some
sandpaper. After about ten
strokes, they should pick up
the woo ,n4feel the surface.'
ig407What do sense? What do
they think happened to the
kinetic energy.?

A
MINISEQUENCE II/Activity

EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:

As ex

COMMENTARY

s

,1

The frictional forces between
the two surfaces.

It was converted to heat
energy!

ensions you might pose some problems,vuch as:,

J

,

There are two big hammers, A and B, which are to be used to
Crush some rocks. Each weighs 500 weight, unit's and will be al-
lowed to fall on the rocks. What is the difference in potential
energy if A is lifted twice a's high as B? (A has twice the
potential energy.) Which required more work 'to liftit? Which,
has a better chance td crush' the rocks?

115
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Miniseque&e II Assessments

7S c re ening Assedsments,

The concepts being tested_ in h'is Minisequence are:

. 'Mechanical -Energy

The two forms of mechanical' energy, kinetic and potential,
lit &y be transformed from one to the other.

al Amoving objedt possesses an amount of kinetic energy'
that is related'-tc itg'spedd and to its mass "(as meas-
ured.iby weight); that is, 'more energy .fox more,speed;

a'more energy for more .mass at given Speed.

b. "ate potential energy, of a stationary object is related
to hol,high has been lifted against the earth's ,

Iraln-ta ona17for6e.

II. Work

4 Work is done when a force moves an object through a distande.

a. The amount of work done, as measured in work units, is
the product of the number of force,units and the number
of distance,units,.

The,rlatixin between energy and work

a. A-inovina object (posseesing kinetic energy) has the
capacity to do work.

b. The potential energy of an object increases by the
amount of work needed to lift the object to a given
position.

Part 1 contains 5.problems to help assess mastery of the con-
cepts of Mech'anical Energy; Part 2 contains 5 problems to'assess,
mastery of the concept of Work; and Part 3 contains 5 problems to
'assess mastery of the concepts of how mechanical energy and work
re related. Each Part should take 7 to `10 miputes; children
hould bq encouraged to think out their resporises and not to guess.

116 ,
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MINISEQUENCE II ASSESSMENTS

PART

Page'A

Have the children turn to page A.

READ THE QUESTIONS AND CHQICES SILENTLY AS I READ THEM ALOUD TO
', YOU. AFTER I READ ALL THE CHOICES, DRAW A CIRCLE AROUND THE

LETTER OF THE BEST CHOICE.

THE PICTURE SHOWS TW SKIERS
AT THEBOTTOM OF TW ILLS.
0TH SKIERS WEIGH SAME
OUNT. BOTH HILL AVE THE
AME KIND OF SURFACE. BOTH

'SKVS ARE EQUALLY GOOD. Peggy Jane

rt.

1. WHICH GIRL WILL HAVE MORE .POTENTIAL ENERGY AT THE .'OP OF HER
HILL?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. VERY CLOSE TO'THE SAME.

2. WHO WILL HAVE MORE KINETIC ENERGY AS THEY PAUSE JUST BEFORE
THEY START DOWN?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. THE SAME.
3

3. AS,EACH 'REACHES THE BOTTOM OF HER HiLL, WHO WILL BE GOING
FASTER?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.
F

12E 117
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MINISEQUENCE II ASSESSMENTS

WHICH GIRL WAS GOING FASTER AT THE BOTTOM OF HER HILL?

A. THE ONE WHO INCREASED HER POTENTIAL
DOWN.

ENERGY MORE GOING

B. THE ONE WHO HAD THE MORE KINETIC\ENE Y AT THE BOTTOM.

C. BOTH'STATEMENTS A AND BARE TRUE.

5. IN
ENERGY?

\ A. JANE.

LOBBY OF THE SKI LODGE, WHO HAD 'HE. MORE pOTENTIAL
4

[
,,.

- B.' PEGGY. 4-
, , -
1 .-...;

C. VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.

PART 2

Page B

1. MORRISLIFTED A BOX WHICH WEIGHED 100 FORCE'UNITS THROUGH A
VERTICAL DISTANCE OF 5 UNITS.. HOWEMANY UNITS OF WORK DID HE DO?

A. 5 UNITS'

B. 100 UNITS

C. 500 UNITS

I
IP

2. DARRELL SAID HE DID AS MUCH WORK AS MORRIS BUT HE.LIFTED HIS
i3OX 10 VERTICAL DISTANCE UNITS. HOW MUCH DID DARRELL'S BOX

) WEIGH?

A. 5 UNITS

B. 50 FORCE UNITS

C. 100 FORCE UNITS

-7
3. DEAN USED 100 FORCE UNITS TO PUSH A TABLE OVER 'A DISTANCE OF
3 DISTANCE. UNITS. JOE USED 3 FORCE UNITS' TO PUSH_A DIFFERENT
TABLE ON THE SAME FLOOR 100 DISTANCE UNITS. WHO 'ill) MORE WORK?

118
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A. DEAN

B. JOE

MI ISEQUENCE II ASSESSMENTS .

C. THEY DID"THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.
.

4. 'PHIL USED 1 FORCE UNIT TO MOVE A PIECE OF PAPER 1-DISTANCE
UNIT. ARNOLD EXERTED 500 FORCE UNITS ON THE WALL OF HIS HOUSE
BUT IT DIDN'T MOVE. WHO DIDMORE WORK?

$

A. PHIL

B. ARNOLD

C. THEY'DID.THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.

5. KANDY SAID SHE WORKED VERY HARD ALL DAY. KANDY WEIGHS 25
, FORCEUNITS AND SHE SAT IN A CHAIR 'FOR 3 HOURS. HOW MUCH WORK
.DID KAND1Y DO?

A. NO WQRK.

B. 25/WORK UNITS.

C. 75 WORK

PART 3

1. TWO BOYS LIVE IN AN APARTMENT BUILDING ON THE THIRD FLOOR:
ONE AFTERNOON, BOB CLIMBED THE STAIRS AND JOE TOOK THE ELEVATOR.
WHO DID MORE WORK?'

A. BOB.

B. JOE.
I

C. THEY DID. THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.

2. IN QUESTIOW1,'WHICH BOY HAD MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY ON:'THE
-)THIRD FLOOR?

131
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A. JOE.

1.1

MINISEQUENCE II ASSESSMENTS

B. BOB.

C. IT ,DEPENDS ON .WHO IS HEAVIER.

.
3. BOB CARRIED HIS-BALL'DOWN STAIRS TO PLAY ON THE SIDEWALK.
JOE DROPPED' HIS BALI, WHICH WAS THE SAME KIND AS BOB'S, FROM THE
THIRD, -FLOOR WINDOW TO .WHERE BOB WAS STANDING. AT THE MOMENT BE-.

FORE JOE'S BALL HIT THE SIDEWALK,-WHOSE BALL HAD MARE KINETIC
ENERGY?

4 A.

B. JOE'S...

A

')

4 A

C. BOTH BALLS HPb THE SAME 'KINETIC ENERGY.

4. IN QUESTION 3, AT THE MOMENTAEN.BOB'SADL WAS ON THE SIDE-
WALK AND JOE,'S BALL HIT THE SIDEWALK,.1WHICH BALL HAD MORE POTEN-. - 1TIAL ENERGY? 9)*r.

A. BOB'S. .7

B., JOES.

BOTH BALLS HAD THE SAME POTENTIAL ENERGY.

5. NEXT MORNING, JOE RAN UP THE STIRS. HAD%WALKED-UP;
HE WOULD HAVE DONE: .

120

A. MORD WORK
tj

B. .THE SAME AMOUNT .OF 'WORK

C. LESS WORK °
ft.

P
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II - Name:

THE PICTURE SHOWS TWO SKIERS AT
THE BOTTOM OF TWO HILLS. BOTH
SKIERS WEIGH THE SAME AMOUNT.
BOTH HILLS HAVE THE SANE KIND OF
SURFACE. BUM SKIERS ARE EQUALLY
GOOD..

PaereA

Peggy I Jane

1. WHICH GIRL WILL HAVE MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY AT THE TOP OF HER HILL?

A. JANE.'

B. PEGGY.

C. VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME. Y

2. WHO WILL HAVE MORE KINETIC ENERGY, AS THEY PAUSE JUT BEFORE THEY
START DOWN?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. THE SAME.

3. AS EACH REACHES THE BOTTOM OF HER HILL, WHO WILL BE GOING FASTER?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.

4. WHICH GIRL-WAS GOING FASTER AT THE BOTTOM OF HER MILL?

A. THE ONE WHO INCREASED HER POTENTIAL ENERGY MORE GOING DOWN..

B. THE ONE WHO HAD THE MORE KINETIC ENERGY AT THE BOTTOM,

C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

I

5. IN `THE LOBBY OF THE SKI 40DCZ.. lolikr'HAD THE MORE POTENTIAL- -ENERGY?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.
A

121
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Name

, 1

Page
AP

1. MORRIS LIFTED A BOX WHICH WEIGHED 100 FORCE UNITS THROUGU A VERTI-CAL DISTANCE OF 5 UNITS. HOW MANY UNITSOF WORK DID HE DO?

A. 5 UNITS.,

B. 100 UNITS.

C. 500 UNITS.

2. DARRELL SAID HE DID AS-MUCH WORK AS MORRIS BUT HE LIFITD HIS BOX10 VERTICAL DISTANCE UNITS. HOW MUCHTID DARRELL'S BOX WEIGH?

A. 5 FORCE UNITS.

B. 50 FORCE UNITS.

J:: 100 FORCE UNITS.

"14\

3. DEAN USED 100 FORCE UNITS TO PUSH A TABLE OVER A DISTANCE OF 3'DISTANCE UNITS. JOE USED 3 FORCE UNITS TO PUSH A DIFFERENT TABLE ON
THE SAME FLOOR 100 DISTANCE UNITS. WHO DID MORE WORK?

-A4 DEAN,

B. JOE.

C. THEY DID THE SAME AMOUNT OF. WORK.,,

4. PHIL USED 1 FORCE U IT TO MOVE A PIECE OF PAPER 1 DISTANCE UNIT.
ARNOLD EXERTED 500 FORC UNITS ON THE WALL OF HIS HOUSE BUT IT DIDN'TMOVE. WHO DID MORE WOR ?

frl
4

r

A. PHIL.

B. ARNO;R.

C. THEY DID THE SAME AMOUNT OF, WORK.

5. KANDY SAID SHE1WORKED VERY HARD ALL DAY. KANDY WEIGHS 25 FORCE
UNITS AND SHE SAT IN A CHAIR FOR 3 HOURS. HOW,MUCH WORK ,DID'KANDY DO?

A. NO WORK.

B. 25 WORK UNITS.

7 C.
A75

WORK UNITS.
k
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Name:

S

Page C

1

1. TWO BOYS LIVE IN AN APARTMENT BUILDING ON THE THIRD FLOOR." ONE
AFTERNOON, BOB CLIMBED THE STAIRS AND JOE TOOK 'THE ELEVATOR. WHO DID
MORE WORK?

A'. BOB.

B. JOE.

-C. THEY DID THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.
.

.0
2.1 IN QUESTION.1, WHICH BOY HAD MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY ON THE THIRD
FLOOR?

A. JOE.

B. BOB.

C. IT DEPENDS ON WHO IS HEAVIER.

3. BOB CARRIED HIS BALL DOWN STAIRS TO PLAY ON THE SIDEWALK. JOE,
DROPPED HIS BALL, WHICH WAS THE SAME KIND AS BOB'S, FROM THE THIRD ti

FLOOR WINDOW TO WHERE BOB WAS STANDING. AT THE MOMENT BEFORE JOE'S
,BALL HIT THE SIDEWALK, WHOSE BALL HAD MORE KINETIC' ENERGY?

A. BOB'S.

B. JOE'S.

C. BOTH BALLS HAD THE SAME KINETIC ENERGY.

4. IN QUESTION 3, AT THE MOMENT WHEN BOB'S BALL-WAS ON THE SIDEWALK
AND JOE'S BALL HIT THE SIDEWALK, WHICH BALL HAD MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY?

A. BOB'S..

B. JOE'S-.

C. BOTH BALLS HAD THE SAME POTENTIAL ENERGY.

--5. ,NEXT MORNING, JOE RAN UP THE STAIRS. IF HE HAD WALKED UP, HE WOULD
HAVE DONE:

A. MORE WORK.

-B. THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.

C. LESS WORK.

20
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Minisequence 11,1

Heat Energyánd Liquefying Solids
4

In Grade 4, Minisequence V, the 'ro'le of heat energy injchanges
Of state was investigated. It was found that heat energy Must
be added to a solid in order to melt it-ni.e., change it from'
the solid to the liquid state.'7And the 'same amount of heat
end-rgymust-be removed from the liquid Co phange back to the

slid
state -i.e. , freeze the liquid. A model was develoNed to

iatcoilInt for the "disappearance" of heat energy during the melt-
df a solid. According to the model the heat energy was used

to free the molecules from the '(binding) forces holding them in
the4ixed positions characteristicof'a solid structure. The
free molecules in the liquid state were then considered to,have
more energy than in ,the solid state because of the'thermal energy
given to them during the change of state. The 'present Mini-
sequence extends this idea to another pry common process where-
by certain solids can be changed to till liquid state, namely,

- diSso/ution--the process ofdissolving or-breaking up solids by
placidg them in suitable liquids, called'solvents% In this pro -
cess, as in melting, the molecules of the solid absorb heat -

energy as they are freed from their fixed 'positions and become,
part dt,i-7th'e liquid along with the solvent. 'However, unlit melt-
ting, where the necessary heat energy is supplied .from the out-
side, in dissolution th.> solid extracts heat energy from its im-
mediate surroundings, i.e:, from the solvenp.

Consider -'a soLi d- sum' ordinary table salt (sodiiim chloride) .

It can'be melted, as,,_ most solids but its melting temperature
is very high (801"C), udh too high to achieve in the ordinary'
cla dom--or'even in the kitchen. However, it ia easy-to dit-
so ve fesal'A. in water, without having to' heat i,t. How does,
water teak theibonds that hold table salt in the crystalline' .

{solid) state, It must tivst be understood that these binding
forces, are electricals:WC nature. In the .c4se,of ti-ng a solid,
one must provide enough thermal energy.to its m e so that,
their increased molecular vibrations, i.e. , i creased kinetic
energy', are enough to overcome their elec ric 1 attt.i...fn and
hence they break apart. Aft analogy might b a rubber-ball at-
tached to a paddle by a rubber band, of the sore that children

. often play with. The object is to keep the ball continually in
motion by hitting it each time itxtetutns to thepaddle. ' If
the ball is, hit halker each time it returns thQreby acquiring
more and more :kinetic energ it eventually st2.41ches the rubber
band to the breaking point and the'l'bon " is broken.

6

In a solvent, the bond is broken by weakening the electrical at-
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traction between molecules of the solid to the point where the
temperature Of, the solvent (usually room temperature) is great
enough to break the bond. The electricgta attraction is weakened
by the electric0'.character of the, solVent molecules: In the
analogy given above, it would be as though the rubber bend. were
weakened by partly cutting through it--suqh that a much smaller
stretch would break it. tate.r is sometimes called the "universal
solvent," because so many substances are soluble in it. Thiis is
one reason why it is so useful in washing. All salts are soluble
in water, some more readily, than others. Salt is a generic term
used to indicate compounds' which are formed when an acid and a
base neutray_ze one another. For instance, when hidrochloric
acid is neutnNlized-by sodium hydroxide, sodium chloride is form-
id. Other expa0Wof salts are sodium thiosulfate (hypo) ,

magnesium 'sulfatei(tpsom salts), and phenyl salicylate (salol -4.

One cannot dissolve an indefinite amount of a given salt in wa-
* ter. At some point the solution becomeesaturated, which means

that it is nR longer capable of weakening tNe bonds between
molecules of any additional solid. This"canloe thought of as
meaning that a 'given number of solvent molecules can weaken the
bonds of a fixed number of solid molecules to the point where
room temperature can overcome the binding forces. More solid
can be dissolved if the solvent temperature is increased. Thug',
one can dissolve more salt in hot water than in cold.

Now, we have seen that even where the binding forces are weaken-
ed, the bonds are actually broken by thermal energy. Hence, when
a solid salt dissolves in water, for example, it must absorb heat
energy from the water, thereby lowering the temperature of,_the
solution. If\the process could then be reversed, i.e., if the
solid could be precipitated back out of solation, then the heat
absorbed during dissolution should be liberated, thereby conserv-
ing energy. Under proper circumstances, shts can be, precipitated
out of solUtipn with the correspandingelease of heat energy.

The. first Achivity reviews thie process of melting for the chil-
dren.-7"14ey observe that different substances require different
heat 'sources to melt them, i.e., they have different melting
temperatures. They also find that one (table salt) cannot be .

melted by any heat source available to them, but can be "lique-
fied" by'dissolving it in water.

In the next Activity the childrtn study the temperature of water
as.they dissolve various salts in it. They find, as expected,0
that the temperature drops as the salts dissolve, but that the
decreate varies with the different salts as does tpe'amount of
each salt that will'dissolve in a givenramount of water at a
given temperature.

The third Activity carries forward the investigation of saturated
solutions. The children find that for some salts, raising the
temperature of the solvent (water) greatly increases the solu-
loility; for others, such as(.table salt, the solubility changes

.137v,
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very little if at all with temperature. They also establish
experimental criteria for determining when a solution is
saturated. If the temperature of a saturated solution (free of
excess salt) is carefully lowered, it may become supersatyrated,
which.means that all the salt may remain in solution despite the
fact that at the lower temperature iecontains more than the
saturation amount of salt. The excess salt can be made tb pre-
cipitate outesuddenly by various means. The children work with-
such solutions in the finl Activity, obsery ng the release of
heat energy (the heat of solution) as their spersaturated
solutions are allowed to precipitate.

/
.,
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Activity 1 Melting and Dissolving Solids

Initially, in this first Activity,..the children review, the Con-
cept that heat energy is needed to overcome the binding forces
within a OoliN to produce a. melt. They discoYer that ice can be
melted by a very mild heat source; salol must be placed in con-
tact with.hot water to melt; paraffin requii'es a hot plate;.and
ordinary table salt cannot be melted by'any source of heat energy
available to them: Thus the binding,forces within solids ap-
parently vary in strength from one substance to another and sub-
stances can be classified accordingly.

An alternative way of liquefying the "non-nitable" salt is then
discovered--the salt (sodium chloride) Ossolves'in water to
form a solution. The children cnsider'he ability. of` water to
accomplish what moderate heat energy could not and are led to in-
fe that the water molecules may excrtan attractive force on
the salt molecules which is strong enough to overcome the, solid's
binding force. .The similarities between melting and dissolving
are emphasized in that each frees the molecules from the restric-
tions of the solid structure td-$ecome part, of a fieely moving
liquid. Breakdown of the solid and its incorporation into a
moving liquid'is observed by the children through a microscope.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

For the class, /ou will need:

1 hot plate

1 cookie sheet

table salt (sodium chloride), pdre, e.g., "Kosher" salt
(sold in many grocery stores), about 1/4 cup

sald1' (phenil salicylate) (Aid in most drugstores),
1/4 cup

paraffin shavings, /4 cup
o

1 paring knife

alcohol, rubbing, or mineral oil, 1 oz (30 ml) (optional)

table salt, 2 tablespoons

13
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MINISEQUENCE III /Activity 1

potassium permanganate (s'ld in drug and photographic
supply Etores), 21 teaspoons

3 .wooden splints or popsicle sticks

chips Of ice in a double foam cup,

3 (or more) wide-mouth containers, glass, waxed paper., or
plastic (approximately 8-oz size)

5 set -ups for washing and rirli g slides (see Activity 1

of Minisequence I)

microprojector (oPtional)-,

For each pair of children, you will need:

1 test tube (100 mm by'25 mm)

4,1 jar or cup for holding the test tube

supply of hot water

ve'

2 cups, polyfoam, 6-oz to 8-op (180-m1 eo 240-ml)

1 test tube clamp

.mail4ifying, glasses

3 aluminum foil muffin-cup ;iners,,or 3 in. by 3 in.
(7.5 cm by 7.5 cm) pieces of aluminum foil

,

1 microscope

2' glass microscope slides

1 medicine dropper (idhen -filled, it should release1/4 tsp
of. liquid)

A 4
*There iq.at least one brand of table slalt On the market im
which the crystals have been crushed to make the salt dissolvp-
more quickly on food. Check to be'sure that the salt is i.n the
form of readily identifiable cuKic

f

crystals--mast brands are.
.

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

Have hot water available. (You may have to heat up,some on the
, hoeplate if,there is none in a to readily available.)

LOcate the hot plate iri a positioxi where each child can view the
heating surface. Adjust the thermostatic control to low heat.
Invert the cookie skeet over it to increase the heating surfact,-,...

1 t)
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MINISEQUENCE III /Activity -1

a

The paraffin scrapings can be made from a slab'of paraffin or
wax candles by scraping with a small paring knife, or kitchen
`grater. Place them in a wide-mouthed container. Put'the other
chemicals in similar containers at separate locations where the
dhildren can help themselves easily.

Place the wooden splints (or adequate_sqbsitute) next to each
supply of chemicals. Draw a line across each splint about 1/2
inch from one end. The amount of chemicals' which can be taken
up on that 1/2 in. portion of'the stick is considered a "unit .
measure"' of solid. A spatula, a flattened end of a straw, or
similar substitute can also be used.

ALLOCATION OF TIME:
. .

The. children will need about 1-1/2 hours to complete this Acti-
vity.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

Exhibit the pieces of ice
to 'the class. Review with
theffi what is required to lique-
fy (melt) it:

What will happen to a piece
of ice if it is left in the
room?

Be sure the children. realize
that htat energy, is involved in

, getting the solid water (iee)
to melt. As the discussion
proceeds, put the following
on the chalkboard:

LIQUID

heat energy
absorbed

SOLID

COMMENTARY i

It will melt. Ice melts at Q°C
and the temperature of the room
is higher' than 0°C.

Startinz in, Kindergarten, the
COPES curriculum has. dealt with
the role of heat energy in .the
melting process. In particuqar,
Grade 4, Minisequences II and V
lead into this investigatioh.
You Ay" wish to review these
Activities with the-children.
In Minisequence V, children -

found that 'energy was absorbed
by.a'solid in order to break r
the binding fol-ceS holding ..111e

particles of the'eubstancV.,'
together in the rigid structure
characteristic of a.solid.
They also learned that heat
energy had-to be a sor ed by a
liquid in order to ch nge it
into a gas. Thus t y devel:pped

,some understanding about the dif-
ferences in energy between a

.141
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Nr

. 7

Where does the, ice get this
.heat energy from?

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 1

Show the children a polyfoam
cup'with hot water. Ask them
to tell you something about its
properties after one' or two of
them have tested it with their
fingers.

.

Put some ice into one of the
'aluminum foil cups'.

**Will the ice pelt if the foil
dish and ice 'are placed in
contact with the hot water?

Holding the foil dish with a
testitubt clamp,, lower it onto
the surface of the. hot water.

Which can provide more heat
energy, .the room' or the cup
of,hot.water?

% How was the heat energy
transferred?

2. Now show the class the
other solOs=-sa161, sodium
chloride,kindthe paraffin
shavings.'

Can the bonds holding the
molecules in the solid struc-
ture'be broken--as they were
in the ice?

130
a

COMMENTARY

solid, its quid, and its gas.
They arrived at the following
generalizatioN a solid is at
the lowest enerp level, the
molecules of its liquid pos-
sess more energy, and its gas'
is at the highest energy revel.

Elkrom the room.

They should be able to say that
its, temperature is higher than
that of the room. They should
also realize that it possesses
heat energy.

See page 131 for a description
of how to Make these cups from
aluminum foil, if you are not
using muffin cup liners.

The ice pieces will melt very
rapdly and leave a pool of
liquid water.

There should be general agree-
menc that the cup of 'hot water.
will be able to transfer more
heat energy.

You may want to sketch the path
on the chalkboard:

Hot water.:-- --) foiL pan44707i ice

Reintroduce the term, molecule,
to refer to the invisible ulti-,
mate particle of a.particular
substance. This erm was first
introduced in Gra e 4.



TEACH IN& SEQUENCE

'How could yod
.

find out?

This part of 'the Activ,ity.can
be done by pairs of,children.
Have them take three. measures
of each solid from the various
stations, place each in a foil
dish and bring it back to
their work areas.

The other child in the team .can
get about a 1/2-cup supply of
the hotawater in a double
(nestedf polyfoam sup. Then
they should test each substance
in turn on the hot water: Pick
tip each foil "boat" carefully
with a clamp, and place it on
the water. Do' not let any
water get into the boat....

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

The children will,probably sug-
gest placing the solids in foil
dishes and seeing if they will
melt when placed on the hot
water.

Note that a measure refers to
as much solid as can be picked
up within the line marked on
the wooden dispenser.. (See
RxeR:ation for 'Teaching.)

The children gen p.epare their
own'aluminum dishes if foil
muffin cup Liners ,are not used,
Give each team 3.pieces of foil',
at least 3 in. by 3 in. (7.5 cm'
By 7.5 cm). They,can form a
flat-bottomed dish by pressias
the foil against the bottom.of:

.a small jar, e.g. a 4-oz baby ,*

food jar. There should be
sufficient aluminum Toil on the
side wallg so that the dish,
when heated, can be picked up
with a clamp.

an.

dr
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

What substances melt in con-.

tact with hot water?

. -

',What can you say at this
point about bhe'strength.of
the binding forces,of the
salol compared with salt and
with paraffin? Compared with
ice? r

Now suggest that the children
take th? boats with'the two
substances which didn't melt
to the warm hot la e. Do
they think this, might be more

-effective thafi the hot water?
Let them try the two, placing
the fcii,l Cups.on the inverted

'cookie sheet.

4

Discuss their overall mwsults:

, How do the 'relative templera-
tureea off the heat sourctie .

compare ?, //

How would you ranthe
ficulty of meting the four
substances?

Encourage the children to vg-
gdst possible explanations for
the differences.

132

MINISEQUENCE III /Activity 1

eoMMENTARY
r

They will find that the salol
melts.but not the paraffin or
the salt.

The salol has weaker binding
forces than salt. and paraffin,
but stronger, than ice. (The
ice can melt at room temperature
but moat the salol.)

9

They may remember that a- hot
plate was used to 'melt both the
salol ,and paraffin in Grade 4.
.Mow ehey'"are to test only the
paraffin and salt ince they
found that.sipl as already
melted by the of water. They
will'find that the lAraffin
melts now but that the sodium
chloride still does not.

. %

The hot plate is at the highest'
temperature, net is the hot
water, add the room is at the
lowest temperature.

Sodium chlRridk is the hardest
to melt, parafTin is next, then
salol, and ice is the easiest
to melt:

sodium chloride 4

paraffin 3

salol 2

ice 1

The forces binding the mole-
cules in the sodium chloride.
must be much stronger than any
of the others, which can be ar-
ranged in descending order. In
other words, the four substances* ,

cambe classified on the basis
of 'their bond strengths.
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TEACHING S UENCE

3. Begin this Section by ask-
ing the children if they can
think of a different way in .

which the salt c uld be changed

i
from a solid to 'liquid. As-
suming that they will.eventual-
ly come urY with the idea of
adding water to the salt (pre-
vipus experiences, in Grade 4
indicated that water dissolves
many materials), suggest that
they set' up an experiment to
tryout their hypothesis.

Have each team get a supply of
room temperature water in a
cup. While one child does
that, the other should go to
the supply of salt and put
about three.measures of salt
into a test tube.

Wien they return to their work-
areas, the children should 'add
about 4 drerppersful of water
to each tube and swirl the
con'tents as well as,"they can.
After swirling for 15 64 20
seconds, they Should examine
the tubes and their Contents. ..
Most, if not.all, of the solid
pieces of sodium chloride will
have disappeared.

fi

N Where ds the sodium.. chloride
at this time and how has it
changed?

WINISEQUENCEtIII/Activity 1

CQMMENTARY

If the children suggest that
the sodium chloride salt maX be

'liquefied by adding a liquid,'
you could fallow up their-sug-
gestion casually y a demon-
stration. Use ei er some
alcohol'. or mineral oil as the
liqui. Pour abo t on inch
of.the "liquid" into an empty
test tube and add about three
Measures of the sodium chloride
to the.tube. Shake it Vigorous-
ly for 10 t6.15-secands. After
the gibe is shaken, the children
will observe that no salt dis-
solves in the liquid-7the solid
doed not liquefy. 'Someone will
surely suggest th.it something
may be "the matter" with the
liquid, or that the "pioper"
liquid' was not usad!

If the question c es up, you
might set up a test tube co6-7
taining,3 Measures o the
paraffin shavings and/or salol
and add 4 droppersful'of water.
Although the paraffin chips
could easily be melted,by the
hot plate, and salol by the
hot water, water is ineffective
in liquefying 'them.

In taking a dropperful of water,
they should squeezee-Ne bulb
completely, insert the dropper
in the water, 4elea.se the bulb
and let As much water come up
as possible. °The amount d4awn
up will be'about 1/4, teaspoon-
ful in the'recomMended normal
size dropper and will. probably
fill about 1/2 'the tube.

a,

'In swirling the -contents of the
test tube, they should be care- -

lul not to spil. material out.

Help them to understand, that
the sodim chloride particles
are' now moving about iR the

145 133
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

The salt particlep are now
'somewhere in the water. This
maybe verified if the water
is tasted. (Caution them, how-
ever, about tasting just any
solution. Some may be harm-

Nf/fu'l. Table salt in water, of
course, is not.)

,Help the chi -n to search
for a reaso e,explana.8lion
of. the bre-43.n \down'3of the
solid salt when attf'is,added
to .t. Start, ei'drhwi-tg o
inf atiorf:Er.m past dptivi',.

What was in. the test',
tube that of pres4pt in

\the foilboat?.

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 1'

14e

t COMMENTARY
'4,

watier. We shall ignore, ...f.r
pu&poses here, 'the fact`- that *..
ih solution, units o sodium and

chlorine do ,pot seal, together
as a;sodium chloride molecule,
but are in the form of indivI= '

dual-ion, (electrically chlarged
atoms) of sodium and of chlo-
rine. ' '-

If some children, suggest that
perhaps the water contained
some;salt particles befor an,

i)

d
this can be`explored by r 'at-

ing the activity and letti g
the children t e the water
befbre.the sal is put in the
tube.

0

What is needed to overcome
the strong binding forces so
the particles c'an move out
of the solid structures?

134

They should recognize that the
c'systemp in the teat tubes conk
tain4fi1 component, water; that
vesnotla.lresent'in tIe foil'.
°Iioats411'hu4 it' is reasonable
e6 assume :that the water, ,the
secofid component in the system,,
is 4ritereting with the salt .

iv.A ridt" Wing,lt, to. liquefy'..''.
- , ,. .

If anyorl suggesta'that heat
energy i the'watercould sup-
ply eceipdary force fb
separ tiny} 0.1e molecules Drom*
each ther,:ipusare this by ask-
ing the-'61ag's to compare the
amokint of 'heap energy they
think is it the test tube.of.
water'with.that supplied:157-ths_

r4

-___hot at.9. '. Most'of the chil-
dren will'quickly realize-that
,morilheat energy was supplied .,

by the plate.

..
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TEACHING S QUENCE

'Since the cold water was nit
able to transfer as much heat

penergy as the hdt lAte, how
did it cause the solid salt'
to liquefy?

Suggest to the children that
the molecules of eater might

\-----e:7

exert a strong attractive
force'on the salt molecul in
the solid. If so, how would
the 'strength of( the binding
force between the salt mole-
cules in the solid compare
with the strength of the force
between the water and the "salt
molecules? Are they equal
strong? If not, which would
seem to be stronger?

4. Nt this point, suggest that
the children take a closer',
look at,the process by which
t e solid salt liquefies.in
w ter. Have each child carry
a icroscope slide to the sup-
ply o table salt and place
several crystals on the slide.

Have them view the salt with
the magnifying glass. at first.
If it has three different

. power lenses, use all three.

.4 How wou-1Pd you describe the
solid?

v

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

Since the heat energy of the s'

water cannot be used to ;explain
the breakdown of the solid
structure, it/is reasonable to
'asstinte that some property of
water might be responsible for
the effect.

.
You may want to refer tq the
model of solid developed in

rt54Activl 2, Minisequence,=V of
Grade 4. °

./;-

The children should be helped
to see'that the attractive
forces between water and salt
molecules must be considerably
stronger than the binding forces
within .the, solid itself. In
Minisequence II'of Grade 3,
the children found that an ob-
ject moves from rest when the
forces on it are unbalanced.
In this,casej we can say the
attraction between water and
salt moleCules is greater than
the forces holding the.,mole-
'cules in their position in the
solid, a thus they ate pulled
out o the 0 .1

431

".

The table salt need not be pure
here, as no solutions will be
-formed. However it shpuld'be
iri-the form of cubic crystals.

T children will undOubtedly
ice the regular shape of the

tiny pieces of salt. Introduce
4
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TEACHING. SEQUENCE

A

What kind of crystals does
sodium chloride form?

Now have them place the slide
on the stage of the microsc4e,
being sure:that the salt
crystals are under.'the objec-
tive. 4Using the techniques
'developed in MiniSequence I,
thpy can get one of the
crystals intoythe'field of"

r vision by slowly shifting the
slide. The'fpcus can then be
_adjusted. .

What do you see now?

41/

136

4 r

0

1

t

MINISEQUENCE III /Activity 1

.111.

COMMENTARY

the term crystal _here. Crysalls'.-
are solid forms which have;
plane surfaces and distinct
angles where, the surfaces meet.

Sodium chloride forms cubic
crystals; all the sides*meet at
right angles. (,Some children
call them little bdxes.) They
will also note that crystals
reflect light from the flat
faces. They rriiirecap:from
earlier Activities, that dif-
ferent substances will havie,dif-
ferent crystal shapes.

de..
,ett

0

A .

The cubic shape of the salt
will be very well'defined. If -
some children are observing
imperfect crystals,, at' least

-r-ir--..,

they, will seem some sharp edges
at right angle You may want
to 90-view what they learned
about the effect of 'changing .

the lighting as Vey view crys-:
als. If viewed.With the light

c ming 'from below, the crystal
appears dark against1/4the light;
however, if they shift the mir-
ror, they can get light in from
above and the crystals appear
as light cubes agalist a° dark. :-
background; When The focusing
mechanism is moved up and .dOwni
some parts of the crystal' go .

..out of fdcus and"Others-come -,
.

in. The children shauld see
the 3-dimensional quality of \
the crystal.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE'

What could account for the
regular geometric shape of
the salt crystals?

What do you think will hap-
pen if you place a drop.of
water on the slide?

'Suggest that the childrei get

?)
a small supply of water in the
unit-measure cups and obtain a
medicine dropper. As one child
-views the crystal in the s,c4Pe,
the other child should put one
drop of water on or near the
crystal so, that the edge of
the crystal is in the water.
After the-first. child observes,
-this action, the second can
view his or her own slide
while the fst adds the water.

While they are'at it, have the
r children observe the dissolving

action on another type of
crystal-;-one which iscoIored.
After they wash off and dry
the elide, give each child ac'
few very tiny crystals, of
potassium permanganate.

.

Again have them: view the dis-
solving action.

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 1 ,

COMMENTARY

The salt moleculds making up
the structure of the solid may
be...held together in a regular
geometric pattern. (See Acti-
vity 2 of Minisequence V 4t,
Grade 4i,

Encourage answers and reasons
for their answers. Based on
their experiences, some children
may say that the water will
Tull out the salt molecules
from the crystal.

The children will observe that
the sharp edges of the cubic
crystals will start to be
rounded off. Some swirling
action of the water will be
noticeable. The overall effect
is that of activity in th4tsys-
tem ap the water interacts with'
the salt. .The swirling motion
is probably due to currents set
up in the water as a result of
dropping it On the slide, and
to any temperature differences.
Also, as the salt dissolves, dif-
ferences in salt concentration
will occur 'near the, crystal and,
farther away. These differences
will result'in'whet appear to
streaks in the clear liquid.

o

4.

Since theCchildren might stain
their fingers, it is advisable
that you put the crystals. n
the slides for th m.

Be sure the child
singleskihy- cryst
crystal is too la

is viewing a
1. If-the,
ge,w,hen the

water is added the cqlor may be
so.intense as to mask the
action. 'Inds crystal results ..e.

.
* in very dramaqc scenes. A. k

purple solution results - -clear
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

As they obse ve the purple
solution form, follow similar
discussions as with the, salt.

/7---

41;

4

-.what did you observe happen
. to each solid (potassium

permangahate and salt) when
water was added to it?

Through discussion, help the
children to recognize the
analogy between the dissolving
and the melting process. A
liquid in both cases formed
from a solid by an interact 'o

4In melting,"it is an inter-
action of a single substance
with heat energy; 4 making
solutions it is an interaction
between two substances - -here
a salt and water. See if the
children can distinguish this
difference between the two.
In each case,however, the
molecules in the solid are
freed from, the binding forces
and become more mobile as a
liquid.

R

Which has more 'energy, the
solid or its liquid melt?

I.
MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

but colored. Because of cur=-
rents in the liquid, the color
will be seen 'to spread out in a
freely flowing manner-- emphas-
izing the mobility of liquids:

In both-cas,es,'the pieces of
solid'gradually-became.smalle
as they became part of the,
mobile.liquid.

Which has more energy,.a
solid or its solution with
water?

138

The liquid - -heat energy is ab-"
sgrbed in the proceSsof melt-
ing,

L et the children speculate
about the answer to this. They
will be arriving at some answers
in the next Activities. But it
is hoped that some mar'hypo-.
'thesj.ze thatsince acd.iquid
solution moves more freely than
the. solid from which it was.
for4ed, the liquid here also *I'
will have More energy.

4, 5O.



MINISEQUENCE IWActiyity 1

EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:

1. For those,children interested in observing more-solids dis-
solve as viewed under the microscope, give them some crystals ,of_'
salts which they will work with in tie next Activities. Let
then observe the epsom salt needlelikd,crystals, or the rhombic
.hypo crystals as they dissolve. Their. interaction with water
will be.very similar to that of sodium chloride. If you have
small crystals of copper sulfate, hydrated blue crystals, the'y
are alsp very effective. Caution the children, however, that,
they must not touch this last chemical: Handle it as you did
the.potassium permanganate.

2. If yoU have enough slides so that the children can have one
for-e.ach of the crystals, an interesting extension for them
would be to let the water evaporate. Before you do so, when
they discuss whether the salt molecules are really in solution,
ask if they can be sure they are there-. In the case of the
potassium permanganate they can sote the color, but not with the
sodium chloride. On drying, they will obtain° beautiful cubes:
of sodium chloride, even if they didn't have perfect ones to
start,with. With the potassium permanganate, it is even.more
dramatic. Beautiful needles form, land they'can see th.e purple
solution being sucked up into the rigid needles, whidh are dark
and shiny. Eventually all the cqlored substance reappears in 0.

the needles. After drying, the children can follow the dis- *

salving process again-with the crystals they have made., .

4.
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MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 2

Activity 2 The. Disappearance of Heat Energy

Both melting and dissolving are changes in the state of matter.
When solutions form, however, it is the resuWof an interaction
between two substances - -such as water and a salt. Thus, the
liquid contains not one, but twOcomponents% In this Activity
the children discOver that in additionto the attractive force
(interaction) betweeno.:oter and salts, heat energy also plays
a role as the salt dissolves. When they investigate five dif-
ferent kinds of salts, they observe that the temperature of
each salt-waterustem drops as the, interaction with water takes
place. The children find that the interaction of the five salts
with water varies with respect to how much will dissolve (in the
sameamoqnt of water), and'how much the temperature is lowered.
In qfl..cases, however, heat energy seems to disappear--epparent
ly it is absorbed during the process of dissolving. This ab-
sorption is related to the breaking of the Vorlas holding the
salt molecules within the solid, as with the d!lting process.
The children d're,..led,to the concept that the added heat energy
is then present in-pe more energetic molecules of.the liquid .

solutions. In Activity 3 tVey will investig4te the properties
of some of the solutions in detail; preparing them for
the final Activity where they will observe the release of the 1.
absorbed heat energy.

.:,MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
. 44

For the class:

140

,.2 '`containers, polyfoam4 approximately 3-qt (3-liter)
capacity

a supply of the following salts (about 1 cup of each)

A

sodium chloride, pure, or "kosher" salt*

ammonium alum (solol in drugstores)*

sodium thiosulfate, crystals, "hypo" (sold i,n photo-
:graphic supply stores)*

ammonium chloride, (Sal Ammoniac)- (sold in 'drugstores
or hardware stores)*

magnesium sulfate crystals, "epsom salts".(sold in
drugstores) *

.

4.1tro-



MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 2

6 containers, wide-modthed for he salts, e.g., short olive
jars, cottage chees.e containe;s-, mugs, plastic bowls, etc.

5 set-ups for rinsing thermometers

supply of 1/2-tsp measuring spoons for each container.
The commonly available plastic spdons sold in packages
usually hold about 1/2 tsp.

supply of wooden splints or pbpsi'cle.sticks near each
container

magnifying glasses and microscopes (optional)
p

For each Child:

paper towels

cup, 5-oz to 8-oz (150-ml to Z40-ml) for water supply

6 or more cups, 1-oz (30=m1), waxed paper Or plastic'

medicine -dropper (It should release 1/4 tsp) of liquid)

1 thermometer, -20°C to +500t

pieces paper .(optional)

1 Worksheet III-L

*Each of the five.sales can also be ordered'from chemical supply
,houses, such as Cenco. (See Preparation for:,Seaching and the
Materials and Equipment Section at the end-o#i.this Guide.)

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

' For Part A, prepare a supply of Water at a temperature close to
p,het of room temperature, 20°C to 25°C, in the two large poly-
foam containers. Children will take about 11/2 cup as a Supply(
to be used at their work areas. Leave the supply of 1-oz ctips}._
thei.mometeu,'medicine droppers, and water-supply cups in another
location for the children to help themselves.

Obtgin hypo from a photo supply store. This quality gives best
results. Put the "hypo" out in several squat containers in
different locations. Leave spoons and°flatwooden sticks near
it so children can help themsleves to a leve11./2 tspful. No-
comparn in behavior between salts is made Part A, but they
can use the practice in measuring outl standard level quantities.
In.Part B, it will be important that the,same amount of salt be

i"?$

taken in each case.

1

r.
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If the plastic, backing on the
thermometers extends below the
bulb, it may be desirable'"),.
cut it off so that the bulb
can sit as far down in the 1-oz
cup as possible. The bulb
must be immersed in the mater-

.

ial whose temperatufe is i>ing
read. Shortening the backing
will alsominimize the amount
of salt to be used. You can
use the same, cutoff thermom-
eters for the remaining acti-'
vities--or for any activity.
The ext backing merely pro-
tects the bulb. Grade( 5 chilr
drenshould be able to exer-
cise the caution necessary in
working with these altered
thermometers to prevent break-
age.

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 2

a

cut here

For Part B, set up four separate stations where a supply of one
of each of the four salts is made available. Using different
locations avoids any possibility of confusing one salt with an-
other. Place each in one or two squat critainers,and label them
with numbers 1 through-;, and, if you w.iAll, with the name of the
salt: sodium chloride, .ammonium alum, ammonium ohloride; and.

--,

magnesium sulfate'. Ko0)er-style sodium chloride is called for. 1
It .has no additive to make it "free flowing.," which results in
a cloudy mixture in Kat.:0T. The hydrated magnesium sulfate .

crystals, commonly called epsom salts, silduld not be dried out.
Keep it covered when notiin use to avoid its drying out in the
'room. Some varieties ' 44 ad n drugstores may be dry; therefore,
you may have.to obtain the salt froma chemical supply house.
(If you use partially dried material, instead of aNecrease in
temperature there will be a rise when it is added t4 water. This
is due to the heat liberated as the saltrehydrates--a point
which the children will investigate ih Grade 6. This mus.tbe
avoided at the present stage since it would interfere with the
desired conceptual d pment.) All the salts recommended for

Airinvestigation4in'thi misequence exhibit "hegative".heats of
solution. That is, they absorb heat energy when dissolving.
For this reason, if Dita decide .to have the children.test some
sodium acetate crystals also, be sure to use pure, hydrated
crystals. o

°

Provide 1/2 tsp dispenser. .spoons and wooden levelersnext to
each salt container. Again, have theaupPly of 1-oz cups, c

-,droppers and thermometers available. Provide'a supply of rinse -

water for the thermometers.. Since the children will be testing
at least two systems, the thermometers must be rinsed clean
between each test.' The reason for the ripsing is to avoid con-
tamination of one salt with another.

142
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MINISEQUENCE III/Actibity 2

4

° ALLOCATION OF TIME:

The children will need about 1-1/2 hours to complete this
Activity.

PART A

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. You might briefly review
the concepts discussed in
Acti'vity 1 by 'asking the fol-
lowing questions:

what overcomes the binding
forces between molecules
during melting?

1f a solid becomes a liquid
when mixed with water, what
forces overcome th4 binding
forces?

.

. Do you think tha't heat energy
would be needed forsuch a
process? If so, what do you
think might happen to tife,
temperature of water as a
salt dissolves in it?

4

COMMENTARY

If there is a long lapse between
the finish of Activity 1 and
the start Of Acti ty 2, review
these points wr Ithe class .in
greater deta.ij

Heatc energy.'

It has been'suggest,ed that the
attractive forces between the
water molecules and the mole-
cules of the solid cause it
liquefy. Some children may rug_
gest as. an analogy the concept

tiof.'work as defined in Minise-
quence II. :They,may see that
the force between water and the
molecules 'of salt in the solid
may be acting through a dis-
tance (F x D) ,as 'the salt mole
cu/es go into solution, and thus
work is being done. This is
a, reasonable analogy and should
be accepted if children offer
it; but ,you should not introduce
it.

Encourage the children to ex-
press their ideas. Answers
might range from "nothing" to
"its going to get' very hot:"
However, some children may rea-
son that if bonds are being
broken, energy is being used-
by applying the same reasoning
they used in explaining the loss
of heat energy units (h.e.u.)--
in Grade 4, Minisequence Vs
Since some children may not have
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'TEACHING SEQUENCE

40ggesethat they try to find
out what happens to the.temper-
ature of the water. Have each
Child geta supply of water
fiom the reservoir. He or she
can use one of the 1-oz unit-
measure cups. Each child will
also need a thermometer, a

medicine dropper and two addi-
tional small cups (or.1 cup
and a small piece of paper).

7

The childrenshoulethen each
get a sample of the white
crystalline salt, called
"hypo." They should measure
out a level spoonful using
either the 1/2-tsp, measure or
the small plastic teaspoons
and place this measured amount
of salt either in a small, dry,
1-oz cup or on a piece of paper
and carry itvback to their

.stwork areas.

How does this salt compare'
in appearance with the sodium
chloride?'

Next, the children should put
into an empty 1-oz cup, six
droppersful of water from'
their supply. See if the
children realize that the next
step would be).to measure and
record the tempe'rature of this .

sample of water before the salt,
is added.

Then, leaving the thermometer
in place, have t.11,em allow the

144
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COMMENTARY`

experiences this, or in any
event did so many months ago,
do not press for the ."right"
answer.

ti

The hypo will usually be in the
form 'of much larger crystals.
Some children may eve l. want to
view them under their micro-
scopes and repeat what they did
in Activity 1 by adding a drop
of water to a crystal of the
salt.

They can measure out the
droppersful 6e-water as they
did' before. .
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

hypo salt and water to inter-
act. They should pour the
sample of hypo into.. the water
and use their thermometers to

,,,i(gently stir the mixture:

What appears to be. happening
to the salt?

. what is' happening to the
temperature of the water?

what was the temperature of
the water before the salt .

was added?`"*"`"",.....

4

4

much did the temperature
of the system change once
the salt was added?

MINISEQUENCE IIVActivity 2

COMMENTARY

The cup, OT the piece of paper,
can very easily serve aska
pouring aid for the salts The
mixture must be gently stirred
to prevent breaking the ther-
mometer.

Some.or most ofthe salt is dis-
solving. With this ratio of
water to salt, all will dis-
solve in time--particularly if
the system warms up toroom
temperature on standing.

It is decreasing.'

The,water was at room tempei.a-
ture. Since eyeryone :took the
sample of water from the same
reservoir, the readings will
be very close. If there are
slight variatiips, you might
encourage suggestions as to why.
Some val*iaticns may be7attri-
buted to the error ofe.iepro-
ducibility-,whicb.has been dis-
cussed in. Minisequence II.
Errors may also be attributed
to how the child, read the ther-
mometet_or to the.' instrument
(stem slipping, etc.) In read-
ing the tempera ure, be sure
1), that...the b b is completely
immersed, and the child'i
eyes are on ,a le el witthe
liquid level in th stem of
the thermometer. k

Have the children report their
findings. Not all readings
will be alike. In addition to
errors in.the measurement of
temperatuie, thechildren may
have put slightly different
_amounts of hypo into slightly
different amounts of water,
which would yield different
final'temperatures. Different
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Hold, the cup in your hand.
What do you feel?

a

Focus the diScussion on the
temperature Of:the system be-
fore andaft§rithe two com-
ponents` were,a0ded together.

,f,

9Ip_f)t?e temRRiatu*e dropped,
what-can weSay!bout the
heat energYbf the 'solution?(

146
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COMMENTARY

crystal sizes would) also mean,
more or less hypo in the 1/2
teaspoon.

A typical realult is: Using
25°C water, the temperature
dropped to 11°C when 1/2 tsp of
hypo was added to six droppers-

The eup will feel quite cool.
If some children are still not
convinced that the temperature
went down, or expect any water ,

sample to feel as cool, they
can put a fresh sample of water
in another cup and feel it; if
some think that the salt was
cold to start with, have them
check the supply with a dry
thermometer

You may wanto.to record the
temperaturetlhange found by a
number of cialdren of the'. chalk-
bbard, 'and ?;4e,rage them.'

Heat energy as 'absorbed in .the
process of king the soliltion.
Recall the efincepts on heat .

energy whic4were extensively
developed inGrade 4. They
should recognize that heat ,

energy depends not only on. the
temperature of a iample'but
also on the amount of the sam- 1
ple. In comparing equal-sized
samples-like'the ones they use
the temperature alone would be
a yardstick of the heat energy.

If they'ap'pear to have some dif-
ficulty with thi's question,.ask
them what they would have to doe-9
to bring the temperature back to
that of the original hypo and
water (e.g., 25°C). Their res-
ponses should include the state-
ment that you would have to heat
it) or, more precisely, plgce
it in contact with a source of
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

.Help the.-ildren to recognize
that some heat energy seems to
be "lost," as indicated by the
fact that the temperature of
the solution is much less.

Where is the "lost" heat
energy?

-2. Now ask the children to re-
call what happens to the heat
ehergy of a sample of meter
when a piece of is is added.

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

heat energy *so that heat energy
could be added.

Most children &ill recognize
that this los.t heat energy was
being "used" as the'salt was
dissolving because that was
when the temperature dropped.
Some children'may suggest that
the heat energy was lost to the
surrounding air. -TrEls is par -
partially true but it is also
true that the salt, which wa
origihally at ;oom temepratu e
added some of its own heat
energy to the total. making u
the mixture!

This is a review of Activity'l
of Minisequence V, in Grade 4.
The "loss" Of heat energy as
the salt dissolves is directly
analogous to the "disappearance"
of heat energy when ice melts
in a sample of water.' If 'the -40

children have not had the Grade
4 COPES expex4ences,
Minisequence II of the Water
Mix, they probably will'not be
prepared to make this analogy.
In that case you may want to
prepare them for doing so by
the following Activity: Have
them add 1 oz of iced water (at
close to 0°C) to 1 oz of room A
temperature water, like they
have been using,.and record its
templetature; then have them'add
1 oz of crushed ice (at close
to 0°C) .to oz of room tempera-
ture water and record the tem-
perature again. In the latter'
case, the temperature Will be
much lower. Again, heat energy
seems to be "missing"--it is
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

:What is the heat energy used
for 30 melting ice?

:Is there any similarity
between the melting of ice
in Mater'andthe dissolving
of hypo in water?,

q
)4INISEQUE1 CE III/Aativi y 2

. )

.4cOMMENTARY

absorbed in the proceSs -

liquefying the solid ,ice.'

Compare the situation here in
the salt and water' with what
happens 'when heat'energy inter-
acts with ice and.transforms
it into a liquid.

In summarizing, help the chil-
dren to make the jump to the
understanding that the "miss-
ing" heat energy wasiadded to
'the energy of the more freely
moving dissolved salt mole-
cufes,just as it was to the
more freely moving molecules
of water, or paraffin, or any
other melts they observed.

Part B

To break the bonds holding the
water molecules in the solid
structure.

In both instances, a mobil'
liquid was formed from a rig
'solid: Help the children
realize that when water, was
present with the salt, the at-

active force between the two
kinds of molecules pulls the
salt' molecules,away from the
mass Of solid. material. As a,
result, the saltarticles, or
molecules,,have greater
mobility; they move. abdut much
more freely among the liqtid

o water" molecules-

,/ ,

Again, as the molecules of wa-
ter in the ice structure are
`freed from the bonds ,holding
them, the water molecules teen
can move about much more ftreely.
I fact, one might ellen sal,
t at solid ice "dissolves"\in
liquid water.

. The children have now seen what
happens to the temperature of
,water when a salt is added to
it.

148
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TEACHING 'SEQUENCE

Do you think it would make.
difference'in the temperature
that the 'salt-water system
comes to if the'water were
added to the salt, instead of
vice versa?

%lb

For those who wish to do so,
suggest that they try making
another mixture of hypo-anoF
water, using the.same amounts
as they did before, but this
time adding the water to the
salt.

On the 'basis of your results,
would it be'safe to say that
the' temperature of a salt-
water system goes .down. WS a
result of to interaction of
the two substances?

4

Tell them that \they will now be
able to see what happens to
four other salts when each is
allowed to, interact with some
water. Point out tha...different
salt supplies.

The children can work in teams
of two., Each team should ob-
tain 4 small dry cups, 1 5-oz
to 8 -'oz cup for a supply of

0

MIgSEQUENCEIII/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

At this time it will be diffi-
curt for the children,topre-
dict. They may suggest it
makes no diffeience, since both
the salt and the water are the:
same temperature.

The intent here is to lead up to
to simplifying the procedure
somewhat so that they can obtainN-
supplies of salts and then add
water to the salts. In Part Al
it was important for them to
focus attenipiOn on what was
happening to the temperature
of the water. Thus, they had
to add salt to the water in
'their initial experience.

They should obseye the same
order of temperature decrease.
(Be sure that the thermometers
are rinsed before proceeding.
Advise the children that they .

must always rinse before test-
ing a new system, to avoid con-,
tamination.)

See if the children redalize
that they have no grounds for
a generalization because they
have tested Only one "salt"--
hypo.

At this point, set out the 5-oz
to 8-oz,cups and the remaining
salts, numbered 1 through 4,
in their respective containers.

161 149
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MINISEQU2INICE III/Ac4vity.2

TEACHING SEQDENCE

water, 2 medicine-dkoppers,.2
thermometers, 2 paper towels,
and Worksheet 1.11-1.

Haye the teams number the four
dr'y cups to correspond to the
salts they will be taking.

COMMENTARY

Then each child in
should take two of

the
the

team
cups

and place a level 1/2 tsp of They Must be sure that cup
the labeled salt 'in the cvp. labeled 1 has the No. 1 salt in

it,, 2 the No. 2 salt, etc.

, e31166

!AU

When they have their salt'sup--,
plAes, they should brim; the
cups back to their ork 'areas
and place them on °a e of
paper toweling. Before adding
water to eaA salt, encourage
the children to observe each
one anddescribe its appearance.

110
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

w,Vo the salts look alike?

As before, they sho ld measurle
and record the tenmge ature of

. the water supply (and dry
'salts,' if they wisS). Then
each child should add six .

drogpersful,pf the waters to
one of his or her two salts,
insertthe thermometer, stir
gently, andonote the tempera -
-ture on the Worksheet. When
it no longer changes, he or
she should read and record it
again. After they have tested
one salt; they should rinee
off the thermometer and test
the second salt. Be sure the .

teams share the data*, so that
each child w1.1.1 be aware of
what happens i4 each of the
four salt-water systems.

. MINISEQUENCE ill/Activity 2

'COMMENTARY,

They will all be white, some
more powdery than others. At

.this pint it migh't be approp-.
riate to (five them the common
name for each.

- Some typical resultsare listed below:

INO

a.

2

SALT °
.

TEMPERATURE OF THE
SALT-WATER SYSTEM

CHANGE IN
TEMPERATURE
WITH TAM-

SEIWATIONS )/

.

,
i _

.
Start Finish

1

2

3

4

Sodium ,chkorido
(table salt)

Ammonium chlo-
'ride :

.

Ammonium alum
---.

Magnesium $u1-
fate (epsom
salts)

1.
'

25°

.?507

25°

25°

.

24°
I --

%
1.°

16°

2°

5°

cooler

cooler

coole
)

K
ccto14

/

/

.

a lot of salt left

.

tome salt left
.

.
%

a lot left
.

very little let
(eventually dis7
appeared)

9.f

23°
r

20° '

.

Encourage the children to dis- If 4bdi.uMfabetate was Nested,
..t

cuss their results. Npky wou d have obse,F17Q , in a
_ . typical est, that.,K empera-,

. ture of the water Aopped from
152'
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

9

Did all the salts behav
the same manner? ,Did the
systems all decrease in
temperature by the same
amount?

r

What can we: say about the
heat energy needed to assist
in dissolving the salts?

A schematic representation of
the events, such as the one
shown at the right, may be use-

' y.ul in the 'discussion. Em-.
a

phasize that heat energy from
the system is absorbed in the
formation of the solution, and
point out that the solution
contains salt as well as water
in the liquid state.

(tr

Did all the salt-water.sys-
tems act in the same way in.
other respects than heat.

,energy?

What happened in the case of
the hypo?

Although there are differ-
ences, was heat energy ab--
sorbed as dissolving took
place?

fI

.MINiSEQUENcE III/AttiVity 2

COMMENTARY

25°C to 16°C with almost all
t e saltidissolving% Room has
be left on the Worksheet' for
including this substance. The
children could also add the re-
sults of their investigation of
hypo to the 'Worksheet.

The children m4yAspond-that
all tl)e systems decreased in
temperature, but some more than
others.'

Some systems used more heat
energy thantothers.

EXCESS SALT SALT -WATT
.SOLUTION

heat energ y
absorbed

WATER

You might wish to display
the above on oak tag, as this
schematirc can be used again ,

in Activity 4.,

Some systems seemed to have
dissolved more than others.
For instance, in the case of
the sodium chloride, there was
a lot of salt left in the cup
after he temperature'stopped
going wn. Thesame was true
of the um. Very little ep-
som salt w left.

It all seemed to dissolve--or
at leasit most of it.

Yes, in all:cases investigated
so far, heat energy appeared
to be absorbed. (Some salts
show a rise in temperature when
dissolved. They will be inves-
'igated in'rade 6, Minisequenoe

153
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Where is this abSorbell heat
'energy?

1'1

.40o

MINISQUENCEIaII/Activity 2 4,

COMMENTARY

By now, the children should'be
able to infer that the absorbed
heat energy is present in the
freely mousing molecules which
make up the liquid solution.

Have them save the cup with 'the
sodium chloride for Activity,3,.
It can be covered to retard
evaporation. The, other solu-
tions can be discarded and the
cups and thermometers rinsed
for later use:

You may want to administer the
first Part (9 items) of'the
Assessments after' you have ,com-
pleted Activity 2. I/his will
break up the work for the 'chil-
dren and allow you to assess
their progress so far.

EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:

Some children may be in%erested in ,seeing crystals of the salts,
re-form from the solutions they have just made. Although they ,

have performed some recryStallizations in earlier grades, it
might be opportune to repeat this now. They can work with the
solutions of sodium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and ammonium
'ohloride, .which will form cubic, rhombic and needlelike Crystals
respectively. obiruiset have them recrystalize either the hypo

, or the sodium acetat since they may "supersaturate" and not
reform crystals readily. This would interfere with what will be
developed in subsequent Activities.) If there is too little
solution to work with, they can make more solution, but. use the
same ratio of salt to water. For instance, the 1/2 tsp of salt
plus six droppersful of water would correspond to about a table-

6'4

'spoon of salt to 1 oz (30 ml) of water. Th y can decant,,(pour
off) the liquifs and set them aside forocr tals to form. (Note --
that in dtder to obtain reasonably large rystals, the children

tmusfSallow only the clear utions'to "dry." The presence Of
eXtr undissolved solid m y mean that only very tiny crystals
will form.) Some crystals may appear within the hour if placed
on a slide; some will do so overnite. "Drying" time. is in-
fluenced by such factors as the temperature and relative humidity
of the kopm.

A onvenient,way for them to evaporate the solutions is to in-
vert a squat plastic cup sold as an "old fashiaed" glass, and

. put' a top or two of solution on it. The bottom ofthe cups

154
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MINI I*14\ICE II /Activity 2

usually have 'a rim and retain the liquid. Since-the'cup is
transparent, the resulting crystals will be readily viewable
with the magnifying lenses. Some childrep-m*y want to place
them on a slide and view them with their -mic?oscopes.

0

°

I
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Activity 3 Some Properties of Salt-Water Solutions

In this Activity. the children investigate th. properties of a
saturated solution- -one which contains as much dissolved sub-
stance as the liquid can hold. Two criteria are established by
which they judge saturation: 1) if excess solid salt is present
in the kiquicrsolution, then the solution is saturated and42) if
a crystal of the dissolved salt were placed in a sa ple of a
saturated solution, it would not dissolve.

't

The children will discover that in some salt-water solutions the
amount of salt which will saturate°it varies with' the tempera-
ture. Of the two salts investigated, sodium chloride does not
appear to increase its solubility as the temperature of the
system is increased, whereas sodium thiosulfate (hypo) exhibits
a large increase in solubility. As the temperature rises, more
solid goes into solution until, at any given temperature, a
saturated solution is formed (as long as there is still undis-
solved solid present). This behavior is different from that of
a melting solid: when heat energy is added to a solid as it melts,
the temperature remains constant until all the solid is lique-

,

fied. However, the mol%cules\making up the liquid, whether it
is a melt or a solution, have more energy than the solid they -
came from. Thus, the Concept is reinforced that the liquid state
means a higher level of energy. The children make use of'these
concepts and criteria of saturation in the subsequent Activity,
where they investigate a supersaturated solution.

.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT':

For the class:

c 156
1 63

;

A supply of:

table salt, about 2
A

sodium chloride, pure, "Kosher" style, about -1
cup

;hesodium, thiOsulfate, idrat'ed crystals ("hypo"), shout
1 cup

several wide-mouthed containers for the salts

supply'of.1/2 tsp measuring spoons for each container
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MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 3

supply of wooden splints or popsicle sticks, near each
container

chopped or crushed ice (optional)

5 set-ups for rinsing test-tubes and thermometers

paper towels

4 polyfoam containers, 3 -qt capacity

1 microprojector (optional)

For each pair of children:

1-oz (30-ml) cup containing sodium chloride solution and
excess salt, from Activity 2

1 microscope

1 microscope slide

2 medicine droppers

2 test tubes, 4-in. by 1-in. (100-mm by -25-mm), beat re-
sistant

2 thermometers, -20°C to +50°C

1 jar to serve as a test tube "rack"
41,

2 magnifying lenses

1 Worksheet III-2

small cups, optional

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

For Part A, the children will need the microscopes, slides, the
1-oz cups of sodium chloride soluti,on and excess sale from Activ-
ity 2, medicine droppers, table salt and'a small amount of plain
water. You might also want to use a microprojector, .if one is
available.

°For,Part B, the children will need the two salts--so ium chloride
and sodium thiosulphate (hypo)", the, test tubes, jars hot water,0'
thermometers, foam cups, and Worksheet 111-2. ,

Set up several suppPy stations where,.the children can get the
required materials. Be sure that thetwo salts are in different
lodationt to.avoid accidental contamination. ..Number each con-
tainer of salt--1 (4odium 'chloride) and 2. (hypo)--and. place

.157,
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spoons and leveling sticks next to each one.

The wide test tubs are beihg called for instead of the more
common 18-mm one so that the plastic backed inexpensive ther-
mometers can fit' in. If roll have only 18-mm'test tubes,.the
plastic on the thermometers will have to be trimmed so that the
thermometer can fitall the way down' t& the bottom of the test
tube.

Half fill 2 water containers with water at'room temperature and
the othet 2 with water atCabout 50°'C. This usually can be ob-
tained from the hot-water tap. If so, the children may go direct-
ly to .the tap for their supply of hipt water. If there is no such
tap available, you may haveto heat up a.supply of water. Later,
these same containers will have to be filled with cool water
(about 15°C).

ALLOCATION,. OF TIME:

The Children will 1.1eed'about 2 hours for this Activity. (Less
time will be required if the children investigate the sodium
chloride and hypo concurrently in )art B.)

Part A

TEACHING SEQUENCE

Review with the class the ob-
servations they made at the
different salts in Activity 2.

Did each salt dissolve com-
pletely? Which did?

'.What sarts did not complete-
'ly dissolve?

Mhy.do you think,all of the
salts didn't dissOlve?

15,8

COMMENTARY

Some children may want to refer
to Worltsheet

The. hypo and the. epsom salts
'dissolved completely when
allowed to stand for a while.

The sodium chloride, ammonium
chloride and alum did not dis- I
solve completely. The alum
'left the most solid undissolved.

Some children may ,suggest, quite
reasonably, that: (a) the at-
tractive forces between some
salts and water were small, or
tha tne attraction became less

some salt.dissolved or (b)
the water became so "crowd -

d" with the dissolved salt that
here was no room for more.

170
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Have them again observe the
cup with the sodium chloride
and water prepared in Activity
2.

..Could any more salt dissolve
in the water?

How can you find out?

One way to find out would be
to remove somd of the liquid,
and test it with a solid cry-
stal of sodium chloride to see
if the liquid can dissolve it.

Each child should now take a
glass slide, place aflew (2 or
3) table salt crystals on it,
place it on the Microscope
stage and get the crystal in
focus, as they did in Activity

Once'the crystal is in focus,
they should place a drop of
'solution on the crystal, being
sure not to let any liquid
touch pits of the microscope.

How would you judge if the
a crystal were dissolving?

Ask theffi if they observe any
changes,,around the crystal.
When they indicate that the}
can see nothing happening to

o

MIN*SFQUENC,III/Activa y 3
z

0:COMMENTARY

Encourage them to think about,
this. Apparently the liquid
contains as, much of the qolid
in dissolved form as it can
hold.

Encourage suggestions. If
some children suggest putting
some more crystals in the cup,
ask how they /could tell the
added ones from those already
on the bottom.

Here again, if a microprojector
is available, you might con-
sider projecting what the chi-
dren are asked ti view with the)
microscopes.,

If children seem to have
ficulty managing it for em-
selves, a teammate can
drop of solution.

Based on their experience in
Activity 1, the.crystal would
eventually disappear, before .

which they edges of the cubes
-would start to round off.

The solid piedes of salt will
appear unaffected.' In the his -
cussion help the children to
see that once*solution has been

171 159
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4
the solid, iAtrodtice the term*
°saturated s.6.6itiol."fer to
the observation u1d the
microscope as.' a test confirming
their idea that no more sold
can dissolvegin such a solu
tion.

Suppose some plai
were added to the
solution, Would, a
happen to the cry

So
1

ge

water
saturated
y thing
tal?

eone will eventually sug-
t that they put a drbp of

water onto the saturated solu-
tion on the slid , thus making
it dilute, and erve the
salt crystal.

What happens to the crystal
now?

* If you added more
s

salt cry-

1

stal,.woul they continue
to dissolve indefinitely?

1

If you had two clear liquids
and were told that one was a
saturated salt solutions. and
one was not, how could you
tell which was which?.

160
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CO4ENTARY

'formed, andhere is still extra
solid in thecontainer, as there
was in the pup, they can feel
confident tlat as much solid as
possible hasji dissolved in that
amount of Once extra
solid is prtsent, the liquid
above it is 'considered saturated.
We can say tiiiipt there is an
evAlibrium ;between the extra
solid and th'e solution.

If.plain water were4added, then
the liquid portion would con-
sist of a mixture of saturated
solution and water. The added
water could accommodate some
salt and thus some dissolving
could possibly take place.
Such a solution wou d be di-
luted and is then called un-
saturated.

The crystal now will shOw signs
,of dissolving - -the edges will
'start to round off, and it may
eventually disipPear.

No - -when the liql4d again be-
came saturated, that is, when
it took in all the salt mole-
cules it could accommodate*, no
more salt would dissolve.

See if the dhildrn suggest
placing some of each on.a salt
crystal. The solution which
did not dissolve any ofIthe
crystal would be the saturated

At this point, the microscopes

1 72
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Part B.

1. Focus attention wain on
the 1-oz cup's containing the
salt solution and undissolved
solid.

. ,

li
How do you ,t ink we can get
more salt to dissolve?

To those who suggeSt adding
water, agree and ask what ef-
fect that would have on t e
heat energy of the system.

.0 Howycn heat energy be added
t /the Salt -water system
thout increasing the amoun t

of material?
?'

Have each team of children take
two clean test tubed. They
should also obtain' 2 thermom-
eters, a jar` t4 hold the tubes,
2 polyfoam cups, and a supply
of room Xemperature water., -
Ask them to prepare 2 salt-
water systems by putting 1/2
teaspoon of sodium chlotide in
each test tube and adding 3 -

droppe'rsful of room-temperature
water to each tube.

O Ho%4.thuch salt ou predict

MINISEQUEWE III/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

S/

and slides cah be put away.

Some children may suggest add -
i'ng morb water: Their immediate
experience wokild certainly sug-
gest this.

The children may remember that
heat energy depends on both
temperature-and amount and
therefore realize that adding
more material to a system also
increase its heat energy.
Some children may be able to
hypothesize that since heat
energy was` absorbed as the
solution was forming, adding
:heat energy may promote more

173

Heat energy can,be added by in-
creasing the temperature of the
system.

The children'will observe the
effect of raising+ temperature
ori" one salt' (sodium chloride)1
mid then repeat the observations
on a second ,salt (hypo) . .If a
you t ve,seufficient test tube§
and thermometers, you may con-
sider having each team investi-
gate both salts at on time.

The reasion for taki glless wa-
ter is to ensure that there
will be a saturatedolution
iconaini,ng excess solid)" both
before and after heating.

Of course, the answer to the

161,



TEACHING SEQUENCE

cr
After they a,S, the water,Ahave

othen swirl the-two test tubes
and compare the liquid and
solid levels once\the contents
settle down.. The levels can
be sketched in onWorksheet
111-2. Then they can place the
test tubes in the glass jar.
-

Now have each team prepare a ,

,double (nested) foam cup for
their hot water bath. This r

double cup should be half
filled with the hot water
available in the reseeoirs.

Nbw ask the children to insert
a thermometer into one of the
test tubes, read and record
the temperature on Worksheet
*111-2. Do the same for the

A second test tube. Next, they
are,to take one of the test
tubes, immerse ,it in the hot'
water bath they have just made
and stir its contents gently
with the thevflometer. They
should observe the temperature
as they Stir.

What appears' to be happening"
within 'the. test tube?

Let the temperature ...rie to
about 35°C. Once it reaches
this level, the test tube
shodld be removed from thee hot
water bath.' Then the children
should place it next-to the
unheated'one and compare the
contents. Again, the solid
and liquid levels can be
sketched 'in on .the Workshdet.

162.
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COMMENTAkY

question is that there will be
even more stilt left over than
before because( less water is
being added.

There will be equal amounts. off'
solid and liquid in each tube.
One will be used as a control,
for purposes of comparispn, and
the other will be heated.

This can be done by dippinii,the
sinner cup in thereservoir and
then replacing it in the
cup.

a

Forjone thing, the temperature
will 1e increasing.

,

They will find that the con-
tents of both appear the-same.
There appears to be as much
solid left on the bottom as be --
fore, even after adding heat
energy!

17 4
V
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WORKSHEET 111-2

t

Name:

Salt
1

Before Heating

TEMP:. °C TEMP. °C

CONTROL

0

After Heating

TEMP. °C TEMP. °C

CONTROL

Salt
2

Before Heating

TEMP. °C TEMP. "C

CONTROL

A

After Heating

TEMP. °C TEMP. °C

CONTROL

17j
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,.4

How do you know that heat
energy was really being
added?

0

Did the added heat energy
cause any more sodium chlo-
ride to dissolve?

On the basis of your results,
could you draw conclusions
about the other salts ydu
have been investigating?

,

, _
2. Suggest that they experi-
ment in an identical walOwith
one of the other Salts--"hypo."

Discuss the previous observa-
tions they made with the hypo:,

How did its interaction with
water compare 'with that of
sodium'ch,loride?

Each team s ould put 1/2'tea-
spooil of hyp .into ea'clil of the
two test tub s. But since
they observed that the hyp"6.
was so much more soluble', they
should'put only one dropperful
of room temperature water into
the salt crystals. Then the
contents should fpe swirled
while both tubes are carefully
observed.

How do the Contents of the
compareompare with one.ar),-

other? , .

.1?

164
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COMMENTARY

The` temperature rose'in the
tube which was immersed in the
}ot water'bath. Based on. ex- .

periences in Grade 4, they dis-
cove/reed that heat energy was
transferred between samples of
liquid, deparatedby a glass
wall, from the sample at the
higher temperature tolthe on:g
at the lower temperature.

Not to a noticeable extent.'

Since they have investigated.
only a single substance, help
them to see that it is insvalid,
for them to make such inferences
about other salt-water systems.

.Have them discakd the sodium
chloride solutions and rinse'
the test tubes and thermometers.

They might recall t at in the
case of the hypo'not ly did
a large amount of solid tglis'-
solve, but also there Was a
larger decre'ase in temperature.

They should sense again that
the temperature decre'ase%.
There will be a sma114amount
of liquid above the crystals.

Aft,er the solid settleoJdown,
there will appear to.be about
the same amount of solution
,pi:Avof extra solid:Ar'each tube.

LIU'
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

T

The levels of solid and liquid
should be sketch,e4 in on the
lower left of Worksheet 111-2.

. How%0 the. contents compare
with the sodium chloride

- water systems?

What can you say about the
liquid .part? Is it satu-
rated? .

Now have them get a fresh sup-qa
ply of hot (50°C) water in
their dodble foam cups. In-
sert a thermometer in one of
the tubes and place' it in'the
hot Water bath. Slowly .stir
the contents with the ther-
mometer.

What appears to be happening?

Once the thermometer registers
about 35°C, the/children s)puld
remove the tube,and'oikerve the
contents.

Again, have the children place
the unheated control tube next
to the heated one. They should
compare the two systems and
sketch in the levels of solid
and. liquid on the Works-beet.

Did adding heat energy have
an effect on",dissolvinghypo?

As they' observe bc0.11 tubes,.ask
whether the solu.tion in each
tube

r
is saturated. ,

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

Since there was less water
added, there is less liquid.

It-is la hypo-water solution,'
Since the solutions is above
excess solid, they' should be
able to infer; fr9m the_crite-,
rion they have establish-ed,
that the solution'is a saturated
one.

As before, the other thermometer
should remain in the unheated
"control" test tube standing in
the jar.

The tempe'rature will rise, just
as It did with the sodium chlo-
ride.

There willLn new be a noticeable
difference in the amount of ex-
cess solid salt.' A large pro
portion of the hypo has dis-
solved. 7 L .

A4 noticeable effect--The chil-
dren should realize that t'he
tube -at the higher temperature
was able to dissolve much more
salt than the one at room tem-
perature.

Since both solutions are in con-
tact with some solid which did
not dissolve, the liquid solu-

1.7?
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

rdhich solution contains more
salt?

Compare 'the energy-Of the two
systems--the_ solution at 35°C
and that at room temperatpre:

How does this hypo-water
solution system coppare'with
the one youinvestPlated
with the sodium chloride and
water? 14,

P

a

Now refocusrefocus-attention;on the- -
hypo solutions. As they ob-
serve the two tubes,, ask the
children what they would expedt
to happen it the warmed tube
if it were cooled back down to
room temperature,. i.e., to the

-temper-atUre of the control` tube,
which was not heated at all. - is taken away.,

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

tion in both the heated and un-
heated systems are s'turated.
Each contains as much salt as
it can hold. ;the heated systyl,
however, can hold more dis-
solved hypo.

Obviously the one which wash
heated. Since there, is so much.
less solid there we can sur-
mise that the "missing" solid
went into solution.

Since heat energy was added to
the saturated solution at the
Higher temperature,Nit must con-
tain that absorbed energy'.'
Help the children to realize'
that the higher-energy i8 not
only due to its higher tempera-
tur'e, but also to all the salt
molecules in it which were
freed from the solid salt and
are now part of4themobile
liquid:

II the children have been ex-
perimentin4-twith both systems
at the same time, the dif,7
felence in behavior of the tl>76--<"

sa is with the increase in
temperature will be quite drama-
tic.

At this point the children may
correctly suspect that at least
a small additional amount of
`sodium chloride went into solu-:
tion when the temperature was
raised. Gross observation
simply did:not reveal it.

If they understand some of the
conctpts of reversibility, as
-developed in GrAde 4, they ,may
expect the extra salt which
.dissoved at the highertemger4.7
ture to precipitate out when
the system cooiedflown--that,..
is, when the extra heat,ene

166 °
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4

How could you lower the
temperature of th rmed
tube back to the t erature
of the control tube?

110

At this point, have some re-
servoirs of cool water avail-
able. Either use water from
the cold water tap or add
several ice cubes to water at

,room temperature to ensure
that it will be cool (about
15 °C would be fine)., Then
have them pour out the hot wa-
ter from the double foam clips

'-and replace it with cool water.
Next, they should insert the
test tpe containing the warm,.
'solution, and its thermometer,
into the'coor water bath.
They, should stir the solution
gently and at soon 'as the
temperature reaches "that.'of
the control tube, they should
remove the tube from the bath
;and :observe the contents.

Ask the children to r eLlort
their observations.

0

Did the system behave as
expected?

MINISEQUENCE III/Actiovity 3
O

E
COMMENTARY

Surely one of.the suggestions
will include placing the tube
in very cool water, because
adding heat energy was ac-
complished by placing the tube
in hot water.

Byplaciling it in codl water,
there will be a transfer of
heat energy out of the hot-tube
and into the cooler waterre -:
inforcing theidea of heat
energy transfer from higher
temperature to lower tempera-
ture.

0

o'

Many crystals will have formed.
However, their appearande may
not be identical to those of ,

,the control-rtheymay be much
smaller. This happens when-
cryttals."forT-guicItly. But
there should be a large quan- °

tity of. them and there will be
only a small amount of sola-1
tion, as was the case with the '

contipl.

Harp the children' recognize
thapats t4eyrever.se4 the
situation Ov.d.removed.the added

V'

1
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I

COMMENTARY

heationergy.from the system,
the original conditions were .

attained again--that is, a lot
of Aindissolvedisalt.and,a

.tle solution. All the extra
dissolve salt "precipitated
out"--it reformed solid hypo
crystals when heat energy was
removed. ,

How. do these 'observations Changes of state `are also re-
compare with what happens to versible.. When heat energy is
a liquid melt when heat removed -from a melt, it causes
'energy is removed from it? the solid to reform. (See

Activity 4 of Minisequence V in
Grade'4.)
0

Whatappens to the tempera- For those children who have done
ture of ea melting system as 'Activity 3 of Minis,equence V ,

heat energy is added? in Grade 4, they observed that
as ice was being melted with
the addition of heat Alergy,
the temperature of the-ice an&
its melt (water) remained at or
near 0°C until all the ice dis-
appeared. (See below.')

What happens to the tempera- The temperature rises hteadily
ture of a hypo-water system while solid'is still,presentL-

' as heat energy is added? although more and more solid
goes into solution as the
temperature continues to riselk

.

In order to lelPreirlf9roe,thec
distinction.between these two

processes fort
' children who have not had the
Grade 4 experLences, you mi'ght,
have them take One of their
test tubes.(rinsed) and fil..1,it'-
with crushed or broken doe:,
Then have them ad,, d one droPper-

how..

ful oE ice-water to the ice. .

(This will enspre thatthe,bulb',
of the thermometer will be-im-
mersed in the.mixture of ice
and water..) Insert their.ther-
mometers, stir and noethe
tempeiature*onde theTiquid
level in the sterribkorthe ther-'
mometer no longeilohanges. It

68 180 r1'
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MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

should read close to 0°C.

The children can read and re-
cord tie tempera
system as isr bei
As indicated above,
find that'the temp

- mains(t'about 0°C
the ice at disap
the tempe

When solid is melting, what
. happe s if you add more solid
to the mixture?

---

Ltsp.When a solution is farming,
what hap ns if you.add more
.solid?

Duiing a summarizing discussion,
the-fdllowing should be rein-
forced:

,,(1) A solution is considered,
tsaturated when it is in the lire-
fer(ce of excess solid. 'y

() In some cases, more saltl,
eiCan,be dissolved if heat, energy
.1s -;adaed, by raising temger-
ature.

(-3).Assalution saturated with
salt at and temperature, may be

44.bl to-hld more,Salt at a
. ',1ii0ertemperature.-

(4) aemoving the heat energy --
lowering the temperature- -
caused theextra dissol,ved sat
to're7form,soiid and precipitate
put.. d

of this,
g stirred.
.they.will
ratuie.re-
until all

eared. Then
ure rises.-

ipo

As long as there is heat energy
available, the solid will con-
tinue to liquefy (melt).

If tJe solution is saturated,
the added solid just remains
there they found that once a

solution was saturated, it could
not dissolve any more salt; f
it is not saturated, thelsolid
gradually disappears as it be-
comes liquefied:

Of.clirse more salt can,be'dis-,
solved if more wateris added.

.
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EXTENDED EXPERIENCES': a

A

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 3

1. Some children max be interested in using, .$e microscope to
tes t other salt-wate systems to tee if their saturated solu-
tions will dissolve ore solid. If they do, be sure that the
solutions are reall ;saturated. Sometimes it takes consider-
able-elapsed time,t9 ensure this. For instance, magnesium sul-,
fate (epsom sa46) May have to be leftoovernight-to ensure !
satiir4tion. Be sure that there are still extra crystals left'
at.the bottom if children want to test ,the solution on a fresh
crystal,

2. ithey want t o ursue the e ffect on solubility of anOri-

,

creai'e in'temperat rte, they cad investigate other saltt, but do
nolet thejn use h po because it will,detractafrom the teaching
strategy in the'nexti Activity. Ammonium chloride does not ex-
hibit much of a difference in solubility wit increased tempera-
ture; magnesium sulfate does. But'if the solutdons are not com-
pletely saturated at room temperature, they will not observe
reversibility on cooling. Again, let any solutions stand over-
nite before they investigate them.

t
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MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 4.

Activity 4 The Reappearance of Heat Energy

0 ;N.

; .
.* 4 ' lr..This final Activity provides the chil ren with further evidence

regarding;the,con:servation of heat energy. ,The'vdisco4er tha,t..
- -

the heat energy absorbed (lost) as a given'amount of salt his =_ ;'.
solves in water reappears- (or ii.re'leaRed)-whenthat s4lt gre-'

(..s..IT

clpitates out. It is po§.sihle for the'*ilgr,e-p7 to t k of.
ch "heats of solution", because of the 'unique AciPe -oT:cer-

tain salts to form. supersaturated solutions in water/ Asuper-
saturated solution is a soliffion (neL in the,presence of:exceAs'
so,led) which contains' much more salt'dissOlved in it than*.the 4

liquid should" hold at.tAt temperature. When the children at-.
tempt to test the liquid, \using one of the criteria they'es-.-
tablfshe& for "saturation, they ;.find that all the excess salt of
the supersaturate p4t5,.1. ita'tes-/ou d the heat energy absorbed
when the solution was formed is libI ted',concurrehtly:" Beeause
the children can feel and 'masur.e this rel-e:ase'of heat' energy, :.

they develop an even better appreciation thAi.-solution5 Are.at,-
a higher energy level than the solids- whiph.form:them: hlip t'll:e

iisappearance of heat e4ergy isAccdunted"lor-it reappeai's,Wh'en.
the system reverts,togtits onilinal state::

,

Heat energy -is c(In-
served- '-\ , . :" .- `. . ,

f" I

MATERIALS AND 'EQUIeMENT:-

For the class:

contai ners, pbayfoam,
-

etUpply oft

0

. .1
approx. 3-4gt J3-rtter) capacity

'.-

sodium thiosulfate, hytirata'd crystals Vtiypo)y
1 cup

*

.sodiuMrcetate-, hYdrated:Cristals.:; abciut cdO,-
,(opti:onal)

paper towels-

4 bog matches'
\41

several wide - mouthed containers.'fOr:thel.iypo:'.,

. .

r--

,...'''''
- supply of 1/2, tsp measuring. spoons .forlre:4Chonta.ili

4 a '.. '';. t 1
supply, of wooden splints or pogadoleP s'tickg-neax each

s' -'

,

cOhtainer .z.

4 '

-.... .171, J
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MINISEQUENCE III /Activity A

A

For each child (or team of'childen:

2 test tubes, 4-in, by 1-in. (100-mm by4.25-mm), heat
resistant

1 test tube, clamp,

A
mediqne dropper

1 cup, pblyfoam, 6-oz to .8 -oz (41180-ml, to 240 -m1) ,capacity

2 thermometers, .plastic backed, -20°C-to +50°C

1 candle, ioreferabtlY .approx. 1 1 /2 -in.: by 2-in. (4cm.wide
at base, 5-cm high). (Dood-warmer type)

2 pieces

1 jar to

1 small

2 pieces

cyf aluminum foil, approx. 4-in. (10-cm) square

serve as a' test, tube rack

piece of cloth, dampened

of paper, 2-i. by 2-in. (5'-cmby 5-cm) (optional)

it
PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

I

It,may
\
be difficult for children'to prepare the solutions re-

quired in this ActiyIty unless the test tubes are thoroughly
clean and :free of severe internal sc1'tches. Therefore, wash,
out and select the test. tubes. Even new ones may 'contain saw -,'
dust.

...
,

To reduce traffic you may want to set up More eadnonte
,

e supply'of.
the hypcS. As:in the earlier Activities, Place spoons and level-
ers next-to each container. Have the rest.of the equipment q

needed by the teams of children an an accessible place, excelt-
for the thermometers; These will be distriued later in the
Activity. (-

. il,

,
,

.
.

.
. ,

.

Add sufficient water at 20 to 25°C to the polyfoam containers so
thateach team can have i cupful. When the children'start to
heat their test tubes over the candle flame, have,dampened small
pieces of 'cloth or toweling available eo that if soot,.collects on
the bottom of the test tube, it can easily be'wiped4off. The
dampened cloth can also be ,used., if nelcessary; to snuff out the
flame.

4'\.,

,i.
. 4. ,

P

ALLOCATION 4t TIME:
.%

.. /

Ail%The children will nee about 2 hours to complete this Activity.

172 84 ,
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

/ 1. Review Activity 3 by asking
-how heat energy affects the
amoynt of salt which can dis-4

,solve in .a specific amount of
water. Be sut'thi't the
ar.en.are aware of the concelopt
of, a saturated solution as one
which contains the maximum-
amount of salt at a ii'rticular
temperature. We can be sure a
solution is saturated if there
is extra undissolved salt pre -
Vent' in the system.

\'What have you found out about
the effectofDraising the
temperature of a saturated
hypo solution?

Suggest that they continue to
inv,es.tigate the hypo-water sys-
tem which they found showed an
increase in solubi,liy as the
temperature w s'increasega./

- Have each 'c d obtain a 'supply
)0Pof material and equipment.

. This should.includ6 2 test
itubes, 1 test tube clamp, 1
jar to serve as 4 `test tube
rack, 1 medicine dropper, and
a polyfoam cup. Then tney
should go to one of the supply
stations and put a level spoon-
ftl.(1/2 'tsp) of-hypo in each
of the test tubes. As before,
each child should' also get
about 1/2 cugful of-the water,
from the reservoir in'the poly-.
foam cup. ,

. A

What.wiLa happen. When some
( water is added to the hypo?

NoW have them add some water,
but this time add only 5-7
drops to each test t be,

f

'MINISEQUENCE IC/Activity.

COMMENTARY

r
From their 1 mited experience,
they found tha aisirg the
temperature increased con-
siderably'the arriourit of salt
which could be held in solUtion:

4,

.

In addition to predicting that
someof the salttwi11 dissolve
in the added water, they should
also expect that the tempera-

,ture Will decrease.

Note that they are adding drops,*
notdro'Ppqrsiull This lesser
amount of water is requi.red(F"N---"'
that t-' will obRerve,aimore

173
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. TEAJHING SEQUENCE
v.

4

After' they add the water, have
them hold the bottoms of the
test tubes in the palms of
their hands.

.How dries
test to

174,
..

1P
t e bottom Of the
feelA ?,

M'INISEQUENCE III/Activity 4

J.
COMMENTARY

dramatic effect when tAey d

troy" the gupersatilrated s lu-
tionthey will be preparing:,
*1.so, although this concept 'will
not bsodeveloped with, the
dren in this grade, the hypo
conta'ns a great deal'ofbound
wate which i.srfreed as the
syste is ,I,/a0led and which con-
tribu to .the amount of water
,

availabaelfor solution.

It may be t.

difficult for,some
'children;tO observe that any of
the salt has dissolved, since

wsuch a small amount of water
was added to the system. How-
eveE, there will-be a small
_amount of lguid'solution at
the bottom of the tube.

.

0

4'1

It feels rather cool, whicti
should suggest that the them-
peretuie has decreased.

186



TEACHING...5 Q CE- '

As they are observing and re-
porting on -what appears to be
hapyning in the tubes, review
with then! how heat energy might
be iplayinlia role, in this
irqeraction. .

Siince the temperature de- ,

creased, -what can you say
about what might be-:pappen-t
irpf with respect to heat
energy.

' Where isdit geiting the heat
energy -frM?

-Is the 'solution formed
saturated or_unsaturated
tith hypo salt?

* .

You might put this initlhl
part 'of a schematic diagram of
the energy changes, along with
changed in apriaarance, onwthe
chalkboard:

EXCESS SATURATED
SALT SOLUTION

heat energy'
absorbed

SA,LT+ ,WATER

COMMENTARY

IAINI8EQUtNCE Activity 4

As in Activity 2, heat energy
seems t'o have "clisappeared."
It is being absorbed as some of
the salt di olves to'a solg-;
tion. Be re he children,.
realize 'that wh n a system be-
comes cooler (when its temper-
ature decreases), it means th
some inter-action is occurring
that is taking in heat energy.

1

From the. sUrroundings: the
tube, the room, the water i

=self

Sincether'is. excess salt pre-
sTnt, the small am t cif solu-
tion! fOrmed must be sa, urated.

IA,o' made a displa poter
of the chemati*6 earlier, you
might brin -it out again. and
Modify it. f

.1-10.7 could you get more of
tife hypo to dissolve fri the
saturated solution?

.1"

Te] them that this .you
won er if they could get a//;
he 'salt ssolved withollt

'addmg wad r:t How c tii/4 this
'isetdvieT .

\
. /

/

)

uchLan ex rimentewas-perfor
ed in Acti ity 3, so undoube ly
t el, will suggest 'adding. heat
energy to.r
eratUre. V

,'
(

ise -its-tem-

\ -\

. I .1
., .

...4% .

Since they obseryed that in-

- . . .

----,

.175
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TEACHING,SEQUENCE

1

how them thetcandlest and tell'
he class that they cdm use
these as a source'Qf heat
energy. Distribute one to each

,together with 2 pieces
of aluminum foil. Have each p
child set up' his or her own
candle heat source.

176

a

1.8

MINISEQUENCE III

COMMENTARY

tiAty

,

creasing the temperature in-
creased the Amount olr hypo dis-
solved, they should suggest
bringing the .temperatUre up
even higher than 35°d.. Some
suggestiond may include "put
it on a hot p'late." Ala of
these are valid.

IOne piece of aluminum foil is
used Under the candles to pro-'
tect the work surfa-ceST-the
other can be Wadded and used to
snuff out the flame later. You
bmaywagt to place an asbestos
square /cinder the foil. If the
squat, food-warmer candles are
'not being used, the 1.11.1dren

may have o use some plasticene
as a.. hold n for the more slender.
candles. Have the children
shape it into a ball, flatten
one end so'it sits firmly on

,

the table and insert the candle
into the plasticene..

The can e, which is familiar''
and rea ily available, has been
chosen as the'source of more.
'intense heat ynergy.- Water a,t
about 90°C would also serve as
well but you would have to have
a, pot f boiling wAe-r in the
roorN anal the children would
lhaveltairenew their supply\fte-
quently since the of water
bat s would adol o f. Also, 0:1

het iiible flame is more of an
paler
temg,

to a child of the high
raure than a contain.ev,O'f

scal ing.hot water would be'.;
Canned.heat in the foim' of .
Sterno, which is alse.Used
food warmer, can substitute for
the candles. However, its
flame is- at a higher temperature

.

A

1 :

'7 1 i.,

dr

-s.
AP.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

j

kive each child a piece of
dampened cloth. Tell.them that
they can use it ,to wife o'kft'any
soot if 'some collects on' the
bkttom of the test tube As tntori (5) When the contents are to be
heat it over the candle flame. observed, the children must

_ .

bring the tube away from., .'

the flame to avoid leaning
over it.

M,INISEQUENCE IXI/Activity 4'

A

COMMENTARY,

and not,as visibleas that of
the wax candle. Whatever heat
source is,used, be sure that
standard precautions are ob--
served. In additibrit-
ever is directed by. your school,
the_following soul0d.be emphaL
sized:

(1) Hair must be tied back, no
loose. strands.

(2) No long or loose sleeves.

(3) Do not stretch arms over '

the flarde to 5e at an ob.=

* e.
ject.

A

44) The citanlle.mmst b
).n an area clear o
;papers, etc.

laced
books ,

-
. 0,

Now show them ;how to- place
test tube clamp aro lltd..ohe
the/tubes. o-:

he

.2*

' To avoid inadvertently 4..0:a
ingthe'tubee, the clamp *4 d
be held near:the end as stir,
in' the diagram.

**

-7

After checking each site, and
child for,safetyr light the.
children's candles. Ad(ise
them to heat.the tube gealt.iy
over the flame while ob§exvins
'what happens, inside. Ask' them
to remove the tube from4he
flame as soon asiall th& solid'
in it dissolves. One way of

The ether test tube should re-
main' in the-jar.. Its contents,
will serve as a control and
should always be visible sot'
that'the chlliaren can shat
the sy;tam looked like before
heating.

.

Remind themt.to ho). the open end
Of the tube.A.way'from themselves
and from ?ny.other dy,working
near them.

Opt2mailly; the:tube-shouldbe
held jtis a little above the
'flame o'f the candle--this iy

,

minimize 'the formation of soot.
'Many children will tendto hold
the tube',Within the flame. ,

In judging if all the solid has
'dissolved., be sue tipsy look at

0 /.
'e ' 177/189
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

bing sure all solid 'is disc
solved ONlo,look at the sides
and down the tube to be sure
that no crystals are-adhering

241' to the sides or bottom.

Once the solid is all dis-
solved have them place the tube
With its liquid contents gen-
tly_in the jar which eves as
a test tube 1-a.qk. 'Then .tell
them to spuff out' their can-
dles.

Now diScuss what has been hap-
ieninig to thi's system, .xith
articulAr emphasis on the role

io f heat energy: Such questions
as' the following may be used:

MIN;pEQUENCE III/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

tihe contents of the tube away
from, the flame.

aw

8e sure they do not overheat
the contents; otherVise, *the
solution will start to boil.
Thermometers hal'7e not been used,
as they were in the'previous
Activity, because the tempera-
ture will, be much higher than
their 50 °C upper-liivit. The
temperature will be above 65'C.
If the children want to know
the temperature', yod can '9check,
it for them with a clean ther-
mometer which has a greater
range, e.g.; to 100°C or 110°C. -,

-"What did the heating accom-. Fais,ed the temperature of the
plish.? What /,happened as .a syStWAan additions, all ths
'result of thb system ab- solid- salt dissolved, Instead
sorbing all that heat energy? of any solid being present,

everything is in the liquid
state.'

'178 190,

*ok

Ale:,d on their pricir exper4ences,
the children" should -hie able to
show their understanain tflat
the added heat'energy absorbed ,

by t is systemiwas used.in
.free?. T the hypo molecilles fom
the b nds holding them in the
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

//r

* How do tghe opontents of this

.
tube compare with the one '

you warmed / in Activity 3?

How do the contents of this
tube compare with the%con-

- trol tube?

" At this )4inet, add to the
schematic diagram:,

ft

CALL SOLUTION(high temperature)

Iheat energy

4absorbed 4

MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

,

solid structure. This energy
then became part of the greater
energy of the freely moving
hypo molecules in the liquid
solution:

For one thing, it is at a high=
,er temperature; for another,
there is no undissolvedirlid
hypo.%

It should be -apparent .to ihb
chilcliep:that the' system that
was jleate4 possesses more
energy. The test, tubes contain
the same amounts of material
-(hypo and water) but their
temperatures' are, of course,
different-and,the contents in
one.are in the Liquid state.
The control tube contains
saturated solution Ad a lot of
undissolved solid.

EXCESS SALT + SATURATED SOLUTION
(room teippeiat)urei,.

Yb

he'at energy
absorbed

SALT + WATER

'2: The-chrldren are-now.ready
to preRare a different kind of
eoiuticin. Ask them to'care7-
fully take the tube 'with the
''c'l'ear solution., which had been
.cooling off in thejar, and .

place it gently in the poly-
foam cup whioh contains some
cool water. The tube anduld
cool in the Water for 2 dr 3

) minutes.

r

5

4,

'Before the children begini
Section, refiyIthe large ;poly
foam containers.with cool water
slightly below room temperatuep--
about 20°C.

191

0

'the tube should by handled gen.:
tly, disturbing the corftents as 0 f

. / ,

little as bosstble. If the Xlibe r«
,

were placed. in the cCol. water
immediately after heatimg, the ,

,

shock of the differencedn
.

!
179
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NG SEQUENCE

-What is happening with res-
pect to hiAt energy when .th'e
tube is in the cool water? J

What do you Predict, will ,

..,,happen to the temperatlires
withiq the, tube and in the
surrounding watery

What do you think will.Nap-
pen to the contents of the
tube' when hey tool ts room
tempere.ture?

0, I*

After 2 or 3 minutes, or when,
the dis,cussion is completed;
hare each child carefully re7
move the tube fro t e coolin4
water e iend gentx, ace it in'
'the 'rjar 'hext to t, control' I
'tube: As they do o, haste
th'em feel the bdt om of the

: ,

I***it still hot?
1

tt 14

What about yoUr predigctions
about the appe4ancl of the.
cOntents?0 Were thei veri-
fied? .

Are their temperatures d
ferent?

180 1'
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MINI.SEQUENCE

COMMENTARY

tem5erature would precipitate
tliesorid °prematurery.

The higher temperature tub and
its contents will be transfer-
ring some heat energy to the,
cNikpi water surrounding it.

The tube contents will cool
down; the surrounding water -will,
warm up.

1r

Undoubtedly 4 oie childrellt will,

,expect that once the contents
are cooled to room ,teniperature ,
solid hypo will ,come Out of
solution and look -like the pibp-
tents" of the control tube. As .

the tlfildren discuss their ex-0'
pectations, exicourage' thent to
use pie' exPression;"to pee,cipi-7
tateMilmhen they refer to the
solid coming out of Solution.

a

moi it will ,hatfe coo led ofE.
As it its in the "' -orts

temperature \will: ach that
.o,f the otheT, tube . th wi 1l
be at robm temperature.

The contents 6 the ,tube which
had been'heated,arie still all.

Most.---chEIdren will be
extremely surprised and puzzled
because in `their
periencesboolilg down zlepreci-
pitated the soAid.

r

6 9

Apparently, not. ,,I(They can Igen- ."

tly touch the bottom of the
.

, e , e ,

4
4

. 3 4
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TEACHING SEQUtNCE

,.Now that both tubes are at
the same temperature, is
there any difference?

'What was'the difference in
treatment of the two solu-

, tiong?
°

/

' Do yoll 'think that one now
contains. more energy than
the other?

' But where is the heat energy?

Now have each child remove the
tube-containing all liquid and
hold the bottom in the palm of
his or her hand. They should
hold the tube at about eye
levelA so,othgy*can easily ob-
serve the contents.

MINISEQUUICE fII/ctivity 4

COMMENTARY
I

tubes to test.) ;

They are at the same tempera-
ture; they contain the same
total 'amount of materials. Yet
they ar,e not alike. One (the
control)' contains solid plus
solution; the4other is all
solution.

1

One had heat energy added to
it--its temperature was raised
until all the extra solid dis-

, -

sOlved.

Encourage all'tesponses. 111e

fact that one is all liquid, al-
'though both are so similar in
the respects noted above, should
provide a 'clue for the children.
As they discuss this question,
refer to the schematic you have
placed on the board. They,
should be able to .recognize
tat the contents of 114 tube
containing all liquid are at
a higher energy state than
those in the tube containing
solid salt plus solution.. If
some' children need additional
help, refer.to the differences
in energy between a solid and
its. melt Sits liqUid). As
developed in "Change of State"
in. Grade 4, and reviewed in
Activity 1, there is a- hierarchy
of energy states from solid to
liquid.

Let the children discuss this
queStion .before proceeding with'
the next step.

193
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/

TEACHING SEQUENCE I ' pommE

As they look lit, the contents of
the tube, ask ,whether the solu7/
tion 'is saturated or nat.

What about the liquid in the
__other tube? ''

.14Have them recall the,testt
they did to tell.if/4 solutio4
were saturated or hot

ft

If v;6u/tes,t this iso)Aation
with a Small.smll. oryst$1; what
do/you exgect-toehappen?

Hav,e each child p ltce'a few.
extra crystals of hypo on a
piece oif paper. Then'encourage
them to add tiny test cry-
stal of the hypo to.the tube
and see what happens.

182

4

j
rhe childr n may be uncertait
-as to whe 'her the 4Xquid'is
rsaturat . 'They may 'think that

isA5A because there no
exceSolid present.

j/
fis/ certainly saturated

/

/

ert is excess solid.

Thdy.added some solution to a
small piece .of the solid. If
the solution was saturated, the
crystal did not dissolve;
,it was unsaturated, the crystal
'dissolved into the "solution.

Encourage speculation. Some
may possibly reason correctly
that there is so much More
solid in the solution compared
with the control tube that the
very reverse Might take place -\
solid will precipitate out.
They will probatly'not be pre-
pared for the largeitemper:ture
inprease. Don't alert them to

$this.

Each child should have a f ew'
extra -crystals on the piecb.of
papeNused,to get the origital
supply for the 2 tubes. _It

Might be best to do this by
having one child add the cry-
stal to a partner's.tube. Then
after the observationskthey can
reverse roles. '

Thy response to what happens is
likely to be immediate and
dramatic. Two things will oc-.
cur in rapid order: The ex-
cess,salt in the isuperSaturated
tolution will precipitate, and
the children will notice a sharp
temper,ature rise at the ^bottorThi
of the test tube. These, events
are likely to create comsider-
able.excctement.

4

1k.



TEACHING SEQUENCE

MINISEQUENCE-III/Activity'4
c

COMMENTARY

*Can you explain what hap -
pened? Where did all the
solid come from?

Remind them ,of what they had
talked about regarding the
energy of the all liquid sys7
tem compar'ed with°the control.,

In dis6ussion, help the chil-
dren, to understand that the
heat energygeleasejd wh4n the
solid- hypo Oas reformed wag
present in the ligqid in the
fo'rom of',1he'energy of the
mobile hypo,molecules. Intro-
dwte. the term, aupersatur,:ated.,

.

I

The tiny salt'prystal acts as
a nucleus around which the
extra dissolved- salt re-forms
a solid structue. When that
happens, the energy possessed
by the mobil; particles of the
salt is rele'ased.

,

/It had been dissolyediknd pre-
out of Solution.

The extra energy which--was pre-
sent in the liquid came out, of
the_system as heat energy.'

L.) 183,



TEACHING SEQUENCE

Tell them that the liquid
really Kad.more 'solid salt dis-
solvedjn it than it normally
should hold at room tempera-
ture. Help the children to
recognize that adding a solid
.crystal to a''saturated solu-
t'ion, an unsaturated solution,
and a supersaturated solutiop
all result in very different
changes.

*Which is at a ,higher energy
.etate--a,supersaturat'ed,solu.-
tion or a saturated one in
contact with its. solid?

What evidence.do you have?

The concept0/
'should alsq7betdiscusstd at

, .16 this ,oint.,ti Have them compare
the o tuyes now. After sub-
jecting th'e contents of one
tup4 to heating, cooling and
then:preci'pitation, the system,
once it returns to its original.
State, has the4same LAoperties-

'/it started with.

4
'Complete-tte schematic diagrgm'-.
as illustrated belcw and dis
cuss thelpoints raised. As` you
'continue to develop the dia. , .

gram, -emphasize the role of
heat energy and the changes

184
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MINISEQUENCE III /Activity 4
4 '

COMMENTARY.

.

The supersaturated one--even
though both are 'at.the same
-(room) temperature.

Whe,n.the excess salt came out
of the saturated solution, it
released its extra energy.
Everything got hot. Iii ordrlik.
to get'this idea across, that
heat energy is given up,'-thi,s
initial experience didncAt
make use of thermometers. It'N
was Important that the children'
sense the,.systeTp becoming hot
'and not' associate the increase
in temperature with a heat
source outside the system- 4,rliey
might have'thought that heat,:
energy was be).ng added to the
system,by an external agent.

They will observe that once the
tube, returns room temperature,
the contents look lik4'thoSe in
the control tube:.a little solu-
tion, and a lot of s'Olid.

The arrOws.indicate thje,absorp-
tion and release of. heat energy
and shquld'leinforce the .idea
of reversibility With 'this tyve
of interaction. Four steps are
depitted:'

19u
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

4

4.

.MINISEQUENCE III/Activity 4

/-
COMMENTARY

(1) The formation of the origi-
nal saturated solution. This 1.s
not being remade. They are
working with the salts and satin
rated solution prepared earlier.

(2) represents the heating and
preparation of the all-liquid

stem (solution),at a high
tehperature.

.(3) represents the cooling
down of the solution to room
temperature but'no precipita-
tion. occurs.

A supersaturatbd-solution is
now present in the. tube.

(4) represents the addition of
the seed crystal to the super- .

saturated solution.accoMpanied
\by release of heat energy and
'the precipitation of the ex-
cess salt'.

(2) ALL SCLUTION(at'hightemperature)

heat energy
absorbed

'

heat energy
given off

-(3) SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION

mcae heat ene.
given'off-

-

11

(1) EXCESS 4. .SATURATED (4). EXCESS SALT + SAT RAT
SALT . SOLUTION SbLUT70

heat energy
absOrbed ..' 1) 1

SALT *4- WATER

197
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

3. Relight the_candles for
the childien,Sand, using the
,same two ftst. tubes, with the
contents already inside, sug-
gest that the children repeat 0,;'

the experiment, using a ther-..
mometer in the final step to
measure, the rise in tempera-,
ture of the system as the hypo
precipitates -from tire super7
saturated solution.

, Use the schematicliliagram as:a
basis f r discuss. n as to what
is happ ning to the solid salt
at'each step and the ro19/of
heat energy as this step is
taking place.

Once, the childrenget to the
stage of again haVi'pg the all-'
iquid supersdturated solutio'n
(at room temperature), ask
them to- obtain a thermometer sd
they can,f011ow what happens to
the temperature within the
syseeM. Have them insert the
thermometer, and then seed the
supersaturated solution as .they
did before. a

186
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MINISEQUENCE III/Activity, 4

COMMENTAPX

In this part of, the'Actiyity,-
the-children will repeat the
preparation of the supersatu-
rated sqlution and follow the
absorption' and liberation of
heat energy,' but with' one dif-.
ference--they will' foll2w the
release of heat energy- from'the
system by inserting a thermom-
eter into the ,Supersaturated
solution at room temperature
and measure. the temperature
change after the seed crystal
is 'added to the 'system. (8e-

sure they 4,o nothave the ther-
mometer in the test tube while
the all-ligUid solution is bei.ttg
made because th-e temperature
rises above the upper limit of,.
the thermometer during heating.) /

They ar,now at Step 4 of the 4

scheMatic. As the precipitate
'forms, the temperature of the
system will, rise. A super-"
saturated soluti.on at25°C,mayo, .

on precipitation, go up to. 40°C
_or.45°C, depending on the ratio
of salt to water.

If some children j.nfer that heat
_energy is ,being added to the
solution during,this preciRita-
tion when they-observe a,tempera-
ture rise, ask thed,wherethe
source of heat ener)gy is t6



TEACHING SEQUENCE

tv

The summarizing discussion
should center about' keeping
track of heat energy as the
salt. dissolved and then as the
original condikions were re-
stored. .

In the preparation ofthe
saturated' solution (step 1)1
what was+the role of heat
energy? What happened to
it?

How was an all-liquid systemi
forMed?

'What was the role of the
heat energy here? \

Indicate on the schematic that
now they have accounted for
the absorption of heat energy
in going from the salt and
water,before any interaction,
all the way up to,..the all-liq-
uid system at, the high tempera-*
ture.

Next focus on the return or
reverse) "trip."

\:* What. happens as the solution,
is cooled--as its temperature
decreases back to room tem- r

perature?

A

MINISEQUENCE III/Activiq 4

COMMENTARY

cause the tempeiature to rise:
Help them to see that the heat
energy must be coming from
within the solution.

I

Use the schematic asa focus
for these discuss:ions.

It was absorbed by the system.
as ,some of the solid salt was
freed from the solid...structure.
The absorbed heat energy was
present .inthefreely moving,
mobile molecules of hypo which
became part ofs the liquid.

More heat energy was added by
heating thelsyste to a higher
temperature candle flame.

In Step 2, heat-energy was ab-
sorbed by the'alditional hypo
molecules in the solid, which
continued to go into solution.
Heat`energy was also absorbed
as-the temperature of the sys-
tem increased.

4

You are 'now focusing on the
.

downward arrdws,,representing
the release of heat energy/-

Heat energy is given off by the
system, in Step'3 .The)temPera
.turd' is now b k to that of the -

room but all th
in solution.-

1.9)

solid is

187 "
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TEACHING SEQUENCE,

What is the energy state of
this solution compared with
the controf; which wa n't
heated at all?

children to infer chae
this extra energy of the all-
liquid super'saturated.solution
is in the greater energy of
the fteely moving hypo mole -
cules, since 'they are all in
th'e liquid state.

Help the

What evidence do youhave
that the liquid molecules,
have more energy?

* Do you get the heat ene.rg
baCk?

In all the discussion help
the children develop an under -
standing.that the heat energy
absorbed in dissolvin lie
solid salts is present in)'tshe
energy of the liquid salt more'=-
cu'les in the solution and is
released (given back) when the
Solid re4forms. Not only is
the process reversible,"buX
heat energy is conserved--it
can be accounted for at all
sta0s.

I
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MINISEQUENCE TII/Activity'4

- COMMENTARY

The all-1:iquid supersaturated
solution. 'has more energy in it.

Some children may' leap to the .

,idea that 'perh s these in-
visible molecul s, which are
moving about s freely and thus
have more energy; really have
an energyof motion which they
'associate with the moving mar-
bles-in Miniseqmnce- II. That
is, these liquid molecules pos-
sess kinetic energy. Such,
analogies are quite valid and
such reasoning should be readily
accepted.' aut-Whether or not
the children ark able ta'
visualize what might pe 'happen-
ing at the,* molecular.level, the
liquid state does possess more
energy. ('

When these extra-hypo molecules,
precipitate ou,t as a solid,
that extra amount of energy is
given off by the system as it'"

reverts to its starting condi-
tion.

Apparently in two stages. Yes,
it seems to be accounted for.

. I
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EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:

MINISEQUEKE III/Activity 4

To broaden the children's experience to include another sub-
stance, the children can follow the same procedure with-4sodium
acetate that. they followed with hypo. They can use the same
proportion of salt (1/2 tsp to water (5 to 7 drops) in tl3e test
tubes. Of course, the tub and thermoineters must be carefully
rinsed before 010aeeding ry nice results are obtained with
sodium acetate.

.....

tf

wt.

A

F

4
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Minisequence III Assessments
1-

Screening ikssessments

vie

The concepts being tested. in this Minisequence are:

a. In both melting and dissolving, a mobile liquid is formed
from a'rigid solid.

b. When some s id salts form a Sc;lution'with wate.r, heat energy
' is absorbe from t'he water.

c. The heat eergy that is absorbed when a salt goes into Solu7
tibn appears es additional energy of the salt molecules in ' .

the solution.
1.

The mobile' molecules of a melt. ox' a solution possess moFe
energy because they move about, more freely than in their,
respective solids.

Differ&n.t salts have different solubility properties.

A'Satura.ted /Salt-water solution contains as much salt as cart!

I possibly dissolve in amount water at that tefripera,/
tuYe. . 7 ,

. ,/. . .-

'---7-g. : IncreaSing the temperature of pertain salt'solutionS may in-.

creese the amount of salt which can be dissolveA in-'a,satu-
rated solution.

... .

t .-

h. A, supersaturated salt solution contains wires. dissOlved parti-
cles than the same volumeiof'a'saturated solution of the same
salt (at the same tempera 6re).'

z
..4'

There are two Parts to this /assessment. Part 1 is aimed at the
first four concepts in the list above anemay be administered af-
ter

...,

Activity 2, if desired, or. combinedwith Part 3 after Xctiv-
ity 4. Each Part takes about18 minutes.

...
)

202



PART 1.

Page A

Ask the children to turn to page A.

HEReARE SOME UESTIONS WITH THREE POSSIBLE ANSWERS EACH. 'READ
",EACHbESTION N ITS,,ANSWER SILENTLY WHILE I READ THEM ALOUI. '

AFTE1 I HAVE FINIS YOU WILL HAVE A SHQRT TIME TO SELECT YOUR
CHOICE AND CICLETHE TTER IN FRONT OF IT.

.

MINISEQUENCE III ASSESSMENTS

ft

r

(Allow about 3)IYseccv ds for each choiOe.. If yo u' think it help-'
ful to the childreA', 'reacreach question again as they select

. theiK choioe.)

.

.1. WHEN A SOLID CHANGES.TO A LIQUID,

A. THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SUBSTANCE ALWAYS INCREASES.'

B. TEE MOLECULES OF THE SUBSTANCE MOVE MORE FREELY.

C. THE NUMBER OF MOLECULES-' INCREASES.

2' MELTING ALWAYS INVOLVES:

A. THE ADDITION OF HEAT ENERGY TO THE SYSTEM.

B. THE OVERCOMING F SOME BINDING FORCES IN THE SOLID.

.
G. BOTH STATEMENTS' A AND B ARE TRUE.

3. MANY SALTS GOING INTO SOLU;kiON INVOLVE:

A. THE ABSORPTION OF HEAT ENERGY FROM THE WATER.

B. THE OVERCOMING OF SOME BINDING FORCES IN THE SOLID.

C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE. =

4. WHEN SODIUM CHLORIDE (TABLE SALT) GOES 'INTO som*oN,

A. 'THERE IS AN ATTRACTION BETWEEN THE SALT MOLECULES AND
WATER MOLECULES.

B. HEA T ENERGY IS GIVEN OFF.

C. HEAT ENERGY:IN THE WATER MAKES THE SALT CRYSTAL SWELL_
AND BURST,

203 191



MINISEQUENCB III ASSESSMENTS

"
5. MORRIS ADDED A. SALT TO WATER., THE TEMPERATURE OF THE LIQUID
DECREASED. THE MOSTLIKELY REASON FOR THIS OBSERVATION IS THAT:

A. THE -SALT WAS VERY COL AND COOLED THE WATER WHEN IT
MELTED.

.

B. HEAT ENERGY WAS USED I? BREAKING APART THE MOLECULES OF .

SALT IN THE SOLID.
. ) -

. ' ' t
. C. THE-SALT CAUSED SOME WATER TO EVAPORATE, THUS coo2ING

,THE SYSTEM. , . . o

Pa,ge B

NOW TURN TO PAGE B.

6. SOMETIMES WE SEEROCK OUTCROPPINGS WITH GREAT GASHES.AND
PITS IN THEM. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT: \

I
. .

.

A. LAYERS OF SOLUBLE SALTS WERE THERE WHEN THE .ROCK WAS
FIRST EXPOSED. .

/ B. EXPOSURE TQ THE SUN EVAPORATED THE SALT:

C. ANIMALS HAD USED UP...ALL THE SALT AS A "SALT LXCIO.

-

7. WHENrDIFFERENT SALTS GO INTO-SOLUTt0N IN WATER,

-A, ALL THE SOLUTIONS ARE SATURATED ONES.
4

8, TEMPERATURE DECREASES ARE THE SAME FOX ALL SALTS:

/
' C. THE PARTICLES OF THESALT MOVE MORE FREELY.

1

8. JANICE DISSOLVED SOME SALT IN WATER. THE "TEMPERATURE DE
CREASES AB THE SALT GOES INTOSPLUTION, SOME UNDISSOLVED,

. SALT :REMAINS IN' THE CONTAINER. WHEN MORE' OF THE SAME SALT IS
ADDED, THE. TEMPERATURE OF THE SYSTEM:

A. CONTINUES TO DECREASE.

B. STAYS THE SAME.

.C. INCREASES..

9. WHEN A SALT SOLUTION IS LEFT OPEN TO_tAIR,,

192 've.
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MINISEQUENdE III ASSESSMENTS

A. WATER MOLECULES TAKE UP HEAT ENERGY ANDGO INTO A GAS.

B. SALT MOLECULgS RE -FORM INTO, SOLID CRYSTALS AS THEY GIVE
A

UP HEAT ENERGY.

C. BOTH A AND B ARE TRUE.

PART 2
.

.

Ask the children to turn to page C,

IN THIS PART THE QUESTIONS-ON PAGES C AND---D HAVE THREE' POSSIBLE
ANSWERS. READ EACH QUESTION AND ITS JOSS ANSWER SILENTLY.
WHILE I READ THEM ALOUD. THEN INDICATE YOUR CHOICE'FOR EACH .

QUESTION BY CIRCLING THE LETTER IN FRONT OF IT. "

'(Allow about 30 seconds for atmp choice. If you consi,der it-de-
sirable, repea.4.4he 4testiCn,inthe choices while the children
are making their sselections.)

Page C

QUESTIONS .1, 21p53 HAVE TO DO WITH'DARRELL'S-4XPERIMENT..'
DARRELL COMPLETELY DISSOLVED A SAMPLE OF HYPO,CRYSTALS IN WATER
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND THEN STORED IT IN A REFRIGERATOR.,

164004

1. THE TEMPERATUREOF THE SOLUTION WHEN HE REMOVED IT WAS 5°C.
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD HE MOST LIKELY OBSERVE?

4

A. A LOT OF HYPO CRYSTALS IN THE CONTAINER.

B. ICE INITHE CONTAINER.

C. NO CHANGE' IN THE CONTENTS OF THE-dONTAINER.

2. IF DARRELL WARMED THE SOLUTION UP TO ROOM 'TEMPERATURE AGAIN,
THE FOLL-OWING. WOULD MOST. LIKELY. HAPPEN:

A. THE HEAT/ ENERGY IN THE SYSTEM WOULD BECOME :GREATER THAN
BEFORE HE STORED IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR.

THE' HEAT ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM WOULD BECOME THE SAME AS
BEFORE HE STORED IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR. ,

C. MORE HYPO CRYSTALS WOUND GO'INTO SOLUTION AS HE WARMED
IT.
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0 MINTSEQUENCE III ASSESSMENTS

3 IF HE HAD ADDED A LITTLE MORE HYPO BEFOIE HE WARMED THE
ABOVE SOLUTION, THE MOST LIKELY RESULT WOULD HAVE BEEN:

A. NO CHANGE IN THE SOLUTION.

B. FURTHER DECREASE IN TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION.

C. HYPO PRECIPITATING FROM THE SOLUTION.
5

Page D

NOW TURN TO PAGE D.

QUESTIONS 4, AND 5 HAVE TO DO WITH THIS SITUATION: PHIL HAS
TWO CONTAINERS WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF CLEAR LIQUID IN EACH.
CONTAINER X HAS WATER IN IT, BUT HE DOES NOT KNOW WHAT IS IN
CONTAINER Y.

t

4. -HE DROPS THE SAME AMOUNT OF A SALT INTO EACH CONTAINER. THE
TEMPERATURE IN CONTAINER X GOES DOWN. BUT THE TEMPERATURE IN
CONTAINER Y GOES UP. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MOST LIKELY DES-
CRIBES WHAT HAPPENED?

A. HEAT ENERG :WAS ABSORBED,BY THE SALT GOING INTO SOLUTION
..IN CONTAINER X, THUS"-STRENGTHENINGIITS MOLECULAR BONDS. .

B. THE TEMPERATURE IN X AHD IN' EQUALIZED SINCE THEY WERE
DIFFERENT TO START WITH.' .

C. THE LIQUID IN Y: WAS SUPERSATURATED WITH THAT SALT AND
IT PRECIPITATED.

5. AFTER. OBSERVING THE ABOVE°, PHIL, MADE SURE THAT THE SOLUTIONS
IN X AND Y WERE tAT THE SAME TEMPERATURE BY W RMING UP THE COOLER
SYSTEM: HE' THEN ADDED MORE OF THE SAME'SALT TO X UNTIL IT WAS
SATURATED, AND ADDED THAT SAME AMOUNT OF THE SALT TO Y. WHICH
OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD HE MOST LIKELY OBSERVE?

A. THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION IN X WOULD DECREASE.

B. THE TEMPERATURES' IN X AND Y WOULD REMAIN THE SAME.

C. THE TEMPERATURE'IN SOLUTION X WOULD INCREASE.
'5

Page E

NOW TURN. TO PAGE E,

`194 : -6;4.
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IGNISEQUENCE III ASSESSMENTS

THE NEXT FOUR QUESTIONS DEAL WITH THE ART AT THE TOP OF THE.
PAGE. THE CHART SHOWS WHAT HAPPENS W EN HEAT ENERGY INTElt.ACTS,
WITH SALT-WATER SYSTEMS. ITEMS A THROUG,H F BELOW THE CHART
INDICATE WHAT MInT HAPPEN OR WHAT MIGHT BE PRODUCED. YOU CAN
SEE THERE ARE SOME BLANK SPACES IN'THE 6HART. I. W7LL READ
THROUGH THE CHART WITH %0U AND THEN REAL) THE SIX TIMMS. YOU
ARE TO DECIDE WHICH ITEM BELONGS IN WHICH NUMBERED SPACE AND
WRITE ITS'LETTER'ON THE BLANK LINE.

'ALL SOLUTION (HIGH TEMPERATURE,

7.

EXCESS SALT +

HEAT ENERGY
ABS.ORBED.

f

HEAT ENERGY
GIVEN OFF

I

SUPERSATURATED

EXCESS

8.

SOLtION

.

!*

%

-

SALT. +

.

.

SATURATED
SOLUTION

ALT + WATER r

k
A. EXCESS SALT

B. HEAT ENERGY ABSORBED .

C. HEAT' ENERGY GIVEN OFF 1101..

D. SATURATED SOLUTION

E. SEED CRYSTAL ADDEb

0
F. SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION

20 .
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Name: Page AIII

WHEN A, SOLID CHANGES TO A LIQUID,

A. THE TEMPERATU41.0F. THE SUBSTANCE ALWAYS INCREASES.

B. THE MOLECULES OF THE SUBSTANCE MOVE MORE FREELY.

C. THE NUMBER OF MOLECULES INCREASES.

ti

. MELTING ALWAYS INVOLVES:

A. THE ,ADDITION OF HEAT ENERGY TO THE TTEM.
411,.

B. THE OVERCOMING OF SOME BINDING FORCES IN THE.S

OV%C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE. L

MANY SALTS GOING INTO SOLUTION INVOLVE:

D.

A. THEE OSORP,TION OF HEAT ENERGY FROM THE WATER.

B\ THE OVERCOMING OF SOME BINDING FORCES IN THE SOLID.

C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.
434et

. WHEN SO UM CHLORIDE (TABLE SALT) GOES INTO SOLUTION,

A THERE IS AN ATTRACTION MOLECULES AND WATER
MOLECULES., 4-

HEAT ENERGY IS GIVEN OFF.

C. HEAT ENERGY .IN, THE) WATER MAKES THE SALT CRYSTAL SWELL AND
BURST.

I

5. MORRIS ADDED A SALT TO WATER.. THE TEMPERATURE OF THE LIQUID DE-
CAEASED. THE MOST LIKELY REASON FOR THIS OBSERVATION IS THAT:

A. THE SALT WAS VERY COLD AND COOLED THE WATER WHEN IT MELTED.

B. FEAT ENERGY WAS USED IN BREAKING APART THE .MOLECULES OF. SALT
THE SOLID.-

C. THE SALT CAUSED SOME'WATER TO EVAPORATE, TH THE
SYSTEM.

.

a
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6. SOMETIMES WE SEE ROCK/ OUTCROPPINGS thTH GREAT CASHES AND PITS IN'
THEM.. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT:

.
.

i,
'

..
.4

A. 'LAYER'S OF SOLUBLE SALTS WERE THERE WHEN THE ROCK WAS FIRST
gXPOSED. . - .

. . k. ..
N

; .

's.. EXPOSURE TO tHE-SUN, DVAPORATED.THE'SALT.

'Pace B

C. ANIMALS HAD USED UP ALL THE SALT AS A "SALT LICK",
.

7. WHEN DIFFERENT SALTS.G0 INTO SOLTION,Ill

'14, A. ALL THE SOL/rIONS-ARE SATURATED ONES.
r4 f'

,

\

TEMPERATURE DECREASES ;ARE THE SAME FOR ALL SALTS.
, e

V /'C, THE PARTICLES O THE SALT MOVE MOLtE-FREELY. '--:)

4
\

f

8. JANICE DISSOLVED SOME SALT-IN wpa.gR. THE TEMPERATURE DECREASES AS
THE SALT GOES INTOcSOLUTION, BUT-SOME UNDISSOLVED SALT REMAINS IN THE A
CONTAINER.' WHEN MORE 'OF ,THE SAME SALT 'IS ADDED, THE TEMPERATURE OF
THE SYSTEM; , i k--''

r /
. I

A.
/
CON INUES TO DECREAe.- -1 t ,n

.'''..4) . ..,, .,.4f,

/
B/ .STA4THE SAME.

.
/

.
,..

. INCREASES. .--- .

.

jr

.4, V

o
.

'4c4thEN A SALT SOLUTION IS LEFT OPEN TO AIR,

A. WATER. MOLECULES TAKE UP HEAT ENERGY AND GOINTO A

SALT MOLECULES,RETFORM INTO SOLID CRYSTALS.AS THEY GIVE UP
HEAT ENERGY.

C. BOTH A AND B ARE TRUE.
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Name: Page C

QUESTi NS 1, 2, AND 3 HAVE TO DO WITH DARRELL' -S EXPERIMENT, DARRELL
COMPLE ELY'DISSOLVED A SAMPLE OF HYPO CRYSTALS IN WATER XT ROOM TEMPER-
ATURE AND THEN STORED'IT IN A REFRIGERATOR.

1. THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION WHEN HE REMOVED IT WAg 5°C. WHICH
OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD HE MOST LIKELY OBSERVE?

A. A LOT OF HYPO CRYSTALS IN THE CONTAINER.

p. ICE IN THE CONTAINER.
;

C.I NO CHANGE IN THE CONTEtITS OF THE CONTAINER.

2. IF DARREL] WARMED THE SOLUTION UP TO ROOM TEMPERATURE AGAIN, THE
FOLLOWING WOULD MOST LIKELY HAPPEN:

A. THE HEAT ENERGY IN THE SYSTEM WOULD BECOME GREATER THAN BEFORE
HE STORED IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR.

B. THE HEA'CpENERGY OF'THE SYSTEM WOULD BECOME THE, SAME AS BEFORE
HE STOREb IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR.

C. NAE HYPO CRYSTALS WOULD GO INTO SOLUTION AS HE WARMED IT.

3. IF HE HAD ADDER A LITTLE MORE HYPO BEFORE HE WARMED THE ABOVE
SOLUTION; THE MOST LIKELY RESULT WOULD HAVE BEEN

NO CHANGE IN THE SOLUTION.

B. FURTHER DECREASE IN TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION.

C. HYPO PRECIPITATINTFROM'CITE SOLUTION.

1,

to

4
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Page D

QUESTIONS 4 AND 5 HAVE' TO DQ WITH THIS SITUATION.: PHIL HAS TWO CON-
TAINERS WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF CLEAR LIQUID,IN EACH. CONTAINER X
HAS WATER IN IT, BUT HE DOES NOT KNOW WHAT IS IN CONTAINER Y:

4. HE DROPS THE SAME AMOUNT OF A SALT INTO EACH CONTAINER. THE
TEMPERATURE IN CONTAINER X GOES DOWN. BUT THE TEMPERATURE IN CONTAIN-
ER Y GOES UP. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MOST LIKELY DESCRIBES WHAT HAP-
PENED2

ti A. HEAT ENERGY WAS ABSORBED BY THE SALT GOING INTO SOLI3tION IN
CONTAINER X, THUS STRENGTHENING ITS MOLECULAR BONDS.

B. .THE TEMPERATURE IN X AND IN Y EQUALIZED SINCE THEY WERE DIF-
FERENT TO START WITH.

C. THE LIQUID IN Y WAS SUPERSATURATED WITH THAT SALT AND IT
PRECIPITATED.

I

5. AFTER OBSERVING THE ABOVE, PHIL MADE SURE THAT THE SOLUTIONS IN X
AND Y WERE AT THE SAME TEMPERATURE BY WARMING UP THE COOLER SYSTEM.
E THEN ADDED MORE OF THE SAME SALT TO X UNTIL IT WAS SATURATED, AND -

ADDED THAT SAME AMOUNT OF THE SALT TO Y. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD
HE MOST LIKELY OBSERVE?

A. THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION IN X WOULD DECREASE.

B. THE TEMPERATURES IN X, AND Y WOULD REMAIN THE-SAME.

C. THE TEMPERATURE IN SOLUTION X WOULD INCREASE.

21.1
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III Page-E

ALL SOLUTION (HIGH TEMPERATURE)

EXCESS SALT + 6.

'

HEAT ENERGY
'ABSORBED .

z.

SALT + WATER

HEAT ENERGY
GIVEN OF.E.4004, '

SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION:

A. EXCESS SALT

B.

C.

D.

E.

SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION

HEAT ENERGY p,BSOREED

HEAT ENERGYTVEN OFF

SATURATED.SOLUTION

SEEQ-CRYSTAL ADDED

8.

9 .

S SAL11.+ SATURATED.'
--/SOLUTION
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Wniseq ence IV Energy Traniformalions

tO this point the children have been exposed un severd occa-
'sions And in diffexeht ways to the concept of energy and:to the
important idea of conservation of energy. The latter was intro-
duced. in Grade 4 in relation to thermal,energy in the water Mix
experiments. It was extended earlier in the present grade'to
-include mechanical energy (Minisequence Itj, and to thermal en-
ergy changes associated with dissolving salts in. water and pre-
cipitating them out' (Miniseqdence.III). In both these,casesit
was pot ossible).to demonstrate.strict.conservatfbn.of
butonly to have the children infer from their expetiMents\ehat
if one -had ideal conditions--oricoulla accurately measure all the
energV changes involve*tA-conseration of 'energy probably woupT

,be demonstrated.

From their experience with mechanic*1 energy the childrenRM-ow
that one can change one form to the otheiL-kineqc energy/to
pote tial energy, and mice versa. This is b#t one ,example of
an en rgy transforination. One ds a number of ifhrent forms
of.ehergi in na-ture,'and gene 11,Y these cam.be transformed frbm
one to' another--either direct y or in a two' -stage Process involv-
ing a tifird form of energy. is is not 'a contradictiOn of the
principle of energy onServatio which requires only that the
total eneKgy in the:Universe remains constant, r*egardless of

_transformations that may. occur among its various forms.
.

.

. .

' Thepresent Minisequence focuses attention on a few, Of the dif-
.

ferent orms of Energy, and on the transformations that occur
ambng the The activities Ire intended to ,prepare the children
fora fine ; detailed treatment of evergy'conservation in Grade
6. The pervading idea that shouldb'e kept uppermost in mind n

is Minisequence isnthat whenever .some energy seems to' have
eared,one should look. for its reappearance in some other

fo (oi forms). In other words., energy cannot be "Abst", but
only changed Into other forms. An important corollary to thi
is t observation that some heat energy is-invariably produced

.

iduring'3hese transformatio s, leading to kn appreciation of ,.
another of the x-COPES coice tual, schemeg: The Degradation of
Energy. , .

--....'' ..

The Xirst ACtivity is,concernedwith the interaction of light
(radiant energy) with surfaces. Evdryone has had some experi-
ence Kith-the behavior of light as it strikes/a surface; In
some cases(light-coloredsurfaces) most of the light is re-
flected-and little is lost- In the case of dark-colored suric,
faces, however, most of the light may be absorbed. If the nglit

.-
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"disappears" what happens to its enAgy? ,Thia cannot be lose,
but must reappear, in another,form--in this case, heat energy;
The children experiment with light falling upon various sur-,.
faces, olperving* qualitatively .whether he surface is,a8good

.``o reflector or ndt, and correlating this observation wip41 ,Ithe
amount that the surface is. warmed by the light. At. the Icon-0
clusiOn of the Activity the children construct a detrice-to
`detect. radiant energy, with whickthey,ard,-able to compare
various light sources as to the enierigiy they emit/ 4n the
course of this Activity,they find trdt just as thermal energy
is invisible, some light (radiant enexgy is also invisible,
e.g., infra-red and ultra-violet radiati n. 41n fact, thermal
radiation and infra-red radiation are on and the Same.

'Ole second Activity carries. on with-the'conversion of ligiat en-
ergy to heat energy in an unusual manner. The childnen know
that 'an incandescent lamp not only emits, light but 'also gives
off considerable heat energy. The latter is easily experienced
by holding one's hand near a lighted bulb. In la-at, only. about
10$ of the energy is given off as visible light, most of the

rremaining being in the form of infra-red adiation:1 That would
happen if a lamp bulb were prevented/ fro emitting light, e.g.,
by coasting with a non-transparent material? The coating
musk sorb the light, transformi.ng it to-heat energy and, there- .

by rasing the temperature of the bul).N Ttle children check this
point by comparing the temperat-lites of coated 'and'uncoated
flashlight bulbs. This Activity also provid an,*(ipportun,ity
to explore the question of tlhey ultimate Source of energy ih,a

' flashlight battery which the children conclude is due to some
form of chemical interaction.

Activity 3 deals with the conversion of ehemiCaL energy (in the
fdrm of food) into heat energy, a process that plays' a vital
role in living things. The c41dren investigate this energy -4
conversion by s.kirdying the .i.,nteractOn betweenllikre yeasts and
ap.ple juice (food), as evidenced by theprodu4ion of heat.
They can also observe the heat produced as seeds4.germinate.
They are able, to conclude that food is the Sotrce-of energy
for liying thingssome of its-chemical energy going *nto
growth and some -into-heat.

'In the fi al Activity, the chilAren ipvestigate the conversion
of ,kineti energy into heat. In thefirst part of the .Activity
the child n convert kinetic energy entirely to heat through,
friction.' They then try to copvert kinetic energy to (elasti.c)
potential energy and find tha now some 'of the. energy is "lost",

it is converted.to heat rather than to potential energy.
We know that in any real situation thia conversion ofenergy
from one form to another is always accompanied'by the production
of heat (Degradation of Energy)... The amovnt of heat produced 3

d I
depends upon the efficiency of the Converibn. process,
that are less efficient producing propOrtionatell, more gea
than others. Thus,ther6 is one type of energy conversion that/
202
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can be fully efficient, namely, one it which the end forM of
energy is heat. Obviously, since theiend form is heat energy,
this does not contradict the concept of degradation of energy.
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: Activity 1 Radiant Energy to Heat Energy
-

r-
A corollary of the idea of conservation df energy is that al-
though energy is not destroyed it can be converted from one form
to another. To get across the idea that when energy seems to
have disappeared it can be accounted for in another form, the
children must be introduced to the other forths as they are "cre-
,..atedv in certain familiar interactions. .

In Activity 1 thd children observe the interaction of light,
which is a form of energy called radiant energy, when it strikes
surfacepf difcerent colors. When light strikes a dark sur-
face, MoSt`of it is "trapped"--that is, it is absorbed (not
reflected) by the, surface. Since tHe4temperature.of the surface
rises as the liglrleiftis'i-rapped, the rise is used as evidence
tha-t. heat e.nerciy appearing 'in the place of the radiant en-
ergy. They find that the more radiant energy that is trapped,
tfleiporeloheat energy is produced. By means of-\a simple device
Whi-ch they construct, children wills also discover that not all
radiant 'ener4y-is visible to the eye; some is invisible. Just
as they were aware in previous Activities of. "invisible" heat
energy by the changes it produced sulchCas melting, or a rise ii .

temperatui.e: so also they will sense the presenCe of invisible
radiant energy by the changes it produces in their radiation
detector.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

For-the class y9uwill need:

1 lb (450 g) modeling clay

J 1 jar poster paint, black

newspaper, for, catching 4pills of poster paint

1 roll aluminum foil (see also below).

15 lets of papei, 8-1/2 in. by 11 in.; (21.5 cm by 28 cm).

several jars of Elmer's glue, with brushes, for gluei,ng
..aluminum foil to paper

or more staplers

1 piece of corrugated cardboard, about 12- . square.
(30 cm by 30 cm)

204
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MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

4,
t

6
'1 electiic iron:

../ /
.

For' each team of 2 children, you will need:

*1-2 pieces of aluminum foil, about 6-in. (15 -cm) square

1-2 pieces of stiff-white paper, e.g, white construction
paper, about 6-0in. (15-cm) square

,

1-2 pieces of transparent plastic (e.g., thin cellophane
sheer) , about 6-in. (15-cm) scfug'-re. (This can be pur-
chased in a roll from a "five and.ten" cent store.)

-
,t

1-2 pieces of stiff, -flat, black paper, e.g:, blick.cOnstruc-
tion papek, about -n.N(15-cm) square

-

1 -2. pieces of paper, gray 'or other color that iS- not very
dark or very light, about (15-cm) square

1-2 small mirrors, ,any kind, e7g.,purse mirrors. (You
might have each child bring a misrror from home.)

4

1-2 AlashAights, any kind, in good working order

2 thermometers, -20°C to +50°C

*In each case, the smaller number i§ required if you decide.not
to have the children do the experimental, part,of this Activity
at home.

PREPARATION FOR TE/iCHIN9:,

You may want to ask,,,Pre'''children to bring mirrors and flashlights
from homebefore stdarting.Section 1. Remove the gla.ss lenses
from the flashlights.

4 Two different kinds of thermometer -bulb covers will be made by-
the chiliirentn this Activity. The first kind is made and used
in Sections 2,kand 3. Make(a few sample covers of this kind from
the pieces of paper and aljudinum foil, following the diagram_
shown on the nextpage. Do this by folding the paper in half

2) , folding bapk the corners on the retning open edges (step
(step 1), folding a little of two of t open edges under (*step.

3), and then taping'these folds (step 4). This should form a/N
small cover with an opening just large enough to slip a therMom-
eter into (step 5). After positioning a thermometer in a cover
with its bulb near the center, you can use a bit of tape to keep
%. in place.

Before beginning Sectio '4, place the jar of black poter-ralt
where it Will be acces ible to the children. Just before class,
shake the jar thorough y and then remove the lid. Since this

.----
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MINISEQUENCE .IN/,'Activity' 1
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Step 1
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Step 4
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MINISEQUENCE Ii/Activty 1

black°paint could be a little messy if spilled, you'will want
to have some paper towels or old newspapers around to catch
'diips. Also, plan for a place for the children to lay the
'thermometers with the bulb ends exposed after they dip them
into,the paint. The children could put the therthometers on ,a
table with the bulbs projecting out over the edge to dry.

Before Sectien 5, fold and tear th sheets of 8-1/2 in. by 11 in.
paper into halves 5-1/2 in: by 8-1/ ih. These Will used by
the children in making cones.

For use in Section 6, glue a piece of aluminum foil about 12-in.
square to a piece of'corrugated cardboard the same size. The
shiny 'side of the foil Riould be out and should be as smooth
and mirror-like as p9eeible.

You, hould try the differ Sections of this Activity on your
before ou begin working on it with the 'class. In this way

you will be prepared for difficulties the children might have.
You will also know what kind of results to expect with available
radiant energy sources.

ALLOCATION OF TIME:,

This Activity requires 20-minute segments of time on a number
of different days. If done entirely in class, the Activity
requires' approximately 3 hours; however, some of the Activity
can be done by the children at home.

SomO.Sections of the Activity must be done on a clear sunny ;

day. For this reason, this Activity need not precede the rest,
of the Minisequence, but can,be done concurrently with Activ-
ities 3, 4, and 5.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. 'Show the children a flash-
light and ask them to describe

' what happe,ns when you turn it
on.

21

l COMMENTARY

If the children do not realize
that there are batteries in
the flashlight, be sure to let
them discover this. In addition '
to the beam of light which is
produced, the children may also
infer from previous experience
that the batteries in the flash-
light are changing and that
their chemical energy is being
used up. (See Grade 3, Mini-
sequence IV, Activity 4.)

41.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Give each team a piece of
black paper, a piece ol white
paper, a pi,,ce of transparent
plastic or cellophane, and a
piece ofaluminum foil. You
may also want to give them a
mirror ox1)...a.sk them to kiiing
one from. home.

*What happens when the beam
from the flashlight is
allowed to fall on the
mirror, on the aluminum
foil? cellophane? white
paper? black paper?

Suggest that the childrenex-
periment in'a darkened room
and pay close attentiop to
everything that they can find
different about the inte-
acti9,ms of the, light with the.
various materials. They
should write down wh.at they
find out for later use in
class-discussion.

After the children have had a
chanCe to experiment with the
materials, have the class as
a whole discuss what.they .

have found.

Whist happened to the light
in each case?

'If the children do not notice
that some of the light bounded
back (reflected) from the
white paper, sugge,st that they
try experimenting again"while
paying attention tO, what hap-
pens to the rest' of the .room

208 .
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,MINISEQUENCE IV/AcLvityLl

COMMENTARY

The children cad *ork.in,pairs
for this Activity. In adilitiOn
to the recommended materials,
you may, of courte, suggest
that the children try other
materials of their own choos-
ing.

If-you decide to carry out this
part of tht Activity at home
ratherthan.in school, each
child win need to have access
to a flashlight and mirror.

kt.

The children should find, at
least, that most of the light
gges right through the clear
plastic; that .most" of the light
"just stops," or disappears,
when it-strikes the black paper;
that the light bounces off the
aluminum foil and the front.
side of the mirror, and that
some of the light goes through
the white paper and some of it
bounces back.

220
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TEACHING SEQUENCE'

when the light is turned on
and off the various materials.'
This should help them find
that the\light bounces back
from the white paper and
lights up the r*om much more
than it does when it hits the
black paper.

What happened to the light
that you couldn't see any
pore- -the light that was
"trapped", by the black
paper?

2. this Section can be done
by teams of 3 to ,4 students,
or you may have indiviaual
students working on it ati
different times after the
initial discussion.

. 10-iat happens to the tempera-
ture of objects when they
are left in the sunlight?

.Does it make a difference
whether the objects are
light-colored, or dark
colored?'

Whatever they say, you may
suggest that they check their
ideas.by rising thermometers
and pieces pf different dol-

' ored paper--black, grey,aand
white (or aluminum foil).

Ask thechildrenti to suggest
poSsibleways of doing the
experiment. The procedure on

4

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

The evidence for its bouncing
back is that'they,can still see
the light.. This is not true
when light strikes black piper.
It is important that childFen
understand. this difference,
bed'ause, in the next Section,
they will find that heat energy
is produced when the black
paper,"traps" light, anevery
little heat energy is produced'
when light,reflects from white
paper or; aluminum foil.

The children probably will not
be able to answer this questiOn
'yet and should not be pushed to
do so. It is useful, however,
to lead them into the next
Section.

The children will probably
respond.by saying that the
objects become warmer (their
temperature increases).'

Even if they happen' to hay.e
heard that dark objects become
Warmer.than light - colored
objects, the children will
.,probably not all be certain
pf this,

discuss their ideas. The chil-
i

dren .should realize the impov-
tance oT having every group
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

which they agree should be
something like the following:
One member of each team will
keep track of the time with a
sweep sectond hand watch, call-
ing time at tiqhe end of each
minute. Another child will
record the temperatures which
are called- out. by the remain-
ing members of the team, who
will be holding the thermom-
eters (by the tops) , facing -
the sun.

You maymay want to suggest the
design described,under Y parl-
tion for Teaching for the
folding and taping.of the
thermometer. covers. Give each:
group an example of a finished
co /er. Then have the children
pr pare,their own sets of
thermometer covers with ther-
mometers. The children, should
also agree, on how they are .

going to hold the thermometers,
record the temperature, carry
them into the sunlight and
then record subsequent'temper- ,:.
ature changes.

This, is an excellent 'tithe for
the children to try making
their own Worksheets. "Pass
out paper and suggest that
-they write in headihgs for
the information. needed.

I

3. This Section must be done
on a bright, Clear, sunny Tay,
without much wind. Five
minutes is generally enough

210
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MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

use exactly the same techniques
if the results- are to be com-..
pared,/ater.

ft,

Let them children try any other
designs _they may thinkof.
is a good opportunity to en-'
courage innovation in experi=
-mental procedures.

Theix-Worksheet: should-be some
variation of the following
format:'

Activity: Name:

Reading Time Temperature

1

2

. ,

.

3

4

5.

If you wish, each child can
make outdoor observations
independently on the worksheet
which the class has developed3.

222
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

time to observe the theYmom--
eters in the sunlight, al-
though the children may-repeat
the experiment after waiting
inside qr in the shade long
enough for the temperatures
registered by the thermometers
to return to' normal.

When the children have all had
a chance to try the experiment,
call them together to discus8
what they have learned.

4

Ask the children to recall the
result's .of Section 1.

What happened to 'light when
it, struck a white or shiny
surface? What happened when
it struck'a black surface.

,

The Children should now be
prepared to answer the ques-
tion they were lefikwith at
the end of that Section.

*What happens td light when
it is trapped by a black
,surface? Does it just dis
appear?

You may haJe the children men-
tion some practical examples
'of the conversion of light to
'heat energy.

Point out that since light can
be converted into heat' energy,
we consider that.lighrt is also
,a kind of energy. The name
for this kind of energy iS
"radiant energy."

MINISEQUENCE IV/ACtivity 1

COMMENTARY

The data obtained can then be
discussed 'in class.

.

Caution the children not to
lay the thermome'ters down on
a surface because the,tempera-
ture of that surface will af-
fect their readings.

They'should agree that the black
covered thermometer showed the
greatest rise in temperature;
that the.grey-covered thermom-
eters showed less of a rise in e
temperature and that white Is-caper
or aluminum foil-covered ther-
m9meters showed the least -rise
it temperature.

).hot

the light bounced off the,white
-shiny surfaces. The light

was stopped or'utr'aued" by a
black surface.

No, light is converted to heat
energy when it is trapped.

For example, they may know that
black, asphalt roads become
very hot on a sunny day ot*that
dark clothing generally become
hOtter in the dun than ,does
white' clothing.

You may want to have the chil-
dren speculate on whether or
not all.of the light energy
,became heat energy. Although
they will not know for sure;
they should be able to,infer,
from their experience in the

223
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TEACHING''SEQUENCE

4. Now suggest to the chil-
dren that, sinie blackNIkur-
faces "trap" moreradiarit
energy and.become.warmer in
the sun than do,lighter col-
oredsurSfaces, a thermomete,r
might be made intoa good
radiant energy "trap " -by
painting its bulb black.

Give each. pair of Children a
thermometer. The children can
take the thermometers to the
black poster paint a"nd dip the
.bulbs in just up to the edge
of the plastic.'

212
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MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

preceding sequence among others,
that no energy should be "lost."

It is assumed that the children
will. be using the same 'thermom-
eiers whose 1,pwer backing was
cut off in Minisequence,M. ,
If they are not., the backing
should first be cut off as
kdescribed.there in order to
expose the bulb.

, -
If the paint does not cover the
glass bulb, but runs off, it
may be necessary for the chil-
dren} to wash the bulbs clean
Ne.7,,i-th)a little soap and water
/and then dry them with a paper
towel before dipping them again
into the paint. Because it
will take some time for the
thermoMeter bulbs to crry, you
may wish to have the children
prepare, t1 thermometers early
in the day and return to the
Activity later on.

224
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TEACHING'SEQUENCE

They should then set the
thermometers to dry with the
bulb end propped'up so that
it does not touch' anything.

What might happen if these
thermometers with blackened
bulbs were placed in the
'sunlight?

N-
4
w ask what would happen if

he thermoMeters were placed
in the shade and beams of
light reflected onto them by
using mirrors in the sunlight.

Let pairs of children try plac-
ing thermometers in e shade
and shining beams of s light
onto the blaCkened bulbs ith
mirrors. One child in'eac
pair can hold and observe the
thermometer while the other
positions the mirroi.

Some children may become qilri-
ous about, what might happen. if
several reflected beams of
light are allowed. to strike
one blacker/thermoTeter

A

bulb: The .should' encotr-
,

aged to work with other teams
, to try such an experiment..

5. In this Section the

0.

s1

mirlisEQupNa IV/Activity 1

CqiMaNTARY

The childten should be able to
predict that the thermometers
will show higher temperatures
than usual because the blackened
bulbs will trap radiant energy
froM the sun. (Unblackened
bulbs would trap some radiant
energy- also, but would show a
smaller temperature rise.)

If some of, the children have
learned to think of light as
radiant energy; which can be
converted into heat energy,
they should be able to answer
that they expect the tempera-,
tures registered by the ther-
mometers'to go p. If they
have -nCkt as y grasped this,
the following experiences will
reinforce this concept.

This part of, the Activity must
be done o'n a'bright, clear,
sunny day. Caution the chil-
dren about the danger of look-
ing directly at the sun or at
its reflection in a mirror.

In some classiooms the child
holding the thermometer could.,
remain inside the room while
the%Other child refleq,,ts a
beam of plinlight in through
the window%

If this question does not arise
spontaneously, you might raise
it and let the children test,
it. They will generally find
that the more mirrors they aim,
at-the blackened thermometer
bulb, the higher the tempera-
ture rises.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

'children are shown how to ma4e
a 16ind'ok mirror that Will
reflect and concenrate'a
very large amount of light
onto the'blackened thermometer
bulb. You might begin by aA-
'ing he children if they have
see he rdflectors that people
som es use to shine sunlight-
on the r faces to get a suntan

\," Suggest that they might use
- the same principle here to

,help-the thermometer catch...
even Mokeiradiant energy.!_i

Give each pair Of children a'
piece of.white paper, ,a piece
of aluminum foil about the same
size from the roll, a pain of
scissors,'and access to glue
(this can be shared with other
teams). They can bdgin by
gluing the aluminum foil to/the

,

.piece of paper with bke Shiny
side showing and the aull idel

idtoward the paper. Then hey
can use-the scissdrs to trim
the excess foil from the edges.
When everyone' has th4ir foil
glued to paper and trimmed,
they can roll it into a cone,
like the °Tye shown, with "the

to,
shiny side in. The cones
should come to a point on one
end pid be open 6 or 7 cm
wide on the other. When the
children have formed good
cones, they should staple
thein, as shown, or use tape
to holsd them, in shape. Then
have the chAldren cut .just
enough (abou't 1 cm) off the
tips of theittcones so that
the thermometer bulb can just
slip through. They can then'
insert the blackened thermom-
eter bulbs to the point where
the backing touches the cone.
With a 'little modeling clay

214
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I

COMMENTARY .

You mi ht warn them that this
is a v ry poor Practice .because
`the absorption of radiant ener-
gy from.6he sun, whit includes
invisible ultra-violet radia-
tion as well. as visi le light
and invisible infra-red (heat),
can cause damage to the skin
and to the eyes.

226.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

they can fasten the thermom-
eter and cone together. The
bulb of.the thermometer should
be centered so that it does
riot touch the sides of the
cone. The adjacent sketch
shows, the completed "radi/Ant
energy trap" 8

**)

O
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Let the chi,14en try out their
radiant energy traps on light
sources" such as flashlight,
incandescent lampsand the
sun. The trap is used by
pointing the open end of the
cone at the source: Tte
Children should record their
findings on a' worksheet 'of
their own design.

4 2.

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1.

CO$IENTARY

Fhis secfion, should be kept
'fairly "open" for the children
to.tryout the\cone deirice,o'n
all sorts of sources.

Caution the childre4.,not to
let the thermometers go above
50°C as they may break. They
will reach 50°C in about twenty
seconds. if the traps are aimed
at the sun on a clear day; so
care will be netessary.

When the children have had
time to use thei) radiant e4,-
ergy traps witl.various light
sources, have them share.their
findingS If questions come
up which can be answered by, ,

experiment, grouplof children
can design and perform such
experiments.

<e,

Forexample,"when the cone
device is two feet from'a 100
Watt light bulb, some children
may think that it shows an
inceased temperature because
the air around it gets warm and
not because it is Catching
radiant energy. They can test
this idea by putting an ordigary

"thermometer near the'de-vice
.

tc) measure the air tempera-
ture.

se

iNext, ask what would happen if
a mirror were used to reflect

ta beam of.sunlight into the
radiant energy trap. Have
pairs of children try out
their ideas. (Again, caution
them.notIto look directly at

216
r.

Ydu fight show'the children a
picture of °solar coubkers"
which work the same way\FS do'
their radiant energy thermom-
eters. One match picture ib on
page 184 of the LIFE ScienceLibrary..book,'Energy. Such
cookers are a%),tuly used in
some parts of the world where
ther,e is a great deal of sun-
shine and 'the cot of fuel is
'high compared with the gener'al
ecdnomic

Unless the children have them-
selves thought of 'this expe,ri-v.
meet) you should suggest it.
ItS purpose is
the connection betwee radiant
energy,, which ,is converted to
heat energy"when absorbed, and
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

the sun or into the sun'.s
refliectiOn in a mirror.) One
way /to- perform the experiment'
is to have one child stand in
the shade against a wall hold-
ing the device pointed toward
the other child, but without
looking into the beam of
reflected sunlight. This

i _reflected beam is produced by
the other thild holding a
mirror in the sunlight a few
feet away, .aimed at the open,
end of the cone.

I

6: Finally, set the electric
iron where it can be seen by
the class. Tilt it up in the
usual way` so that the hot side
faces: across a table and turn
it to the highest setting,
but don't plug it in. From a
dist,ande of atIoutrone and a
half feet, aim one of the
radjlant energy raps at the
flap surface of-the iron.,
Alsb set an ordinary thermom-
et r next to the trap
eg 'distant from the iron
to easure the air tempera,.
t re.

4k some children to1144ok at
the thermometers and report
their readings to the class.
Get the, others to predict 's
whatrthe readings will be
after the iron is plugged in. .

'Then:plug it in and let other
chiAdien read the thermometers
front time to.time.

How do the temperature
readings 'compare?

Why do you think the 41

f

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

'COMMENTARY'

light, Which reflects from
mirrors, travels in a straight
line, and goes through materi-
als.

Having a wall in the background
will help tt.e second child to
see how he or she is Aiming
the light beam.

)

The children should find that
the temperature shown by the
thermometer rises quickly,
although' not as-guickly as

-'when the cone is aimed directly
at the sun.

0

Thi.S last Section of the Activ-
ity is ddne as a demonstration.

1

Within a few minutes thb ther-
mometer inAtle radiant energy
trap gill Or- showing a higher
temperature than the ordinary
thermometer..

,

Apparently /there is energy -5'

223 217
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

readings differ?
,

.(e

/ 4

How does this energy travel?
)Next.set1the radiant energy
..
trap.as shown i!'1 the illustr,a-
tion. Notice that radiation
from the iron cannot, get to it
because of the screen, (which

L.- may be 'a book, etc,): Before
putting the mirror (aluminum
foil-coyered cardboard) ,in
place as shown, let some chil-
dren read the temperature of

-"1- the thermometer in the Crap.
' /hen place the aluminum foil

i
--,...1 mirror in position by sighting

along the detector and turning
the rkirror'until the electri'
iron can be seen 'in the mirror
in line with the trap. Now
let some other children read
the thermometer.

I

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

AO

COMMENTARY

coming from the inn which is
registered as a temperature,
increase by the thermometer
in the cone device but not by
the other thermometer. (The
latter measures only the air
temperature.)

The temperature of the cone
device should have returned
nearly toroom temperature
before beginning this part of
the demonstration.

/

/////////Avemv.,,,,,,,

a

Discuss the children's observa-
tions with them.

O.

218

Within a few minutes the thdr-
mometer will again show an in-
creased XempeLture.

Appropriate condlusionS might
be that:

1. The iron is a source of
energy which'can be trap,ed by
the cone device;

t.

20, cm



.TEACHING SEQUENCE

You may suggest that what the
iron is giving off can also
be called "radiant energy"
even though it can't be seen.
It can, however, be detected
by their cone device, which
in this case could be called
a radiant energy detector.

a.

4o.
MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

2. This energy appear
travel in the same way that
light does;

And it reflects from
aluminum foil the way that
visible light does.

If yOu wish, you can tell the
children thal this type of in-
visible radiation is called
"infra-red radiation." It is
just one of many types of in-
visible.radiant energy. Ultra-
violet radiation and radio
waves are two others.

A

231
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Activity2 Chemical Energy(Batteries)toHeatEnergy

1.1

In this Activity the children will find that a battery and bulb,
which they know can produce -bath light and heat energy when con-
nected into a completed circuit (Grade 3, Minisequence IV), may
be used to produce only heat energy.. A bulb that has been

fjpainted blackis used as, the "heat machine."

Iri'the previous ACtivity, the child.ren used -a blackened ther-
momet,gr bulb to help them detect and measure heat energy being
transferred. Here, by comparing a blackened and an unblackened
flashlight,bulb,.the children find that a battery and bulb may
be used.to produce either heat energy only or to produce less
heat energy and some light (radiant energy) .

What is the ulttmate source of the energy in a battery? How
long will it last? The children investigate these goints by
drawing current from a flashlight tattery, to the end of its
useful life. They find that partkf-therFenergy'stored in the
battery goes into heating the battery, the remainder presumably
going into whatever circuit is -connected to it. From their ob-
servation of a chemical leaking out of the battery'at-the end
of its life, the children are led-to strengthen the comclusion

''that the source of energY in a battery is chemical (electro-
chemical energy). ,j

Thr A N

I

MATERIALS AN.D.E

For the class you will need: .

220

#4

jar poster paint, black

1 cock with a veep second hand

1 roll masking tape,

aluminum foil (small amount)
,

paper

graph paper (about 4 squares/in.) (2/cm)

1
\

; several old newlkapqrs dr.a roll of Eq.astic wrap
strpo..*

1 No. 6, "Ignitor" dry cell. This is the large (6-1/G cm
'diameter by 16 cm) dry cell with two screw terminals on

. 2 34



1

the top. (optival)

1 wire cutter (Optional)

1 piece, about 20 cm long, ot iron hair wire, No. 30c,
available from Woolworth's1-hd other department stores
(optional)

MINISEQT.ENCE IV /Activity 2

1,-

For each team of 4 children, you will need:

2 flashlight bulbs, No. 14 .

2 sockets for the above (A.S.&E No. 006H002)

4. flashlight batteries in good condition ("D" cells, not
alkaline batteries)

3 pieces of bare copper or aluminum wire, 12-in. (30-cm)
Dong

1 thermometer

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

Half of'the No. 14 bulb are to be used as they are. The others
shdiald have the glass portion blackened. Shis.canbe done by .

dipping the bulb into black poster paint. If the paint does
hot adhere to the'glass, first wash the bulbs in soap and water
to remove any oil,from the glass. The children prepared ther
mometers in this way for use in Activity,l, so you may want to
,have several volunteers prepare all the bulbs for the clags.

Remove the cardboard outer
covering from the .lower two
thiids of each of theflash-
li'ght batteries. This wilyl
expose most of the zinc can
(negative end) of the battery.

ALLOCATION OF TIME;

.

Approximately.2 hours are needed for this Activity.

PAM A

-233
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Divide the class into
groups and giye each group a
regular No.. 14 bulb, a socket,
two flashlight batteries and
two or 4hree copper or alumi-
num wires to be used to make
the circuit. They Should also
have access to aluminumfoil
and masking tape.

Ask the children to attempt to
assemble the materials in such
away that the bulb lights.

Can you get the bulb to
light morebrightly than --. -

it does with one battery?

See that each team knows how
to do this with a circuit such
'.as the one shown 'in the illus-
tration below. You may want
to draw such a circuit on the
chalkboard.

Next ask the children to
break their circuit, at; some

. point to turn, the bulb',off.

Then give each group-a 'black-
ened bulb, another socket, two
more flashlight batteries and
two or three more wires. Ask
them to connect this bulb in

222

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity' 2

COMMENTARY

Groups of-four children'each'
would be good for this activ-
ity. If you wish to use less
equipment, you might have_groups
,work with the materials at dif-
ferent times in a corner of the
room and discuss the results
with the- whole class at a later
time.

Children who have worked, wtth
these materials before, (e.g.,
in COPES Grade 3, Minisequence-
'4), will have no trouble light-
ing the bulb. Others should
be given sufficient time to
experiment with the materials.
If the children need help in
making connections to the bat-
tery, suggest that they double
back about 1 cm at the ends of
the wires and crimp a small
piece of aluminum foil around
one doubled wire. This will
make ends that are easy to
tape to the batteries. (See
p. 185 of the Teacher's Guide
for Grade 3.)

From Minis ActivityIV, Activity
3 of Grade 3, they '-sho ld know
that 2 batteries will make the
bulb glow brighter than 1 bat-

Nt:ry.

Remind the children of what'
the symbols in the sketch
mean-

1

It is probably' a good idea to
tell the children that the
blackened bulb As a bulb just
like the regular No. 14 bulb
but with blaCk paint on it.

234'



TEACHING SEQUENCE

a complete circuit with two
batteries at the same time
that they reconnect the cir-
cuit with the regular No. 14
bulb. Both circuits 'should be
like the one shown in the
illustration.

,

When the Children have done
this, ask them to state
whether or not they have made.
complete circuits and what
evidence they can give for
their statements.

0
Eventually some of the chil-
dren shbuld remark on how hot
the blackened bulb feel.
When they do, let them discuss
why the two bulbs (bla:ckehed
and unblackened) feel differ-
ent.

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

In one case the lighted bulb is
sufficient evidence of a com-
plete circuit. If necessary,
remind the chil.crren that bat-,
teries, bulbs, wires, etc.,
are said to makd a complete
circuit when they produce cer-
tain changes such As the pro-.
ductiop of light or,heat, and
the gradual wearing out of the
batteries. Ih the case of the
blackened bulb, the children
may see light.tlirough small
holes in the 'paint, or they
may feel the heat-produced.

If no one notices the heat en-
ergy, suggest that'the chil-
dren touch the bulbs to see
how they feql. If a child
says that one set of batteries
may be stronger, and that this
difference accounts for the
heat energy, ask whether they'
think all of the children would

233
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TEACHING 'SBINENCE

2. Ask the children which
bulb, the blackened or the
blackened one, will use up the

. eiergy of the batteries first.

What U.nd. of a test could
. be seeNup to'determine the
answer to this question?.

Have some of the children set
up two .circuits as before, 6ne-
with a blackened bulb and one
with ,a clear bulb. Use two,
identical, new "D" batteries

° fbr each circuit. Connect both.
circuits at the.same time and
place them where they may be
observed' from tine to" time.
If there are no holes at all
in the black coating on the
one bulb, usg A metal object
such as'a paper clip to scrape_

% a tiny hole so that the bright-.
''ness of-the light inside can
be seen.

224
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MINISEQUENCE IV/gctivity .2

COMMENTARY 4

have chosen the strongest bat-
te'ries for the blackened bulb
by chance.

There may be other plausible
'suggestions for the difference
in temperature, for which-you
can let the children make up

t their own experimental tests'.
For example, they may suggest
switching batteries to check
whether one set of batteries
is strongerorthan the other..

Since both bulbs are electrical-
ly the same, (one is just as
good a conductor'as the other,
etc.), the children may suggest
that they will both 1.2§.e up the
batteries' snergyat about the
same tiner(iif the batteries

are about equally good to
start with). On.the other hand,
they may feel that one or the
other will use up the batteries
sooner. In any case their .

ideas can be put tosexperi-
mentel test.

The batteries' should be the
same brand, purchased at the
same time, etc. Be sure that
the children make good electri-
cal connections in the circuit.

The bulbs will dim and finally
go out at tisFout the.sarrie time.
In order that this can be ob-
served, it may be
disconnect the ci
end of one school
connect them on t

necessary to
cuits at the
day and re-'
e next. .(The

batteries will recover some of
their capacity to supply current
during these "rest" periods,
but eventually their electro-
chemical energy will be used: up

4
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

3. Have the class as a whole
summarize the similarities
and differences between the
circuit*. made with the two
kinds_ of bulbs in a class,
discussion.

Ifthe children don't: raise
the question, you should ask.
whether'or not 'the ordinary .

bulb does give off some heat.
energy. If the children
haven't noticed it before,
they can feel this 'by compar-
ing.an unlit bulb with one
that has been lighted for a
while and then turned off
justDefore being touched.

1. So far the childreg have
found that a battery and bulb
can produce a larger emount of
heat energy as well as light
and a smaller amount of heat
'energy. Apparently_some of
the radiant energy coming
from inside the blackened bulb
was converted to heat energy.'
But what provides the energy

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

and the bulbs will_go out4

Here axe some of the similar-
ities the children might,list:

1. Same kind of ID,Iette ies
2. Same kind of wires
3. Same kind of bulbs
4. S \me kind of circuit
5. Batteries used up in about

the same amount of time'-
6. Filaments in thdbulbs

equally bright.

Some of the differences the
children may list:

1. Light given off b\ one bulb
.2. More heat, energyCgiiveri off

by the blackened bulb
3. Black'paint on the bulb

giving off heat energy.

The bulb that was lighted will
feel a little varmer,'showing
that it did produce some heat
energy while it was producing
,light.

41 A
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

MINISEQUENCE IVActivity2

COMMENTARY

to light _the bulb's? Is there
oin energy conversion there
also?

Provide each team with .a bat-
ter, a thermometer, a piece
of bare cppper wire;and access
to aluminum foil, masking tape,
'flashlight bulb and a socket.

At this point they should test
their batteries by seeing if
they will light a fla.shlight
bulb' as in the previous sec-
tions.

Divide each team in the fol-
lowing. way. One child should
be the timekeeper. He or she
will be'responsible for watch-
ing the clock and marking the
time at the ..e,nd of each min-
ute. second child will read
the thermometerWe-state the
temperature when the first says
the time. Finally, a third
will record both the time and
the cb' responding temperature
ad sated by-the first two.

When, they understand their`
various roles, explain that.
they will be observing any., .

changes' in, and recording the
temperature of, a battery wb.en
a copper wire is connected
between its, two ends.

Show them how they should tape
a thermometer with its bulb
against the zinc can of the
battery. Then show-them-how'
to connect the copper wire and
begin taking data, recording
the temperature once a minute.

226

After the testy the bulbs and
sockets can be set aside.

By having, a separate timekeeper
for each team, it will be pos-'
sib.le for them to work indepen-
dently and to begin whenever
they have their equipment ready.

The form in which they 'record
the data should be something
like- the sample shown below.
You may wish to put an example
on the board.

TIME (mlna TEMPERATURE (°C)

.
,

.

41110 ,

. .

.

. r

It is recommended that this work
be done on old newspapers or

i,

plastic wrap to, damagerevent da
from leafing the iCals.

In order to mike a good con-
nection, suggest that the
children double'back 1 cm ofa._
both ends of toe- wire and

3* 3
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TEACHITNG -SEQUENCE k

thermometer

zinc Ca13

copper wtn .

,Ansyer any questions the chil-
dren have and then let them
begin. From time to time,
while they are taking data,
suggest that they briefly
touch tte zinc' can of the
battery to feel its tempera-
ture.

The children should continue
taking data for a minimum of
about 25 minutes. If their

-*interest does not' f14,tthey
can continue for 40 min tes,
or even longer. Otherwise, a
few children may take a longer
series of data to show the
class later.,

re'

MINISEQUENCE iv/Actiyity. 2

COMMENTARY

crimp a small wad Of aluminum
foik,around each end before,
taping it to the battery, as
described earlier.

6

Because'some of the batteries
may show signs of ktakage, the
children should wash their
hands to remove any chemicals
when they finish.

The therhometer will probably
remain a few degees above room
tempprature for nearly a day.

/,
227
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Have a few of the teams leave
their batteries connected, and
set them aside for observation
on succeeding-days.

The, other teams can disconnect
their batteries aria check them
again with flashlight bulbs.
Discuss the changesfthat have
,occurred in the flashlight
batteries as a result of the
interaction.

Also, discuss the temperatures
that were obtained:.

Did. the temperature change
more at the begi(ping or
later?'

p. What was the highewt temper-
ature- reached?

Did the temperature go up
faster or down faster?

Give each ch,ild a sheet of
graph paper on which to make -

a graph of the temperatures
that they recorded. A typical.
graph is shown on page 229.,

t

4

3. Now, discuss the activity
again with the ohildren. You
might ask whether or not the
temperature ,of ,the- battery
changes more at the beginning
or later.

228

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity 2

COMMENTARY

These..should be left on plastic
wrap or some other surface that
will not be damaged by the
chemicals that leak out.

The:changes mentioned should
include the production of heat
energy, the loss of ability,to
light a flashlight bulb, and
perhaps changes-in the material
of the battery.

You may wish to let them try a
few unused batteries for com-
parison:

C)It the chi dren stem to have
trouble with these questions
because they have no graph
of the data, do not press the
discussion. Instead, suggest
t'hate graph might help to
answer them.

.

Coordinate graphing was intro-.
auced iN Grade 4 of COPES.
Some children may, need help
marking the axes and labeling
them. This should be dpne as
in the sample graph.- It is
important that the units (°C
and minutes) be specified, as
well as the numbers 'on each
axis.

The temperature should go up
'th most during the early
min tes (except perhapi, for 0
the first minute).

240
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/
. TASK AND TRAINING VARIABLES IN HUMAN PROBLEM SOLVING.

AND CREATIVE THINKING
Project 10'3

Principal Investigator:
. Gary A. Davis, Professor of Educational Ps57,chOlogy

--.

TECHNICAL,. REPORTS, THEORETICAL PAPERS,.

PRACTICAL PAPERS, AND BOOKS'

te

Davis, G. A. The curre status of research and theory in human problem

solving. Ocbasiona -Paper No. 2. Out of print. 23,pp. -June 1966.

ED 010 506,

Problem-solving theories in three areas are summarized: traditional,

learning, cog4tive-Gestaltiapproaches, an more recent:computer and
mathematical models of problem solving. -Recent empirical studies are
categorized according to the type ofbehavioeelicited by the taak:.... oveft
or covert trial- and -error behavior. The review extends from January 1960
to June 1965.

Davis; G. A.,' Houtman, S.' p.,

o

, Warren, T. F.,'& Roweton, W.' E: A program for

% training creative thViiing:, I., Preliminary.field test. Technical Bepdrt

No. 10 . Out of,priqt., 19. Royember, 4969. ED 0.56)19. ,

,

A-t ree-part model cOncaptuat4 g the components,of "creativity" at . t
.

(
(1 approprite'creatiye at tudes,,(2), various ,cognitive abilities, and, a

(3) fdea-gendt#61. g tedfinioues,=suggests-,a-stru4Ured approach for

441
r

imbroving pre thinkingo w

.., ,r., ,, , ., A cy . . ..
.

Davis, G. A.,eHoutman, S. E., Warren, T. °F.,,, owetont,'W.,E.,4Mari, S., &
Belcher, T. L. rogram for trAininp creatilMthriOing: Inner city.
evaluation. Tec nical Report No. 224:,-30zPp. April 1972. ED On 809

.

. °!) .** /
lo

The effeetiyeness of a workbook foe traineg cylostiie'th3nking, Thidking'
Creatively: A'' Guide to Training Imakpatlon .,was evaluated with asampLe
'of19t3 inner-city students. The matdilialg.giek..toeach:atti.tudes which,
predispose an individual to behave tore .creatiely rid:3:,teehhiques for

producing new combinations of ideas.
.

0
-'-

Despite the finding that.both the training materialt and-the testin
iip-truments were difficult.for many of the s to rOad end thorougtily
calptehend, most students and teachers fel that stdder&i had. benefited -..

from the CreativiCy training experience. Two experimental classes showed'
modest gains in Torranee Test scores;.;s in all four4experimentel lasses :.--,

displayed more creative attitudes'a$ indexed by'a number of items in the -

, 20-item attitude survey. ,.
.

.4 .
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TEACH NG SEQUENCE

What form of energy appeared
durifkg the experiment that
caused the temp erature to
change?

What was the source of the
heat,, energy?

Was the battery changed?

You might suggest to Vae class
that the battery has lost
something called "chemical
energy" while it was producing
heat energy.

Call you now give a descrip-
tion of what happened.when
the blackened and Unblackened
bulbs were connected'irito
electrical circuits?

What form was the energy in
before the start?

.What was this chemical energy
converted to by the clear
bulb?

........

. N

What was it converted to on
the surface of the blackened
bulb?

You might summarize the con-
versions with simple diagrams 4:
on the chalkboard'such as;

230
243

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity 2

Heat energy.

The battery..

Yes. In fact, if left con-
ne ed, breaks will eventually
appeir in the zinc and the
chemicals will'leak out. Also,
.the battery can be tested and
shown to have lost some or all
qf its ability to light a
flashlight bulb.

p

Ir

Chemical energy in the battery.

some heat

r

(F4

Radiant energy'(plus
'energy).

The first answer the children'.
give may be "heat energy,"
But pon reflection, some
children may realize that the
inside of the 'bun first madt
radiant energy (light), and
that this was converted into
heat energy when it Itruck and
was, trapped by the "blackened
surfaye of the bulb.



A

TEACHING SEQUENCE.

chemical
energy .

(in a
battery)

inside of
blackened`
flashlight
bulb

radiant'
energy
(light)
and some
heat
energy

clear
flash-
light
bulb

black
surface

1-

of black
ened flash-
light bulb

radiant.
energy
(light)
and some
heat
energy

1

mqre
heat
energy

EXTENDED ,EXPERIENCE:

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity 2

COMMENTARY

°

`A-

aw 4
Show the children the No. 6 dry oell and a piece of iron hal.
wire. Ask what they think might happen if you were to connec
it between the two terminals on the top 'f the battery. After
the children have discussed thb possibilities, remove the two
plastic cdps from the terminals and wrap one end of the wire/
tightly around one of the terminals. Then pull the other end
of the wire over against the other terminal. Soon the wire
should 'begin to,gloui with red light. Do not keep, the wire
across the terminals for very long as this heavy load will
quickly run down the b&-tee Do not touch the wire between
the 'poles becauie it becomes very ham. Caution the children
not. to touch it either.

Dim the roomlight by lowering the shaded, if possible, and
turning out the room lights. Again, pull the wire avinst the
battery terminals. The children should observe the glowing red
wire. Help...them to understand that light is coming from the
hot wire..

.

DiscuSs the forms of energy that were involved: Wiot kind'of
energy was involved when the wire became hot? (Heat energy).
What was the e'of the heat energy in the battery? (Chemical
energy) Thus t e sequence of transformations that take place
is: chemical energy --(electrioal energy'--).).heA .enerify-41
radiant ene-rgy.0 What is Vile final form of energy preduced?
(Radiant.energy, or light, plus some heat) .

4
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MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 2

Help the children.to compare this activity with what they did
earlier. There tNe conversion'of radiant energy to heat was'
studied; herethey have seen an example of the conversionxif
heat energy to radiant energy (light). They siould be able to
think of other examples, such as wten a wire is heated in a
candle flame.

4
232
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Activity 3 Chemical Energy (Food) to Heat Energy

- In the previous two Activities., the children have observed that
some heat energy is produced when energy is converted from one
form to another. They detected this heat energy by measuring
the increase in temperature with a thermometer followilg 'dif-
ferent energy transformations. n this Activity the children,
-will investigate another kind of energy.transformation, one
that plays a very important role in living things. They will
find thatwhen seeds germ1naje and begin to grow (use chernipa1
energy--food), a measurable amount of heat energy is produced.
The children will find that when yeasts utilize apple juice,-at
least part of the chemical energy is.'also degra4d to heat.
The idea which is introduced here--that when. energy is trans-
formed, some heat energy is produced--is an impertant one,irk.
the degradation of energy conceptual scheme and the various'
experiences with it are preliminary to the types of inter=
actions considered in Grade 6

, _

'ilemite;011*

skr

MATERIALS AaD EQUIPMENT:

For Each group of 4 or 5,children you will -need:

, thermos bottles1/2 pint

2 thermometers, -20°C to 50°C'

For the class you will need:

1 hot plate and pot with cover

clear plastic food wrap, 1roll

seedt; black-eyed pt as, peas, kidney beans, lima beans,
corn or radish seeds or any other seeds which germinate
fairly rapidly ,

paper towels

germination dishes, Such as glass-or:plastic ri,

dishes ..,
I -

.
.

.

1 4S0x microscope (optional)

For each pair of children you will need:

2 polyfoam cups, 6-oz to 8-oz (180-240 ml)

233
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MINISEQVNCE IV/Activity 3 )

2 thermometers, -20°C to 50°C

4 packages baker's yeast (1/4 ounce)

1 copy of Worksheet IN.7-3,
r

2 stirring rods (popsicle sticks make nod ones)

I 1-oz (approximately 30-m1) cup, waxed paper opr plastic

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

A few days, before you want to start this ActiVity,germinate
seeds in germination dishes on moist paper towels. 'The chil-
dren can help with this preparation, which is similar to what
theyw111 be doing in the next sequences (See Activity 4 of
Minisequence V). Cover the trays loosely with plastic wrap.
Each of the two thermos boAtles will be half fil1pd with seeds.
Therefore germinate enough seeds (for each group) to about fill
one thermos. Use large seeds such as kidney beans, black-eyed
peas, peas,00rn, lima beans, etc., all of.which can be pur-
chased in quantity at the supermarket. Radish seeds, although
smaller, shave the advan tage 6f germinating in about 24 hours.

(

You might want to ask the 'children to bring in-thermos bottles
from home Prior to beginning the Activity. Each group wilt].
need 2 bottys in the small, 1/2 pint size.

'

About,24 hours after' the seeds have begun to germinate, diyidt
the seeds into 2 groups, which may bA designated as experimdntl
and control.. The control seeds will-b4 killed before placing
them in one.of the two thermos bottles:-.. Boil them in water-for

\about five minutes 4nd let them,cpol in the _covered pot. The
.Activity should begin at/this point.

ALLOCATION OF TImp:

Approximately 2 hours will be needed for this Activity, extended
over a pefiod of.a week or so.

I

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Initiate a short dis-
cussion to review the idea
that living things can grog,
provided a food "supply is
availab14. If there is no
food, there is no growth. /

234
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COMMENTARY

This idea introduced in
Grade 4of COPES (Minisequence
I) where mold was seen to grow
on bread kept in a moist.closed
System.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

it4<'
.4N

What happens when a living
'thing grpws?

1

You may want to suggest that
growth is' a change, Which is
evidence of an interaction:
therefore, one might expect
that some cciiire-rsion of ener-
gy would be involved.

at da you think is the,
source of energy for living
things?

Do seeds require food ener-
gy ,for growtkr'n Encourage,
what will probably he a
lively dis'cussion baseAl-/
upon the children's prior
experiences'and observa-
tions.

.What would you ptedict might
happen to this food energy
when it is transformed?

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 3

COMMENTARY

Growth inva,.ves not only the
obvious increase in size, which
most children recognize readily,
but also an increase in com-
plexity. Those who do not
recognize the latter can be
asked, for instance, what hap-
pens when bapies grow? Ea
they simply increase in size
in becoming children?

3

,

Food is.the source of energy
for many living things.

,

There might be some* confusion
here. (Possible responses are:
Yes, the seed gets its food
from. the storage leaves, the
cotyledons. (Starch was de-
tected in the storage leaves
in a Grade 3 activity).. Yes,
the seed gets its food from
the soil. Yes,-the seed gets
its food (energy) from sun-
light. No, seeds don't require
a food source because they will
germinate in plain. water)d
in the dark.

The children hopefully will
draw upon their past experi-
ences with energy transorma-
tions. Heat energy is almost
always prOduced when viergy is
converted from one form to
another. If the children'do
not suggest that heat energy
will be produCed, you might
ask them about the previoUs.
Activities in which heat ner-
gy was observed following dif-
ferent energy transformations.

,Take the time to introduce this
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Help the children to formulate
the following hypothesis: If
food energy is stored within
the seed, then when the seed
germinates and begins to grow
and utilize the, food energy
some heat energy should also
be produced. We 'should be
able to detect this heat en-
ergy.

In order to help the children
design a system for deteOting
this type of energy conver-
s,ton, raise the following
questions:

What will happen to the
system if heat energy is
produced?

What will happen to the heat
energy if it is produced?

How can the loss of heat
-energy be minimized?

Next, showIthe children the
seeds which have begun to

. germinate and explain that in
.6-r'Ver to 'show that the ex-
pected.effect (the production
of heat energy) would not be
obtained by' -seeds which are
unable to utilize Ahe stored
food, ,you have prepared a

236
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COMMENTARY

idea with the children. It is
an important, understanding in
the degradation'of energy con-
ceptual scheme.

WIN

-\

There will be a rise in tem-
perature. Therefore, themom-
eters will be needed to detect
the heat energy,'

It will be lost to the sur-
roundings rather quickly.

Insulated containers could be
used. Thermos bottles will be
needed in this Activity be-
cause the germinating seeds
produce a relatively small
amount of heat energy over ,a
long period of 4iMe..' 4 rateate
of heat production mustthe
greater than the rate of heat
loss if a temperature rise is
to be obserized,
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

control group of boiled seeds
which will be subjected to the
same experimental conditions.
They are to half fill each of
two thermos bottles--one with
the control s eds, and one
with the ex erimental seeds.

4

Alz- this point, the children
sEould have two 1/2-pint
thermos bottles, each of whiCh

half full of seeds which'
have begnn to germinate.'" One
bot.t;e (the control) contains
dead seeds and the other. liv-
ing/ones. They should .crumple
up 'some plastic- wrap and piece
it in the neck of each thermos.
Then Place a thermometer'into .

each thermos, sticking through
the plastic wrap. Label the
thermos bottles as to seed
type, experimental or con-
trol, and data and time of
placing the sends in

.

Have -the children record the
temperature in each thermos
about twice ,a day and record
their data.

0

MTNISEQUENCE IV /Activity 3'

COMMENTARY

The children can work in groups
of 4 or 5 on this experiment,
with some members of each team
responsible for the experi-
mental set-up and some for the
control. The children should
transfer the boiled seeds to
the thermos as carefully as
possible, trying to maintain
aseptic conditions as mpch as
possible. This is necessary
since if too much mold gets
into the thermos, the mold will
grow and heat energy will be
produced. If this happens,
you will have to discuss this
phenomenon with the children.

O

You might want to ask them to
set up their own KorksheetS
sihila'r to the following:

,

Time ,.

(Hours,)
TemperatUre("C)

Cont.ral'Experimeftal

Start

5

24
29-etc.

.

.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE
/N. 4',

2421111101

TEAM I
KIDNEYBEA

EXPERIMENPI
MARCH 3,;0i9A

kalli0111111F

Once a large temperature
increase has been measured,
Jet,the children, examine the
contents of the control and
experimental thermos bpttles.

238
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COMMENTARY

The temperature of the experi-
mental bottle will rise sub-
stantially in about 24 hours
.(tó abo 40°C) while there
will be o significSnt increase
in the t mperature offthe con-
trol bottle.

It is not necessary to keep the
experiment running much more
than 48. hours. Be sure that
the temperature is not allowed
to rise above the limit of the
thermometer.

a

There will have been substan-
tial growth in the experimental
bottles and none in the
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TEACHING SEQUENCE-.

Conclude the activity with a
brief discussion emphasizing
the accumulated evidence to
support the children's
original hypothesis.

2. Suggest that it might be
possible'to detect an energy
conversion in another living
system: The children could
see if heat is produced when
yeasts utilize food energy.

e

-_

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity 3

COMMENTARt"

controls. Growth occurred,
food (energy) must have been
utilized and heat energy was
produced. Where there was no
growth, no heat energy was
roduced.

The children may also observe
a change other than size in

)

the seedlings as they begin to
differentiate into the differ-
ent plant parts studied by the
children in Minisequence I.
You may want to allow one group
of the experimental seeds to
continue to develop in order
to emphasize the increase in
organization that acoomPanies.

,9
growth. The chit ren could be
encouraged to plant some of
the seedlings.

.. .A.,

Some children may not know that
yeast is a living 'substance. .
It consksts of many tiny plant
cells.which are so small that
they cannot be separately
identified with the 40ii micro-
'scope the children have used
during earlier sequences.
Yeast cells do not contain
chlorophyll and are incapable
of producing their own food.
One or two of the children'
might enjoy finding out some-
thing about yeast and reporting
on it. If there is a high
powered microscope available,
such as a 450x, it would be
well worth pla'cing a drop of
yeast culture on a slide dur-
ing this activity so that the
children can observe the
yeast's uncellular character.
A cover slip should be placed
on the,ilid'e, as in other wet
mount.s.
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TEACHING' SEQUENCE

What is a good source of.
food for the yeasts?

".How can we show .that apple
juidersay,, is a source of
ener4y for yeast?

4

How should the experiment
be designed?

Tell the children that you
have selected quantities of
yeast, apple juice and Ater
which the whole class will
use. Ask one, child in each
team to collect theirterials
which you have assembled.

4

One childishould place 1/2 oz

240
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COMMENTARY

If any of the children have
_

found out something about
yeasts, they will know that
yeasts are particularly fond
of sugar, such as-that found
in fruit juice.

Again, they need a control. If
heat energy i.s- produced by the

'yeasts and apple juice (which
is largely water), we must show
that)%t is not produced by
yeasts' and water alone.

Two systems (experimental and
control) should be set up: The
amount of water and apple juice
should be the same in each'cup.
Similarly, the amountoof yeasts
should be the same.

.

. ..°

This part of the Activity can
readily be done in teams of. 2,
using polilfoam cups as the in-,
sulated doontainers.* (0 course,

eg
the children can use t e thermos
battles if they,sh.)

' 4
8- 8:

The quantities of each material
are very important to th
success of this experiment. t

The amounts given here have
been selected to give a maximum
temperature rise of about 7 or
8°.. If too much apple juice
is used, little ouzo tempera-
ture rise will be apparent be-
cause of the additional heat
energy required tc rarsp the
temperature of the liquid if*"
too little apple jui-ce is used, y
there will not be enough to
wet all of the yeast cells.
Ydu may want to discuss these
considerations with the class
if they question the amounts
used, dothis after the
experiment.
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WORKSHE T Tv-1 Name:

TIMD(MIN)
44

TEMPERATURE ( °C) OBSERVATIONS 9

0
.

.

5
t.

$1

10
r .

,

.
15

.
..,

20

. ,

25 . .

,.

30'--

.
0

-41

_ ..

.

'
-"N

Total change in tempeaturien

%VP
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

4...

f2 pabkages) of yeast in the
bottom of eatl of 2 polyfoam
cu s. The other team member
can 'pour 20 ml (about 2/3
ounce) of apple juice over
the yeast in one cup and the
same amount of water over
the yeast in the. second cup.

Ask the children to stir the
contents of each cup vigor-
ously for 20 or 30 seconds
until th.e yeast and liquid
form ma thick syrup ar paste.

'Each'member of the team can
stir one cup.

Distribdte Worksheet IV-1.
Have the children place a
thermometer into each cup and
observe for about 30 minutes.
Once the thermometer is in-
serted, they should not dis-
turb the systems any further.
They can take turns observing
and recording their observa-
tions.

Within about 30 minutes, the
temperature of 'the mixture will
have risen about 8°C in the
cup containing apple juice,
while no change in tempera-
ture will be apparent in the
control-cup. Give the chil-
dren time to'discuss their
.observations.

Did an energy conversion
take place?

Is all of the energy in the
apple juice transformed, to
heaillenergy?

Suggest'that some of the ener-
gy may have been converted to
additional growth or .increased
biological matter, as with the
seeds. In this process, some

242
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COMMfNTARY

The children aan use the small
1-oz (30 ml) cups to measure
the water and apple juice.

The children shduld use stirring
rods or popsicle sticks for
stirring rath'er than their
COPES thermometers because the
thermometers might break if
used for mixing-the thick
syrup.

You may prefer to have them
'make their own Worksheets, as
before.

The chi dren may. make addition-
al obse vations. They may note
that bub les have started ..4)
for or tivat the mixture appears
less thick. Encourage them to
reco d all such observations on
their Warksheet.i,

Yes--apparently food (chemical
energy) was converted tot heat
energy.

The children have no way of
knowing this.

ACtually, the yeasts increase
in number, although the chil-
dren have no way of knowing
this either. Th.e degradation
of energy is apparent from the

255
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

of the energy is degraded to
heat.

AINr8EQ6ENCE IVACtinry3

)

4' comm TARY

-change in temperature.

EXTENAD EXPERIENCE:

If some children question that the yeasts are living things
which utiliZed the'sugar in the apple juice for food, but merely
consider that they interact with 'apple, juice and not with water,

them how they stopped the growing process in the seeds.
(They were heated in boiling water'.) Were these "cooked" seeds
able,tb utilize-the food, groK, and produce heat energy? (The
experimental evidence, indicated that the control thermos showed
nO rise in temperature:) Then suggest that they repeat their
experiment with the yeasts and apple juice, but this time,
"cook" the yeasts first. This can be easil -done by holding the
sealed foil pack -ages in boiling water fo`r a ut five minutes.,,

"Then set up the experiMent in an identical man er. Will teat
energy be produced? Will the.fbod energy o.f,the sugar in the
apple juice be used by the yeast? This additiOnal experiment
should help the children realize that the yeasts are like the
seeds in that, if they are still alivewthey scan utilize a food
source. In so doing,'heat energy is the by-product.

6
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Activity 4 Kinetic Energy to Heat Energy

The concepts introduced in Minisequence II of Grade 5 are, re-
viewed and extended in the,present Activity. In the first Part
the children sense the production of heat energy when a short
piece of wire is flexed repeatedly; that+is, heat energy re-

, sulting from a mechanical interaction. They then observe the
disappearance of kinetic energy as heat energy is produced while
pressing a thermometer against a spinning bicycle tire. The
tire slows down as the thermometer registers an increase ,i7n
temperSture. ,->

In Part,B of this Activity, kinetic energy 'is converted to an-
other type of energy, potential energy. When the conversion oc-
curs, heat is again produced: That is, notll of the kinetic

- energy could be transOormed to, potgntial energy.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
1

30 pieces of bate copper wire, about #20, 4-in. (10,-cm) /

(available at department stores as solid copper utiliiy
wire)

5 bicycles

10 thermometers, -20°C to +50°C

2 woodenbr plastic rulers per bicycle, rY in. (30-m) 1
1/4

e
1

,tape, transparent ,,

a k

5 or more roller skates

15 bricks

25 rubber bands, #18!

5 sprifig scales, 500-g, e.g, Ohaus
et

10 metal ,lids, approximately, 5-cm diame

9
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PREPAR TI-ON FOR TEACHING:

Tape #ach thermometer to a rul-
er er as shown in the sketch. The

.bulb side issoutward and the
tape covers.the bulb. For add-
ed safety, tape the ent4re
length of the glass stems with
transparent cellophane tape.'

0

S
/ c

1

MINISEQUENCE IV/Acbd.vity 4

S

,Next, loop two rubber/bands together as shown in sketch A on
page 246 to make a knot as show.n.in sketch B. Pull the knot

11

very tig t. Loop a third kg4ber band around one of. the first
.

two at a position close tc 'the first knot, (-pot at the opposite.
end of the loop); and pull this second knot ver,- tight as in :f.,6
sketch C. In the same way, lOop,a,fourth rubber band to the
third close to the second knot and.pull this third knot very

withtight. Repeat the procedure Wath a.'fifth rubber barid. This
will give you a chain that looks'like sketch D. Cut the three
short segments marked X, which will leave a finphed band as
shown in sketch E. ,.

. .

' . 4

Attach one end of the rubber-hand andin to one end of one of. the
roller skates.* You might use the'same sort of lobping technique

' yod used to make band; that is, put a loop through part of .. ' .

the skate frame, put e rest of the band through the loop and
''

./t-then pull itetight.
°

258 245,
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ALLOCATION OF TIME:.

...

. The children will need about 1-r/2 hours for this Activity.
_

MINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 4 r
,

1.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

-0
PART A

1., Ask the children for exam-
ples of the conversion of
ferent forms of energy into
heat energy.

ior As the children give their.
answers, write them on the
board in an arrangement some-
thing like that .shoVn on the
right.

t-

COMMENTARY

1;t 9

The childeen should be able t4
suggest"several of the follow-

or others that are

A. CcOversion of.Chemical
Energy to !teat Energy.

y ya

a. A battery with a good ,

conductor connected across
it becomes wa?m.

b. A blabkened bulb connect-
,

ed ac2Oss.a flashlightbyttery
becom'es warm as the battery's -

,
chemical energy is used,up. 6

c. A candle producs hea t
energy as it burns. .

, pjelle&

Seeds and yeast* cells use
the chemical.ener.gy of,-food
to propde some heat.

B. Conversion ofRadiaA Energy
to Heat Energy.

Suggest that they try to pro-
duce heat in still another way.
Give each child a piece of
bare copper wire and ask that
they work in pairs. Have one
child in each pair hold the
wireby the ends and rapidly

sir -

a. A black surface becoMes
warmer whenlItit is in the sun-
light.

b. A) thermometer with a
blackemed4bulb in a reflector
shows a risein temperature.

Keep this list on the board
during the Activity as a useful
sumary.

260 II
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

bends and straighten the wire
bY)imovin.4 his otk.kler hands
together and ap'art. After
this has been done a few times,
the other childin the pair
Should quickly touch the wire
where it is bending: This
can be repeated'several.times
until the wire breaks. Then
the two children in'each pair
can reverse roles and repeat
the same process. JJ

First ask what the children
noticed. Then ask if any
other kinds of energy were in-
volved in bending the wi-re .

2. Bring the bicycle (s) into
class--or bring the class out
to the bicycles. Turn the bi-
cycles upside down and assign.
one or two children to each to
keep them from falling. Then
have another child crank a
pedal of the bicycle by hand to

', make the rear wheel spin fair-
ly rapidly. He or she should
then stop cranking and ellow
the wheel to coast. Have a
third. child read the tempera-
ture of one of the thermometers
taped to a ruler and then hold
the ruler so that the bulb
presses against the side of the
tire. When the tire Stops, the

248
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COMMENTARY

e))

The children could also quickly
touch the wire to their lips,
after bending it a few times,
and feel*the-nleat produced.
(The lips are more sensitive to
heat than the fingers.)

They will have. gfi3erved that
the wire became quite warm when
it was bent b/ck and follth.
Hopefully,' the childrepeiwill
nkcall their /Activities in
Grade 5, Mi isequehce II,and.
suggest th t kinetic4energy was
involved s nce the wire was
moving. /

Return to the list on thei..E,halk-
board and add the follo3wing:

C. Conversiein-of-Kinetic ,Energy
to Ideat'Energy

a. Flexing a wire produces
'heat./

Bqi certain that the children
keep a good grip on the ru4ers
anddo not put them where they

/12'61
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

temperature of the ther/4ometer
should be read again. ,

MINISEQUENCgCIV/Activity 4 4.

COMMENTAU

get tangled in the spokes.

1E9

You may wish to let various
'childrenkrepeat the experi
spinning the wheel at va
speeds, pressing more o ess
hard with the thermomets s,
using two..thermometers at once
to stop the tire, or whatever
else they wish to 'try out. Al-
ways be sure that the wheel is
,coasting when a thermometer. is
held against- it.

These children should be aware of
the need for using Ihermometeis
with similar starting tempera-
turesforsany comparisons they
wish to make.

How long this.,partoof the Acti-
vity continues will depend on
you. The essentialobservation
is that the thermometer bulb
rubbing on the,, tire makes it
stop more quickly than it other,
wise would and that the'tempera-
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.TEACHING SEQUENCE

. Discuss the results with the
cliss. Then add another list-
ing under the heading C. Con-
version of Kinetic' Energy to
Heat Energy.

b. A turning bicycle wheel
produces heat.

If any children tried using
different hitia/ speeds for
the bicycle wheel, or. if any
tried using two thermometer
bulbs to stop One, wheel, let
them discuss, their results.
This can help the children to
realize that a turning 'wheel
bas-a specific amount of kine-
tic energy which maybe con-
verted into a specific, amount
of heat energy.

What made the bicycle wheel
top in this Activity?

Inform them' that another word
for this rubbing is "friction."
This is the.term that is Used
whenever surfaces 'rub together,
converting kinetic energy into
heat energy. Ask the children
to.give other examples of
friction.

-

151)

MINI'EQUENCE IV/Activity 4 .

ft

COMMENTARY

ture shown by the.thermometer
goes-up in' the process. ..,The

children, may also learn that
faster spinning wheel can Pro-1'
duce a larger temperature rise,
or, that sharing the heat energy
between two thermometers. pro--
duces a smaller temperature rise
i4 each.

0

It stopped because it rubbed
against the thermometer bulb.

One pogsible example. is the
brakes, that are used to stop a
car or a bicycle.* (The heat
energy produced: in the latter
may be felt by touchin4.the
brake pads after braking down
.a long hila.) The children'
should 'be'able to cite other
examples, frot their work in
Minisequence

_ 2
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MINISEQUEiICE Iy/Actiliity 4

COMMENTARY

. .

Would the: turning bicycle: Yes. The children should know
wheel stOp even if it weren't' that a turning bicycle wheel
rubbing' against a thermometer will eventually coast to a stop.
bulb? .

,What happens to the kinetic
-energy in this case? Is it
converted into Some other.
kind of energy?

PART B

1., Suggest that the children
rk in groups of'6 to experi-

ment with the skate, bricks and
rubber bands on their own.

Show the children a skate with
three bricks an it. Set the
skates at rest.

Does the skate have kinetic
energy? Why or why not?

You, may wa to ask for ways
that the s ate could be given
kinetic en gy (put into.
motion). Let the children
demonstrate the ways--ilat thley
'mention.

The children should realize
that there is still some fric-
tion in this'case. Hopefully,
some ofthem will suggest that
heat energy is Probably pro-
duced at the axle of the wheel
but since it can spread out
through the metal it is deffi-,
'cult measure (the temperature
doesn't go up much).

0

Another possibility is the fri-c7
tion due to the wheel "rubbing"
against the air. In this case
the heat energy would be spread
out through the entire wheel.
This frictidiiiis very small com-
pared to that at the axle..

See the precursor to this Acti-
vity in the Grade 3 Teacher's
Tuide--Activity 2, Stretching
Rubber-Bands, in Minisequence
II. 'The et-up ig very similar.

No, it has no kineticen
because it is not movin

rgy,

For example,,a child may push
or pull the skate dirpctly.
Another child may pull on the
rubber band'WhiCh is attached to
the skate. Yet another may, s.ug-,
gest rolling aball so that it

26q



TEACHING SEQUENCE

No matter what-method they
children guggest, have them
describe the form of energy
that .i's converted into 'kinetic
energy of the skate.

2. Attach the free end of the
prepared string of rubber
bands*to something such as a
table leg at ope side of the
room. Station one or two chil-
dren nearby to catch the skate
when necessary. Ask another
child to pull the tkate back
several feet, stretching the ,

rubber band to about twice its
relaxed length. While he or
she is still holding the skate,
ask the children what will
happen when it is released.

a

V

Fill the skate gain kinetic>
energy whenlit is released?,

252
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COMMEPTARY,

collides with one end of the
skate.

In most cases this will be the
kinetic energy of their hands,
or of objects that are moving.

If the children suggest letting
the skateacquire.energy by ,

rolling down a ramp, as the mar-
ble did in Minisequepce II,
they shouicObe'able to see that,
in this case, the source of the
kinetic energy is the initial
(gravitational) potential energy
of the weighted skate.

Discuss hat will happen before'
finally releasing the skate.
This should help to focus the
childrehts attention on the
rubber band as the immediate
source of energy.which moves
the skate.

At leastothe children will know
that the skate should move
toward the point where the rub-
ber band is attached .to the
wall. They may explain this by
saying thatthe rubber band
will pull (exert a force) on
the skate. ¢

,

.0
Yes. Since kinetic energy i$
associated with motion/,..the
children should realize .that
the skate. will gain kietic
energy.

2
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

Finally, ask the child holding
the skate to.release it while
the .children watch. After the
skate has moved and been
caught, have a child pull it
back farther and hold it ready
to be released again. Then
discuss -what was observed.

"If the rubber band is
stretched farther than be-
fore, what difference should
you observe? -

Ask several children to try
this expeiment Idle the class

swatches. Repeat the experiment
using different amounts of
,stretch.

'Why does the'skate go faster
in some cases?

Elicit from the.childreri their
earlier understanding that work
Units are equal to force units,
times' distance units. There-
fore, when both-three awe dis-

t; tance are increated, Work must f

increase. ,This is how the-
skate gets more kinetic' 'energy
from a rubber band that is
stretched farther:

'Does a stretched rubber band
have( some kind of energy that
an. unstretched rubber band
does not?

0

_When the children se that
stretched rubber bands ere a
source of energy, you may tell
them that the kind of energy

1.

MINISEQUENCE IV/Actiyity 4

Apr

COMMENTARY

The person' who is to catch it
should be in position and ready.

Be certain-that the discussion
includes the ideas that the
rubber.band did work on the
skate by pulling it with a
force through a distance, and
that the skAe acquired kinetic

'energy in the process.

They should xpect that the
skate will e d up moving'faster
than before.

The rubber band pulls with more
force (let the children feel
the .difference by holding onto
the skate); and it pulls the
skate *through a greater dis-
tance., thus doing more work on
it.

Theaychildren should realize that
,th( stretched rubber.band must
have some kind of energy since
it can do work to make kinetic
energy. If not, ask them 'where
a marble gets its kinetic energy
from when it rolls down a ramp.
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

stored in stretched 'bands is
called "elastic potential
energy.", The more a rubber
band is stretched, the more
work it can do,' and therefore,
the more elastic potential
energy it has. With the chil-
'dren's help you might set up
the fallowing diagram:

work done
by hand

potential energy
of stretched
rubber bands

1

work done
by rubber
bands.

a

kinetic energy of
.moving skate

3. Next have a child hold the
free end of the c ain of rub-
ber bands which is ttached to
the loaded roller ate. Have
anot4er child push the skate
to start it rolling away from
the first child while the class
observes. Let the children
discuss their observations.
This may be repeated until the
class agrees on it& observa--
tions.

Ask the child wilk-O22held'the
rubber band.to'report what he'
Or she felt. ,Letlothvrs re-
peat the experiment Ad report
what they feel.' Then repeat

MINISEQUEN F IV/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

V

I

The skate will mov" tea -dily

until the rubber di, are ex-
tended. Then it w slow down,
stop, reverse its direction 'and
gain speed until the rubber
bands are again relaxed.

a

The child should report feeling
a force (pull) that began when. .

the skate s arted to slow down
and' co inued until it reached
full -peed on its retuin.

Q
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

the experiment again using as
spring scale attache to the
free end of the, ru er band.
Have them observe on the scale
that a force of a certain num-
ber of units is being applied.
Ask what caused the force that
was observed. If it is not
clear that is was caused by
tee moving'4skate, repeat with
the spring scale attached to a
chair instead of being held,.

Ask the children to describe
any work, that was done during
the expdriment. ,Remind them
of the definition of work as a
force exerted4411 an object
times t e distance through
which i is exerted.

If the 4hildren see only the
irst pi.sh as an example of

w rk, ask specifically if any
w rk was done on the string of

ber bands. If necessary,
duplicate the likrk done by
the skate'by Wing a child
pull the rubber band out to
an equivalent length with their
hands.

Was any more work done in
,

the experiment?

.

Now ask the children to, try
pushing the skate across the
floor when each of the front
wheels is in an inverted metal

- jar lid. Then repeat without
the- Lids. Discuss the dif-
ferences that are observed.

,Hive. 'them use the spring ba-'
lance measure the force.

rINISEQUENCE IV/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

This should help the children
to see that it was the motion
of the skate which caused the
force observed in the rubber
band.

Their first answer will prob-
ably be that the person,who
started the skate did work on
it by pushing it through a dis-
tance.

They should then realize that
the moving skate must havedone
work by exerting a force 'oh the
rubber }ands through a: distance.

Now the children should suggest
that the rubber` band pulling
the skate back must have done
woik on it. If'necessary, this
can be duplicated by having a
child pull the skate back as
the rubber band did. -4_

With its front-wheels in lids
the skate will be harder to
push and will slow down much
more quickly after it,has been

2 (:)(3
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity 4

I

.1

needed to pull the skate acrriss pushed.
the floor in both cases.

COMMENTARY

Ask why the skate slows down
so quickly wheA its wheel's are The moving skate slows down
in the lids. Have the chil- sooner because'oft.he greater
dren suggest how to represent force between it and the floor
what happened with a diagram when its wheels are in the lids.
like the one used before to The children should ):Ticw frpm
showoenergies.and work. For the first part of the Activity
example. that this force is called l'fric-

wirk done tion."
by hand

kinetic energy
of moving skate,

1

work done y
the s e rubbing
ac s the floor

);P--
. , *Should some kind' af energy

C go in the last box of the
-diagram?

..?

(

256
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The suggested diagram might
begin with a rectangle to-show
'the initial kineti9 energy of
theskate: Then an arrow can
be added to show that this came
from work done by the hand that
pushed the skate. Then another
can be added to show that the
kirietic energy was lost as the
skate rubbed across ;the floor.
YoU may suggest that the skate
was doing work since it was
pushing on the floor through
a distance. The children should
be able to see that this.is
similar to the previous section,
where the.skate did work against
a rubber band as it slowed, down.

'Although no form of energy was
visible, the children may sug-
gest that some, heat energy must
have been'produced by the. rub-
bing. If not, remind them of
what happened when a thermometer

a
rubbed against "a bicycle tire
in'the first part of the activ-
ity. You may also -ask them to,
try rubbing their hand_across
the top of the desk to feel
the heat that s produced.

For some children it May prove)
more convihciing to be able- to
measure' the small temperature
rise which is associatedwith
the heat produced py frig,tion.
TO do. thi's, wrap a small,piece.

*
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, TEACHING = SEQUENCE

ti

g. Conclude by.returning,to the
fist begun at the beginning of

' the Activity.
A.

What finAl item can be added
to the list? Where should-it
go?

The final discus ion should
indicate that the\children have

MINISEQUENCE IV /Activity 4

_COMMENTARY

of aluminum foil around the
bulb. of a termometer. Tape
the thermometer into one side
of one of the metal *lids so
that the bulb is pressed

// against
the metal of the .lid'ne4r the
point wthere the heel of the
skate will be. Place this lid
under one of the wheels of the
roller skate which is loaded
withat_least 2 bricks,:and.
wait several minutes for the'
thermometer. to reach floor
temperature. Then the children
can lift the' skate, read the
thermometer without touching
the lid and replace the lid and
skate. Next, they can try pu l-
ing the skate around the floo
for a few minutes and Obsery
tale result_ng temperature c ange./
The temperature will be .fou
to have increased by about
degree. This indicates that'
heat energy was produced. The
tempexatur6. rise is,small be-
cAse mucli"of the heat energy
is left behin.d,on the floor.
If aX1 the heat'energl) remained
in the lid;h tlie.temperature ssise
would be much gipter. If more
weight is put on that slcates,by
pushing down on, it and if it is.\
Roved very rapidly, a tempera-
ture rise 6f about three degrees
may be okserved.

A third item can now be added
under the heading, ConVersion
'of Kinetic Energy to Neat Energy:

c. kmbving skate produces
heat energy as a result- of
friction with the floor.
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. MplISEQUENCE IV/Activity 4

21-
I

,

TEACHING ,SEQUENCE

----

grasped two important concepts
as a result of th5ir work in
this sequence:

1, Eifferent forms of energy
can be converted from one to
another.

2, In all energy conversions
in real life situations some
heat energy'i5 produced.

4
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COMMENTARY.
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Minisequence IV 'Assessments

Screening Assessments

The concepts being tested in thrsMinisequence are: .

a. Different forms of energy can be converted from one to ant-
other. K

b. In all energy conversions in real-life situations some heat
energy is invariably produced'. _

c. When light, a form of radiant energy, is absorbed by a sur-
face some of it'is converted into heat energy.

d. The electrochemical energy of a battery' can be converted to
radiant and/or heat energy if it is made part of a completed
electric circuit.

e. As the chemicallenrgy in food sources is converte ,to plant
and animal growth, ,some heat energy is produced a bypro4-

.

duct.'

Distributehe assessment pages to the children. Have t em
write their names in .the,appropriate placed. This assess ent
will take about 10 minutes for each of the 2 1Dart.

PART' 1

'Page A.

Ask the children to turn to page A.
O

I AM GOINt TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS. READ THE QUESTIONS
S]LENTLY AS I READ THEM ALOUD TO YOU. AFTER I HAVE READ THE
QUESTIONS AND ThE THREE CHOICES, DRAW A CIRCLE AROUND THE LETTER
OF THE BEST CHOICE. (Allow 30 lbecOnds for the .children to re-

, spond toeach item.)

401
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MIN ]SEQUENCE IV ASSESSMENTS

1. IF YOU WANTED TO CONVERT POTENTIAL ENERGY INTO. AS MUCH KINE-
TIC ENERGY AS POSSIBLE, YOU WOULD: 4

A. TFY_TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.,

B. TRY TO DECREASE THE AMOUNT OF HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.

C. NOT BE CONCERNED WITH HEAT ENERGY.

e

2. WHEN A BALL BOUNCES UPFROM THE GROUND, THE ELASTIC POTENTIAL
ENERGY OF THE BALL IS CONVERTED INTO:

A. CHEMICAL ENERGY AND HEAT.

B. KINETIC ENERGY.'

C. KINETIC ENERGY AND HEAT.
4W

3. IF' THERE WERE NO FRIQiiION, WE COULD CONVERT ONE FORM OF
MECHANICAL ENERGY TO ANOTHER

4.

IS

'A.- 'WITHOUT ANY HEAT ENERGY BEING PRODUCED.

B. COMPLETELY, WITH ONLY A SMALL AMOUNT e5F HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.

C. MUCH MORE SMOOTHLY AND RAPIDLY..

DEAN HAS) BATTERY' - OPERATED
HAPPENING?

A. KINETIC ENERGY IS BEING
ENERGY."'

LECTRO-CHEMICAL ENERGY
ENERGY.

C. ELASTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY
KINETIC ENERGY.

Page B

TOY C7 R. WHEN HE RUNS 'IT, WHAT

TRANSFORMED TO ELECTRO-CHEMICAL

IS'BEINCTRANSFORMED TO KINETIC

Have the children turn to page' B:

IS tEINGTRANSFORMED INTO

5. DEAN REMOVES THE BATTERY FROM THE CiR AND PLACES THE CAR ON
A PLATFORM AT THE TOP OF AN INCLINE, ALLOWING IT TO RUN DOWN.
WHAT HAPPENS?

260



MINISEQUENCE IV ASSESSMENT

A. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY-4IS CONVERTED'TO
KINETIC ENERGY.

B. KATETIC ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO. GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL
ENERGY.

C. GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED T
ENERGY.

TIC

6. WHILE THE CAR IS MOVING DOWN THE INCLINE WITHOUT THE BAT-
TERIES, SOME HEAT IS PRODUCED. THE REASON THIS HAPPENS IS THAT:

A. SOME KINETIC ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO HEAT ENERGY.

B. SOME HEAT ENERGY IS ABSORBED AS POTENTrAL ENERGY:.

C.., SOME-POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED DIRECTLY TO HEAT
ENERGY.

"7. WHEN WE EXERCISE, WE CONVERT

A. CHEMICAL ENERGY TO KINETIC ENERGY.

B. CHEMICAL ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY.
f °

C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND .B ARE TRUE.
K

8. IN AREAS WHERE RAIN IS
MANY PEOPLE LEAVE A LIGHT
CLOSET. THE MAIN PURPOSE

A. 'IODNVERTIEtTRIdAll,

B. MAKE IT EASIER TO

I

FREQUENT'AND TIE CLIMATE IS DAMP,;
BULB BURNING ALL THE TIME'IN EACH.
OE THIS PR CTICE IS TO: y

C

ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY.

FIND THINGS.
°

C. CONVERT POTENTIAL ENERGY TO KINETIC ENERGY.

PART 2

go`

NOW TURN TO PAGE C.
n

. -

I. IN NORTHERN AREAS, WEN THE SPRINGTIME SUN MELTp SNOW AND THE
WATER EVENTUALLY -TURNS TURBINES IN POWER PLANTS, THE CONVERSIONS
OF ENERGY FROM ONE FORM TO ANOTHER ARE,MANY. ,MATCH THE KIND
CONVERSION TO THE, EVENT by/WRITING THE NUMBER OF TH.E4CONVER 91\1;.

261.
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IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

/,

MINISEQUENCE IV' ASSESSMENTS

CONVERSIONS OF ENERGY

DIANT ENERGY TO HEAT'ENEkGY.

2. POTENTIAL ENERGY TO KINETIC ENERGY

3. KINETIC ENERGY TO PJECTR CAL ENERGY

4.. POTENTIAL ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY o'

5.- HEAT ENERGY TO KINETIC ENE Y

G. ELECTRICAL .ENERGY TO CANT ENERGY

7. RADIANT,ENERGY TO CH MICPIt ENERGY

EVENTS

0A. SNOW MELTS AND COLLECTS I 0 MOUNTAIN LAKES.

B. TURBINES SPIN AND PRODUCE ELECTRICITY.

EIC4 WATER SPILLS FROM LAKES INTO BROOKS AND RIVERS.

D. ELECTRIC POWER PROVIDES FREEWAY LIGHTING.

E. PLANTS FLOURISHAN, SPRING SUNLIGHT.

A

'2. ON THE LEFT BELOW ARE DESCRIPTIONS OF SIX KINDS OF ENERGY
CONVERSIONS. ON THE RIGHT ARE THE NAMES OF THESE CONVERSIONS.
DRAW A LINE BETWEEN EACH DESCRIPTION AND EACH OF THE NAMES. ,THE
FIRST DESCRIPTION IS ALREADY MARKED.

6

Is

o er,

1.

2.

A FLASHLI,GHT SHINING 011^,
A DARKWALL.

A CHILD RUBS HIS HAAS

A.

B.

CHEMICAL ENERGY----RADIANT ENERGY

POTENTIAL ENERGY KINETIC, ENERGY
TOGETHER.

1 .

3. A BATTERY LIGHTS_ A hULB.N. . RADIANT ENERGY----4HEAT ENERGY

4. A STEAM ENGINE. D. KINETIC ENERGY---4HEAT ENERGY

5. DROPPING A ROCK. E. HEAT ENERGY > KINETIC ENERGY

4(Allow' the children about 27.3 minutes to co:Oplete this question)
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r/

Name: 4 Page A

1

1. IF YOU WANTED TO CONVERT POTENTIAL ENERGY INTO AS MUCH KINETIC
ENERGY AS POSSIBLE, YOU WOULD: ,

A. TRY `TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF NEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.

B. TRY TO DECREASE THE AMOUNT OF HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.

C. NOT BE CONCERNED WITH HEAT* ENERGY.

2. ;WHEN A BAtt BOUNCES UP FROM THE GROUND, THE ELASTIC POTENTIAL
ENERGY OF THE BALL IS CONVERTED INTO:

A. -CHEMICAL ENERGY AND HEAT.

B. KINETIC ENERGY.

C. KINETIC ENERGY AND HEAT.

a

0
3. IF TIERE WERE NO_FRICTION, WE COULD CONVERT ONE FORM OF MECHANI-
CAL ENERGY TO ANOTHER.

WITHOUT ANY HEAT ENERGY BEING PRODUCED.
.

COMPLETELY,_WITH ONLY A SMALL AMOUNT. OF HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.'

MUCH MORE SMOOTHLY AND RAPIDLY.

4. DEAN HAS A BATTERY-OPERATED TOY CAR. WHEN HE RUNS IT, WHAT IS'
HAPPENING?

A'? KINETIC 'ENERGY' IS BEING TRANSFORMED 0 ELECTRO-CHEMICAL
ENERGY. ,e #,

B. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL ENERGY IS BEING T
ENERGY.

SFORMED TO KINETIC,

C; ELASTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY IS BEIN TRANSFORMED INTO KINETIC
ENERGY.

4. 2761 P 263 .



Iv Page B

O

5. .DEAN REMOVES THE BATTERY FROM THE CAR AND PLACES THE CAR ON A
'PLATFORM AT THE TOP OF AN INCLINE, ALLOWING IT TO RUN DOWN. WHAT
HATNS?

B.

1PC

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO KINETIC, u
1ENERGYt 0

INETIC'ENERGY ISCONN/ERTED TO GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY.

GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO KINETIC ENERGY. *

6. WHILE THE CAR IS MOVING DOWN TH INCLINE WITHOUT THE BATTERIES,;
SOME HEAT'IS PRODUCED. THE REASON THIS HAPPENS IS THAT: -

A. SOME KINETIC ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO HEAT ENERGY,
41-

B. SOME HEAT ENERGY IS ABSORBED AS POTENTIAL ENERGY.

C. SOME POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED DIRECTLY TO HEAT ENERGY.

7. WHEN WE EXEROISE, WE CONVERT
a

A. CHEMICAL ENERGYITO KINETIC ENERGY.

B.

C.

CHEMICAL ENERGY TO HENT'ENERGY.

BQTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

V

z

8. IN AREAS' WHERE RAIN IS FREQUENT AND THECLIMATE IS DAMP, MANY
PEOPLE LEAVE A LIGHT BULB BURNING All THE;TIME IN EACH, CLOSET. THE
MAIN PURPOSE OF THIS PRACTICE IS TO:

A. CONVERT

B. MAKE IT

C. CONVERT

ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO HEAT.

EASIER TO FIND THINGS.

POTENTIAL ENERGY TO KINETI'd ENEaGY.

V

...

A
1

264
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'1. IN NORTHERN AREAS, WHEN THE
WATER EVENTUA LY TURNS TURBINES
ENERGY FROM 0 E FORM TO ANOTHER
VERSION TO T E EVENT y WRITING
SPACE PROVID D.

A
Name: Page C

SPRINGTIME SUN MELTS SNOW AND THE
IN POWER PLANTS,' THE CONVERSIONS OF
ARE MANY. MATC THE KIND OF CON-
THE NUMBER OF-pHE CONVERSION IN THE

CONVERSIONS OF ENERGY
0

1. RAD4iNT ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY...

2. POTENTIAL ENERGY TO KINETIC E'NER&

3. KINETIC ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY

4. POTENTIAL ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY

5. HEAT ENERGY TO KINETIC ENER

6. ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO RADIANT ENERGY

7. RADIANT ENERGY TO CHEMICAL ENERGY

EVENTS
9

EA. 'SNOW MELTS AND COLLECTS INTO MOUNTAIN LAKES1,10000-

TURBINES SPIN, AND PRODUCE ELECTRIkITY.

El C. WATER SPILLS, FRO LAKES INTO BROOKS ,AND RIVERS.

ED. ELECTRIC POWER PROVIDES FREEWAY LIGHT

EN. PLANTS FLOOISH'IN SPRING SUNLIGHT./

a.

. ON THE LEFT BELOW AR;IIDE8CRIPTIONS OF SIX RINDS OF ENERGY CON-
RSIONS. ON THE RIGHT"AFRE THE NAMES OF THESE CONVERSIONS. DRAW A

L NE BETWEEN EACH DESCRIPTION AND EACH OF,THE NAMES THE FIRST bES-
C IPTION IS ALREADY MARRED. ) f

A FLASHLIGHT SHINING ON 220...% A. CHEMICAL ENERGY---RADIANT ENERGY
DARK WALL.

A CHILD RUBS HI8 HANDS .

' TOGETHER.

BATTERY tiarHTS A BULB.

. ASEAM ENGINE. , D. KINETIC ENERGY ,>HEAENERGY
d°

-'\

B. POTENTIAL ENERGY )KINETIC ENERGY

C. RADIANT ENERGY-----)HEAT ENERGY

. DROPING°A ROCK. E. HEAT ENERGY 4.) KINETIC ENERGY

i.
2-ld

v ;
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Mitiisequence

Investigating Populations 1,

0 ,

In each GracM of the COPES .pr.o0
ceit'of variability in nature.%
thatwhen measurements are made
lated objeCts' (or . events),, some.

:

4

am we .have i'ntroidueed*.the -con-
. n "G t.a de 9' the. chi 1 dre,n.

O

n a,group ( poiu1Ntion)-. of re-_,
di f fe_rences.are, ;alwa-ys to un

Such ,differences are to be expected 'siOexliatriabi is -a-
-characteristic of ,any -natpral...popu,lation. ade :3, Minise-
guence III, -the concept Of variability in nature was further

.developed in terms of sampling a population(; i.e., inferring -cer-
tain properties (:)- an -entire population. from exam- in' aLf.o'n .of 4a
limited number Of ?nembers of; that pop.ulation. The- concepts .of .
range and average, lised to, :charlacterize a 'distribution' of valuea,
were also .introdUced\ k--;new. way of .desCribilig variebil-ity,, by
presenting da17.,-in the'l'orra- o a histo4ram.,was ,deVeloi!?ed im- ''
Grade 4, Miniseguence- VI. --.Thi_ °is -a'graphiCar...(pict.ori.alr pre

\
sentation of data from_ which 9ne ,can.evasily 'see th'e."range
(spread) of data as we 11 as 'the most .f r e guen tiy-ocuerrng alie.
Also introduced an ti"at Kini s 94u en ce, z a s ',ffie , uSe. of games of --
chance as analaii4s. to the randomness ,one 'shOi.r14) eip.e.ctto finds

. 4 <.. , f.:,.. ,k . . .
. . .

All_ of the above Activities we-re designed;to he_]. ) devekop _the
overall cone,eptur scheme, The Stati'stloal Vials? iof Nature .--.7The

,. present..Miniseguence-con-tinue slth de;v'elop this m'ajor:'-,schemei- .,_

firs t'by expanding, upon tha,:use, of probability in ganief _of.;., ,!

chance, and then by ap-iDiyizig 'st.ati,StiCal .methods" to. an' 'arralysis
of some propertLes o? living" 'thinge. '.- -v .. -...'` . , I ..., . . 4,,,. . . ' = .. -,, _. ..

. ..
,Tlleie is a fundamental difference between, proVability, 'and statisr...... ': .tics, the latter -beii-tg. used here irc th* ,Seni-e-- o:f. inferring the \,...

properties of a populat-ion. by Studing.:a balnple.,of that .popule- .,
' ti-on. Another sense' in *filch_ the term is 'ocOmmt,)tily. ,sed- i s,. iii 4,. .--....

.connection with the c.bliti,i 1.,a ti on aft data,.S.uch .as' "birth st,a...i4-: .. 0., 4
tics, " "e c tsi on statistiCS';', "s tatis.t.ics..of, farm; pro'crucaci3On ,:v,, "" 1

..1-:'etc for, ich coniplete "populaEi-bns are 'Sktry-iiyed. -- Thi-s i:b...nd't -: ',-'the sense Mere;' rather,'. we re con &d: Tei...h- dra.*i n 6/.. i n f e:Ir evn ce s '.. ,,ftom limited data, i' e. , by sampling po'pnlii-tion,s. FT e)i.alp1e .of.- , '
'.the di f feren-de be.tw. ed,n proba,biIity_.-and statistics may-, be"..h e 1-p f til.:.: .:..,:,..

, Suppose you placed 5' red-,barlta and.-'15 white balls. rf-to. a5,60.nr-: I
tainer and then asked the probabIl.it'ypf drawing, a-',.5e,c1;ba.3..,L,:on .' ...i , 1.
a single blind draw. Knowing ',the number GI. each: color in., th0-- '".".- ... ..,-

container, simple 'logic tells us.'ishat:-there are, 5 chan6es in-201:. ,

od ia;awing a red ball, i':e:',-. a 'proloailiisi.:of..-.1.-/4.,;-,...__Qr-,t.ye \
---......,.',probability of >throwi-ng a heed in a Sing, toss 0-f...a !ao is . ... -......-1/2; the .probability of ge.tting "a fo.nr inf.- a s,:ing1;a throw f it .',

. . .die -is 1/6 (there being' ,six sides to a. cu'laer::,,

in ?pure.
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words, one'oan apply probability theory to situations where# all the alternatives are known and one simply calculates before
the fact (a priori) the chance that a givenevene will occur.

On the other hand, suppdse you did not know the di'StribUtion of
balls in the container and were required to determine it without
actually counting all the tails.- If ,you 'took a sample of, say,
5 bal'ls and 'found 2 red.and 3 white lls, you might infer that

if40% of the balls in. the container w e redjand 6,0% white)
,

w ereas actually only 25% are red. Despite, the incorrect re-
su t,' this is ,the method Of statisical sampling. Another'sam

.ple of 5 balls might'yield a different result, and another a
stil Idifferentresult... Yet, if the sample'size IA properly
chosen, or if enough saMples,aKe' taken, statistical methods of

.'analysis, which. make use of the same type of reasoning used in
probability thepry, can lead one tb correct inferences.

)

It should be evident that'evejl though probability theory yields
precise predictions in,a mathematical sense, one Cannot expect .

these prediction to be exactly verified experimentally; unless
the number of events studied is so large as to result in cer .

.tainty. For example, while the mathemati-cal, probability of
throwing a head in a single toss of a coin is 1/2, it does not
mean',that thr ing a coin twiCe will necessarilyresult.oin one
head: and one t il--crr,a.that*throwing it ten times must yield
five heads an five' tailsi However, as the number of events
increases, the actual outcome approaches closer and closbr to 0

predicted outcolle: Ths, the outcome of games ofchance,
for example, which' motivated the initial deVelopment of prob-
ability theory, can,ke accurately prdicted over the long term.
(large number of.plays) but not for individual plays. And the
same is true for'any pexfectly random process, whi'ch by defini,
tion is one in which the alternatiNie possibili.ties4can be deter-
rdined beforehand. (Random events will be investigated in lore
detail'in' Grade 6 of COPES..) For example, there ft,one chahee
in six of -throwing a given number with a die. This is true ,only
if. the die is a

an
cube in every 'respect.° Ifgnot, if it is

unbalanced in ahy way, theni-early one,cannot.pretict.before--
-hand the outcome, even of a, large number Ar of throws. To make pre-..
diceions in such.a cage one would have to apply statistical. --..

methods. That is,.one could, after observing a number of throws
(sampling} determine that the process were biased in dome way,
erther than being randOm, and then compute the probability-of

t / 1 ,hrowing a iven number of sulpse4gent throws:..,. 4

The,fkxst Activity of the Minigeqmence deas with" sampiNing. Thechildre ,try tordeterminetthe distribution of'colored marble a
(only tW,6-kcolors)" in a baeby'drawing,one.macble.,at a'timera d
construciting, a simple lreguencyA In this case .they can 'easily
ohecktheirikinferenceby opening the .bag and counting the
'bles of each color. the coneept Of probability, is introduced
in the second Activity; where the children use a simple random
process -- tossing ajoube,(die)--to compar- predicated outcome with
.the 61)S:6/wed fceqdbitcydi'stribution,' A''somewhat morecompleX

.
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random process -is also introduced, simultaneously throwing a
pair of Idice,and predicting the probability of obtaining dif-
ferent ums of numbers. Here, as in Activity 1, the children
find that their are more nearly' erified,as the sam-
ple size increases.

Activity 3 is also.concerned,with probability and sampling, bsut
this time'iP connection with a physical-model that is more Com-
Alex than a cube-- namel4, a thumbtack. If one 'drops a thumbtack

- what is-th,probability that it will land point up? Obviously,
this is not easily determined from its shape, as in the case of

0' a cube, hence the` children must determine it experimentally,
i.e., by statistical sampling.

IP

Applicgtion of statistical methods to liviPg things is found in
Activity 4, where the child2sn study vari ilfty in the germina-
tidn'timS of seeds. For a unique populat oh, i.e., a population
consisting of a single type of seed,/one hould expect to find
a simple,frkquency distributipn in a histo m showing the.num-
ber of seeds that germinate in a given time. The distribution
would show a single peak (mode) representing' the most freque,nt
germination time observed." If the population contained more than
one type of seed--two, f40 exAmple,--and their average germina-

.

tion times were sufficiently, different ones( should find two
teaks in'the histogram (a bimodal distribution) When one ob-
serves such distributions in nature, they often provide useful
clues to the kind of populations or events being studied. \

The fin Activity has the children makeuse of their experience;
with statistical methods to study the effect of:a chemical (cop-
pet sulfate) On the germination time of a single populati of

seeds.. Such experiments,;and their,interpretation,4are typical
: of what one ddss_ in scientific studies generally-, particularly
an the life sciences and social sciences whee viriability is so
pronounced as to require 'the application of statistical tehniq

268 81
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Actiyity 1 Selecting Marbles

41

- '

'AO

''tn this initial ACtivitli "blind" or%eitnce selections are\made
. 'from a bag containing'a collection of.red and blue marbles. The

bag cif marbles is identified as 'a population whose make-up (hid-
den at .that point) is being investigated bysampling.' As the
children continue to draw and return marbles to the bag, they
build up data on the relative frequency with which,each color
appears and art thus able td infer what the ratio of colors
might be in this collection.: Thdy find that the larger the
sample, the more nearly "right".will be their inference about
the marble population--a concept introduced,in Grade 3 but con-
siderably reinforced in these Grad.5 Activities.

The children can see how correcttheir,inferences are because
'in.this case the. opulation Of marbles can be checked by open;
'inT the bag. In subsequent Activities'', entire populatiOns can- .
not be inspected and the children will learn that infcirmatiori on,
their properties can only be inferred from sampling.

MATERIALS' AND E FiMENT.: I
For each team of two children you will need:'

5 marbles of one dolor; , 'red )01 :
$

i,
1

'5 marbles of another color, e.
4

.g., bl , of the same's.ize
N .

.

2 bags, opaque, e.g., 4rown paper sandwickbags

2 Worksheets V-1

additional marbles of a third color(optional)

in addition, you will need for the class: ,

3- red marbles

blue marble

1 'opaque bag

PREPARATION FOR TEACHIfIG:

4

,The marbles.shodild al. be the Same size so that as'the child

ig9 I

4

.

o



,makes slect , the fee
or her predictions. Chi
a brown bag out of view'
marbles and 1 blue' marbl

MINISE6U NCE V/Activity 1

.(

of the marbles will not influence his
se Checker marbles are'idea4% Prepare
f the children. Place` in it 3.red
and then ,twist- it shut. Do not dis-

play the entire collection of marbles 'Anti,l the children are
NI ready to set up their own bag populations.

N ALLOCATION OF TIME':

The children will need about 1-1/2 hAurs to complete this Acti:v-
ity.*

, TEACHING SE3JENCE

Show the class the bag you
have aplitepared and tell them
only that lit contains four
marlog s, p'ossibly or more than'
\one c lor.

f you selected a marble,
withOut looking into tIN
bag, eould you say what 1)--

color it might be before,
picking it o'ut?-

. Suppose one marble were
.picked out of the bag (witA
out looking
course) . -.What could you
then say?

*It this marble were n .

, replaced, and anoIhe "blind"
selectipn were made, ould
you know more about

.

the'cO1-
i or(s) of the four marbles in

. the bag? .

C i
- iy Next, ask the children if f or
5 more draws were made--the

. Marble beipg replaced after
eachdisaw--cour& hey- then say

.,

,
some4ing,:Zbout heco/or(s.41 .

of the har s i
.

he peg.?

/AOMMENTARY

.
a

There is n InformatioA on
which to base a prediction.

One
woul

y

' .
'."'s (

f the possible colors
thfn be known.

.
I#

.Onty hancbe, anot her
color as bee picked in' the
second draw. ,

More elan
that t..f

iliformatio

ike --it is probab1/4e
seve .al,dras some
*--abo t color(s)

would have been revealed singe
there are only four marbles a.n
tkle ,bag.
I.q 4

\_



TEACHING AEQUENCE

Now suggestthat'the, children
try it. Hhve eight children
dbme up and take turns in
"blind" selecting a marble
fr the biog. Show the selec-
t on to the class and have
anotKer Child record the draw
on e chalkboard. Before the
n xt child makes his selec-,
t on,.the marble must be rel
urned, and bgtwen each'se9

lection-you should tumble t1e
marbles in the bag 'so that he
replaced'mar.ble is not on tqp.

You might ask the children, io
predi.ct the color of !each 'draw'
'ahead' of Aftei
claws, the recordsmade,by the
volunteer recorder might ap-,
pear as in they chart below:1

.
DRAW . RFD BLUE t

1

21

.4

- 3"

4
1

e5

6 +
:

',..4

.

,

__

i,

,1

.
I.

',4

, .

.

1

.t

i

':'

.

1
,

1

,

r

, I
3 '

Once the data shave 1:10
lecead PPn' the .-chart, repare.
a tally of the, iele ionsbe-
lbw it.

A 1

.

MINISEQUENCE V/ t.t.VIty 1,

r

COMMENTARY

-

SAnae each draw is a chance se-
lection, it cannot be pr.edicted
with certainty. The chii ren
are building' up evidence how-
ever, on thg most'likei rato
Of Co s in the bag. This se-7 ,

lection is similar to any game
of chance, as ,with the spinner
in Activit

1

5, Minisequence VI

Y
of Grade ._ Whereas the indi- j,

vidual spins could not be ac-).
curately predicted, the chil- '

dren built up evidence in 30 - i

spins that enabled:them to
predict successfullythe over-
all_res ts. (If out chil-
drendren nee more experience with
such ch ce events,,review the
Grade .Activity with them.).

*It

2
t

'The *tally will provide 'a visual"
picture of how often 'the 44.7
Edrent marbles turnup in the'
selection., Such ,tallies were
introduced -.in earlier-.Grades!

,

and ara.commonly-;used.i4n con-.
'twit 'areas other than the sci-
ences, social studies..

271
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TEACHING :SEQUENCE

After the children have seen
the results of this,first set
of eilght selectibns, tell them
to call it ",ample, 1." Then
ask them whether one,of the
marbles in the-bag might
green. (

Ask them to predict the rel.
-suats of a second sample of

0 eight seleCtions:

1 How many reds do you think
will be,drawn?' How many
blues?

Repeat the selection prb.cedu're
Olyto produce d ue sew iuf data.

Again, eadh mgt 4o di.should, be
replsed after it is drawn,'.
and tlie'marbles shbuld ber,
mixed between selections.
Call tis "Sample 2."'

*.

,MINISEdUENCE V/Activity 1

COMMENTARY
.

Yes--one could be, but the
chance is ,smell that it would
not shave been chosen in the
total of 8 ITas/igde.

"

1,

t

They may say that they cannot
be sure, or they may predict
that the second trial wi-1-1be
'similar to the first. The
la *ter a better inference.

Selebt a new 'reco r,and -eight
different children om the
class to make' the chance draws'
for Sample 2..

Compare the data from ,the wo
samples. Tii.ei;ssis.7t e:ch 1- They should realize th
dren if they 2n now redict still cannot.be absolUtely

,.,
with- whathat c logs the certsin of their predictions.
marbles are.

. ..-4 ,. ,'Could you prediei h more_ The beitt prediction would be
. cet-adnty if you,'4Oeit ine& based on combining 'the two,

.

'-the samples into ar4er'-. set.'sof data above. ,For' ex-
sample of 16 draws)1 Could' ample, if each sample gave°6
you average the results of red out of 8 (12 out, of 16
the two samples?' . total), thelbest prediction

'N. :r, would 4e'that;a out of the 4.
.

.*
4.. maebleS in the 4fiTare red

.1 t because 6 out of 8 (or 12
gout of 16) 'is(the same ratio

. ...

as (reduces to) 3 out of 4.
if1the two samples gave die-

. -ferent numbers of red, the,
best prediction would be based

272

on the- average 6f' the two sam-
ples. For example, if the .

first sample:.gave 6 i.ed ana
the second .gave 5, the best

283



ft

TEACHING SEQUENCE

IS

.

ti

Whi-ch technique -s-coffpar ing
samples, or combining and

,averaging them--gives more I.

information?

(

After the children have,com-
bined the samples, found tire'
average, and.made their pre-
dFctiorls, open the bag to
show the actual number, of

red and blue marbles.

2. Now have the children wok
in teams of ic(Wo.' Provide each
team -with' two bags and
five, of each of two different
cblored marbles.

Without ,letting. hi§ or her
partner observe, 'on'e teammate

.

,KINISEQUENCEV/Activity 1

COMMENTARY

oprediction would. to based on
the average which is 5.5. Since

d,

this is closer to 6 out of 8
(3 out cpf 4) than to any ?her
possible combination of 4 mar-
bles in two colors:, the
piediction would agal. 3

outof 4. Should it happen .

that the average is closer to
some other,possibility, discuis
what might be found if another
sample wve taken. Alth ugh ,

there is no guaratiteelth t a
third sample.wOuld "bala ce
out," (the common belief that
it would is a fallacy), the

, b_robability is waxy small - t'l,.at.
several .conseculive samples

favor..an,inferenc other
than the ratio.of.,3 feds,to 1
blue.

. .

Combining and averaging, because
alehouel comparing will yield - '

information on variability
among samples, averaging gives
a %etter idea of he.population

c:,
value because of the larger
sample (see Gradd Mini-(
smequence III) .
.. .....

Jo'

- k A

o.

4

If you are using red and blue
maFbles, each steam should .get

45 reds and 5 blues. Using 5
rbles at this stage will'add

o tpe.interest by increasing
the'humber of possible com-
binationspf colors.

Si

Any ratio of colors may be
cho en, includin marbles of

273
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WORKSHEET V-1

4

Sampler's Name:-

2

3

4)
5

6

8

9

TOTALS

4

SAMPLE 1
RED ,SLUE

MARBLE

Recorder's Name:

§ampling Colored Marbles

SAMPLE '2

RED BLUE

. for Totals

DRAW

4

SAMPLE 3
RED BLUE

i
RE D

-

,

. \
w°

.

B L UE

.

r
/ .

. -

.

Analysis oftData

. Variation in count of red marbles:
samples;was from to red

Combination of they totals of three samples:

b
4

RED/101/ k .
h .

SAMPLE 1
SAMPLE 2

:0`t

SAMPLE 3 yf

The range
marbles;

O Corbination

49-

found in the three,

BLUE

I..-
Average of the 3 ,

..,
.

(Combinatidn /3) t %
.

. 'The best inference : The - number of red marbles In the group- of, 5
.. .1, .

the bag is inferred to be . ' .

. - The actual number of red marbles in the bag is

in

I

4.

.

274
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TEACHING SEQUENC

' I

should select five marbles
from the total of 'ten and.
place them in the, bag. It
will be the task of hq other/
teammate to n4ke a reasonabl.e
inference about the number og
marbles of each'color in the

4

bag after drawing, and re-
placing, three-?eparate, sam-
ples,af 10 marbles:eapht: The
results of each draw should
be entered on Worksrieet'. V-1
A't.d-1-1/-of,the tOals and an
'analysis of the'tata.shcqld
also be made.

After t1),e.three samples are
taken, the 'teammates should
smitch-rolis: the second child
should make up a population of
5 marbles, selecting any ratio

co

of colors. e first child
should Shen take 3 samples aid
fillim the data on another
copy of Worksheet V-1.

7 4

f*scussion of their results'
should include,t f ilowin

How close did
ences come to
red marbles wh

infer-
umber 6

ch madf,apA
eachpopulatIon?

sr'

At which dr4w lid .yOu. feel
it was.,,I'safe" to mCe an' .

inferenc, abou(t th4 com--
poSitiopiof this ."hidden,
populaAon?

3 ,

I y ,

M,RNIEQUENCE:V/ActiVity 1

se

'
COMMENtM111

t`*

one color and none of the other.
19 e ch'ild who males up the
"p6Puration" may-act 'as a re-
corder. Enco.urage the team-..
mates to .discuss the 'best in-
ferenze about numbers of colors.
Of course, onet.eammateknows

'ihe answer. Howeve?, he or
she may be intrigued to see
how close the sample data come
to the actualratio.

k,t -

1

After each child 1?-as made an ,

ineakence about the ratio o"

colors, thebag sh'ould be
'oPened_and the''acttkai ratio
checked.'

P

0
$,

In the discAseic%.ttet:to the
coMPOsi'tioff of each -ba.0.'as a

population-o.f marbles. Help :-
the thatth4

RopuLation'th4y are
vestigatizg in'the.bag and
that it ig pbStilO31 to; check

population

,

G. 0

inferences about
Simply by pening, bag.

Zhit"mill vary vp-h the aCtual,
ratio made' up by the teammate:
But certainly the first draw
'would tell t.D'em,less than
later oneq.,, After a number
of selectns-=severa 8 or

077

their ,,average ;.could be illsed,
t'o promide,a'usAfer" infer- l
enbe.

275
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MINISEQUENCE, V /Activity 1

EXTENDED EXPERIENCE:

Prepare a population of marbles containing a third color. For
instance, place 3 grpen, 5 blue and 2 red marbles-134 a bag. The
selector should be told that there are ten marbles in all. Again
hav,a the children draw, record and replace the marbles as before .

Have them keep a.record of a sample of teselections. The re-
sults of one possible sample from the suggested ratio above are
given below.

3

C
DRAW JJEBLUE

.

RED GREEN
.

.

1 1,
. .

.

2.
, 1

3 1
. .

4 1

5

6 1

.

.
.

7 1

8 1
.

.

9 1
. . .

.
/

' 10 . 1 d
.

NV
.

,

Totals 4 4 2

,TALLY

MARBLE - DRAWS

4L% 1111

RED '1111
.

GREEN 11

1

How good would an inference be about the'populaeion based on
this: one sample? If several samples were taken and the results
averaged, more confident inferences could be.drawn. Thereford,
after the first sample, have the childreh take two more samples

. of ten seleCtions each. ,Doesthe average of these draws 'agree-
better with the populationi -gpeh up the bag and'look4

?76
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ACtivity 2 Toss iligiCubes"

The primary objective of this Activity is to "help children de-
velop an ides of how frequently an action or event can occur
mer-e-i-y by studying a physical model. By studying the physical
characteristics of a'cube, children develop an idea of what to
expect about certain chance events, in this instance a throw of
the cube. They predict that if the,cube were thrown,manY times,

-

any one face out of the six possible ones.would appear as likely
as any other. The children then construct an expected distri-
bution of the frequency (in the form of a histogram) of the
faceb Showing if they were to throw the cube a number of times.
In addition, usingthe same kind of object- -the cube, they pre-
dict how often the various sums of the numbers on the faces
would show up if two cubes were thrown together. In this way;
probability is introduced--asthe expeCted number of times 'a
particular sum of faces would appear out-of all possible out-
comes of throws of cube(s). In both cases, the expected or
theoretical frequencies are then ve0.fied by the Children actu-
ally performing the throwS, As in the previous Activity, each

:individual throw is seen to be a chance event and not predict-
able. Only when the sample size becomes large does verification
of their predictions emerge. s.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

N

'-,,For each child you will need:.

1 small cube or die

IN cup, polyfoam or other opaque material

1 crayon

2 sheetsof graph paper; 1 square per cm

1 WorkSheet V-2

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

Boxes of dice can be obtained in many hobby or gime store , or- "Th

children- can be asked, to bring in dice from their games a home.
If there are objections to the use of commercial dice, you can
use white (unit) Cuisenaire rods suitably marked. Whatever

1
4

3 ?772'90



4: MINISEQUEPCE NJ/Activity' 2

Cubes ate used should be regular, so that each face is equally
likely to turn up when the cube is.fhrown. For 'Lis reason it
is inadvisable to substitute sugar cubes because the bdTes will
wear and bias the children's data.

e. graph paper usually called for is 2 squares per cm kor 4
s ares per in. These squares are unnecessarily small for, the
hi tograts. If you have no 1 sq/cm graph paper availele -(or
no aper which has heavier markings at the Gm lines), and do
not ant to duplicate your own, the children da,n' use a pencill
and r ler to mark off every other line on the .2 sq/dm,paper

- and t us transform it to l'sq/cm. Another .eubstitute is to
take.r gular lined pad paper and draw vertical lines for the
inteTv lsof the hiStogram. In Part'A,tthere should be enough_

'likes f r 6 columns; in Part B, there should be enough for
11 colu ns (2 to 12 possibilities).

e

ALLOtATI F TIME:

The children
Activity:

PART A

I-

ill need about 1-1/2 to 2 hours to complete this

TEACHING EQUENCE

!

' 1. Give each child a'cube,
Ask them to dodnt the number
of its sides and then lookat
the size and shape of each
side.

What are the propettkes'of
this ciOect.?

2'78.

r

COMMENTARY

This ActiVity'it in two Parts.
Part A is 'concerned with a
single cube and the probabil-
ities of each face showing up
when thrown; .Part B is con,
cerned with the throws of com-
binations of two cubes. Al-
though the cubes w'l-f not be
thrown "for a whlile, the chil-
dren must have one i hand in
order to th.ink about he pos-
sible .outcomes of a th w. The
sides May also be referred to
as the facts of the cube.

The cube has tix:faces, each of
which is..a square of the same 4

ze. In other words, each
side of a cube is.te same as
every other side. They' are
indistingdishable unless they
are marked' in same way.

91



TEACHING SEQUENCE

If you tossed the cube,
would there: be any f4ce'
that would turn up most
of the time?

If regular dice' are not being
used, the childpen will have
to decide how to tell one
side.(or face) from,the
others. At this point they /

could put number2 on the faces
'of the cubes. /

I.

Fro the physical nature of
'Ithi cube., what faces would
yo expect to turn up if you
t rew. a large number of
ubes, or if one cube were_

thrown many times?

How could your preldiction
be pictured ?.

11

4

.

D aw a.gridlike chart On the
chalkboafd'and tell the chil-
dren that you would like to
represent the expected collec-
tion' of data on this grid.
Mark the base pf the grid
(the horizontal axis) so that
each of, six' columns stands for
one of the fades of the cube. -

Then the vertical axis, or
height of each column! will
represent the number of throws
when that face turned up:

MIWISEQUENCE V /Activity 2

COMMENTARY

Since each.face is identical,
there should be no one face '

most likely to turn up--1 yould
be as ftkeIy-as 2 and so on.

They can write the ,numerals 1
through' 6 on 'diffei4nt faces of
the cnbe. To make the cubes
like dice, the opposite faces
should add up to 7: 1 opposite
6, 2 opposite 51 and 3 opposite,
4. Letter A through F wbuld '

do as well as numbers for this
Part. Howel}er, because of the
later 'investigation involving
the sums of the numbers on the
faces, they should use numbers.

Since any one face is as likely
as any other, the collection of
faces would probably be ellenly'
distributed, with just as many
1'4 as 2's, As 3's, etc, land-
ing face up. e

a
-

In the previous Activity tbe'
children kept, a chart and 'a
tally of the outcbme of each se

selection. The same would be,
done for eachtimaginary t ow.
of the cube fibrcoiumns,.18
rows).

This will be sin the form 'of a
histogram, which was introduced
in Minisequence rede 4. '

Before .introducing tl)e histo-1
gram, you may want he children
to consider the'simler way of
,showing frequency distribu- ),

tiOri that they used in Activ-I:
ity 1, especially if they= have
,not had Gradp 4 of COPES. If
marks are'epteied*Ior each time
a given fAceis expet to show
up,khat would they expect the
theoretical tally of, sAy,

29
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TEACHING\SEQUENCE

A

It

5

4

3

2

1

1 2 ,3 4 5 6

face

What
look
were
were

-

might the histogram
like if,' say, 18 cubes
thrdwn--or if ,one, cube
thrown 18 times? .

Help the-.children-'to realize
that dinceaily one face il as
likely a's any other, the
heights of the coljamns ,rn the
histogram could be expected
.to turn' out even. To empha-
size this,, -shade in the

280

, ,.... ?

..

. .

MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 2

t
4'

COMMENTARY
*

throws tot look' like? (.It would
show the same number of tally
marks--3--for each face--as
shown below.)

i

FACE NUMBED OF THROWS

1: %. 111

2 111,

.3 111

4 111

5 111

6 111

In Grade 4, children were pre-

,
sented with a number of oppor-

,tunities to construct histograms
of data that they collected on
measurements 'such as their ages
in months, fingerlengths, etc.
You may Wish to review these
Activities to,establish the-
technique oeconstructing the
histogram. Note that the base
line is always divided into
unit increments which increase,
re6ul*rly from left to right,
and,the column or bar above each
position on the base represents
how often that value turned up
in the data.,

l'

C

. ,

As the childreri disc $ the

r

r'

possible throws, seed if. they
realize ,that the ,chance of 4ny)
one face tuning up is one out
of six--sinc there are six

.

equally pops' ble faces. Th.us, .

in the theoretical. illustrItion

\ ^/ '
il0 .

(woo-

).
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

columns on the grid on the
chalkboard until they are all
even. (If 46 overhead projec-
tor is available, this can be
demonstrated on a transparen-
cy.)

%

2. Now sl(ggest thatithe chil-
dren find out how well their
.actual data might approach j
this theoretical' distributeon.:
They should collect data on
throws of their own. cubese
Have them put the cube in'
the cup,''shake it about a
bit, and then. invert it oiler
the table. Have them repeat
the p5,ocedure a few times.

MINISEQUENa- V/Activity 2-

COMMENTARY

)of 18 tfirows, the
/
face, number 5

turns up 3 times. Three o.u of
18 throws is the same as -1-out
of 6. If 600 throws. were made,
then any ohe,fabe would theo-
retically turn up 100 times.'
This is similar to the findings
end expectations, using the
spinners in Grade 4. .

Does the same face turn up?

Give each child a copy'of,Work-'
....0-0.he.et- V-2 and have the chil-$,

/dren toss t2te cube 18 time,
`recording each throw,

: As they,collgct the data,' ask _

if they,can accurately p'kedict
throws

44

No, generally they, will.fiad
that.the number on the face
will varyt However, with only
a 'few throws - -that is, a small
sample--it is possible that an
individual child may get a
particular face to repeat.

.

or-

Some bhildren May want to put
.a.distinguishing !dark on the
Worksheet to indicate. their
prediction for a given throw,

. 0

29 4
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WORKSHEET V-2 Name:

.
FACE

TH OW 1' 2 3 , 4 ,5
1

2

3
.

4

5
, .

, k

.

6 .

7
.-\

8'

9

-

10, . ,

1,1

,---,

0 -

12

\ 13
.

14
.

ft
15 '

.

.\\
16 .;

,
.

17
.

.

18 \ - s> -

.

TOTALS.:

.

.

O

triUy tecord

FACE
,

,
THROWS .

.
.

TOTALS

1
.

..

1.; .

'.33
to,

- , .,

-5 - t , d

6. .
0 '

(

,s.

I <-

v

282
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TEACHING SEQUENCE
1 '

After the 18 throws 'are re-
corded, the children should
add up the times that each
face show. up and fill in
the tall' on the Worksheet.
One sample'of 18 throws.of a-
cube'resulted in the tally
illustratefd.below:

FACES THROWS 'TOTALS

1 "i'L 11 2
.

. /

2 '111 --.,..---y---"

3 nal
.

4

4 111 3 A

1

5 11 2.

.6 ,1111 4 .

Now have each child take a
'piece of graph p..4.per, set up
the axes as yourhave illus-
trated on' the board f-or the
theoretical throws, and enter

.../his or her data 'n the form
of a histogram.

t

MINISEQUENC y/Adtivit'y 2

COMMENTARY

and then how weld. 'their
prediction turns out. Since
each throw is independent, the.
face turningNup is a pure
chance eVent. Just because
:a five, forrinstance,- has not
shown up for several throws,
dOes'not mean th t a five is
more likely .on t e next throw.

' There is still o e.,chance out
.of six that.a five will appear,
no matter how many throwt, pre-
ceded it without turning up a
five. It should be noted, how-
ever, that this is( true only of
a perfect cube. ft is possible
to bevel the corners and edges
of dice so as to bias them in
favor of a certai-n'face os*
faces.

The' Worksheet f6pecifically
-designed so that 'each throw is
entered before the tally iS
made. In this way-the children
can readily see that there is
no pattern to the sequence of
faces' turning up.

Note that the tally of :throws
,is very similar to the one in
Activity 1, except that here
there are 6 categories to keep
track of (the 6 faces) whereas
in the first Activity .there
were only two (red and blue).
The deviations from chance are
well within those expected
rom small sample's.

296
- 283
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5

4

'Gs '3

a

4..
.

1. 2 3 -4 5 6

afade 4

How do your his'tog'rams c

pare with the theoretical
one constructed on the
charkboard?

Why. do you think your histo-
grams are unlike that you
predicted?

Two children can combine their'
data to see what kind of
histogram is. obtain .for,

say, 36 throws., The class as
a whole may.w.ant to combine
all the data. Do not ,dis-
courage them. See how well
they approach the egual'height
colymns pf the theoretical
his4ogram.

PART- B

Wow hold up two cubes and
'refer to one as cube A;and,the
other as cubes Ask what sums-
of the._numhbrs on 'the faces are

284

MINISEQUENCE V /Activity 2

COMMENTARY

st,

-

o,

Most of their histograms will
show varia',tion in the heights
of_ the columns

The :ch'ildren should suggest
that the sample,size is too
small. yf they combine theizr
data, thus increasing the
sample size, it should,be 'ex-1
pec-ted that the resulting histo-.'
gram would more closely approx-
imate the theoretical.

I

.11

I

41111

If the'heights of the six colt
umns d4 not becolin even after'
collecting, data for the entj.rt- '-

cLass 'the childr,en should be
n co ur e'd to "figure out" why.

There-ma ave been variations
in thesur ce on which the-
cubes.landed4, in.,i,the way, they
were thrOwn7, ro\ some childrep
might have h d,tissed cubes.

The possibletsums arc froi 2
through 12; the lowest, 2,
results froM th'e combination of
two l's°, while the highest, 12',

d



TEACHING SEQUENCE

possible when both cubes, are
thrown at' the same time-0

Are all of th.ee sums
elqually likely?

To Kelp them .answer this cape-
, ask 'the children, or

ns t nce how many ways e -rum
of 2 may result.

0- <How many different combina-
. aLt.pns will yie=ld a.sum of 7

flt

Since the sum of 7 can occur
in more ways than a sum of

' 2 , is it reasonable to ex -'
p7ect that sa 7 Will be thrown

w more ofteri than a 2?

Ask ths,Children if they car}
devise a show all the
possible sums when the two
cubes are tosse4 at/' once and
the numbers ton- the EaCes are

added.
, )

theConstruct a table on h

ard . Put the fake Kum-
bers for Cubg A along the top
and_ for ,Cube' B along the side ,
a shown in they illustration.
With the class as helpers,
fill in the values for each
squats, asking, questions as
you had before g, what
does he combination Of a 1 -
and a 2 yield? 1 apd a. 3?

. 1 and a 4 , etc.

MINISEQUtNCt,V/A9tivity 2

COMMENTARY

results from the combination of
two 6 's .

A

k sum of 2 .can result on'y from
a combination of two 1 ' s . Hence
there, is °nil, one' way .

Cube A may show a 1 and dub e B
a 6, cube A may show 2. and cube
B show 5; A .may show 3 and B
show. 4. Also, the converses :
A6 and B1, A5 and B2, A4 and

-.8 3..

In this physical ,model with
each face being equally jikelY
th4 answer is yes..

One way ok oicleririg all possible
.suns is by means of a table
containing, sgures in which
each of the' possible sums can
be filled in:'

Cube A
1 2 3 4 5 6

You may find it desirable, to
prepare a. blank grid on a Work-
sheet and have the .child.rea..;
fill in the squares on their

285
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,

A completed table is shown
below:

_Cube A-
1 . 2 3 4 5 6

St

1

2

Cube B -3

4

1 6

2. 3 t 5 6 10

3 4 6 6 ® 8
4 *5' 6 0, 8 9

5:6 0 8. 9 10.

6 8 : 9 . 10 11

oi -8. 9 10 11 12

Wow many possible combina-
tions are there in all?

. Which sum will turn up most
frequently?

00.

Introduce the term probability
at this point. The probability
of obtaining the sum of seven
upon throwing a pifr of dice

. appears tohe one' out of six.

Now discuss the other possibl'e
SUMS.

In how many ways can the
sum.2 be made?

.Then Ghat is the probability
of thrOwing a 2?

286

r;

INUNISEQUENC V%Activity 2

COMMENTARY

own grids as y6u develop the
sums. with them on the boar,d.

Az the table shciws, there-are
36 possible combinations yield-
ing 11 different sums. And, as
shown by She tircled numerals
'there are. six different ways
orobtaining a sum*of 7. in
the class discussion,'help the
childrento understand that a 7

will .turn upylmore frequently
than any dther sum-46 times
out of 36. Thus, theoretically,
the prObability'of a '7 appear-
ing is 1 out of 6 <6/36 = l/6).

V
.

Only one, a combination of '1
amd k.

Out of the 36 possibilities,
the probability (chance) of,
thrbwing a 2 will bg.1 out of
36.

29i
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What is the probability of
throwing a sum of f2?

What is the probability, of
a.a being thrown?

Ask the children to construct
a hictogam ongraph paper
showing the expected, frequency
for the various possible, sums

.

when two cubes are thrown
together, as indicated on
the table shown.

t

I

How does this'th'eorptical
histogram compare with the
one corstrueted for expected
outcomes when a single cube
was thrown?

,

'MINISEQUENCE y/Actiliity.2

'

COMMENTARY ..

Again, there is Only orie com-
bination whi&h yields the sum
of 12. Thus, its
would also be"1 out of 36.

A 4 can be%made by 3 different
combinations: -3. and 1, 1 an
3,-and 2'and 2. Thus -the pr b-,
ability of obpaining a 4 will
be 3-,out of 36 (which reducs
to 1 out,6:f*12).

This'would be a histogram of
the'theoretical expectancies
for a trial of.36 throws. The.
-completed theoretical-histo-
gram is illustrakted..beloW

,
:

... ^TO,

/ . ,

4 5 .6 . 7// 8- 9 10 It 12
Possib Vsufni- of faces ..

'fillet one-was flat, since any
on face had the-same expec-
t ncy-.as any other. .Here-the
robabirity of throw-i9g a sum.,

of.2 is very.different'from the
prObability,of a sum of 4., for
instance. you sense that,
-they are having difficulty with
thispdea, aalc them -fr. the ,

probabilieies, in the case of
the single cube, of throwing
a 6, a 4, or a 5. In all,in-
staIces, it is the same- -one

300 .6 287 .
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44

As tlier discuss the frequency
distribution Of .the expected4
outcomes, remind the children
that it is an idea/ histo=
gram constructed from a con-
sideration of possible out =.
comes rather than from the
actual tossing of.dice. Then
ask them holy closely they'
would expect a. graph of the
results of.actUal dice'toSsing
to correspOnd to the Traph of'
expected outcomes.

Naw have the children work in
efts of- two to, collect. data
oh 36 throws of a pair Of
,cubes. They can set up their
own tally record similar to
the one they used in Part 'A.
But here they must provide 1
s 'pace for 11 possible re,sults
(2 to 12), instead of 6.

The children. should again use
the cup, to shake 'and throw,

. but thip tiMe using two cube
instead of one. Each team
should throw the pair of.
dice 36 times,' record the
results, and construct a
histogram showing the, outcomes
of their tosses. 6

-
288

0

MI&ISEdUENCE V/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

out of ''s,1x. But not so for -the
combintions of two cubes.

Based on their, previods experi-
ence in this and earlierActiv-.-
ities,-they may expect that the
larger the size of the sample,
the more closely the histogram
of actual outcomes ot dice toss-, .

ing will approximate the shape .

Of the theoretical,

You may also want them to re-
cord the.'outcome'of each throw .
as in2,Part A. Then have ,them

,,constrpct-a chart similar to
,the one on Worksheet IV -2 --
but, again, provide for 11
possible resultd.

If they use a chat theke should .
spades for the en4ies

aP there wete 18 for..th§ throws
in Part A), since the teams
will be throwi!ng 36 times.

A

A

Since the .theoretical )Histogram
is on the board,.the children,
can,use it-as a guide., The A.

tip
base line on the graph er N
should be marked off fro' j to
12, running from left to right.
Have them leave enough room
above'the histogram-so%thgy
can'combine their elan data with

30i



TEACHING SEQUENCE'

What does your histogram of
3 actual throws look like?
How does it compare in
shape with the theoretical
one?

Now- ask them to increase the 6
sample Size by having two
teams combine their data. Is
a recognizable shape eMerging2

FinallyKpo61' all the data of
the clads in pke form of a
tAlly-O the chalkboard. Give
the chirdrem fresh graph paper.
Have them mark off the -axes
cas before, but the vertical
one which tegordi the number
of times a number appears
(tht is, 'the frequency)
should beNmarked off in' five=

, unit intervals. This is the
only way that the results of
all 500 or so throws can be
entered on 1 sq/cm graph
,paper.'

class histogram is

0

When the

MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 2

COMMENTARY

that from another team.,

It probably will not compare'
very well. The sample'of36
is still too small. One such
histogram,is shown be].ow:

in: 8

0 7
s

6

10). 5

-
.1=
E" 3

z 2

gt.

8 9 .JO 11 1

Sum of the two cube faces

. .

The:peak at 7, which may or may
not-show up initially, should ,

'begin to emerge as the sample'
Size increases. The low points
of the histogram generally
should fall at 2 and 12.'

The combi4T histogram of all
the results can also be done
on the chalkboard,

Alternatively, you may-leant to
use qi.aph paper with smaller
squares so that each event
can still be represented by a
single square:

28
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

completed, ask the children to
'compa're. its shape with that of
the graph of expected results.
Are the two graphs similar in
shape?

What could account for the
diffei:ences?

. Would you e4pect tfie napes
to 'be still more alike if
the graph of actual results
were based on 1000 events
instead of 500?

Thq,'by analyzing a physical
,object which can be inspected
and; is not hidden from view
(as the maVhles were) , we can
come up with an expected
histogram of frequency out-
comes-rand then come close to
verifylng them.

1, 290
,

MINISEQUENCE V/AptiVity2

COMMNTAkY

They should be, although there
are likely to be minor vaxia-
-tions.

%

Differences are due, of course,
to the property"bf variability
or variation in any.samplimg
operation.

By this time/ most children
will probably answer in the
'affirmative.

In the'summary discuss-ion be
careful to differentiate -

between the theoretical out-
comes possible and what was
actually found when the cubes
were throwA. In the former,
the nice symme,trical 'curvd
with a maximum of 7 was ob'-
tained because'a cube has six
identical faces and the
decision. was made to add the-
face numbers when two cubes
were thiown together: If we
had decided to multiply:Rr
subtract the face numbers in-1
stead of adding t e , the
shape of the pos ibJ..e outcomes,
would be differe t.. Similarly,

.

the possible outcomes would be
different if the model had been
a shape other ffian a cube.
Thus the form of the "model"
dieCtates the shape of the ex-
pected outcome-of frequencies.
In our case, the mo is that
any one; face h an, ly
likely'chanc to. appear, a

. when two c es are, t4"rown we
cal.culate'thepOSsrible sum'S
all equally likely faces, end
"ind up, with the' table illus-
trated on page 286. In the
following Activity, the mod 1,

1 30 3

;

5

f.
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0

MINISEQUENCE VActivity 2

COMMENTARY

will have to be inferred from
the shape of a histogram of the
measurements on a reasonably-
large sample because the model
object--a tack--is not symmet-
rical and too difficult to
analyze for expected oUtcomes-

,,

As far as the aota:1 throws .are
concerne0<there always
variability, due to sampling.
Thus, each sample is an Im- AA
perfect representation ot the4'
model's theoretical outcomes,
but the larger the damplethe
closer one comes to the model.
If a large sample 'gives results
that are noticeably inconsistent
with what is expected from, the
model as defined, one may de-
cide that the model,. is not a
good expl'anation of the phenom-
enon being studied. If the
results approach the theoretical
histogram; as here, then we can
say that the model in this case,,
koperfect cube, is probably
orrect.

%
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Activity 3 How Do Thumbtacks Land?

...

In this Activity the children again use sampring techniques toll

,find out about the chances of'certain events occurring for a
particular population.. The evelit of interest here is a thumb-
tack landing point up when dropped (a-non-event is the tack
landing in,any other posftion). As in the preceding Activity
the children will discover thtt,there is a distribution in the-

.

number of sUch.events-for trials-consisting of ten obserltations.
1 each. From this information predictions may be made about fu-

ture trials 4(samples) tafc4i1 from ehe population--in this case,
thumbtacks in general. Unlike-t.he first Activity, however,
there is nothing that can be "opened up" for a physical check of
the popUlation. Nor can predictiohs easily made based upon
the physittal strugture of th.e tack, as in he case of.the cd*e.
Thus, information about the p&pulation carlOpg4ined only
through ehe application of statistical sampling and lkilOaging.,

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

For each pair of children you will need:

10 thumbtacks, of the same kind

1 unit measure cup7- 1 oz (30-ml)

2 copies' of Worksheet V-3

2 sheets graph paper, 2 sq/cm or*4 sq/in.

p EPARATION- FOR TEACHING: ,
0 her than;obtaining the necessarc materials, .no'advance

eparation is necessary.

LOCATION OF TIME: .

A out/r-1/2 hours should be sufficient time fo
c mplete.th,is Activity.

2.2

the children to

a
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. How do thuibtack(land'
when dropped? Show) the class

1\

a thumbtAck. Drop it a few
times onto a hard surface such

'asa desk' top so that the
children can s.ee that it so'me-

F times lands point up and some-
times' eldeways. A

How does the. dropping of the
thumbtack compare with the
throwing of the cube?

What did you find is the
probability of any one face
on the cube showing up?

/9

Ask the children whiat they
think are the chances fOr the
tack to land,point up as com-
pared with-landing.on
side. Is one way more prob-
able than the other?

MINISEQUENft NVActiNhty 3

COMMBNTARY

Dropit from a height of about
eight inches so that it doesn't
bounce too far away.

This is analogoui dropping a

cube and sometimes seeing it
land with one face up and same-

.

times anOther.

There are two different ways
the' tack can and--point up r
on its'side.1 In the case of
the.cube, it can land in any
one of six ways.

;

Each face has a probability of\
showing up one time out of sixl

In the case of the cube, they
d make a prediction on the

of the physical structure
of he cube. 'In the case of
the tack, fl might be reason-
able to guess that it williland-
point uria. More often than not
because its head is the heavier
end. But the tack is not as
simpleta'analyze.aiNds the
cube. It'lacks the simple, ,

symmetry which made it easy
to' predict the expected out
corwes for the. cube.

!How did you check iour.pre-
dictions in the case of the
Cubes.?

f.

Applyin the same-,approacht
how cou d you find' out how
frequently a"tack.will land,

- point up

In the case of, the 'cubes, they
checked their 'predictions by
throwing a large number and then
analyzin.g how frequently a
particular face or sum of faces
showed'up, as demonstrated by
constructing a frequency dis-.'
tribution graph--a histogram.

A more 'Specific form of the
question would be "if you threw
10 a ks, how many would land
point up?" This form of ques-
tion s analogous to asking, is

06
,
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In order toffind out, they
could throw one tack a great
many times, but that-would
take too long. Help them to
see that, assuming that all
the thumbtacks are near enough
alike, they could collect data
more quickly by, throwing 10
tacks at once.

'4

2. Divide the claSs into
teams of two children. Each
team should get-10 tacks in
a.17oz cup` and a copy of
Workgheet V-3. The children
should 64nd a place where
they can spill the tacks'onto
a hard surface froM a height
of about 8 inches.

6
As the children make test
spills of the 10 t.a8k
each of the !spills a "trial."

Each child in the team'sliould
now spill the 10 tacks fiv.p.
times and record the number-

' which landed'point up*,for
each trial spill. (Each child
can collect half the data
needed for the team.)

.)-low could each team, be sure
of its accuracy in'collAins
the points at each trial?

294

MINISEQUENCE VfActivity 3

COMMENTARY

the second Activity with a
single die or, cube, how many
times in_ten.throws a specified,
face would turn up.

Even though a large sample will
be needed to make a confident
guess about the probability that
any given tack will land point
up, collecting such data is far
less difficult than'trying'to
make,a.projection on the basis,
of the physical_ properties of

,the tack:

_

A desk top is suitable., except
that the tacks are likely to
bounce onto the floor.' If
hard-.surface floor space is
not available, use larger_clIps;
shake well, and spill from a
lesser height onto a desk.

The-:definition of.a ,sample here
is important:' When 10 tacks,
are, dropped together, that is
defined as one trial, with pos-
s'ble outcomes ranging from 0
t rough 10 points.up., Each
ch'ld's'sample is then hie or
her set of 5 trials; each
team's sample consists of 10
trials.

The'team member who spills
coula-count the points up while
hi-or her teammate could count
the number landing' sideways.
The count of points and sides
for each trial must "add up to
10, the total number of tacks

I

I

6



WORKSHEET V-3
Team Member.A

D a for "Member A:

Team Member B

\444

...\ i'TRI L NUMBER
r

0 NUMBER OF, POINTS UP
, _

NUMBER OF A DES
. - ,

,

.
2 $ . , .

:
. . .

,

$
..

.. $$

TOTAL:

Data for Member B:

TRIAL NUMBER NUMBER OF POINTS $

UP NUMBER./OZ. SIDES
.

$

1 -,e'''.
t

2
. -

3

,

.

4
.

4

5

.

.

.

4
.

; ,

. 6

RANGE FOR A IS

RANGE FOR B IS

TOTAIL:

TO

TO

AVGE FOR A

AVERAGE FOR. B

RAN GE . FOR' TEAM IS, TO AVERAGE 1 FOR TEAM

`05
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MINISEQUENCE V /Activity 3

\\\,
COMMENTARY

in the syillL

444

O

6 (-1, p 6 6
6 6 6 4

After each team member has
collected a sample, the'chiI-
dren can discuss their re- .

sults.,

'

How can the data be orga-
razed-so that we can answer

, the initial question as to:.

296

Record the results on the'chalk7
board fb,t use in the'discussion
and later. (Recbrd only the,
point; up obtained for each of
the five trisals.)'-,0r,each team
Can enter its results on the
chalkboard as they obtain the
data. The discussion can then
DollOw. /

40
44,1Nek.

o
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

hoW thumbtacks beha* ve when
spilled?

For one thing, each child can.
determine the range in the
number of points up obtained
for-his or her sample. Have
them recor this. on the Work-
sheet. The can also compute

. .

the range for ach team's sam-
ple. This range may be larger
than either team member's
since it includes both.

0How else Scan the data be
organized?

Give each ch ld a sheet of
graph paper ( sq/cm or 4 sof/
in.) on which' to enter the
data. Have them set up appro-
priate axes as illustrated
below.

'If necessary, review with the

MINISEOENtEV/Activ.ity 3

r

COMMENTARY'
CP o

a

Some typical results for one
team are:

Y
k

Team Member 'A

_Trial
NMbe

a Number Of
Poi.ts Up

.

a 5

2 ' 2

3 , 4

'.....6.)4

5
.

5 ,

Team Member B

Tfial
NuMb'eqi

. Number Ot
Pointl Up

1,,,,

`2

3

5

''

,k

,

.

)

, 6

56

6

%

Range foroA is 2 to 6

Range for B is '5 to 7

Range for the .team' is 2 to 7

By, this the/.Congtruction
of the faMiliar histograwto_
pcirtray th'e frequency distri
bution of "points up"-sftuld
be, readily suggested, by the
children.

1 .

The horizontal axis should be
set up near the bottom of, the
paper so thlt.more data can
gradually be Addea.

A-y

310
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TEACHING SEQUENCE,

children how to enter their
data. Each column is identi-
fied crn the- base line (hori-
zontal axis) with numbers 0,
through 10. Thgte stand for ,

the number 4E, points appearing
up out of a s,p111 Of 10 tacks.
The children should shade in °

a square above the appropriate
column fox each triar'spill.
The data' given kbove would
look as follows)

'MINISEQVNCE V' /Activity 3'

COMMENTARY

V)

Member A .

1."
_ ,

01 2 3 4 5 61 8' %10
Points up / spill of4,10 'tacks

*am
ihm

Member B

I 7--
; I I

il l 1 2 3 4 5 6, 7 8 9" 10
Points up / spill of. 10 tacks .

What is the range you. ob-
tainecl in poirnts, up?

/' I$ the re a most frequent
value? Can you answer the
question. as to whether it

Mgre -likely for the tack
Ao J...4nd on its side or with

o ?its point up?
;

r,

"Nz

They had already calculated it /
from the data, but on the histo7.
gram it would be the width.

It is unlikely, that thee chil-
dren will be able to agree (In
a single most frequent value. .

The variation in their -results
is too *great and the sample of
five trials is really too small
,tcr give an overall answer.
&Ai
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,TEACHING SEQUENCE

C/hat technique could yog
use that would take into
account the variability,
in your results?

Each child 'should now look at
hig or her data end calculate
the average of the 5 trials.
The average can be computed by
adding the 'results and divid-
,ing by 5. They, should enter
their average on the Worksheet
and mark its positiin on the
histogram.

* How d6 the averages' found by
the team members compare?

a
Hbw could- you determine the
team average?

At this point,- the children
can add their teammate,'s data
to their histog-rams.. Each one
will then have ten squtares
.shaded in. They should reoord
the team average and their
place a mark on their com-
binedhistogram indicating
its position.

all the team averages the

MINISEQUENd V/Activity 3

. .

COMMENTARY

Averaging--this .is- another way,
to describe the data, 9.long'
with the range and the frequen-
cy distribution.

For those children n4t adept at
computing averages arithmeti-
callyi,theY can use the'histo,-
gram they have just constructed
and use the piling-in technique:
As mentioned earlier, this
technique was introduced in
Minisequence VI of Grade 4 and
referred to in Minisequence IT.
However, it would be preferable
at thiS point to have the dhil-
dren consider how to find the
average;arithmetically because
moving toward the center leads
_only t'o integers, and greater
accuracy.requires, interpola-
tion, an involved procedure.

The average will be in the
midst of their marked squares.

Some may differ. In thb ex-
ample above, team member A had
an average of 4.4; tea member
B had an average of 6.0\

An easy waywto compute the team .

average is for the children to
-add up all 10 trials of the two
members. The average would be
this total divided by 10.
Arithmetically, this divition
is done simply by placing a
decimal point one unit in ,from,

-the right. In the example
,above, the total sample for
the team shows .52 points up;
the team average is thus 5.2
pointS.up per spill of 10
tacks. If this sort Of compu-
tation fits in With your math-
ematics program, encourage the
children to compute,team aver-
ages this way.

Probably not., Bu the Values
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

same?

What is the range in these
averages?

r
1*

Are you any Closer. to saying
how.a tack will pxobably
land when spilled out bf-
a ,c.iip?/

A class histogram should
'constructed now. This can

be done on the chalkboard, or
'each child can %gd. the addi-
tional data to the histogram
,containing the team's data.

What is the most frequent
value?

. Ask the class to determine 14..h
overall class average.

What is the relation of the
sample 'averages of the over-
all average?

300
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COMMENTARY

will ba closer together than the
individUal averages reported
arliet. '

.A44p

In other words, the 'range
be much iMaler. Since a erag-
.ing is =an evening technique,
gr.ea&differences in individual
samples will disappear in
averaging. This idea was,
presented 'arid developed fh
-Grade 3. ."

The chil.dreri-have'already deter-
.

mined the averagd number of
points up for a spill of 10
tacks. Note that each team's
average, if divided by 10 again.
(the' number of tacks in each
trial`), represents the prob-
ability or expectancy that a
single tack will land point up.
In the.'example above, the prob--
ability'would be 0.52. That
is, we would expect points up
about 52 times out of every
100 times a tack is dropped.

The .ass histogram will repre-
sent-a sample consisting of 30.
times 5 trials, assuming there
are 30 children in the'group.
In such a case, there'would be -

approximately 150 squares
shaded in, as shown on page'301..
Histograms' for larger or smaller
groupswould vary accordingly.

The peak of the histogram. In
theApillus.tration'it is at 6
poifts up per throw of 10
tackg.

Sample averages (for 5 trials)!.
varied above and below -erN/
overall class average; however,
their variability (range) uLas

313
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TEACHING.SEQUENCE

How would you now "answer t e
question as to how thumb-
tacks land?

Is it now possiblq,to tell
for certain how itack will
nd, on the average?

-g.

Did any tacks land or thei
points? What is the prob-
ability of this occ rring?

Finally, reintroduce the ques-
tion as to the population about
which they have been trying
to get information. In the

-first Activity, the population
, was the bag-of marbles. They

sampled tt and then could
check the'.-Poptilation by open- 4"'"

q,

ing the bag. In the case Of
throwing cubes, the informa-
tion they tried to get was
about g// pubes. There, be-.
cause pf the symmetrical
physical etructure, they
could predict And then experi-'
mentally verify its behavior.
In this'Activity, the popula-
tion is identified as all
thumbtacks. From its physical
structure it is,too difficult
to predict how it should be-,
Wave. 'Mat is why a large

,302
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COMMENTARY

less than that of the averages'
for a single trial.

It is now clear that a thuMbtack
is more likely to. land with its
)point up than on its side. For
the data shoviri-on ge,301, the
average turns out o'be 6.6
'(a total of 982 poiiits'up + 148
trials). This is a probability
of 0.66.

No, even tholigh a great quanti.ty
Of data was collected, and the
overall average is probably
quite close to the true average
for the tack "population", s'bme
variability still exists. The
computed averages, however,
will show less and less vari-
ability as the sample size be-
comes larger.

Obviously, the probability is
practically zero. It is un-
likely that any will be ob-
served, but -it worthwhile"'
discussing this question.

In some instances, a physida-1
modelcan be constructed, but.
its complexity /clay be too
/great, thus making analysis
(difficult. ,

3 1 J
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

4.

sample of spills had to be
analyzed for one to infer ,tht
it is more prftable, but not
certain, that a tack will land
point up.

r

316
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MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 4

Activity 4 When Do Seeds Germinate?

In this Activity the children are directed to the study of vari-
able'events in pbpulations of living things. ,Eailier in the
COPES curriculum children were introduced to the concept of ex-
pected variabili-hy in nature. Iii the present Activity this con-
cept is reinforOL th) phildren'find variations in thetime it
takes a kind of\seed of ca'specific population to germinate. The
germination times are visually portrayed in the form ef histo-
grams whose characteristics are found to he similar for all sam-
ples from the same population of seeds. The range, the peak
value, and the average time for germination are properties of
the population. ThuS, two kindsof seeds (different populations)
with different peak germination times can be distinguished from
one another by the 'shape of the histogram representing, the fre-

, quency distribution of germination timed. This is discovered
when some children investigate an apparently homogeneous popula-
tion of seeds and discover that the resulting histogram has two
peak germination times. They then infer that their sample prob
ably coasists of'a combination of two different kinds pf seeds.-
Thus%the shape of a histogram can provide clues as to whether a-

,, given sample 4s mqe up of cas'es'ifrom a single or from several
populatibns.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

You will need:

81;

7

3 packets* each of seeds such as. radish or turnip. and pop-
corn or dill, lettuce, etc.

2 packets* Forget-me-notseeds (Myosotis, not CynOglossum)

1 packet* of Celos4.a seeds

3 or'4 plastic spoons (1 for 'each bag of seedS)

c3 or 4 plastic sandwich bags

containers of water

In addition, foi each pair of chisldren,'you will need:

. 2 plastic sandwich bags or plastic wrap
'

2 small dishes, 3-in..to,5-in.°(7.6 to 12.5-cm)* diameter
and 1/4-in. to 1/2 in. (0.8 cm to 1.3-cm) deep

304



10 paper towels

1 medicine dropper

4

MINISEQUBNCZOT;Activity 4

1 pair of tweezers (optional)

' 1- copy of Worksheet V-4

2 sheets f graph paper, 10 sq/in.

*Note that seed packets contain widely different numbers of
seeds. There should be enough so:that each team of 2 children
can take, 100 seeds from one; of the logs described under Prepara-
tion for Teaching.

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING:

MixOthe packet of Celosia seeds with the two packets df Forget-
he-not seeds. Put this mixture in,a plastic bag And label it p
with a letter such as "C." There are two varieties of seeds
commonly sold as Forget-me-not. You mus' obtain -the ore marked,
"Myosotis," not "Cynoglossum." The first ip also knOwn as
scorpion grass, the latter as hound's tongue. It is Myosotis :

which will have enough of a difference in peak of germination
times, compared with Celosia, so that a bimodal histogram will
be obtained. The .Forget-me-nots are only about 50% viable and
therefore 2 packets of Forget-me-notts are needed to 1 packet of
Celosia seeds.

Transfer the seeds from the other .packets to separate plastic
bags. Label these bags and the._:C%erresponding packet with other
letters so that you can identiA, the seeds later. It would be
best to include both a fast and a slow germinating seed. Radish
and turnips are fast germinating; dill and popcorn are slower
germinating seeds. If you'Vre unsure of, the germination time
for the seeds you have,. set up a sample o,f the seeds a week
beforehand, just as the children will, and check the germination
times yourself. Thus, what yodshould have when' you haN fin-

..--ished preparing the bags are:

1:

O

I/
A bag containing 3 packets off, say, radish seed's. This bag
might be labeled "A."

2. A bag containing 3 packets of, say; popcorn seeds, labeled
B.

3. A bag containing 2tpackets of Forget-me-nots and 1 packet of
Celosia; labeled "C." Mix the:seeds thoroughly. The mix-
ture will appear homogenepue because these seeds are very
similar in appearahce.

4. A bag containing 3 packets`of, say, lettuce seeds, labeled
"D."

305
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A MINISEQUENCE V /Activity.

There should be about the same number of seeds in each bag.
Place each bag of seeds in a different location to avoid gettihg
them confused and provide spoons and small pieces of paper so '

that the, teams can take their sampl6s.

Put out the supplies of paper towels, dishes, and plastic bags
where the teams of children can help themselves. Fill a few
containers with water, from Which the children can dampen the
paper towels once they are placed in the dishes. M\edicire drop-
pers are convenient to use for this purpose.

ALLOCATION OF TIME:

About 2 hours, in all, will be heeded-over,:a_periodiof a week to
complete the Activity.

If the seeds are started Monday morning, peaks,in germinetiOn
will be observed from the first day after being set up (radish)
to" the fourth day. (popcorn or dill) but' the decrease on. Saturday

. morning will not be observed. Therefore, the actiVity should
be continued at home.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

1. Show- the children the bagsitt

of se-e-ds. _Ask whit they are ,

acrd then what t y do.

Do y ou think they will grow
into different plants?

Will a ll the seeds sprout- -
that is, germinate?

Do you think there will be
different germination times
for the different seeds?
For the seeds in the same
group?

306
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-COMMENTARY

Many children will surely *recog-
nize that the small objects in
the bags,ard seeds 4nd are sure
to suggest hat they will grow
into Plantsif they are placed
in' the g1ound.

Since the sees are of diffe
ent shapes, etc. , it is more
than likely that they will.
(See Topic I, Activity J, of
Grade 2.)

Probaly-not--onll, the living
seeds will sprout,asfthe chil-
dr.en found in Grade 1 (Topic I,
Activity 7).

Encourage discussion on this
point by the 'children. In,

Grade,1% Topic IV,' Activity 4,
cbildr'en investigated germirla-
tion times and found some vari-
ability within one type of seed
and a good deal- ,among diffeient
kinds-of seeds. Now they will

31
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TEACHING SEQUENCE:.,'

.Refer to the groups pf seeds as
samples from populatious,o
particular see and suggeN:
that, using such samples, the
childeen investigate the prop-.
erty of germination time for
these populations.

*In setting up yOur,experi-
ments, would you want to
Pbserve*thetime it takes for
,one seed to germinate ?. - -two
seeds?

f

Larger numbers of seed's will be
needed. The children can work
in teams of two with each teat
taking a sample of 100 seeds,
from one of the larger 'sample's
of seed populations you ha \e
made_available to them..

If necessary, remind the Ail:.
dren that the 'seeds can'be
made to start growing if they
are placed, on top of moist pa-
per towels. Show them how to
do this Pol.d a paper towel
to fit the bottom of a dish,
There shouldbe about 15 to 20
layers. Moisten the towel, put
some seeds on it, and place the
dish in .a plastic `sandwich bag
to keepkIthe towel froth drying

.out. There should be an air
'Space between'-the seeds and the
plastic.

O

rowir

.

aF

MINISEQUENCE Activity 4

COMMENTARY

pursue this in' greater depth.

By this time, children should
'be reluctant to base.'inferences
about a populatjon on informa-
tion derived from only a feN0,7

members.

roe'

Plastic wrap may substitute for
the plastic sandwiCh bags. Theme
bags.ne,ed not be completely
closed.

a

320
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TEACHING SEQUENj

Now point out to the children
the supplies of paper towels,
dishes,: water', and plastic
bags. Have each team select
the particular seed it, will
inmestigate. After they pre-
pare their dish and have the
towel moistened with water,
they should get a supply of
100 of the seeds.

Provide each team with a copy
of Worksheet V-4 to be used to
record the-.data. Each team
should make a,rec9rd of the
bag from which they took their
seeds and of the tie (date and
hour) when they set up their
germinator. The children can
also record the physical prop-
erties of the seeds they se-
fected, such as comparative
size, color, shape, etc. This
can be rioted on t
under "Comments."
then set the germinat
aside in the ca.assroom.

Worksheet
ey should

g dishes

.16

2. As soon as some seeds show
signs okierminabtion, discuss
this.wit)1 the ciffldren! As in
Grade 1, a criterion for germ-
ination will have to be estab-
lished. The seed will give
evidence of starting to grow--

303

MINISEQU'ENCE V/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

If you uiish, this part of the
Activity can be .conducted by
small groups of children work-
ing on their own at various
times. Be sure that at least
a few teams select seeds from
every bag so that there will be
some data on each one.

They, can use the spoons and
small pieces of paper to bring
the seeds over 'to a work area.

Since direct sunlight Is not
conducive to seed growth, the
children should keep their
dishes away 'from the windows
On the Vorksheet,.suggest'that
they include. information as to
where the germinator was kept.
Subsequently, interested chil-
dren may wish to pursue the ef-
fect of varying amounts of
light (even darkness)* and re-
,p'eat the investigation under
different conditions.

Some kinds-of seeds, such as
radish, should exhibit some
germinations within one day.
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SEACHING'SEQUENCE

that is to germinate -when a
bit pfihe-root tip appears.

A-

Why have only, some kinds of
seeds germinated?

Starting with the first d y
that germination is observed,
'a better count of number
germinated,on each successive
day can be made if the children
remove the germinated seedls)
from the dish as they are
counted. These sprouted seeds
-should be placed on moistened
towels in another dish where
subsequent growth can be ob-
served. Add the newly germi-
nated seeds' to this dish each
day.

3. After .11e'children have
oboervedtheir seeds for'
severaL*days and recorded the
number of new germinations
each day,-hme them report
their results.

1

310
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MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 4

CO MMErA RY

Some seeds may interactrwith the
water, swell, and'tlie seed coat.
may crack, but it is' ohly,when :
the root tip appears thatb we can
1Say the seed' is starting to
grow. The other.observed
changes may not bR precursors
to growth.

Encourage their diScussion.
They may say that different
types of seeds take diffevent
times to germinate. There are
differences in behavior among
different.populations'of seeds.
Another answer might be that
seeds of the same kind show
differences (variability) in
their properties just as other
living things dd.

;

There may be interest-,,n ob-
serving the type of plant pro-
duced from each gro6p of seeds.
Once the seeds have sprouted
sufficiently in'the second dis'h
so that the children observe
the typeof structure emerging,
they can plant the sprouts in -
cups containing a bt of soil.

4

The completed Worksheet on
page 311 showsan'example of
data taken on radish seeds.
For the seeds showing long
germinating-times,' you may want
to have the children take their
germinators sand their Work-
sheets home to continue taking
data on the weekend.

3 2:3
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TEACHING SEQUENCE'

The , if the children have not
a eadY done so, suggest that
t -y set up a histogram of'the
germination times -fot the sam-
les of ;seeds they are invs-
igating.

Give each child a sheet of
graph paper.

r

-Set up with the class the two
axes on the graph. Be sure .

they see the similarity to the
histograms they have been
making. The base line now is-
marked off in increments of
time (days) it took for gemin-
ation to start. ' The vertica
axis represents how .many seeds
showed signs of germination on
that particular day. In the
example illustrated on radish
seeds, 52 seeds g9rminated
the first day-and 38 on the
second. A histbgram of the
radish data is shown on page

Discuss the different histo-
grams that the children con-
structed from their data.

*On what day did most hew
serminations appear? 'What
is the most frequent value?

,
?

fir

312 '

MINISEQUENCE /Activityt4

COMMENT R

It may be wise 10 make a histo-
gram on Friday of data then
available. It can be updated
and completed

It

Mon--;

day.

Paper containing 10 squares per
inch is suggested for this
Actity be/cause of the large
number of seeds that must be

'represented'on thq vertical
axis.

,)

Thei earlier histograms had
axes' marked offin nilolterqi
which could'show up on the
faCe(s) of a cube o in the
number of points up( Celp 10)
that t-occurred when a grofilp of
tacks was Spilled.

The germination time of another
seed--popcorn--is also illus-
trated, on page 314. For thiar
seed,a different-shaped histo-

' gram is obtained.

Those teams having samples from
different populations--for in-
stance,radish and popcOrn--will'
see a peak in ,gerinination on
different days,; those observing
samples -from the same-, groUf will.
probably see a peakon..,the same
day provided the surrounding
conditions (light, moisture,
etc.) wexs.not toV.-different
-cimeiclg_eRTit observation periods.
'The.most ftequent value-the
"peak" on the histOgram-is
called them de."

Z
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t

, TEACHING' SEQUENCE

* Ifi.nau took another. sample
from the same, population,
what would you predict for
the peak germination time?

. Choose some of the histograms
from different teams to show
to the class.

How do the histograms for the
Same kind of seed compare*
generally?

How do the histograms cf dif-
ferent seeds compare?

Ur

Have the--children report on
the range in ,germination timed
they, cbserved. Did seeds from
the same population behave
similarly?

What is the average ,time of
gerdination for,eadh samPle
of seeds?

14.
Suppose you had taken only a
,few seeds,,.5 for instance,
Would, you have confidence

MIIIISEQUENEN/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

The teams which investigated
the apparently homogeneous
"Population" in Bag C may or
may not ,raise questions, at
this point, -about the.lack,of
a single peak on theirgraphs.
If they do, accept their cities-
eions, admit that their obser-
vations are puzzling, but prd-
vid- no -explanation.

The should expect the peak to.
occ r at the same, number of
days from the start--if all
conditions are the same.

Do not pick the graphs from the
.teams that had the mixture of
Celosia and Forget-me-not seeds,
i.e., the graphs with two peaks.

0 ti

They .Should be similar -but
generally not identical

They may be very different, not
`only as to the 'day of pegk.
* germination, but also as to the
value at the peak and to the
range of days, for germination...

these*properties-Can be
discussed in connection with
the histograms prepared by the
dhildren.

Since the ge in many<an--,
stances is, short, the average
will probabll,,Se near.thehigh-
est point on the frequency
distribution portrayed in the
histograM.

o
Sdme seeds did not germinate at
all and some took longer times
than others. The five 'selected,

.323 .
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

By now the children should see
that in- studying populations
they must investigate as large,
a sample 'as is practicable,

.since they ytmust expect some
variations in resuks.' -Ask
them it would be acceptable

' to combing sets of data, as
they have done in the previous
Activities, to increase sample
size. Perhaps they could then
make even more confident,pre-
dictions about germination
time.

'0131A what about combining the
data from different popula-
tions? Would useful infor-
mation be obtained?

exhibit two histograms of seeds
with very, different peak germ-
ination times, such as radish
or turnip and dilior ggpcbrn.
Combine the data and make a
histogram on the chalkboard or

. have the children combine them
and'plot the histogram on a
fresh sheet of graph paper.

The children should see that
such a comipination gives a
histogram witli two peaks. An
lavekage germination time would

xfmean little or such data
since there would ctually be
.two average germipation
one for each type, of seed.

316

MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 4

COMMENTARY

might have included these seeds.
Thus they might have concluded,
erroneously,-either that the
seeds can'flotAerminate at all
or that they take a ry long
time to germinate.

-21iscussian should bring out
that it would be acceptable to.
combine sets of data from teams
who used the same kind of seeds- -
that ig, seeds from the same
bag.

Let the children discugs this
problem. After they speculate
about it, if a child has not
already suggested it, combine
some typical data.

V

A allpmbined histogram for radish
and, popcorn seeds is shown on
page 317.

fruch a histogram is referred to
(a6 bimodal.

Similarly, the range -of germin-
ation times for a mixture has
little meaning because there
are 2'different ranges, one for
each population. Thus, when

32j C
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

0

How could you verify the
hypothesis that there are
really two kinds of seeds in
Bag C?

N

MINISEQUENCE V/Aciivity 4

COMMENTARY

two. different kinds-of seeds in
Bag C, despie'their similar
appearance. Qf course, there
is some overlap on the histo-
graMs. Although/ the average
time for the germination of
populatioll 1 is 2 days and the
average time for the germina7

4,tion of population 2,is 4 days,
few.seeds from population 2

must *have germinated by the 2nd
day'and a few from population
1 must havewgerminated on the
4th day.

Suppose you were investigat-
ing a group of objects'that
yOu suspected might really.be;
two different populations.
How would you go about find-
ing out?

).

They could verifyit be letting
the tiny seedlings develop far
enough to see the,differences
'in the plants which fotm. En-
courage the/Aildren to follow
through with such a procedure.
,A t that point, you might 'iden-
tify the seeds that-were in
the mixture. (See Extended
Experiences for another veri-
fication proceAre.)

Make a histogram of data,om the
-group and see if it contained
two peaks. This illustrates
the use of a statistical pro,
cedure:to find out "some.thing
about a set of.data2,When a
histogram for a certain'mea-

,
surement on a poptilation shows
two or.more'peaks, a factor cafe
usually be found which accounts
for the shape. Here the factor
was that two different kinds of
seeds were mixed. As another
example, a histogram.of tA.
height of adult Americans would,
also showtwo peaks. The fac-
tor underlying this is the dif-,
ferences in height of men and
women. Women, on the average,,
tend to be shbrter than men.

The children may find that
certain varieties of lettuce
seeds shOT,:i. 2: peaks. Is this -a

319



TEACHING SEQUENCE

411 thesg,ibservations point
up the ?use of statistical data

samples from ap-
parly homogeneous popula-
tions. Although individual
deviations occur (very short
or long gerihinations), the
peak or most probable time for
germination can be confidently
used for prediction with res-
pect to the total population ,

even when the total cannot be
tested.

. EXTENDED EXPERIENCES:

MINISEQUENCE VAc.6:irity 4

1:

COMMENTARY

characteristic of lettuce or
dogs the package contairilwo

i.varieties? Perhaps letting it
'grow to maturity will answer
the question, but the shape of
the histogram will raise the
uestion.

Of course, apparent homogeneity
comes from observing that the
seeds have the same size, shape,
etc. That populations differ
with respect to germination
time is a 'reason that the latter
is usually considered a more
important Property of the seeds
than their outward appearance.

1. Children can investigate the various factors which may af-
fect the range and average time for germination o 'differerit
seeds. They can set up saples from.a packet of seeds under
varying light conditions; (light versus dark); or the effects
of different colors of light (using colored transparent plastic
or

sti
cellophanesi, the effect of 'watering,uetc. Th's e of

investigation is highly suitable to individual i veciations,
either at school or at home. In all instances; eyshould take
their data on a large enough sample so as to make the4r results
statistically sound.

2. Those children who had germinated the mixed populations of
seeds may want tp get the'data on the individual popukations and
then combine the data on a histogram to see if it looks like the
one they obtained of the mixture,. If it does, this might also
verify thAt it was a mixture.

3. Many commercial seeds 'are really mixtures, such ee'some.
grass seeds. Children might take germinationz-time data on sam-
ples to see if a histogram will confirm this 'Sometimes, over-
lap of the bars' obscures the separate peaks, owever'.

4

I
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Activity 5 , How Do Chemical Affect Germ nation?

. What factors1 influence the germination of a seed? In the pre-
vious Aotivity the children foun4 that they were, able to grow,
most of the. seeds under moist conditions; some may have investi-
gated other variable factors, such as the press ce or absence of
light.. TheyaltO observed variability in that eeds within a
given population germinated at different times

In Activity 5, the children investigate the influence of a chem-
ical on the 'germination of one population of seeds. The chil-
dren subject a small sample to specific, but different concen-
trations of copper sulfate solution and measure the number of
germinations which oc8tur at each concentration. Because of the
variability of seeds, the results of any one team's experiment
may not reveal the'inflilence--the data will be too scattered.
It is only when the sample is enlarged to include the data

f gathered by the entire class, and the average number of germin -
tions is calculated_Agx each concentration of chemical, that /a
meaningful relationship emerges. The'averages, when plotted

M(against concentration pf coppersulfate on a coordinate grapht,
eld a trend-).ine or curve which shows that 4nhibition bf

germination increases withthe concentration of chemical. The.
"scatter"

P
or deviation, of the data fro6 the general trend isl,

seen to result from the characteristic variability of the seeds
and from expected experimen'tal variations. This concept is ap-
plicable to any statistically variable measurement when inviesti-
gating the effect of imposed factors on a property. Averages of
severa). measurements*provide more re4iable results than the
individual measurement and such averaged data will "fit" on a
smooth trend-line or curve wherever individual values will not.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

For the class:
11b

8 jars, 1-pint (500-m1), transprept, preferably identical .

supply of water

1 piece of white paper

1 stirrer, e.g.,glass rod

1. marking crayon or'.feit-tipped pen

3,

334,
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MINISEQUNCE V/Activity,5

.copper sulfate, blue hydrated crystals, about 45

For each -team of three or four children:"

.1 plastic jce cube tiay, with separate molded compartments,
or molded plastic egg carton

1

90 seeds', to be selected from one of the populations studied
in AatiVity 4

scissors

paper 'towels

cups% 1-oz (30-m1), waxed paper or plastic

plastic wrap (enough to cover the tray)

3-4 -pieces of paper,sfor'carrying seeds

magnifier (Optional)

1 Worksheet V-5

For each child:,

1 'medicine dropper

.

,1 piece of graph paper, 1 sq/in. (1 sq/cm)

1 colored'cryon or pencil

PREPARATION .FOR'TEACHING:
s

The entire class should investigate the behavior of the same
kind of se/Ltd but each team need not perform the experiment at the
same time 'Sortie may want to tgke the trays home to watch 'the
developing seed's. Discussion on the accumulated data, however,.
should .be done with the group as a whole.

Select A seed, such as radish, for which the children collected
dlta in Activity 4. If you select a seed which takes a long'
time before its germination peaks, thereis a possibility that
mold will form, depending on the source of your seeds and the
condition 'of the containers. In general, however, copper sul-
'fate will inhibit mold formation ,as well as germination of the
seeds.

Since it takes time, even with stirring, for the 45 g of copper
sulfate to dissolve completely,.you may want-to initiate the
Activity and prepare the solution in front of the children early
in the day. The dilution series, can then be done later in the
day. In the interim they can be preparing the tray with the

322
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414 MINISEQENCE V /Activity 5
, r

Taper toweling and counting out the seeds., If you would prefer"
not to wait so long.,...,use 'hot water to make the solution.

Label each of the pint jars with a number, 1-through $. You/ Ishould have a mark on eilch jar that indicates where it is half-
filled.' If it is a straight-sided jar, measure the height with
a ruler and put.a crayon or felt-tipped-pen mark halfway up.
Then, assuming all the jars are Tie same, put a similar line in

1,the same positionon th others. (You may subStitute 8,jars of
another capacity, if th t is more convenient. If bo, alter your
,requirements for 'copper sulfate accordingly.) You'Inight want to
enlist the help of chisldren in pre-marking'the jars

Hive the materials needed by each team available for. the chil-
dren to help themselves. Put the seeds out in:a ,small-jar, with
a plastic spoon as a dispenset. Finally, prepare sufficient
copie0of Worksheet V-5. ,

ALLOCATION OF TIME:

The children will need about 1-1/2 to 2 hours, over a period of
several days', to complete thia Activity.

TEACHING, SEQUENCE
4

. ,

1. Review with the cl#ss what
they learned about germinating
seeds in'the previous Activity.

IP

-40

4

336

COMMENTARY

Encourage the children's resr
ponies.. Be sure these include
the observation that out of a
sample of 100'seeds-not all
seeds getminated--that they
could not predict which seed
woull germinate, and that, al- .

thoudh more than one team may
have investigated the same
poP-ulation of seeds, the exact
number of seeds tha,t germinated
varied, Thus, they could con-
clude that there is variability
in seeds. However, the shape
of the histogram of germinating
times was similar for-seeds
coming from the same, popufation,
but differed for different
populations. (Of course a ma-
jor idea was that a two-peaked
histogram (bimodal) indicated
that, there 'might be two popula-
tio s of seeds.)

323
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TEAL ING SEQUENCE

1411,it factors are necessary
for germination?.

Is water necessary for germ-
ination?,

.1

How do you think germination
of the seeds would be af-
fected if a substance were
dissolved in the water? Do
you think the amount of the
substance dissolved would
make a difference?

4111,

Show the class the copper sul-
fate, identify it, 'and tell
`therp that this is a chemical
whose affect on germination
they can investigate. B.ut

first they have to make up
some solutiodi of the copper
sulfate,-each with a different
amount_ of the substance in a
unit of volume. Then, instead
6f keeping track of the number
of seeds which germinate each
day, they are going to count ,

how many seeds can germinate.
on towels moistened with the
different solutions, That is,
they will try to find out if
andhow the concentration of
the chemical affects germina-
'ton.

324

MINISEQUENCE V /Activity 5

. COMMENTARY
4 '

N
pv,

If any of the chIldren'st4dPed -

the effect of different'factors
on the number of seeds which
.could germinate, haua,them re-
port thei results. Somemay
mention th presence or absence

4., se .74.

of light.

Evidently S Ojecause when the
seeds were dryly they didn't
germinate.

The ohildren may rightly sur-:
mis& that the effect would be
a.t least partly determined by
the kind of substance it was.
Some may*think*germination vould

.bespeeded..up and others that,
it would be slowed down by dif-
ference amounts.

ti

0

ot_,.

4 *
Copper sulfate will be used
again, ext ively, in Grade 6,
where the c ldyen will try to
find what str cturalUnits-make

'it up.. It is not referred
to as copper sulfate there, but
as blue vitriol. If the present %,
group of children will be going
on with Gr.ide 6'of COPES, you A

may want to refer to the sub-
stance as blue vitriol here.

The variable investigated in
Activity 4 was time for germina-
tion. Children observed that
seeds gerrenated at different
times.4-some on the first day,
some on the Second, etc. 'In
tile present Activitg, the chil-
dren measure the total, number
of Seeds which germinate. How-
ever, thpy will put on each set
9f germinating seeds a solution'
of copper sulfate of differ'ent
but known concentrati'ons.. Thus
they will be trying to obtain
information on how different, .

.concentrations of .copper sul-
fate.affect the germination of
'seeds.
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Fill'a small 1-oz cup with cop-
per sulfate crystals.' This
will amount to about 45 g.
(The exact amount is not impor-
tant.) Then fill jar number 1
with water, add the copper
sulfate, and stir until it is k

all dissolved.

2. Put the.7 oth r pint jars.,
in order, where al the chil-
dren can easily see them.
There should be a row of 8 jars
with the filled jar (1) of cop-
per sulfate solution at the
beginning of the row.

Focus the chi
on jar 2 and
in problem
sider:

HAy can I mate a\solutiBh
ili9lb.er'2 'the will be, half(
--
as/ concentliated as thatiin
jar 1?

q
o. '

After they ha ad a'-cmance to'
discuss the ques.tion'(soke may
want to fill jar. 2 with water
and .add half of e I-oz-cup
of copper sulfa e to it),-pour
half of the solution in jar l
into jlx2--,that is, until the
liquid come( up to the halfway
park. Show both solutions to
the class, holding a piece of
white paper behind the jars to
improve visibility, of the color
of the solutions.

ren's attention,
e the folaow.:'
them to con- .

How do the-solutions compare'
in color?

MINISEQUENCE V /Activity 5

kir

.14

3

'COMMENTARY ,'

a

As mentioned in the Prtpar,tio
for Teaching, it may`-take.a
While for all the crystals
d'ssolve. But ,the chndens
sho4d observe the inttj:a
tipn.being prepared. Th
ceed-04 the dilution sie ie,s.

b'and setting 1.1.Q o* the
0
sp rminat-

ing trays Pater-in-th me day.

30?-1k-pio-

In this Sectioioof
a dilution series o
fate. solutions is 4ag ch4
of/ the 8 icirs /2
the concentra 'tion of.,copu sul- 401
sate: in tIlte prededingAaPVIf
the chileren alrea ,4114ve 'an. Tho
under.standing,pf s c !NU ution# 42,

you an roceed with 44. W4:1-

Otherwise-,Akt each
step slowly. It is important
that the children realiie that
when'an'equal volume of meter
is- Wed to one solution, the
_diskliled Copper sulfate,spreads
thkvighout the total liquid and
any sample from it would be
half,as concentrdted as the

-'solVtion was. before water sas,
add' Akthough they may-not
See -_%:b1110:goior o the cop--
per sti4eaten the final mem-
ger..(i) of,the series, if they
havet:poured a Portion of:th
pre,fe'dirffsolutibn and diluted
ylq:14,can,be.inferred that the
dopp4F sulfate. is still there
and stioli. at,halfthe,concen-
tration.1 The/gradation in blue
cojo t4te'mo-te conderit ed
solu ions should be evidence
for e. children that the con
c-en tiOn is becomfig less- and
les Conci

ientration

is defined
as he amount of material., here
copper sulfate, in a-unit volUm
of liquid..

If Vi _e jars are alike, the color
Of bot lutions will 'appear
the'Sa Of course,_if one ii -

325
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r

7
How much solution is in each
jar?

* If all the liquid crri d
show much copper sulfat
would there be in each

Now add water to jar 2 until
the jar is full.

O l§ there any i erence now
in the smou t of c ppeNr sul-
fate in eac jar?

326
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COMMENTARY ,

I

jar is narrower, then t e soku-
tion'will appear iigh r in
color since n wil
be observing through thinner
portion of solution.

(In earlier Grades,:the children
developed an unders.Earidingof .

conservation of voliume by pour-
ing liquids into different
shaped vessels.
liquid was poared
stood that there

s the same
it was under- ,

as not change
in the amount of /liquid. SimI-
.rarly, the child en kept trapok'
of tthe amounts .f liquid by
meWuring volumes. Here we are
keeping track, of by adding
volumes, but b halving them.)

Since the sol tion was divided
in half, each jar contains the
same amount-- alf bf.the origi-
nal solution 0

It Isimpor ant that the chil-
dren also understand that each
jar contain- the' same amount of
copper sul ate, ..On drying,
each jar would be seen.toihave
half of t e original cu'p' of
06opper sulfate in it.

untof copper sulfate.ii.
st he-same. *None was taken
ou . Of.co rse, some children
might respond-that there is
less because,itOhas been diluted
m4t water. That would be true
if e compared equal-size sam-
pl s removed,from each jar:
Th- sample frcm jar 2 would
contain less copper sulfate
p riunit volume than the sample
rom jar 1 - -in, fact, 1/2 as ;.

much. But the question here i

concerns the'total amount oft
copper sulfate in each jar.

1
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

---How do the two solutions
compare in color?

I

;Help the chtlliren to,realle\-
sdhat in jar 2 the coppef
fate has been spread out
through liquid. It is
dilute solution.

a more-
- \

Now pour half tile soluti2p
from jar 2 into jar 3. Again Jr.,
compare the color of the solu-
tion4 s:d/ he amount of- copper
sulf e i each jar.

?idd water t
full. 'How d' the colors' of
!the two solu ions compare note -

71-1K.

How does 'thy concentration of
capper sulfate in the solu-
tion in jar .3 compare with

jar 2?

jar 3 until it is

that. in

Cont nue this procedure and
line f questioning until you
have oured from jai 'into
jar 8. (In order to have all
the ja s only fialf Full, you
might. our out and discard
hair° the soli ion in jar 8.)
Now, you have 8 jars, each with
a decrelsing concentration of
copper sulfate. °As the jars
are lines'up, a gradation in

MINISEQUENCE:V/Activir 5

COMMENTARY

This is an, important idea arld
thpabilyolx,en should not bt rush-
ed through it. ,

The children will observe that
the liquid in jar 2 appears
lighter in color. Since the
dissolved, mater,i.a.P' is blue, the
color of the solution indiates
not only the presence of the
substance but differences in
concentration as welh.s.

If you have not alieady dqpne
so, you might introduce the
term concentration here. Refer.
to the copper sulfate solutibn
in jar'2 as having half the con-
centration of,that in jar- 1.

-4Conversely., the.conCantration.
in jar 1 is twiag"that in jar
2.

F-

The gruparked,,half=volume
,line sESU14 facilitate this
'operation. The solutions should
be the a.ame color and, again,
thete are equal Amounts in both
jars. Thit solutah was-onerry
divided kn,two equal parts.

.The solution in jar 3 should
now be lightersih color.

Thesolution,in jar 3 is half
the doncentratiori, of the one in
jar 2.. .

/

By this time thi color of the.
solution may be quite faint.

z
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

'color of the solutions should
be clearly noticeable.

Again, ask the children to
compare the concentration of
copper sulfate in the different
jars.

9

3. The children are now ready
to see how many seeds -can
germinate on towels moistened
with the different copper sul-
fate solutions. For this,part

1 of the Activity, divide the
class inta ten teams. Have-
each team get its plastic ice

alLcube tr and a supply of pa-
per towel to make a seed,
germinator. They :shpuld,place
about 15 slayers ot,paper towel-
ing in the bottd% of each .com-
partment. Then they should

328
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COMMENTARY

From the dilution operation,
the children should. conclude
th the concentratio1 in each

tsuKeeding jar is half the con-
centration. of the, one before it.
A comparison of the concentra:
tions in this series would be:.

jar 1 original solution, call
ilas concentration A.

jar 2 1/2 A

jar 3' 1/A A

jar 4 1/8 A
jar 5 1/16 A

jar 6 1/32 A

jar 7 1/64-A

'jar 8 1/128 A

Note that since all dilutions,
were'made from the original
solution in jar 1, it doesn't
matter how much copper sulfate
is dissolved in it, bfily4that
each successive jarohas 1/2
the concentration of the one
before it.

. ,

Each team., as poted in the 1

Mat\.rials and Equipment list,
will work with ,one plastic 'ice
cube tray. (A molded plastic
egg box is nadequate sub-
stitute.) hey will place 10
seeds in h compartment. ,It
is recomme ded that the 1ptal
for-the cl ss be 100 seeds per
coMparfmen . Therefore, the
class shOuld be divided Into
lOworking teams. If.this,is
not poss4.ble, _(if you ctnot e

.get 10 trays); then each team

341:-
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

get nine 1-oz cups, and mark 8
of them to correspond.to each
of the jars. The team mem-
bers can share the.responsi-
-bility of obtaining a sample
of solution from each of the
eight jars in the appropriate-
ly numbered cup and a sample
of plain water in the ninth
cup. If they pour about 1/2
a cupful into each one, that
will be quite sufficient.
Have them line up the cupshin
sequence.

4

z

I

I

II

MINISEQUENCE4y/Activity 5

COMMENTAA

should Investigate more seeds
in eachcompartmento that the
total for thee class will still
be 100. For instance, if five
teams are formed, 20 seeds
`should be placed in each com-
partment.

They will be setting the tray
up so that eadh compartment,
which is physically separate
from its neighbor, will be
saturated with a different sol
tion. The same number of seeds
should be placed in each COM?
partment.

The ninth cup'can be marked
with a "C" (for control) or= "W"
for water. The important idea
behind the use of a control in
uch an investigation has been

dealt9with in several Activities
of COPES. If the children do
not suggest the need for a con-
trol compartment of the ray--
where t1e experiments condi-
tions ,Wre'identi except for
the absence'of he yaclable
under ingest' ation--taIe the
time to dev lop,the idea witti°
leading.spdestion.s, such as, how
will you be able to tell.that
any observed effects on germin-
ation would not be obtained with

-water alone?

Caution the children that in
working with copper sulfate,
they must not let it come in
dontact with their skin.' -It

,

can be handled very safe,ly by %.
ustng the droppers and keeping
it `in the cups. CautiallitheM
not to "poke"-with tWr fin-
gers at the toveling in the
trays after it is saturated viith
the eolutions. They can'ds.e.a
dropper or wood splint if they
want to move the seeds about.
Wipe up any spills with toweling

#
329
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

.0 As-you look down on the ,

stries of solutions, what do
ydll observe?

Before they saturate each com-
partment with one of the solu-
tions', be sure they put num-.
bers on the tray to identify
whichcOmpartment gets which
solution, and which gets plain
water.

Then each child should take a
.medicine dropper, and starting
with -the more dilute solution,
saturate the corresponding
compartment with it: Three or
4 droppersful of solution
should be sufficient. Whatever
is heeded; the same amount of
liquid should be placed in each
compartment. Before the. child
takes the next more concen-
trated solution,be sure the
dropper has expelled all the
liquid posiible. Then', in:-
stead of rinsing with water..
(which would dilute the'solu-
tion), he or she, should sunk
up some of the more concen-
trated solution and let it t-4o
back into the cup. In this
way, the child is rinsing the,

330..

MINIS;QUENCE V/Activity

COMMENTARY

and discard it.

A definite gradation in color- -
reflecting -t110,e difference in
copper sulfate concentration
from cuP 1 to cup 8., (The
solution ip cup may appear

'colorless since ne is'observ-:
inq such a small amount of solu-
tion.), It might e desirable
at this point to epeat the
questioning abou What the dif-
ference in co c tration is
'between each of the samples to
emphasize the point that each
successive solultpi.on still has
1/2 the concentration of the
one before it. , Whether the
solution is in a 16-ozjar or
in a 1-oz cup,.the concentra-
tion is the same.

343

Each child.in.the team can be
responsible for a few of the
compartments:

It is safer in this experiment,
to_ncontaminate" the morp.con-
centrated solutions with the
lesser ones, than the.other war.'
around.

In takingdroppersful, -ube the
techRique described in Mini-,
sequence III to insure thatthe
same amount is expelled each
time. The exact amount needed
rn all will depend onthe.kind
andamoun.t_of toweling used.



TEACHING SEQUENCE

walls of the dropper with the
solution to be used. In the
case of the plain water rinse
the dropper with water .before
"taking the 3 droppersful.

MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 5

COMMENTARY-

416

11111111111111111111110 NM
Next, each team should-get a
supply of 100 seeds. (The com-
bined class data should be for
100 seeds in each compartment,
as noted earlier..) They can
take the supply back to their
work areas on small pieces of
paper. Ten seeds should be
put into each compartment; in-
cluding the one with water.

The erales should be covered

Alth'Ough they have gathered
similar information on sample
of 100 seeds in the previous
Activity, repeating it here
serves two purposes. They will
not only be observing the, ef-
fect of added chemical sunder,
identical conditions, they will
be able to COnfirm their pre-
dictions that the data they ob-
tained in Actil.iity 4 can be
used to predict information
about any other sample taleen,
from the same population.

344
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TEACHING SEQUENCE

with plastic wrap (or put into
a large plastic bag) to retard
evaporates of the water. The
children should then set the
.germinators aside, as they did
in Activity 4.

4. ,After several da s, have
eachteam record the number of
seeds which have germinated in
each compartment. Some chill-
dren may find it tseful to ,use
a magnifier in obberving each
seed to determine if it has
germinated.

Give each team 5 copy of Work-
sheet V-5 in order to keep
track of the count of germinA-
tions, or have them construct
a similar one of their-owh.
They should also describe the
appearance of the sprouts in
the different .compartments.
This information can be enter-
ed under "Comments" on the
Worksheet.

Now have the children focus on
the measurement-of' the number

°'of germinations they counted.
To. the right i.s a set of typi-
cal.datA obtained by one team,
using radish seeds.

3321
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COMMENTARY

Be 'sure that each team identi-
fies its tray.

The time elapsed before they
count should be long enough so
that every seed Which can germ-
inate will have done 'so. They
should use the criter(ion es-
tablished in the previous Acz.
tivity for".termination. In
other words, they should do the

-count after the maximum range-s
in days they found for that
particular seed has passed. In
the caseof radish, it might be
3 or 4 days; in the case of
lettuce, 9 or_10. The exact
time depends,on light, moisture,,
temperature, etc.

They may observe that even
though a seed will start to
grow a root, some root tips
appear black.. They are af-
fected by the copper sulfate- -

although the root appeared, .

growth does not'proceed. They
may even pick up effect4 on, the
colors= of leaves if 'they form.

Compartment
.

Number of
germinations

1 0

2 , 1

3 1
4 10
5 7

6 10
7 9
8 8

C 10 .
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WORKSHEET V-5

I
Team Members:

'SEED IS: .,
_

COMPARTMENT
COPPER SULFATE
CONCENTRATION

NUMBER OF
GE RMI NATI ONS COMMENTS

.

1 HIGHEST

, .

v
,

2 ,
- .

. ,
.

4 c
5: 7---.
6

_

-......... `A-

7
.

il

8 LOWEST , et

CONTROL
(WATER)

NONE
.

.

,
,

.

t
17

.

,.

°

.

Ir

r

.

. -

.
.

,

,...,

r

',Al.- ,:.

S

.

.

.
.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

4

,

...

..

4

.

o

,

.

.
.

.
. .

.

42 .

V

.

-- .

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

-

.
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o Do the-data tall you anything
about how the seeds respond
to copper sulfate?

What generalizations can you
make on the baSis of your
results?

At this point, the children
should suggest that each team
used too few seeds. Consider-
ihg all the data for allthe
teams together may help' them
to resolvepsome of their dis-
agreements over the interpre-
tation Of their results... Make
a chart On the-chalkboard and,
as the teams report one by on
fill it in. The table that
follows shows the data ob in-
ed by a class on radish seeds.

334
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COMMENTARY

In many instances, a comparison
of the counts in. each compart-
ment will not show much of a
'trend: In fact, the data shown,
above jump all over. There
will probably be general agree-
ment that at the high concen-
trations of the chemical prac-
tically no germinations
occurred. At the intermediate
concentrations some teams may
note that only a few seeds
germinated out of,the1)0;
others will observe many more
than a few. In short; they
will ebt be able to agree on
inferences about the intermed-
iate concentrations. At the
lower concentrations some teams
may report that a few of the lb"
10 see.ds may have .been _Affected;
the data of other teams may sug-
gest that there is no difference
in germinations between the
lowest concentrations of copper
sulfate and plain, water (the
control). The point is that
consideration of the data, team
by .team, can lead to few de-
finitive conclUsions.

Leave'enough space at the right
so that the totals can be re -.
corded, and averages calculated/
later.

347
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COMpartment

MINISEQUENCE V/Actiyity 5
% 4

',COMMENTARY

Teams

A B.CDEF, GH,IJ.

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 , o 0. o

2 2 1 3 0
,-----.
0 0 6 1 1 0

3 1 1 7 3, 3 5

,--

5 1 3 3

4 2 3 8 7 5 5 6 10 7 7

5 5 7 7 10 v 8 6 7 8 10

6 8 10 10 ,9 9 9 9P 10 8 10

7 10 '10, 10 10 9 10 10 , 9 10 10

8 10 8 10 10 10 10, 9 8 10) 10

C 10 10 .10

11,

Aci 9 10 10 10 10 10,

Now have the,.vhildren make a
coordinate graph of their col-
lected data. Give each child
a sheet of graph papek (1 sq.
per cm) . The axis along the
base can e marked off in num-
bers f om 1 to 8 and then by,a

'lett C (for control) for the
wat r. These,mark:s correspond-
to the different compartments
d represent-decreasing cop-

per sulfate concentrations.
The vertical axis is marked off
in units from 0 to 10, and cor-
responds to the count of
germinated seeds. Both axes
should be numbered on the lines.
Columns will not he con-
structed--only intersectsmark-
ed to correspond with the data.

Be sure the children-realize
that this is nota histogram.
They will be graphing the varia-
tion of germinations with'the
concentration of copper sulfate.
Coordinate graphing was intro-
duced In Grade 4 of the COPES
curriculum. (You may wish to
review the introductionto this
type of graphing-in Activity 1
of Minisequende ITT,. in that
grade.)

If your children have difficulty
with thiOtechnique,,Work
them as they enter their.initral
data. For 'instance', if no seeds/
germinate*d in'cbmpartment 1,
then a dot (or X) should be
placed at the intersection of
the line for O'germinations
with that for compartment 1.
If a team counted 3 germinations
in compartment 3, at that com-
partment line they shou -ld count
up to the'croSS'line represent-
ing'a count of 3 germinations
and place a mark at that inter-

348,
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The children shoufd begin by
entering the data'for their
own team. They can then go on
to add the data for the other

';'nine teams, one by one. In
this sial- they can readily see .

the variability in, their over-
all results...

Do the collective data tell
you anything more about how
the seeds respond to copper
sulfate?

Could you draw a trend line
through the data marks on
your graph?

4"

What do you think accounts
for the variations ih he
data?

Hopefully, the children will
refer to their variable re-
sults as'due.not only to the
variability of the Seeds, but
to they impossibility of re-
peating experiments exactly.

. **How can this variability be
taken into account, so that
;,.re can answer the question
as to howthe germination of
seeds is affected by dif-
ferent concentrations of cop-
per.sulfate?

I
Once the idea of finding an
.average is introduced, refer
back to the tabulation yoU
have on the board. With the

336'*
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section (See illustration on
page 339.)

This means that on each com-.
pertinent rine.there will be ten
marks. Same'may be on top of
one another, but most will be
spread out a bit.

/-

The children maybe quite dis-'
appointed that the data, even
for the entire class, seem to
_be quite seattered." A trend of
the effect of coppersulfae on
germination is not apparent
except for zero or loW germina-
tions in compartments 1 amool.

and high germinations in com--*
partments 8 and control. There-

.::fore, it.would be difficult to
_.drew a tend line' with any con=
fidence.

They should be reminded of the
,variability they found in re-
'''peating measurements when they
measured the distance a marble
could roll in Minisequence.II4
They obtained different dis-
tances even though they triete
to repeat the experiment in
exactly the same way.

The children's previous experi-
ences in this sequencethave
shown them that combining, and.'
then averaging will provide
additional information about
population samples. Averaging
takes the variability among
samples into account.
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0

children's help add together
all the values 'for each com-
partment. Enter these figtires
on.the.table in a column to
the right.

For each compartment, how
many readings were made?

Help them (calculat the average
count of germinatibns for each
compartment. For those adept
'at arithmetic computatibns,
this'can be done by adding all
the counts for the compartment
and then dividing by the num-
ber of compartments, which is
ten. If 'your children are
familiar with deCimals, then
dividing by ten should be rel-

,atiVely-simple. (See Actiyity
3.) The averages below go with
the data on radish seeds shown
.earlier.

Compartment'

.

.

Sum

Average
Germinations
per 10 seeds

1 2 0.2 f

_

2 14
/

1.41/
3 32 3.2

4 60 6.0

5 73 7.3
.

6 92
-

9.2

7 98 9.8

8 95 9.5

C 99 9.9 ".

What is the probability that
a single ,creed will 'germinate
in; say, compartment 3?

MINISEQUENeE V/Activity 5

COMMENTARY

Ten--one for.each team.

Some children may recognize,
that the ten observations 6n-
tered for each compartment
really constitute the data for
a histogram. If they wish,
they can use the class data to
construct such a histogram for
each compartment: Then they
can performi'a piling-in opera
tion to find the average.

ti

In addition to providing infor-
mation on how these seeds are
affected by the chemical As the

350
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MINISEQUENCE V/Activity 5'

COMiNTARY

%

Compartment-.47?

a different colored pencil,
or:crayon, suggest the children
enter the average' values. on
their graphs.

Can a trend be observed now?

Have them draw the best trend.
line. It need not include all
the paints, but in selecting
where to draw the line, those,
points above the line should
be apprOximately courrterbarance/d
by thole below it. An example,
of such a line through the ave-
rage values appears in the

concentration changes, the ave-
rage tells one the most probable'
number of seeds that will germ-
inate under these conditions.
In fact, since the average is,
based on an overall count-of
.100 seeds; it also represents
the percentage of seeds germ-
inated. 'For,ins'tance, if the
average, for one compartment
was 3.2 germinations out of 10,
it means that 32 out of 100
seeds, or 32%, would most prob-
ably'germinate. ',If percent is
being studied as part of your .

mathematics progrard, appliCa-
tion to these calculations of
averages would be most-apProp-
riate. The probability that a --
sin -gle seed' out of the 100 will
germinate at a giten concentra-
tion can be found by'dividing
the team's average by 10 (the -

.number ofAqeeds) again. Thus,
in the data shown, the prob-
ability that a single seed will
germinate in compartment 3 .

would be 0.32;. in, compartment 7,
it would be 0.98.

For each cpmpartment, the ave-'
rage va4.ue will appear midway
betwwen the range of data en-
tered for all .ten- teams.

r

"At

In the, graph illustrated, X's
mark all the data except the

graph on page 339. averages, which are shown
dots.

with
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MINISENENCE V/Activity 5
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partment'

Co n Titration of copper sulfate

Wna:conclusions can you now,
draw?

biscu.ssion should-bring out/,
that once they have combind
data on many seeds and averaged
them, .the children could/see

'a general trend of the response
to different concentrations of
copper sulfate: the greater the
concnetration of the chemical,
the fewer the seeds that germ-
inated. With the possible ex-
.ception,of the lowest concen-
tratiops, seed° germination is
not Only inhibited by the pre-

352, 339
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TEACHaNG:SEQUENCE -

Could you have crime to this
conclusion if }}''ou had put one
seed.in each ompartment?
Two?, Ten? //

V/

EXTENDM.EXPE-RIENCES:

111

/
1, Child en may be-inteested to see if other se
the sam manner tovards'Oopper sulfate.

MINTQUENCE V /Activity 5

MMENTARY

sence of this contaminant, but
is inhibited in direct propor-
tion to the amount of copper
sulfate present.

No=-the tendency could not be
.detected even'by examining 10
seeds at 'a time. An individual
teeth's data did not always show
this relationship. They had to
examine a large number of germ-
inations, average the results,
and/obtain a most probable
value for each concentration.
Similarly, in throwing dice or
tacks, the individual throw
could not,be predicted in ad-
vance but61e overall behAvior'
of many throws exhibited a uni-
form pattern. It is'importSnt,
in

3

conclusion, that the children
realize that such relationships
areoften hidden an apparent-
ly erratik scatte-t of data.

respond in

1, '-2., /Is copper ,sulfate really present in the solutipn in jar 8?
I the solutiop'is colorless, this4is a valIdNg.u'esion, partil-
ularly if no difference *n average germinations i'S found 6m-

7/ pared with the control, 'A sensitive test for the presence .of
Aw dissolved, copper sulfate can be demonstrat0.. (Because of the

odor and'- sensitivity of some children t
P undiluted household

r
.. ,...t

ammonia, the aemorisration should be done by yoru.,) First,-, take
a sample'from one of the Solutions which is diStinctly blue and
add some household ammonia solutilm. The mixture will turn deep
blue (a precipitate may form first; if so, eddmore ammonia). - ',1

i

This is...Qharacteristic of the interaction between ammonia 'and - -
.copper salt Solutions.autions. Then take a sample from jar '8--in a
/

1

small sample, it will probably 'colorless, Add ammonia to .

this. Formation of the
d
characteristic deep 4111te color will be

iMmediatte. Will water othis? .,
,

..> . e j

0

-64
3. ThieeActivity can lead nICely ikto A d4.sciision of the of -/
fects of, Iratei-poliution-on-liv.ing,,things. Both quantitative/,
Observa0.4hs on the decreased number of germinations and quanti-
tative obtervations-such as blackeried root tips. at the higher

340
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MINISidUENCE V/Aativity 5

concentrations -of the popper sulfate and poor growth can read
children to a greater pc!mcern for the environment. It is not
hard to imagine a -Crhilrbecoming interested in, say, doing a
special.project on the differing waste treatment facilities of
chemical plants as a r suit of this investigation. The relation
ship of living things o their environment will be-explored in'
the first Minisegtjence in Grade 6.

1

c
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Minispquence V
'

-Asses ents
4

Screening Assessments
'

The concepts. to which this .isiessmen.t.4-9 oriented are:
./

a. A population of objects or groups of repeated events exhibits
variability.

b. If a physical model can'be deviged to represent a,seriee of
events, he variabAity in sxrrected outcomes for these events
genera y can be predic te-d"..

c. The arger the sampling deed in bbserving a progerty,' the
m e confident is the prediction of the average and the fre-
dency distribution ofthat.property for the totaleopulation.

Indrease in confidence in the 'prediction can be obtained by,
increasing the size of the sample or ombininq a n ber of
'samples.

d. The result of a-siggle chance event is npt ue,ful in pre-
dicting the outcome of a large sample of these events.

,

e. Where a simple physical model cannot be devised, inferences
about an object or series of events can.often be made by
large-scale sampling.

P.

f. The shape of, a frequency distribution' bar graph- (histogpm)
,gives inforiation 'about theo,populaion from whichzthe samp'l'e
was taken. This histogram exhibits a range and a single most
frequent value (mode). A multi-modal histogram indicates
tatIthe sample Consists of members of more than one popula7

0 otion.

In measuring the.influ'ence df_aan outside factor an. members 4f'
a population, the.effect'on 'the'ir properties can be observed
only if a large sample of data is, obtained and averages of
-the data are plotted against different values of-the (im-"
`pased) factor.

g.

The assessment is in two parts; if desired, Part 1 may:be used
after Activity 2. Part 1 deals"With concepts a through d; Part
2 deals mainly with concepts e through g, with-some brief ,i.ncor-
poration of the earlier concepts. Part 1 consists of 6 questions,

142'



,
MINISEQUENCEV ASSESSMENTS

and should require about 6 minutes for its admini-stration.

I.
Part 2 consists of 11 questions, and requires About 10 minutes..

4.

PART 1

Pages and C

Distribute the asSess,ment pages and.direct the children as fol-
lows: ft

IN THIS ASSESSMENT, I SHALL READ ALOUD A DESCRIPTION OF A SITUA-
TION SIMILAR TO THOSE WE HAVE BEEN WORKING QN. THENSHALL
.READ THREE QUESTIONS AND THREE POSSIBLE ANSWERS FOR EACH.

irSHALL PAUSE' BETWEEN QUESTIONS FOR YOU 79 CIRCLE THE LETTER IN
"FRONT OF.THE'ANSWER YOU PREFER. THERE WILL BE TWO SITUATIONS IN
THIS PART. HERE IS THE FIRST SITUATION. READ - SILENTLY WHILE
I READ ALOUD. (Allow about 1 minute per response.tp situations'
A and B.' If you think it helpful to the children, repeat- the
question' with its possible answers as they select their choices.)

Page A

SITUATION A: THE CUBE, YOU WORKED'WITH IN ACTIVITY 2-HAD SIX
FACES. EACH ONE WAS A SQUARE, CONSIDER NOW ANOTHER SITUATION.

\LOIS HAD A DIFFERENTLY SHAPED SOLID--ONE WITH
FOUR FACES. EACH FACE IS IN TIE SHAPE OF A
TRIANGLE . THE THREE SIDES' OF THE-TRI- C 01Wilkx

ANGLE ARE ALA EQUAL. A PICTURE OF THE SOLID
OBJECT IS SHOWN AT THE RIGHT. EACH FACE IS
LABELLED WITH A LETTER: A AND B ARE ON TifE'
FACES YOU CAN SEE. F.D.C.0 AND D ARE HIDDEN.
THE ARROWS. POINT TO THEM. HAVE YOU ANY
QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS OBJECT? )1.1 s'o;'re-
read the situation, but ide no further.
information.) HERE, IS QUESTION, 1. 01'

D

, .
1., WHEN LOIS DROPS THIS OBJECT ON A TA92, SHE,CAN SEE THREE
SIDES-BUT NOT THE FOURTH ONE ON WHICH IT IIANDB. -ON'WHICH 'PACE
WOULD TEC OBJECT BE EXPECTED TO LAND? /

ea/

A. FACE A IS MOST LIKELY.

B. ANY,. FACE BUT D.

C. ONE CAN "PREDICT THE REsqL; OF ONE DROP.

4
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MIUISEQUEN8E V ASSESSMENTS

2. IF THIS OBJECT WERE )'BOPPED MANY TIMES, AND A RECORD KEPT OF
THE FACES ON WHICH IT LANDED, WHICH 'OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
WOULD BE cis/MSTREASONABLE?

A. THE FACES WOULD HAVE NEARLY#EQUAL FREQUENCIES.

B. THE RECORD WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH THE PHYSICAL PROPER
TIES OF THE OBJECT.

C." BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

3. SUPPOSE LOIS WERE TO DROP THIS OBJECT TWICE. OF THE RESULTS'
DESCRIBED BELOW FOR TWO DROPS, WHICH LANDItGS WOULD BE THE MOST
LIKELY?

A. FACE A ON THE FIRST DROP, FACE B ON THE SECOND.

B. FACE B OR,D ON THE FIRST DROP, FACE D OR B'Ofv THR SECOND.

4.-efC. IT WOULD LAND ON FACE C BOTH DROPS.71

toPage B

i/ TURN TO PAGE B.

4. SUPPO INSTEAD OF LETTERS, LOIS NUMBERED THE SIDES: A=1;
B=2; C=3; D=4'. SHE THEN DROPPED 'HE OBJECT TWfCE,' AND ADDED OP
THE NUMBS S OF THE FACES ON WHICH IT LANDED. WHICH SUM WOULD BE
MOST LiKE

A. TH SUM OF 2.

B. T E SUM OF-8..

C. T E SUM OF 5.

IN THE S ACES PROVIDED BELOW, WRITE THE VALUE OF,THE MOST LIKELY
SUM AND TS PROBABILITY. USE THE TABLE TO HELP YOU DECIDE. MOST
LIKELY UM . ITS PROBABILITY IS /16.

.40
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Page c

MINISEQ6ENdh V ASSESSMENTS'.

Ask the children to turn to page C.
4

HERE IS SITUATION B: A BAG CONTAINS SOME, pARI3LEs. SUPPOSE YOU
NE 14 DRAWS OF THE MARBLES'OUT OF THE BAG, ONE MARBLE AT A

\TYME. YOU PUT EACH MARBLE BACK IN THE BAG BEFORE THE NEXT DRAW.
THE NUMBER OF DRAWS FOR EACH TYPE OF MARBLE IS SHOWN BELOW.

° COLOR FREQUENCY

RED : 2

BLUE 5

YELLOW 7

HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE BAG OF MARBLES.

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS SEEMS MOST REASONABLE?

' A. THE MARBLES IN THE'BAG ARE EITHER RED, BLUE, OR YELLOW.

B. THE DRAWS WERE BIASED BEO/USE THE TALLIES SHOULD BE MORE
NEARLY, EQUAL.

C. THERE ARE EXACTLY THREE MARBLES IN THE BAG.

. 2. IF YOU WERE TOLD THERE ARE ONLY SIX MARBLES IN THE BAG, HOW
'MANY WOULD YOU THINK ARE COLORED BLUE?

TWO MARBLES ARE BLUE.

B: FIVE MARBLES ARE BLUE.

0
C. NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION TO MAKE A GOOD GUESS.

PART 2

Pages D, ,,and F

0

Distrik e the assessment pages for Part 2 and direct the chil-
d &en follows: .

I SHALL NOW READ ALOUD A DESCRIPTION OF A SITUATION SO? EWHAT
LIKE THOSE WE HAVE BEEN WORKING ON. THEN f SHALL READ THREE
QUESTIONS AND THREE POSSIBLE .ANSWERS FOR EACH. I SHALL PAUSE

358
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4INISEQUENCE V ASSESSMENTS

BETWEEN QUESTIONS FOR YOU TO CIRCLE THE LETT R YOU PREFER.
THERE ARE THREE SITUATIONS IN THIS PART. H RE IS THE FIRST
SITUATION. READ SILENTLY WITH ME WHILE I AD ALOUD. (Part 2
should take about 10 minutes: Situations C and D about 40 to 45
seconds per response, Situation E 1 to 1-1/2 minutes per res-
ponse.)ponse.)

Page D
4,

SITUATION C: YOU HAVE PROBABLY USED A SPINNER. HERE IS ONE
WITH FOUR EQUAL SECTORS LABELLED A, B, C,
AS SHOWN AT:THE RIGHT. NANCY AND"JOE MADE,
.A TrOTAL OF 60SPINS. THE FREQUENCIES (OR
NUMBER OF TIMES THE SPINNER STOPPED IN'A
PARTICULAR SECTARY WERE A=5 TIMES, B=15 TIMES,
C=30 TIMES, D=10 TIMES.

HERE ARE. SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SPINNER.
CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE ANSWER YOU PREFER.

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS MOST
LIKELY ,CORRECT?

A. THE DATA ARE WRONG, AS THIS RESULT IS IMPOSSIBLE.

Bf THE,RESULTS ARE WITHIN EXPECTED VARIATION_DUE TO CHA4E.,,

C. ,THERE IS SOME INFLUENCE ON SECTOR C AT THE EXPENSE...0E-
SECTOR A.

2. NANCY AND JOE KEPT TRACK OF EVERY TWO SPINS AS THEY COLLECTED
THEIR DATA. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PAIRS OF SPINS WOULD BE MOST
LIKELY?.

A. THE PAIR (A, C)
,

B. THE PAIR (B, B)

C. THE PAIR .(B, C) a

-0
3.. IF NANCY AND JOE MADE SURE THE.SPINNER WERE PERFECTLY BALANCED
(NOT INFLUENCED), AND THEN THEY SPUN IT, THEY WOUiD FIND THAT:

A. THE SPINNER WOULD ALWAYS STOP IN THE SAME SECTOR.

B. THE SPINNER WOULD STOP AT EACH SECTOR THE .SAME NUMBER
OF TIMES (THE SAME,FREQUENCY). 1,

C. NEITHER A NOR B IS TRUE.

346
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Page E

NOW TURN TO PAGE E.

MINISEQUENCE V ASSESSMENTS,

SITUATION D: THE HISTOGRAM AT THE RIGHT
SHOWS THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF .

HEIGHTS OF 100, CHILDREN: THE ,UNITS ON
THE LINE ARE INCHES OF HEIGHT. 4 3

TT
HERE ARE THE QUESTIONS. CIRCLE THE LETTER

20

10

15

10 10

15

10 **)

FOR THE ANSWER YOU PREFER. 40 44 \ 48 52 50

1. THE'MDST FREQUENTLY OCCURRING HEIGHT IN THE TOTAL GROUP' IS
ABOVT:

P

40-60 INCHES.

B. 47 INCHES.

C. 52 INCHES.

2. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS:MORE LIKELY CORRECT?,

A. THERE ARE MANY ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT IN THESE DATA.

B. THE CHILDREN ARE APPARENTLY ALL FROM THE S E POPULATION.

C. THE CHILDREN MAY COME' FROM TWO DIFFERENT AGE GROU'PS.
ab

A

tb
IF THE CHIDLREN ARE ALL FROM THE FIFTH OADE IN A SCHOOL,

A. 40 OF THEM ARE PROBABLY BOYS.

B. ALL THE DIFFERENCES ARE DUE TO VARIATIONS EXPECTED
SAMPLING.

C. THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN AT EACH HEIGHT SHOW, BE THE SAME.

/

4. IF THE DATA SHOWN REPRESENTED THE NUMBER OF GAMES WO) BY
CHILDREN IN'A CHECKERS TOURNAMENT

A. ALL dillrHECHILDREN WOULD HAVE BEEN EQUALLY SUCCESSFUL."
-

*B. ABOUT HALF OF THEM 1.4 HAVE HAD SPECIAL TRAINING.

d. NO INTERPREATION OTHER THAN CHANCE,SHO6LD BE( MADE.

360



Page F

Ask the children to turn to page F

SITUATIONS: JOHN AND CAROL DECIDE TO MAKE THEIR OWN RUBBER
BAND SCALE WHICH THEY CAN USE TO WEIGH, OBJECTS. THEY HAVE AVAIL-

,

ABLE A STRONG RUBBER BAND, A CONTAINER, A SMALL UNIT MEASURE CUP,
PLENTY OF:STRING AND CARDBOARD, AND UNLIMITED AMOUNTS OF WATER.
THEY DECIDE THEY NEED FIVE DIFFERENT POSITIONS ON THE SCALE TO
CORRESP014D TO FIVE DIFFERENT UNITS OF WEIGHT. THE CONTAINER WILL
HOLD 10 MEASURES OF WATER.

k

MINISEQUENCESSESgMENTS

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PLANS WOULD BE MOSTUSEFUL,TO THEM?

A. PUT A UNIT MEASURE OF WATER IN THE CUP AND SEE HOW MUCH
IT TRETCHES THE RUBBER BAND.

B. T FIVE DIFFERENT NUMARS OF MEASURES OF WATER IN THE
ONTAINER AND MARK HOW FAR EACH STRETCHES THE RUBBER

BAND.

C. MEASURE THE STRETCH FOR FIVE DIFFERENT NUMBEROF MEASURES
OF WATER MANY TIMES EACH AND FIND THE AVERAGE POSITION

' FOR EACH MEASURED AMOUNT.

2. THE ANSWER YOU CHOSE ABOVE IS BEST BECAUSE:

A. IT ACCOUNTS FOR ALL THE STRETCH IN THE RUBBE)R BAND.

B. IT ALLOWS' FOR ERROR, IN REPEA;;NG A MEAAREMENT..

C. IT IS THE EASIEST ONE TO DO.

3. IF JOHN AND.CAROL HAD MADE REPEATD MEASUREMENTS, THEY WOULD
HAVE-THE MOST CONFIDENCE IN USING THE SCALE IF' THE MARKS LOOKED
LIKE:

W
Cfr
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Name: Page A

SITUATION A: THE CUBE YOU WORKED-WITH IN ACTIVITY 2 HAD SIX FACES.
EACH ONE WAS,A SQUARE.i CONSIDER NOW ANOTHER SITUATION. LOIS HAS A
DIFFERENTLY SHAPEDWOLID--ONE WITH FOUR FACES. EACH
FACE IS IN THE SHAPE OF A TRIANALEZ. THE THREE
SIDES OF THE -TRIANGLE ARE AIIIJ EQUAL. A PICTURE OF
THE SOLID OBJECT IS SHOWN AT THE RIGHT. EACH FACE
IS LABELLED WITH A LETTER: A 4ND B ARE ON THE FACES
YOU CAN SEE. FACES C AND D ARE HIDDEN. THE ARROWS
POINT'TO THEM. HAVE YOU ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS
OBJECT? HERE IS QUESTION 1.

D

.1. WHEN LOIS DROPS THIS OBJECT ON A TABLE, SHE CAN SEE THREE SIDES,
BUT NOT THE FOURTH ONE ON WHICH IT LANDS.' ON WHICH FACE WOULD THE OB-
JECT BE EXPECTED TO LAND?

A. FACE A IS MOST LIKELY.

B. ANY FACE BUT D.

C. ONE CAN'T PRA ED1OT''THE RZSULT OP,ONE DROP.

2. IF THIS OBJECT WERE,DROPPED MANY TIMES,rAND A RECORD KEPT OF THE
FACES ON WHICH IT'LANDED, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS WOULD BE
MOST REASONABLE?",

A. THE FACES HAVE NEARLY EQUAL FREQUENCIES.

B. THE RECORD WILL4BE CONSISTENT WITH THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
THE OBJECT.

C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

3. SUPPOSE LOTS WERE TO DROP THIS OBJECT TWICE. OF THE RESULTS DES-
CRIBED BELOW FOR TWO DROPS, WHICH.LANDINGS waILD BE THE MOST LIKELY.

A. FACE A IN THE FIRST DROP, FACE B ON THE SECOND.

B. :FACE g.-OR D ON THE FIRST DROP, FACE D OR B ON THE SECOND.

C. .IT WOULD LAND ON FACE C BOTH DROPS.

0
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Page B

4. SUPPOSE INSTEAD OF LETTERS, LOTS NUMBERED THE SIDES: A=1; B=2;
C=3; D=4. SHE THEN DROPPED THE OBJECT TWICE,, AND ADDED UP THE NUMBERS
OF THE FACES ON WHICH IT LANDED. WHICH SUM WOULD BE MOST LIKELY?

A. THE SUM OF 2.

B. °THE SUM OF 8.

C. THE SUM OF 5.

IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW, WRITE THE VALUE OF THE MOST LIKELY SUM AND
ITS PROBABILITY. USE THE TABLE BELOW TO HELP Y U DECIDE. fi

MOST LIKELY SUM = , ITS PROBABILITY

FACE 1 2 3 4.

1 3

-2

3
-....)

7

4 ..

S

I

/16

Q
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V Page C

HERE IS SITUATION Bi A BAG CONTAINS SOME MARBLES. SUPPOSE'YOU MADE
14 DRAWS OF THE MARBLES4rT OF THE BAG, ONE MARBLE AT A TIME. YOU PUT
EACH MA BACK IN THE AG BEFORE THE NEXT DRAW. THE NUMBER OF DRAWS
FOR EACH TYPE OF MARBLE IS SHOWN BELOW.

/// COLOR FREQUENCY

RED 2

BLUE 5

YELLOW 7 mi
-AS

HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE BAG OF MARBLES.

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS SEEMS MOST REAS6NABLE?

A. THE MARBLES IN THE BAG ARE EITHER RED, BLUE, OR YELLOW.

B. THE DRAWS WERE BIASED BECAUSE THE TALLIES SHOULD BE MORE NEARLY
EQUAL.

C. THRE ARE EXACTLY THREE MARBLES IN THE BAG.

2. \IF YOU WERE TOLD THERE ARE.ONLY SIX MARBLES IN THE BAG, HOW MANY
WOU D YOU THINK ARE COLORED BLUE?

TWO MARBLES ARE BLUE.

B. FIVE MARES ARE BLUE.

C. NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION TO MAKE A GOOD GUESS.

O

.-J

3 6 4
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Name: Page D

SITUATION C: YOU HAVE PROBABLY UCED A SPINNER.
HERE IS ONE WITH FOUR EQUAL SECTORS LABELLED,
A, B, C, D, AS SHOWN AT THE NANCY AND
JOE'MADE A TOTAL OF 60 SPINS. THE FREQUENCIES
(OR NUMBER OF TIMES THE SPINNER STOPED IN A
`PARTICULARSECTOR) WERE'A=5 TIMES, B=15 TIMES,
C =30 TIMES, D=10 TIMES.

HERE ARE SOLACE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SPINNER, CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE
ANSWER YOU PREFER. 4

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS MOST LIKELY CORRECT?

A. THE DATA ARE WRONG, AS THIS RESULT IS IMPOSSIBLE.

B.. THE RESULTS ARE WITHIN EXPECTED VARIATION DUE TO CHANCE.

C. THERE IS SOME INFLUENCE ON SECTOR C AT THE EXPENSE OF SECTOR A/.

2. NANCY AND E KEPT TRACK OF EVERY TWO SPINS AS THEY COLLECTED
THEIR DATA. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PAIRS OF SPINS WOULD BE MOST
LIKELY?

(A. THE PAIR (A, 'c)

B. THE PAIR (B,. B)

C. THE PAIR (B, C)

IF NANCY AND JOE MADE SU SPINNERWAS,PERFEdLY BALANCED (NOT `i
INFLUEN-CED) AND THEN THEY SPUN /11T, THEY WOULDFIND.THAT:-

or .

THE SPINNER WOULD ALWAYS-STOP IN THE SAME SECTOR.,
s A

THE SPINNER WOULD STOP AT EACH SECTOR THE SAME NUMBER OF TIMES.
(THE 'SAME FRAQUENCY).

C. NEITHER A NOR B IS TRUE.
V

I



Page E

(

'
SITUATION p4. THE HISTOGRAM AT THE RIGHT SHOWS (

THE FREgUENCY DISTRIB TION OF HEIGHTS OF 100
CHILDRE. THUNITS THE LINE ARE INCHES OF
pEIGBT.

10

3

15 15

10 10 10

5

-52 51 fb

HER ARE THE QUESTIONS. CIRCI\THE LETTER FOR THE ANSWER YOU PREFER,.
.

. ,

, '/

'1'. THE MOST FREQUENTLY OCCURRING HEIGHT IN THE TOTAL GROUP ]S ABOUT;
/ *

A. 40-60 INCHES .

,

B. 47 INCHES.'

C. 52 INCHES.

. WHICH,,OFI.TBE,FOLLOWING STATEMENTS'IS MORE LIKELY CORRECT?

A. THERE ARE MANY ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT IN, THESE DATA.
, 44.

B. THE CHILDREN ARE APPARENTLY ALL FROM-THE SAME POPULATION.

C. THE CHILDREN MAY COME FROM TWO DIFFERENTAGE GROUPS.
n 0

IF THE CHILDREN ARE ALL FROM THE FIFTH GRADE IN A SCHOOL,'

/I.

A. ABOUT 40 OF THEM ARE PROBABLY BOYS.

B. ALL THE DIFFERENCES ARE DUE TO VARLATIONS EXPECTED IN, SAMPLING.

C. THE NUMBER OF,CHILDREN AT EACH HEIGHT SFIOULD BE THE SAME.

4. .IF THE DATA SHOWN REPRESENTED THE NUMBER OF GAMES WON BY CHILDREN .

LN A CHECKERS TOURNAMENT RATHER THAN'HEIGHTS,,

A. ALL OF THE CHILDREN WOULD HAVEBEEN EQUALLY SUCCESSFUL.

B. ABOUT HALF OF THEM MAY HAVE BAD SPECIAL TRAINING.

NO INTERPRETATION OTHER THAN CHANCE SHOULD. BE MADE.

i
3 6 6
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V Page

SITUATION E: JOHN AND CAROL DECIDE Tb MAKE THEIR OW TUBBER BAND SCALE
WHICH THEY CAN USE TO WEIGH OBJECTS. THEY HAVE AVAILABLE A STRONG
- RUBBER BAND, A CONTAINER, A SMALL UNIT MEASURE CUP, 4ENTY OP STRING
AND CARDBOARD, AND UNLIMITED AMOUNTS OF WATER. THEYbECIDE THEY NEED
FIVE DIFFERENT POSITI1ONS ON THE SCALE TO CORRESPOND FIVE DIFFERENT
UNITS OF WEIGHT. THE CONTAINER WILL= HOLD 10 MEASUREgOF WATER.

)

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PLANS WOULD BE MOST USEFUL TO THEM?

A. PUT A UNIT MEASURE OF WATER IN THE CUP AND SEE HOW MUCH IT
STRETCHES THE RUBBER BAND.

B. PUT FIVE DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF MEASURES OFWAVER IN THE CON-
TAINER AND MARK HOW FAR.EACH STRETCHES THE ROBBER,BAND...'

r.

C. .MEASURE THE STRETCH FOR FIVE DIFFER&T NUMBERS OF MEASURES O :94

WAVER MANY TIMES EACH AND FIND THE AVERAGE POSITION FOR EACH
MEASURED AMOUNT.

2. THE ANSWER YOU CHOSE ABOVE IS BEST-BECAUSE:

A. IT ACCOUNTS FOR ALL THE STRETCH IN THE RUBBER BAND.

B. IT ALLOWS FOR woR IN REPEATING A MEASUREMENT.

C. IT IS THE EASIEST ONE TO DO.

3. IF JOHN AND CAROL HAD MADE REPEATED MEASUREMEN1t, THEY WOULD HAVE
THE MOST CONFIDENCE IN USING' THE SCALE III THE MARKS LOOKED LIKE:

Pik

=1-

1 =1 1

2 '11, =-2. 2

3
4 4 4

5 5 5

A B C

4
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Materials and Equipment

An alphabetical list of materials and equipment,fis included for
4 your convenience in pbtaining the materials necessary for teach-

ing. the Grade 5 sequence of COPES. the list includes the total
amounkr-of materials for the Grade 5 sequence. The children c.an
often bring materials, such as marbles and empty baby food jp.rs,
.from home. Some item;--such as_paper, pencils, and crayons--
will be -available in'youk slchOol.' Check also for equipment that
may be available frOm a school science stoeeroOm. Most of the
remaining items can be purchased locally in.grocery, Itationery,

'drug, photography supply or hardwarestores. A'few items such
as thermometers, spring scales, magnifiers, and some chemicals
(see page 142), may have to be ordered from oie of the scientific
supply houses listed on the last page of this section. IT-you
are ordering the -20°C to +50°C thermometers frOm Damon,
Macalaster, or American Science and Engineering (A.S.&E.), be
sure to specify the plastic backing. Some of their thermometers'
have metal backings which can not be used for the Activities in
Minisequence III. The Macalaster thetmometer (No. 2662) has,'
a plastiC backing:

Whether you are ordering frpm a tupPly house or purchasing items
locally, keep in mind ;that, for convenience, the quan ties'are
for a class of 30 children. If your class is larger or smaller
you may want to vary the amount accordingly..

Often in COVES particular items of equipment or material are
used in more than ona Activityor Minisequence, or even grade
level. Thus the nonconsumable items, and those cOnsumables
which are left over, should-be stored for possible later use.
To help you; the list contains a column indicating the Mini-

..., sequ.ence(s) and ActiViiy (or Activities) where each item is used:

ITEMS 3

AMOUNT
--

MINISEQUENCE,'
AND ACTIVITY

.

Ba,kgeries and bulbs: ,

32

a

.15

' '15-30

IlL

.

IV,2

.

, IV;.-2,

IV,l.

,lip

.-

.. ,

4
.-

.

- ..- ,...

,

.
.

D batteriles ,

(Everready No. 915 or equip-
`alerit, not alkalin4 batteries)

-

Flashlight bulbs No. 14 ,

Flashlights, an/ kind in.gbod
working ordex .7

I" --.
.6. ,4

1.

368
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1

ITEMS AMOUV
MINISEQUENCE
AND ACTIVITY'

...-

No. 6 "ignitor.'" cell (dry
-eell;'this'is the large
(6 1./2 cm diaMeter by 16 cm)
dry 'cell, with two-screw
terminals on` top) -

A,

.

Miniature sockets-screW base
(A.S.&E. No. 006H002)

Candles, Matches:.

'

. .

1

.

.

'15

15-30 .

32 books
1/4 cup

90

4

.
1 cup
1 cup

45 g-
.

1 box
(1 lb)

3 oz -

1 up

1 oz.
17 oz.

1/4 cup
,1-2 'drips

about
2-1/4 cups

about %

1 cup
1 oz .

2 oz
60 1/4-8z

packages

r

30

151

IV, 2
t

IV,2

III,,,,4

.-------

111,4
111,1
11,1; 11,2; 11,3;
11,4; 11,5

111,2
111,2

-
V,5 .

1,3

I,1; 1,3; 1,3
111,2 ,

.

III, .

III,1
111,1 A
PI1,2; 111,4 , -

. ,

.

IIP,1; II1,2;'
111,3
III,2; I1,3;:
,I1'1,4

.1,1
1,2; 1,3
IV,3

4 .

'

.

A

.-:----1.

I,1; I,2,: I,3:'
111,2
1,2; 1,3; 11,2; 4

Candle 4 cm wide at base,
,

5 cm high
Safety, matches
Paraffin shavings
Match boxes

Chemicals:

Ammsniliv alum
Ammonium chloride (sal

ammoniac)
Copper sulfate, (blue, hydrated

crystals)` (blue, vitriol)
Corn Starch (optional)

. ,

Detergent, lisuid
4

Epsom salts (hydrated .

magnesum sulfate)
Mineral dil
Rubbing alcohOlAr
Salol (phenyl sTTicylate)
Sodium acetate (hydrated

crystals, chemically purd)
Sodium 911oridp (table salt

Koshe/r-sty V4)
Sodium thiosulfate (yariety
__sold in photwsupPly stores)
Sugar, granulated-
Tincture of iodine
Yeast, Baker's

Pi' .

_ .Containers:

Cups 44

plastic cup, 6-oz to 8-oz
(110-m1 to 250-m1),

plastic cup, or waxed paper,
, .

356
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-ITEMS AMOUNT .

MINI SEQUENCE
AND ACTIVITY

lit.
.

1-oz (30-m1)

polyfoam, (6-oz to 8-oz)
(180-m1 to 250m1)

Bucket, 2-gal, (8 liter)
Bottle with cork or cap,

1 pt (500=m1)
Widemouth-container, glass,
waxed paper, or plastic ..

(e.g. short olive jars,
cottage cheese con,ainers, .

mugs, Plastic bowls, etc.);
8 oz (250-m1)

Test tubes (1.00 mm x 25 mm)

Jai- (to hold test tubes)

.

Jars, 1pt (500-m1), trans-
parent', preferably similar
or identical

Insulated polyfoam containers,
3 q (3 liter) 1 . t

Thermos, 1/2 pt. 1
,

r- .

Dishes and tra :
,

.

.

..,

, .

30760

..
30

6

.

30-60

15-30
, .

8

.

.

.

4,

15

.14

0

li
1

. .

2

1

30

8-10

.

o..

30-60
'

4
'15-Q0

1

,

.

:

.

,

,

.

°

.

.

.

.

_.

.

.

.

.,

,

11,3; r1,4;, I1,5;
111,2; III,3r

,11.7, 3'; , ; V,54
111,1 I ,3;
111;4; ; V-,2

1,2
1,2; 1,3

111,1; 111,2;
111,3; 111,4

.

7

i

III,b; 111,3;
111,4
111,1; 111,3;
111,4.
V-5

. .

V
-

111,2; 111,3;
PrIi4
IV,3

.

:

IV,3 116,2,

\__--

I,1: 1,2; I T
.

1,2 .

1,3 /-
III,L
1.7',4 .

.

. -
.

.

V,5
-

.

.

.

.

1,1; III,1;
III,3i V,5

.

. ,

III, 1; IV,3
I/,1- . '..

. V-.,
..*

.

. /-Th'

.

Dishes, shallow to use as
germination

i

mination dishes
Plastic dhes
Shallow/saucer '''''''J

(

.

Serving trays .

Cookie sheet , ,

Dishes 4'in. dia4riter, x 1/2 in.
deep

. .

Plastic ice cube tray With
separate' molded coppart-
ments, or molded egg carton

a

Equipment:
. ,

.' -

.

.

Magnifying. 41assi.
-,._2

,(A.S..&E. hand magnifiers,
No. 2400 are recommended)

Hot plate ,

Mirrors (5 m x 7 cm or.larger,
e.g., purse mirrors)

Glass rod (to be used as a
stirrer)

.
)

a

4



I
I

ICEMS
,

.

AMOUNT
MINISEQUENCE
AND ACTIVITY

. ,
PQt, with co j
Microprojector (optional)
*Microscope ( 4 0 x ) , i f available;

otherwise, one for each group
of two or three children

Microscope,p450x (Optional)
Plastic coverslip .

Medicine dropper

.,

Wire stripper and cutter
(optional)

Thermometer (-20°C to +50°C)
' . t

Measurement instruments:

1

1

30

'1 E:
30

.60

,

. - 1

30-60

10

30

615
.

15,-

1 -

.

.

l' '

,

.- ,7

,

- 1

15
10
1

several
supply.

,

,.

.

s

,about 900'

a,

''

IV,3
111,3 ...--

1 , 1 ; I ,2 ;. I ,3;,

111,1; 141,3

- IV,3 0.

..---

I,1; 1,2; 1;3
I',1; -I,2; 1,3;
III,1; ITI,3;
111,2; 111,3;

. 1116,4; V,4; V,5
IV-2 -

,

. ......-

,III,1; 111,4;
IV,2; IV,3; IV,4

IV,4

II,1; 11,4;
. 11,3; 11,2

,

II,/

.
..

11,3; IV,,4
11,4

.

IV,2

.

IV,4
IVY

TI;3 ,

11,3; 11,4
111,2; 1±1,3;
III,1 V,4 . /-

.-

e
s

,

.
.

,

.I,1; 1,2; 1,3;
111,2; IT'I,3;,'

'111,4; IV,3;
V,4; V,5

Rulers, 12-in. (30-cm), wood .

or plastic .

Rulers,12-in. (30-cm), in-
flexible, mm markings, with
groove c

Meter stick or other long,
measuring device, with mm
markings . ..

Spring scale, 0-500 g .

. .-

Platform balance, Ohaus, 1200
/ (optional)
Clock with sweep second 1-land\

Miscellaneous':
w

'i

Bricks
Metal lids, 5° cm diameter
Wastebasket

,Heavy book
.. ,_

Plastic spoons (standard
12 tsp.. measuring spoon,,
or common available plastic /

spoons 'sold with ice cream
or bought in packages)

.

Paper, Metal and Plastic
.

,products:
.

, '
.

.

Paper towels , .

.
,t,

,

1
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1

..%.

'ITEMS
. :

AMOUNT
MINISEQUENCE
AND ACTIVITY

I 4

.
.

Facial tissues 2 boxes I,1; 1,2; 1,3
Pictures from newspaper 30 1,1..

Page of classified ads / 1 I,1
Newspapers .(for catching, spills) several, ol-d I,2; IV,1; IV,2
Waxed paper 2 rolls 1,2; 1,3
Aluminum foil' supply 1114; '111,4;

' IV,l; IV,'
Paper, white ) supply 111,2; III,3;j

. \ 0 LV,2; V,5
Papei (8-1/2 in. by 11 in.) . 15 sheets IV,1

.

Paper (2 in. by 2 in.) (optional) 60 pieces
Construction paper,(white) 30pieces

,I11,4
IV,1

(15 cm sq)
Construction paper (black) 30 pieces IV,1 ----L...

(15 cm sq) . /
Gray iiper (6 cm bx. 10 cm) 15 pieces IV,1
Trans?trent plastic, about 15 pieces IV,1

15 cm square ,

Cardboard'(wider than a 1 oz 16 pieces 11,2; 11,3; '11,4;
cIlarp, 1/2 as long) 11,5 e

Graph paper (1 sq/cm) 90 pieces V,2q V,5
Graph paper (10 sq/in.) 30 pieces ,,V,4
Graph paper (2 sq/cm) 30 pieces. . IV,2k,y,
Graph paper, any size . supply \LI,3
srld paPer.(optionW ,,' 1 piece -11,5
Corrugated cardboard 1 piee '0,1

(30 cm by 30 cm) 1,..

.Cardboard boxes (uniform 45-60 . 11,3'
stackable)', blocks, a book- .

4'case, steps, etc,, to
.

4
provide unit increments, of .

weight (.
.

.

N. N
Brown paper bags il. V,1 .

Plastic sandwich bags or
plastic wrap

)'

33-34 V,4

Plastic food wrap
.

1'roll,
approx.

IV,3; V,5

Cloth:
Towels, or strips of wool
or feat clo 11\ (if the floor
is not carp ted)

30 11,1-
,

,

Damp cloth 15-3Q _ 111,4
. .

Plai2ts and seeds: (

.P

.
.,

.

Elodea plants . 1,1 :

Potted Begonia with flowe,rS _1,2 , .

Medium size onion bulb 1 _1,2 '

Medium size ripe tomatoes 3 -1,2
_ -7---

2
*590.
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ITEMS , AMOUNT

. ,.

MINISEQUENCE
AND ACTIVITY ,

.

Germinated lettuce seeds
Medium size carrots .

Unripe bananas ..
.

Radish seeds- 4

. .

.

-. -
.

Forget-Me-Nots (Myosotis)
-

-4 .

,

.

Celosia seeds ,

: - .

.

black-eyed peas, peas.,'kidney
beans, lima beans, corn ar
radish seeds., or any other
seeds which germinate fairly
rapidly

.

%
_

'Stationery %stippiliet:

3

,
30

3
4' .

. 4 packs
.

(at least'
-100 seeds
per papk)

. 2 packs .

(100 seeds.
i

per pack)
1 pack

(100 seeds
per paclis)

supply
.

V
.

.

1 lb.
(450 g) s-...

2 jars
1 or more '

1 or mores
jars .

supply
'25

Supply
31

150 ..

'
5

supply

.4.

.....

.

1 .
1 .

)-
-

5
.

5:-.15 pairs

15 Pairs '
.

. .

.
.

. ,

5 or more

1,2
1,2 '

I,3;'

V,44 V,5
, A
-
s .

,

V,4
. ,

.

.

V,4'
.

IV,3

.

.

4

/ .

I1,2; 11,4; IV,1
-V

*1.7,.1. IV,2
1\11 .-

\
IV,1 a

.,
,

IV,4
IV,4; 11,3
ri,4;, IV,2
V,2;'-,5
V,3
I.,1

II,2 , .

.

.- - .e,

0

...,. -
.

...

1,2
.

-IV.,1 -

1,2 '

.

1,2; 1,3; 111,1 ,.
'V,5. ,

V,4
,i.

''

4

IV,4' -.

IV,4 -,
y

.

,st
t

/Modeling clay f
_

. .
- ...

Black poster paint
Staplers .

.

Glue ,

-

Tape, transpare'nt .

Rubber bands 1o. 18
1.

Ma5kihg tape._
Crayons

.

Thumbtackt ,

...

Camels hair ^paintpeush -

'Smooth tae(:e.g., Magic ---
,mending)

. .

.

Tools:,
,

,
J.

Garden trowel'
/

.

Electric iron .

Single .edge razor
Paring knives

/

Scissors . .

Tweezers (optional)
.

Toys:. 1

..\

Bicycle'§ .

-' ,

.

11\1Roller skates ' . ,

360'.
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ITEMS -

.

AMOUNT.
MI SiQUENCE ,

D ACTIVITY

Marbles, 1 in. (1
Marbles 3/4" or 5/8"

Red marbles. .'

Blue marbles . q

Marbles (3rd color), opeional.
Cube or die

,. .

Water: .

.

15
30

760
76 '"

3U .

.

. Apply

-. sup ly° -.\\

1 piece

,

30 pieces

.

24 pieces

.

.

.

.

'90

30 .

1 piece

.

.

30
15
30,
15

15
30
30
30 .

15
10

11,4"; 11,5
11,2; II,2; 11,3;
11,4; 11,5
V,1
V,1

V,2V ..41t

.
111,1 (hot);'
V,4; V,5
111,1; 1'11,3

' IV,2
_ i,

9
.° IV,4

40100

i
;

.

IV,2
___. _

.t. \

\
.

.
.

1,2; I,J"
111,1; JI1,2;
i11,3'111,4;,
'TE\7,3

11,5
, .

,

.

,.
II,1; 11,2,
11,5
II:1,2

111,3
9

IN.,,q , . f,

V ii, B.

,. V,
,

V
%
.3

.

.V,4 ,

, V,5 .

.

, ,

.
.

Water . .

, .

.

Chipped ice :

.
( ,

Wire:

Iron hair wire .

(about '20 cm, NopC, 0
available from Woblworth's
and o -ther department stores)

Copper wire, bace., 10 cm
about Nov 20, (available
at department stores as
solid copper utility
Wire)

,Copper or Aluminum wire
1

Awitti bared ends for on-
necting leads in c- ircuits,
12 in. (30 cm) ,

Wood: .

.

.

Toothpicks .

'Wooden splints
''''
g0

--:"(-or popsic .----- icksY

Blo f wood (optional) i

.

Workgheets:
. . .

.

Worksheet II-.'
.yWorksheet- 11-2 ..

Worksheet III-1
Worksheet 111-2
W4rksheet IV-1

. .-Worksheet,V-1'
Worksheet V-2 . .

.

Wdrksheet.V-3. .

Worksheet V-4
Worksheet V-5

qr
. '

7.4
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THE MICROSCOPE

,., .
In the COPES prOgrammagnifiers are introduced in Kindergarten

e

. -.. . . ,

and used subsequently whenever it is desirable, for children to
view enlarged,4.ma'ges of the objects they are investigbating. 'It

eis not until Grade 4 that it becom,e8. necessary for ch.l.,dren to
use, a micro "cdpe in order to.

.
aximine the parts, or structural

._-.1. 'tcharacteristics of objects "wine they are not visible -with the
Unaided eypeor with a magnityin -glass..

- 'i' f
t

.... , . '
.There are several differen't mictoscopes that -.are; suitakle , how- -

. .
P .

. been found to be eSpe'C,ially,adaptabie.. "*RJeg.ardl -of what kind
ever, the Bausch ,and to,nib 'Blemektary :Sc,hool'Ivadi'oso6: s have'."

..,

of microscopes are available -for your use; t e-tfollbwing back--;
. ground material should. be helpful in guiding childien \s ekPer-

iences with theM. - -
1:-. .,,
,. - 4 ..!

,
. .What is a micros.co

\
. Basicall,y, a micros.cope is, a Rice whichI

has one or more len eS whiCh wi,11 produce 'a magnified image of ,-. t . .. `. panthe object td be -viewed/ In ddition, the mi'droso:ope pan be_
used to contr -",'1,ight with :Wh ch, to ..,7.1..ew an.. obje- .. AS such.,
you can consider a microscope s two se-paia,te sy

t
emS, a' m g

.4. fier system and an ill-Ilmi.natozr system...-. Each-'system must b
sidered in making use, of you. microscope, ,.. ,- .,-, -:-- :.-

1 ..
,, _

.,

What i s the (14,frete-nce. .be-tween a simple and" a compoundoyourid m.1..a.r --,. - :rn

scove? Microscope with a s-in9.14 -"lens' are called- sing1.9' migro-
copes: They are tiler to araina,ry 'Anagnil.fyin glaises-, "6-1: ;

though the curvature o.f-*.the 1"iss *s:gre-.ter a)2 ng g'reat,e ,,

Magnificatioon than an'ordiriary Inagnify,in.4- glass. Tiiia- image fi.j:
not ;inverted in, simple inlicrotscOiAs.,:.,'Co.mpotind microscopes tkai,74-;
two i lens e s 'giving -a much gte'ater ra-rige".Of: magni f.,aatron..- The ' f,'!'
image is inverted in, comPound.:MlorbscOpes.;. 'Bath simple. and Obm-
pound microscope's can b.e:usedffPotiv'ely:ln,th'e e.em,entax-,Y ..':.

sschciol,. ! The -Aiawitig on 'page 363 Ghouls tire parts of :a ComcrOtinatt
m)roscoPe . -

_,
'',., ',. ' a

j 4 4-..

What 'is the illuminabor. syste. ni;., A's` sh'w ''''n the. dr;awing, tne`-- t,-'-' ',.

. ....- -rp n A.,._ I, ,
41 light source or illumination ..syS.teTil is toult* d below the -sta,gq. .. :.- .It moy consist of ,a r-fleotortng-dev.ice (mirror} ora.a:ibui?1; `f..f..-Seither

in fight kiurce." Each has Its cravan5.age,ii`an'd'diadv:gntageli..::3 . ,..,-,1,- ..Tjie simp1.i-6t illuminatar,system corsists,'of .',,iii adjustable .`Mirrot.. /
w-h ich can c o 1 1 e'd t :' 1 i gh t . f ram' the, CI a -As's reio m ,an,d net 1 e .-t ft :;th toil 11 ""'";"., . , gm. st Tr'the specimen and the Magrafyitig "lenses '.1(S6e the ili(istr,k4i,on.'on.1/4.
page 33. i'he mirrOr system willwork well iE.,youi 'claS'sr,c-Com .."'. -'",:'7':... is well lighted-.dither by oiethead,-.3,ishts or by 'n'aOra..1 ,5.sigW .; `. .,.,-
through large windows . If your '"room j:r,.s. nOt well 114h.tecl'irola mar4 s,,,'",.
have to use flashlighte'or des,k. laKips:as a: source of lig..Ixt...far 07.. ...y0'ur microscopes: Of -course ik idur iiiicrpscopes have buikt.-- '..', ' ',.
illuminators, you will not haire to worry,,Aliout-othi-glare ssources..

, .
. ..

''.-::

' 4
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stage,-2__*
1/4

magnifier system'
)

.
4arm

mirror

base

mlrrdr adjusting.
f

O

A .
}i illuminator system

4-

eyepiece lens. tube adjustor,

ibjective lens

knob-

$

Adequate lighting is :
a

r
preTequisite to good viewing with,ta

mi,crocope. If it 6dannot be proVided in,your room, you should
not attempt to use, the'mic:ioscope.

What is the magnifier` system? Magnification refers to the ap-
parent size of the object, when viewed through the .microscope as
'compared with it-s actual size. For example otbject 0.17mm
in diameter appeared:to be 1-mm in diameter when Viewed with a.
microscope, the micrcis,cope would have a magniying power of 10X
(10 times 0.1). Magnification may'vary from efew diameters,,
as'oin the simple microsco4es, to '100 times as the compound
micv)scope, to many'thousandes of times in coiplex scientific
instruments.

The magnifier system is.located in a tube above the stage. In
a compound mi-croscope,two,denses make up the magnifier system.,
One lenS is located st.the upper end of the tube in .the ey - ,

,piece, and one is located in the, lowe?'end of the tube, i the
objective. , A. 4

.
,

--.
.

. . .

What pdeer of mAgniftion is. t-bos? The higher po f
al

.

magnifiC'itiOn, th4 'greer.jmust be the intensity of 1 ht' in the
illuminItor system. Furth-ermoiA4high magnic

.
.. require

more siZfll 4o focus 1bn Objects and to vie them satisfactorily:

,

Most of the COPES Activities requireno greater magnification'
than 40X. In a few instances 100X would be desirable. It is
therefore recommerididt:thatjsome microsc4es of gach power

376
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41.

be made available.

How should., microscopes b maintained? MoSt elementary school
Microscopes are relative y sturdy instrum ts. There is usually

li
only one adjustor mechanism to be used in ocusing. In the
Babsch and Lomb microscio e, it).is rocated n the tube beneath ,,

-the eyepiece and is operated by rotatingi The exposed surface
,

of lenses and the micro should be clean before using the'micro-).....,
. scope. When dim or b.,01.0 red images cannot be resolved by adjus.t-

ing the light or focusihg the microscope you can be sure that
. some of the optical surfaces ere dirty'... Dust can be removed by
gently wiping with Zacial tissue. If liquid materials become
encrusted upon the surface of the lens, soak the lens carefully
with a wet tissue and then gently wipe it dry.

. .:
Microscopes should' be lifbed or carried only'by the arm with
one hand under the microscope to suppor the base. See the draw-
ing. to locate the arm of the microscope ,Show the children'how
to handlelothe,microScope toeavoid accide s and damage to the
instrument.

4

When not in use, microscopes should be stored in their cases or
covered with plastic bags to; prevent dust and lint from setting
on them. Slides should be removed room the stages of all micro-
scopes9after they have been used. 'Pekthe stage or other parts '

of-the frame become soiled they should be wiped clean before the
micros-Copes are stored.

/
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0. SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY HOUSES

I

I

Allied Radio phack
100 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illi ois 60680
(batteries, 14" re'and flash-
light bulbs) .

Learning Resource 'Center, ,Alic7:1
10655 S.W. Greenburg Road '

Vortland,,Oregon 97223
.(heati4pg stands and other school '
science _equipment) (This coMpany.,
was formerly known as

Amerticap'Scieri,ce and Engineer- , Macalaster-Scienti,fic Corp.
, i.,2O,1,g4A:S. and E.) Division of Raytheoh Educational
20 'Overland Street ' Company ,

Boston Massachusetts 02215 Route 111 & Everett Turnpike
(magnifying glasses and - Nashua, New Hampshire 03060 -..

'
thermometers) . (-20°C to *50°C thermohleters)

Centfl Scientific. Co. (Ceneo)
2600 South Kostner Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 6b613
(school science supplies 'and

0hau.s equipment)

Damon Educational Division
80 Wilson Way
Westwood, Massachusetts 0209
(-20°C to +50°C thermometers)

Edmund Scient Co.
150 Edscorp Building
Barrington, New.Jersey 08007
(school science supplies)

I

Scientific Glass Apparatus Co.,
725 Broad Street
Bloomfield, Neyi.Jersey 07003
(futnels, filter, paper and
other' laboratory supplies)`

Science Kit,. Inc: f,

'Tonawanda, New York 14150
(school science supplies)

9

Selective Educational Eviipment
3. Bridge Street
Newton, Massachusetts 92195
(nic'hrome.wire, nedicine
aroppersand magnifieks).'

0 Fisher Scientific.Co. Sigma Sciehtkfic, Inc._.

52 Fadem Rbad ..
.

P.O. Bp3c l302.'
Springfield, New Jersey 07081 Gaineville,.Fforida 32601;.

(chemical's, .wire, and other (school/science supplies)
.laboratory .supplies)

.. :

.
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,i Scoring -Guide for the Msessments. \ --___,

t

4.

e

'..
.

C ( N4....)
. .

.This Scoring Guide is provided r efsy reference in evalUatihg
children's performances onthe screening assessments. As noted
elsdwheree-these assesq.ments7are oriented lb the mastery of con-
cepts byeach\C-hlild, ootto the possibl objective of different-
'iat\ng, or 714Xading", the children. E h. eacher should decide
on a quantEty inde fax mastery, base on he time spent om the '

Ae'i'itieS; the iliMs have been Prepared o that 70% agreement ,,

With,the Scoring Gufde would bd.considered adequate for astery 4.0. 1

criterion. Should the children's'overall performance fail blow
thecriteria set by the teacher,*the-time spent on COPES the
teachet's-preparation, and the children's involvement in science;

.should b igeirevieed. 1

a
.

a

i

.

.

\For each Minisequence, seleCted comments on the prefer ed and
alte native responses are offered, asan.aidlkoclass- iscussion
of. the

g
scneening assessments as a feedback 'for learrang, if de-

sired. In addition an example of a-smail-s ep dialogue is pro-,
vide f5i one problem in eadh.Min±sequence, fo use as ai incli-
vidual assessment-instruction for those children- ho do not show
mastery on the,.sdkeening assessments. The teacher may develop
similar dialogues for other.problemsas need d, . ,

\ '

MINISEQUENCE I Screening Assess

PREPERRED RESRONSE

PART 1 (only 1 part)

:P
.

2, A
4

1. "No comment necesla .

..,,

?. CC y d haver some si'mi
ity, 'sucha a kind,_.

,
wall around them and
erial inside. ,

%

t
(A) Tice a;e.gracticaily

.

(1: .

.no uplibates in nature,
ever, but (B) they are

....

N

)

/-.

3 79''
r 2 . ,.



PREFERRED RESPONSE

individual Astessment,

- : An Example.ofi

Kew . . . `_,
' .

.

.T: ,Teacher statemen Or q esti n. :.

.

',

Cr Cflild!s ppssible'r onSe
.._

) -,'.
:.

4 * * *
4 .

r '

14

r

COMMENTARY

not usually greatly dif-
ferent, if from the same,
part.

4. No commen; see rroblem 6.

(A,B) Cells are found in
all plants and animals.

6. (A) Molecules and.atobs
within. all cells are,
smaller.

(C) See problems 3 and 4. t

A. (A) No two cells are exact- '
ly the same.

(C) They are, more "a34)te", -
than "different"; she 4
2. (C).

. 0

8. . (A,B) Leaves and, roots in
eir usual form are

rot found in all plalts,
but cells are.

No comment.

Smalll-Stelpialogue based on R.r.Oblem
11.

(

T: wh4. would 176u expect t?o see i,f you looked'at -a potatoceli?

.

..,
.

.
.

.
C: Cell walls and possibly pome material inside such as starch.

//
, ) ,,. ,

.

1.04 .

4
.

'1 -1 , '' ...

,T; 'What would tell you' there was `starch present? (child may ': ''.

nee to ,e reminded of. staining technique.) ..,
4,.

v .

,

367
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C: The iodine stain test, which would color the. starch parti-
cles in the cell.

T: What would thebananacells look like?

C:
)

Walls andxstuff.. Starch.

T: How could-you tell there were particles of starchin the
banana? '

C: It was stained; you could see them.

Do the starch ciranules look the same in both cells, except
. for color?

Whdt's a granule?

T:- A particle of the,starch: they were- darker.

C: .No, the'....granules...we'ren't the same.
,

shape?T: Are the cells the same size and shape?
i. .,,

Cc No, I gueshat'S because they're from different p- ants.

'.. T: Right!''Now, hOw are 61e celas from banana and'pdtato alike?,-- ,
.

, Remember what you'veitold.:me.

fit

...

J
. .

. C. Theyb0h.have wal14. d some material inside.
____t_ , ', ,

. ii

T: . What can. ItoU, say- Ow a out cells and_plants?!
(

.

C: Eve- diff ent.pla ts have :cellscand ehe, ceps are alike4 w . ,

, .because therAholdle s and maternal inside, bui-they,c6n be
-i-

.',. different siz'es', n shapes and-have dif erem -thi )lp.0 in
.-''''.

.

them.
. e",;

T°: Right you are

368
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Miniseguencelp Screening Assessments

EFERRED RESPONSE

PART 11
to

. 1. 'B

'2. C

PART 2

2. B

4. A

5. A

38

COMMENTARY

1. MoKe work is .needledo
bring Peggy to the top of
the higher hill.

2. No motion, thus no kineti'c
) ererg/.

4 4

3. Peggy had more potential
energy to be'converted

More motion ,,`speed) means
more_kinetic energy.

(A) There is 'do increase in
potential energy `going.
down -; only when a body
is being lifted against
the force of gravity.

.5. Both ;girls ar on the- same
level; thus (5th ha/g had
the same net, cerk invested
in them.

1. Work = Force x DJ stance

50 x 10

3. ,100 x 3= 3 x 100

4. No distance was intolved;
thus no work was done,by

4,1* Arnold.

5. Andy did not move anythin
tIlrought distance; thus
,she did no work (Actually,
unless she sat perfectly

369 w
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PART ,e3

1. A

I
3. . B

41.

PREFERRED RESPONSE

4. C

t r.

5. B

.1

370'

1

COMMENTARY

stilffor'the whole time,
she.di4 some work, as hand,
papers, etc., require small
-forces to move them.)

1. Bob worked to msike himselk
up*the,Staire., The eleva
for did the' work for\Joe.

2. P.oteritial energy-is meas-
ured by the amount of work
done2patter who or what
did the work (required to
brit-kg-the boy to the third
floor: Thus foce units
are involyed. More work is
required to lift:the heavier
boy through the same diS-
tance and thus he would have
more potential energy.

3. Joe's, ball would poSsqss
kinetic energy becats it
would be moving, but t'

,would not'be'moving
thus would have no kinetic
energy.

he two balls would be in
ihe'same poSil.i.on relative
,o the earth. Thus they .

would have eqUal potential
energy.-

.-
,

.
Even though Job would have
been more tired frpm run-
ning, the, work,done-
fine'd as-force X distahce,
and time is not involved',
in his calculation:

83,
ti
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0

Individual AsSessment

, .

An Example of a Small-Step Dialogue, based on Part 2, Problem 3,

T: What did Deah Do? \°

C: Pushedoa tablet

T: -HOW much force did it take?

C: It says lOC'farce"itnit's,. What"s-aforCe unit?
... r ,

T:-- measures apuskvOr pull. To ,lift an objOct, we have to ' ,

. pu 1 wiainst.the f,brce holding it down. ,T4is force is
called its kipight. We measure it in grams (or pound. units),,.
Force must be exerted to push an object. How fat did Dean
moye it?, .* -0 1 A

0
0.

moye
_ .

--
e

* .
_C: .TWe distance units- -are those

4
Iske feet, ?.

6
.

N

T: Yes, like feet or meters or centimeters How,is a work'uriit
measured?

.0

s

a

a

W IP,. .J
.,

11

CI In force un4-100 of them?
. .

T: Would you do more work ifyou moved abook,from your desk to

(7 the next one, or carried iaCross the room? ''-, -''.

C: Abross the roost. Oh, distnce matters too!' . 166,

c
, ,

T: 'Yes,-indeea ttdoes. Nowhow m6Ch"work did Dean
,

,do?.

a 4k

..

C: Force units° d distance ..... 103-units?.:
,

,

T: Each force unit operates through each dAtafice'unit, so you -

have to multiply,notladd: Dean haato puS41 .the. 54ftlh

the same fbrce every'
(f

dot of the way. . .

;

A.

.C: OK, ZOO times 3 is 300 work units., ,$ ,

, ..

T: Good. .Now, how about J40,e?
*----------

'

.

,

, , ,

4

t 7: - Al
C: Less work, only_3

'

force :units. ; ,'

,

T; .Only Y ford units, but' what about the 'distance? Same ais---;
tahce . ., . .

. ..
..-

di,dNo, longer for Joe.. Oh, I see. 'Joe, d7.4 3 and 106, thatio-;
300 work units - -the same, as Dean! $ ..\ 0 '..

,..

t . ,, , A
,T: Rigit on. *

.

P

384 ..
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n4INIEQUENCE III Screening Assessment

\) PREFERRED RESPONSE

PART 1

1. B

'2. C

-

3. G

4. A

372,

1

0

COMMENTARY

1. the pracess of melting in-
volves the breaking away of
the molecules from the,
binding forces holding the
'solid in, a set form.

Ti) At the moment of "melt-
ing," solid and liquid

.

are at the same tempera-
-

ture.

(C) There is no source of
additional molecules
(matter is conserved):'

2. To "melt," the binding
forces in the solid must be
overcome; the,addition of
heat enexgy provides the
energy for the molecules to
break away.

3. (A) is the only ,case ex-
perienced by the Chil-
dren so far.

(B) is, always the cipe--
otherwise the solid
would not go into a
liquid state.

4. A more rigorous explanation
at a higher level could be
given but the molecular or
"parts" levelwill suffice
for the present.

385
)

(B) This reaction is not
true for NaC as they
observed.

AC) This description is'- no
truelthe molecules o



5. B

6. A

7. C

PREFERRED RESPONSE COMMENTARY

4

386

parts'qf salt leave
from the outside of the
crystal--very rap4dly.
The interaction occurs
from the time of 'con-,

tact of salt and water.

5. (A) the temperature drop
will occur with salt at
room temperature.

(C) no apparent loss in
water was observed. If
some 'did, it would be
too small to cause the
observed temperature
drop.

6. ,(A) Rain would dissolve the
leaVing "clean"

gashes and pits..

(B) Salt in solid form wi11
not-evaporate readily,
especially when dnly,
exposed to the sun.

(C)

4

Animals would seek'
rounded extrusitms, in
cover.4d areas. Even if
they used' the outcrop--
as a salt lick, they
would be unable to clean
out great gashes and
pits with tongue, _hoof,
and/or claw.

7. (A) Their e4lperiencesNshowed
\that onfy under certain
conditions were solu-:
tions saturate. (ex-.

cess solid, etc.)°

(B) No it ,depends on they
cqmposition of'the salt
and the ratio of salt
to water. 4)

(C) True for all solutions? .e
the binding forces with-
in the solid salt have

373
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I

e,
PREFERRED RESPONSE

8. B

0

9. C

PART 2

1._ C

2.

374

4.

0

COMMENTARY

been broken and the
molecules are free to
move without the res
trictionsoof the solid,.

8.' This is a saturatedsplu-
tion;' sincesno moire salt
can .be dissolved;-nomore
heat energy is 4sed, and
thus no temperature change
resu4s.

9. Some of the wit.ff molecules
a the surface gd, off into
water vapor, at any tempera -
ture; thi,s loss mast create
a supersaturated solution,
momentarily from which salt
sebn pre.cipitates, reforming
crystals.

L. This procedure is a common
way tO establish a super-
saturated solution..

(A) In a Supersaturated
solutioh, there is no,
solid prebipitaUe.

(B) The temperature is too
higt for ice.

C) No change in appearante
from-saturated to super-
saturated solution.
Both are all liqO.

2 (A,h) The heat energy lost
during' the pooling down
in the refrigerator is
being restored from an
outside source and the
system is thus restored

4 to its, original tempera-
ture.'

387:
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I, 1

PREFERRED RESPONSE

4. 'C

5-. A

COMMENTARY

(C) There are no crystals
to go.into solution.
See 1. (A) above.

3: Adding hypo, to' a super-
saturated solutiorx of hypo
'Auld cause precipitation.

(A) This is incorrect, as
there would be a change,
preCipitation Acurs,

(B) This is incorrect'as no
heat energy is taken
from -the water;, no dis-
solving is taking,place.
In fact, it is quite
likely ,that the tempera-
ttre would increase.

4. .(A) This is an inconsistent
explanation; adding
heat energy weakens
bonds.

(B) There is no mixing of
X and Y to equalize the
temperatures; jiven more

' informAtion, it might be o

passible to compute the
amount of.,salt.t6 be °

added which would result s
in X'and Y having equal
temperatures, but that
is beyondis'activity.

(C) This explanation' de con:-
sistent; precipitation,

)
reldases heat e nergy,
which would raise th*.;
temperature Of the so11.1,-s
tiqn Y..

51 This prOl;lem is best dis-
cuSged in stages. First,:-
after- 4., yaii..qh is the co,,oi-(

er syst m? rt. is X. What`
is the stete of Y?'
saturated' as only't4 eXr
cess sale preCipitated
Now, it the teMperatureof

388. 375
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6. 'ID'

7. B

8. E

9. C

PREFERREE RESPONSE

.` 1

Individual Assessment

I I

COMMENTARY

the cooler system, X, is .

brqpght to the tempet4ture
of,Y, then X is de\finitely
unsaturated, but is still,
saturated. Adding ballt to
X until it is saturated
will surely decrea§e its N
temperature as mg.& s'alt
dissolves. Adding the same
salt 'to Y will cause no,
ohan4e. It will simply add

. to the excess solid already
in that system.
4 ,

(A) True, see 'above dis-
cussion.

I

(B) ,No change; thus,- the
temperature of Y
not'be the same as that
5.f X, which decreased.

(C) contrary to (A), ob-'
\' viously wrong.

6, 7., 8, 9. These responses
are consistent with the

'diagram used in the Activ-
ities. See that discmssion
for elaborations.

.
.

,

-Two small-step dialogdes are e proyided for this Minisequende. -

Dialogue A is intended for those children who have some diffi-
Culty with the fundamental ideas in Part 1, problem'd 1, 2, and
3).DialOgue B is based on Part 2, problem 5.

Iiialogue A:

T: Can yod tell me,what three forms, or states,.of patt we
know about?

I C. Yes.

. T: Whatare they?'

,376
389.
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A

C: Solids, liqkids, an. d gases.

T: Give me an example of the same thing in all three states.

Well, wood is soli-4; wateris liquid; and a( is a gas:

T: Those are g d examples, but try to'think of three states,
for the same substance. How about solid waer?

C: Oh, I gef it. You mean ice.

T: Yes, very good.. Now how ab2pt water as a gas?

Steam ?, Clouds ?'
1

T: Pretty close. Steam and clouds are wate droplets, not
really gas. But when they disappear, or when it's very
muggy .40ter a rain....

C: Yeah, high humidity,-Zike the guy says on the, TV.
4

T: Right; water vapor is really tiny units of water suspended
in the air;.we can't see'them, but we can-tell they're theie
by measuring how much water will evaporate; if not much does,
then we say the, humidity is. high; there's , already almost as

" Much wate vapor as *e air can hoed' tor' its temperature.
We ;might ay the air is saturated with water vapor. What
would hap en if you take. hey energy away-,-if it gets cold?

C: gain? So if you have water vapor,' and yoi'4 take heat energy
away, you-get liqUid water?

,T: That's it. And if yeti take heat energy away from liquid -

,water?

C: You get iced

F: What do you think now about ifferent states of matter and
heat energy?

.C:. They're reaZZy related. Does. that go for metals, too?

T: Yes, the relation is the same. When a solid melts, or turns
,to 'liquid; then' heat energy has been used to do it. MOSt
metals melt at much higher temperatures than ice does, and
they turn to vapor at much higher temperatures than water
does.

C: .What is meliing,....reall'y-?

; \T- 'Now you're' asking me to tell you about another ideamole-
cules.

C: OK, what'a moleCule?

390
of
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.T: A molecule is the smallest amount of a specific material
therecan be;. and still tell.it....rom molecules of other i

materials. They are very very small, but each molecule of
the same material is very much'likv every other molecule of
thht material.

C: how'do we get big-vieeqs of things?

T: Mostly molecules-ere moving when some molecules get close
enough together, they-seem to attract each other and bind-
ing forces -hold 'them together. These binding forces cut
down their ability to Move,about.freely. When many molecules
get together in a set pattern, we usually call that kind of
object a solid. How strong the binding forces areAn dif-
ferent materials depends Mostly on the kind of molecule it
is.

You said that solids htid strong bfind*n* forces.betpeen-%the
molecules. What does that'have to do 14th,Rel, tillg;

"10.

T: Well, what do you think we have to doto getmaterial.from
solid state to a liquid'state? Are.there binding forces in

liquids , too?

C: Yeah, I suppose there are but they would have to be we7akeA
than the forces in the solid.

T: Why is that?

C: Becauie the liquid runs around more. The molecules aren't
so set in position, but it's still kind of together.

T: You're right. Binding forces in liquids are weaker than-in
solids of the same material. How could We makethem:lesc,
Or weaken those bonds? What happens to ice, or a candle?

C: You heat it--add 'hiat'energy--and solid goes to.Ziquid, so,
heat energy must work against the binding forces.

.T: Beautiful! -11cw let's look at those three prciblems 'your were
working on.. What do you think is the answer to number 1

'now?

a
liquid, the molecules should mov4 more freely.

T: :ThaV's it. Molecules move more freely at higher tempera-
tures. 1

6: Then why isn't A a good answer?

When a solid is changing its.statel, the mix of solid' and .

liquid all'at the same temperature. When everything has
changed to liquid`, then, applying more heat-energy Will get

A.378
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e.
w.

you a' higher.tempereature in the liquid. How about number 2?
,.. , . .

C: Both A and B are right. You said 'heat energy lead. to solids.
melting, and we talked abo4t thebinding forces getting'
weaker.

T: Great. Now how about number 3? It's a littler di\fferent.

,C: Salts are solid, 'right.

T: Yes. '

i
.

C: .So the qol-id is liquefying. S'omhing,isweakeni gaits
"binding fbrces. - ,

T: Right. And

C: Maybe it's getting heat energy from someplace. Can it get
heat energy from water?

T: There's heat energy there: 'Yes, it can. Some parts of the
Salt Can get ,heat energy from the water and some arts cans
link up with parts of.the,water more strongly than they pd
with the other parts of the salt.

the water?..\C: WiZd. Then there's less heat ene -rgy

T1 Yes.

But the. same amour,- of water?-

.

Yes .1 ,

vo,

So .t13,4's why the tempeAture deciieased when youputhe
sal' ;>.n'the'water??!!

'T: YES!

Dialogue B:
1.4.,

^
T: Let's go t.hrqugh number 5, in Part 2. First look at number

'4.

)

T: Ilhe right answer for number 4 waS alternative C. The liqui
in which the temperature increased had been supersaturated?"'
so when a litt]te salt was Oded,Aa lot precipitated and that
released the extra'energv of the dissolved molecules asllat
energy.

4 .

16)==INI
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1

C: OK, I understland that (art. .

T: Now, Phil warmed up the cooler :system. Which one was that?

C: . System X would be Cooler, as stated in ques'tion 4.

T:1 OK.. No y/ what abbut the s 6
aturati,on in these two systems'? Is

X saturated (with the sA t?(
.

C: Pr'ob'ably. He put aal.t in x in .4itest-ion 4. .

;
**p

T: But, is ;,,.Satlar sated with-the salt? How can you4teil whether
a solution is saturated?'

C: Whether. there is'a precipitate, or;.an'y sojid left over.
I

T: Was there?

C: Didn't say.

T: Eyen if A° were saturated, would it be after heating?
. 1

C:. What does temperature crzve to do with it?
- , tJ . '

.

-T: Remember when we talked about why tHe'temperatureecreased
. .

when salwas added? ,. .

\

C: Oh, yes, Something about heat energy being used to free the
salt molecules from the, .binding forces in.-the solid.I,

T: .Righ, L S9 if we add molfgA h6at energy ?' i

.

C. There will be more heat energy available to, free more mole-
cules, so more salt wiel'go into solution. .

(---''

T: Very gor is X saturated after it's heated?

r :41
C: No. Lots 0 room for more salts_

T: _That's' the idea. Now,,v014ttabout System Y?.e
'C.*: Well, it was saturated sin the first place.

Ti But didn't a loi.-of salt ipeCipitate?-

C: Yes,' ,but not all ofyit.

T: Why not all of it?

r

C: It means that even thoughsome salt pre.cipi4ated out, what
7stayed in solution was enough to make it sattlrated. 4

,

T: Very good. SO now X is unsaturated, and X Is saturated, and

3130
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A

lopth are at the'Saine,temperature. Now what happens??

C: Phil adds enough salt to saturate X.

T: How would he know when to'stop?

Zhe salt would' begin. to go to the bottoin of the container
without dissolving.

T: And what would happen to the tempeiatuft?
. ,

C: It would decrease because the heat energy was.'needed,to free
the salt'he added so it would dissolve.

T: Meanwhile, what's happening.wi:th System Y?,

C: Nothing

T: Nothing? Bwt a lotemore salt was

C: OK. But the system was ulready satura ted, so adding more'
,salt would just mean it would fall to the bottom without

diitolving and collect in the, bottom with the rest.

T: So which alternative for problem 5 would you pick?
,

.

C; I'd pick A. The.temperature,decreased: But no temperature
change h.appened in- System , so the .two temperatures-couldn't

C Le the dame. They were be ore, but k decreased and Y' didn't,
r

*

..,T: Right y6u are; Now we can gO on. N.

1

A
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1.
MAeMEQUENCE,IV Screening Assessments.

PART.N1

2. c

3. A

0 .

382

PREFERRED RESPONSE

395

COMMENTARY

O

4r

1. (A,B) If the conversidr.
from potential energy
to ki(netio energy were
perfect, to heat energy
would be produced. The
le5s the heat energy
produced, the More.com-

, plete is.the.conver\ion
into,kinetic energy.

2. (A) No chemical change
occurs.

(B,C) As the b'all ig moving
up; it p.ossesses Nine-
tic energy. Some of.
the elastic energy is f
Converted to- at energy
as the ball.rebo ds
from telhe ground.

3. (A) `Friction produce heat
.energy 0.%,1

(B) We should be concerned
with the amo.unt ,of heat
energy expected in a%
system from 'ang source;
as -well as frictioi,
e.g., cryslallization
in Miniequence III.

44
(C) :igeqe qualities are

somewhat related to
friction. ?or example,

-, lubricants reduce the
rubbing. act'io'n of fric-
tion in' the process-of.:
smoothing theenergy
conversion, but.do no't

' completely eliminate it,
a

Hence choice (A) is

best.



4. B

C

6. A'

7. C

4,

PREFERRED RESPONSE.

v

gr 4

am.

COMMENTARY

4. The batter5;is an electro
chemical source af energy,
hich, when connected to
the-car, re'slilts in moving
the car% Thus, the car now
possesses kinetic energy.
(As the car mdveson a sur-
race., of course, some heat
energy is also prodiuc-ed)..)

At tlie top,of'the incline,
the' stationery car possesses
potential, energy due: to its .

positions-cal.red gravita-
tional potential -energy
since it was.4fted there
against gravity. As tile
cat runs 'down the incline,

. the potential energy it ,had'..!
acquired-by Dean's doing
the _work to .place it at the
top is cbnverted the'
kinetic energy of the moVe-
ment.,

6. The ,rubbing ..action between.
the wheels and_the 'surface
on Ahieh the car is ro lling
(called friction) results
in,the production of'he&t
energy. -Thus, some of°61e
kinetic energy is converted

° td: heat' energy.' This heat
energy has_nothin4 to do
with the position of th'd

' ca/r,.andthus is pnrelefed,,
to,its.potehpi.al energy.. '

1

r
7. (A) Exercise means movement;'

.thus ,kinetic energy is
associated with it. The,.

energy .stored -in food is
chemical energy which is
.converted :through ti.re V,
motion into kinptic.
energy.

.

\ii,j-Qrous exercise Pio-
duces., Heat, energy, as
exli,erience tells us...

396' A , ?E33'
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PREFERRED RESPONSE

8. A

--PART 2 -

4

A

COMMENTARY

As the Chemical energy
is converted in our
muscles, some.heat
energy is, always pro-
duced.

e

8. (A) Th.d heat energy pro-
duced is useful in rais-
ing the temperature
within the closet, thus
reducing the humidity.
This willk-red/ce any
tendency for mold to
grow,

(B) Ifone simply wished to'
find things, he Could
turn on the light each
.time.

(C) No motion' is involved,
except perhaps a slight
and inconsequential
amount of air due to
convection.'.

e:,

6 1. Box A: 1 1. (A) The snow melts because
radiant energy is ab-
sorbed by'the snow
id converted into he'at
energy; as it runs oft'.
into lakes:the motidn

4
produces some kin=etic ,

energy, so Statement 5
is also possible%

thisthe snow absorbs this
added heat energy and
melts, some may consider
the increased energy of

f the liquid as chemical
energy.(choice7). How-

-

ever, the ideds develdped,
refet to the added energy
of the liquid, thus
Statement 1 i consider-,ed primary.

397
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PREFERRED RESPONSE

Box/B: 3

Box C: 2

-s

. Box D: 6

Box E: 7

tit

e

2. Description 1: ConversAn C

Des. 2: Co4v. D

O

COMMENTARY

(B) The motion of the-tur-
bine - kinetic energy -
ends up as electrical
energy--as the state-
ment says.

1(C) WHile in°the lake, water
has potential energy
due to the position of
the lake with respect
to the lower ground
where the water spills;
the moving water has
kinetic energy. Thus,.
the conversion is from
potential energy to
kinetic energy.

(D) Electrical energy pro=
duces light, which is ,

radiant energy; also, a
substantial amount ,of

*heat energy is produced,
as the experience of
touching a light bulb
will confirm; there is
no statement dealing
with the conversion of
electrical to heat
energy; thus (6) is ,the
best, choice.

(E) Through photosynthesis,
Olants use (convert)
radian ,e/lergy to chemi-,
cal urbeg of energy,
as theAy grow and 'produce
such things as carbo-
hydrates.

There ate no events for
conversions 4 and 5.

2 1:C The radiant (light) energy
is absorbed by thetwall
completely, thereby warm-
ing it.

2.D The motion of the hands
is converted to heat as
they are, rubbed i'ogerther

398.. 385
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PREFERRED RESPONSE

Description 3: Conversion
A

A 3:A

'11

Des. 4: -Cony. E 4:E

Des.? 5: Cony. B 5:B

Individual Asgessment

For these children who do not meet the

COMMENTARY

.

Pr

The chemical energy of
the battery is converted
into light, or"radiad,t
energy*Of the .glowing'
Abulb. (Note that heat
energy is also produced.).,

Added heat energy In-
creases the energy of
molecules of water which
boil and form steam. As
the steam fOrms, the n-
crease in pressure than
moves the piston or tur-
bine of the engine; the
moving parts possess
kinetic energy.

The rock has (giavita--
tional) potential energy
by virtue of its posi-,
tion.. As it "drops,"
it comes closer to the
ground 'so its potential
energy is less:".howev&r,
the dropping rock, in
motion, has kinetic
energy.

teacber's.stand r q of
performance on the Screening Assessment6,.we suggest 'rtmiew of
the definitons of the different forms of energy, p esented in
the Activities, and individual di ssions of the Scrqpning
Assetsment items:, with some elabo ation ofo the discu-Ssion given
in the Scoring Guide for the preferr nd alternative responses.
No small-step dialogue example is offered forthis Minisequedce.

386
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MINISEQUENCE V Sdreening Assessments

PREFERRED RESPONSE

PART 1

SITUATION A:
A

1. 'C'

4

2. C

, 3. B

Q`

CQMMENTARY.

1. (A) No re

I

this in-
ference.

(B) An example of the "gam-
bler's fallacy. "" Just
because D is down in the
drawirig is no reason
not to' expect it on the
next drop.

(C) Any-of the four face,Ns is
equally likely, hence
one cannot ptedict.

/

2. (A) Strictly speaking, this,'
alternative is true oni,y
if the tetrahedron is
taihfased--that is, not,

Cinfluenced to' land in a
partiCular way: By
analogy with the cube,
thins is a reasonable
assumption%

(BY This statement repre
sents the theme of Activ-
ity 2. /.

3. (A) This outcome has a prob-
ability of (1/4)' x (1/4)
= (1/16) , because a
singlelTace is specified
on each 4Top; and the
probability of getting
a particular face on a
single 1drop is 1/4;

r

(B),Eac'h cs,f thetwo out-
_ comes, 1B,D) and (D,B)

has a probability of
(1/16) but either is
acceptable in the wording.

400 387
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4,4.

1

PREFERRED RESPONSE

\

4. 'c
Most likely sum = 5
Its probability = 4/16.,

V

0

SITUATION B:

1. A'

388

a

COMMENTARY.

of the alternative.
Thus the probabilrity of
either (B,D) or (D,B)
is 2(1/16) = (1/8)

(C),This outcome also has a
probability of (1/16),
for the'same son as

.in (A).

4. See Filled-In Table below.

Face 1 2 3, 4

1 2 5

2 3 4 5 6

3 4 5 6 7

4 ' 5 6 7 8

There are four 5's'in the table
of 16 sums above. I.

1. (A) This is the simplest
inference that one
make and is probabl.y
correct!' It is poSsible
that there are marbles
of othersoolo.rs silk
fn-the. bag undraw after

-.14 draws, but it s not
,very likely.

'-(B) This response may dis -'
tract those who believe
that the number of,
categories (here three .

different colors) always'
,determines how frequent-
ly it should appear in
a tally; \Rather, it is
the perceAage of each
color that determines
its frequency in arty
given samplin(g.

401
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I

PREFERRED RESPONSE

2. A'

SITUATION C:

1. C

A

t.

COMMENTARY

(C) There.are at least 3
marblies since three
colors appizared on the

However, there
could easily be more
than three.gnd
give the same result on-
14 draws.

2. (A) The frequency 5 for the,
blue marbles is approx-
imately 1/3 Of the total
of '14 draws. It fol-
lows that 1/3-of the
marbles Sholild be blUe,
and 1/3. of 6 is 2.

(B) The children should se
that drawing the same
marble more than once,
is also a possibility;
this alternative is
consistent with the
statement in 1 (B)

above.
c .1

;e.
C

t

C) From (A), there is
enough inforhation. In
this type of experiment,
one.'ill never know for :

sure what the popUlatiom
consists Of until one
looks, inside if that

'is possible):

1. (A) The result is possible,
as would be any result
in which the four fre=
quencies addedup to
60; however, it is un-
likely, 1.,f one assumes

. the spinner is unbiased.

The results are,statis-
, tically, as well,as in-

tuitively, more extreme
than most would consider
"chance."

t 389
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PREFERRED RESP,ONSE

2. C

3. B

PART 2

SITUATION D:

.1. B

390

I

4

COMMENTARY

,(C) The spinner is clearly
biased. It is not
necessarily Nancy or
Joefs doing, but may
have been a fault in
the manufacture.

(A) The probability of this
outcome is the product
of the separate prob-
abibities: (5/60) x
(30 /.60) = (150/3600),.

44t

(B) The probability here is
(15/60) x' 15/60) =
(22/3600)

(C) The probability here is
(450/3600) Since the
total of 60 epins is the
same for each prob-
ability calculation,
_same children may in-
tuitively realize that
the pair B, C is most
likely because. B and C
bath had the greatest
frequencies.

3. (A) This outcome indicateg
as unbalanced spinner,
such as .was initially '
described in -this situa-
tion.

(B) This putcome would be
expected.

1. (A) This interval is the
,.range, and is not pre-

' cise enough.

403

_(3) The most frequent height
falls in the 46-48 inter-
Val, so "about 47" is

1,

t.



4

3

PREFERRED nSPONSE

2. C

3. A

U

0

COMMENTARY

the best choice.

(C) This height is near the
average, (but is not
most frequent.

1. (A) There probably are somei,
errors of measurement,
as they are generally
unavoidable. But many
errors of measurement
would be unlikely, and
the result would not be
bimodal.

(B) The fact that there are
two peaks.in the histo-
gram ,d is unts the ."

possibil Ey of%the cklii-,
dren being from the

3
.

same population. ./ 'A

.
. .

(C) If two populations are
involved, see (B), then-
a e is a reasonable ex-
p anAtion, as it is
highly-correlated with
height in children. .

3. (A) If age is known to be D
nearly the same, it can-
riot be used to explain
the observed differences.
(A) is a -good possibility,
however, because sex* is
also.correlated yith

fight in fifth-gyade
children. Checking the
numblir-ofcases--above
the "saddle" in the hEgh-

, '
er height interval, the
frequencies, from the
right, add up as
-1-10+15+10,-or about 40
in the "hump."

(B) Variation this marked is
rarely due to sampling.
alone;, there will be
sampling errors in both
girls and boys if they

f
391
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N

PREF4RRED RESPONSE

. 4
4. B

SITUATION, Er

1. C

392

p

. COMMENTARY

. 1,

are consi,deeed repre-
senEativeftof all fifth=
grade children. -4,

4.0

(C) Uniform age does not
neces5ariiy4imply ark
even distribution t!f.
height.'

.4sk

(A) ,As_in probleti 3, XV,
one kind0c4 homogerieity
does notiltmlily other

from the Uata-:
thele are Clear--

ly more children w
wbn about 47'g.ames t an
won, say, 52'games.

7214

(B) Training-is a good eat-
. .

planation for different
levels of performanCe.
Tie right. hand "hupp"
Accounts fori40, more
or less, whiCMis about
half44f the total group.
of 100 children.

. ..

(C) Obviously; success in
'playing checkers cannot
be due to chafkl &lane.
Some muSt'also(be
involved.

ee

. (A) This procedure will re-
sult in only one inter-
val dr metk oA the scale.
Even, if 4 more edually
spacbd marks were. made,
ita would be dsubtful, --
because a rubber band'
does not stretch uni-
formly.

.13) This procedure is more
valid,lbut not as

,

useful as (C).

114
(C) This procedure prov-ies

405
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.!.

......)'
,

PREFE RED RESPONSE COMMENTARY
,A .Aa.

)
t

,
:,

0

for both different maFk:1
..for diffvent%weighrts

/
..

averages at'
each,position; av'ereges

N s .
44 are more ufeful as pre-

d.ictors'itham' single
su,ements 4

, .

2. B 1. (A) None f theQmethods
. , .

, t .

.neces arily stretch" the
. band o its limit:
f . -

4 (B) As slated in (C) of pro-
blem.'1, this prOc.Oure
allows-for error of
measurement and for de-

- ' creasing 'it's effect by'
averaging the repeated

. measurements.
. /. .....)

4

.(C) the preferred response
5n problem 1...(c), is
actaially the hardest to

. . do,, but the
investmen in time would

;

Y' be worth it.
t

3. C 3. (C) its pfeferred because the
average podttions are,
.clearki seiarkted, ande
the errors of,meaeuie-
ment ate relativ.ely .0
small.

) .

Individual Assessment

No smald-ste'p d logue example is offered for this Unisequence,
becauSe cif' a x.amples for previous Minisequence and the vsryt
detailed d'scus ions in the commentary for the Screening Ass ss-
ments above

4.
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1. RASP POSITION
,2.'. RELATIVE
SpEED OF MARBLE
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WORKSHEET 11-2

,e0

Name:

HEIGHT OF
RAMP MARBLE WHEN
INCLINE RELEASED (mm)

AVERAGE DIS-__
TANCE SLED L
MOVED _,(mm)

WORK DONE-
ON, SLED

RELATIVE
KINETIC
ENERGY

RELATIVE
POTENTIAL
tNERGY

1r

ti
-r

0

dr



WORKSHEET III-1 , Name:

11.

. .

.
.

.

SALT ° TEMPERATURE OF THE
SALT-WATER SYSTEM

.
.

CHANGE IN
TEMPERATURE
WITHTI

.

OBSERVATIONS
.

Start4Finish

1

,-..),

.r.,

...

.

0

.

.

)

.

..

2

_..,,,r,.t

,
. ,.

'1'..41P,

.

. .

3

,-.. .

. .

4

.

,
r

.

, J

.

.
.

,

. .

.4f .

a
.

...

.

i

'

k

.

.

.

.
.d

.

0

.

.

4

.. C..

.
.

s

i

.

.4

,

o

1

t

,.

. ,

o 1

.
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WORKSHEET III-2 Name.:

Salt
1

Before Heating

TEMP . °C TEMP . ' 4 ° C

CONTROL

- Be f ore ffelett.4

After He'ating

TEMP . °-e- TEttp. °c

CONTROL

Salt
2

<

CONTROL

After Heating

TEMP. °C TEMP. °C

CONTROL

412,
403



WORKSHEET IV-1 Name:

T-I'ME (MIN) TEMPERATURE ( °C)
,

OBSERVATIONS-
.

.

0
...

4
,

5 .. _
t.

-4. ------)
.
, 15 ; .

e

.

1

. . .

20
. ,

.

A

, 25
. .

` <

30 . .

.

Total change in tempeature:

fi

e

. 413 *4 65



WORKSHEET V-1

4

.

Sampler's Name:

DRAW

1 .

2

3

4

. 5

6

7

8

9

10

TOTALS

SAMPLE 1
RED. BLUE

MARBLE

'Recorder's Name:

Sampling Colored Marbles,

SAMPLE 2
RED BLUE

Tally for Totals

DRAWS

SAMPLE 3
RED BLUE,

RED
1

BLUE
.

.

.

Analysis of Data

. Variation in count of red marbles: The' range found-in'the three
samples was from to red:marbles.

. Combination of,the totals of thrv'samples:

RED'
SAMPLE 1

£AMPLE 2

SAMPLE 3

Combination

. Average of the 3
(Combination/3},

. The best inferenc : The number of red marbles in the group of 5 in
the bag is inferred, to be

BLUE

. The actual number of red marbles in-the bag is

0

4174'
407



11,

..../t
12

13

14

:
.15

, -

16

.......

17
,

1$
.

.

TOTALS :

415



WORkSBEET V-3, Team Member. A:

Team Member B:

Data for Member Pr:

TRIAL NUMBER . NUMBERItRF POINTS' UP NUMBER OF SIDL-S--

1 , a

..
I

,

3
,

. ,

.

' /

4 . ,
,

,5

-. , .

.

TOTAL:

Data for Member B:

;,

TRIAL NUMBER NUMBER OF.POINTS UP NUMBER OF SIDES

-

. ,

2 -"N

.

, ,

3

. .

4

,

.
,

- 5
...

,

TOTAL:

RANGE FOR kIS , .TO

RANGE ,FOR B IS

AVERAGE FOR A

TO AVERAGE FOR°B

RANGE FOR TEAM IS TO AVERAGE FOR TEAM

416
411
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WORKSHEET V-4 Name:

.

Number of seeds, taken rom big lettered

.

0
.

.

.; .
.

DAY
.

NUMBER OF NEW
GERMIgATIONS

.

.

COMMENA l
a

4

.

0 ,

,

,
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.

.

.

.

(

.

, ../
o. .

.

.

.

.

, .

.

.

.

.

e
Gs

.

, 5

.

.

.

. .

fN .

I. .,-r.a

, .

k1

I
. : . .

. .

,
.

.

.

r p

.

.

.
.

.

.

V

. '4

.

.

.

.
. .

.

i I
1 . .

.

.

.

.

.

,
.

'

.
,

`......-

413
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WORKSHEET V-5 Team Members:

SEED I :
. .

.

.

'

.

S-

1

.

.

.

COMPARTMENT.
COPPER SULFATE
CONCENTRATION

, 4
NUMBER OF \

GE RMNATIONS
/

COMMENTS

1
'
HIGHEST

&

,t

1

2 . -

(11At\k)

.

4 .

< .

,

) I
e

,

,

.
.

.

5

.

6 )
-. 1

i
e s

'I

.

.

..,- ---
0.

-3

8 LOWEST

CONT ROLt
(WATER)

NONE ...

..

1

. .

.

1..

I

.

1

.
.

e

0

.
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i

\
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6 :
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.
r

.

.

.

.

4

I
4

$
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.

14%
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.

.

i
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.

.

..

1

.

..

1

,

.

0

L

.

.

4

.

:

.
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. .

0

.
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.
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.

.

.
7
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.
1

.

I

.

1.
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1" A
SI Name: 7 Page A

1. IF YOU'EXAMINE A THIN SLICE OF AN AP E AND THE LEAF IV AN APPLE .

TREE UNDER A MICROSCOPE, YOU WOULD FIND THAT THEY ARE Bea MADE UP OF,

A. STARCH.

-B.- CELLS.

C. 'GREEN PARTICLES.

2. WHEN YOU STUDY THE CELLS FROM TWO DIFFERENT PARTS
WILL PROBABLY FIND THAT, THE CELLS

A4 DIFFER IN SIZE AND SHAPE.

B. HAVE THE.SAME SIZE AND SHAPE.

C. ARE NOT AT ALL ALIKE.

3. CELLS WITHIN THE SAME PART OF A LEAF

A. ALWAYS 5,90K EXACTLY THE S

B. HAVE MANY'DIFFERENT SIZES AHD SHAPES.

C. USUALLY LOOK A LITTLE +DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER.

OF ik PLANT, YOU

4. CELLS ARE'

A. LARGER TiJAN MOLECULES:

B. SMALLER THAN MOLECULES.

C. THE SAME SIZE AS MOLECULES.'

5 CELLS CAN BE FOUND.

A. ONLY AS PARTS OF PLANTS.

B. ONLY AS PARTS OF AN

C. AS PARTS" OF SOTH PLANTS 'AND ANIMALS.

419. 417



N.

I Page.B

6. THE CELLS IN A LEAF .

AJ ARE THE SMALLEST PARTICLES IN THE ;WANT.

B. MAY HAVE SMALLER PARTICLES WITHIN THEM.

C. HAV; THE SAME SIZE AND SHAPE...

7. IF YOU LOOKED AT POTATO AND4BANANA CELLS.UNDER A MICROSCOPE, YOU
WOULD FINE) THAT

4
A. THEY ARE EXACTLY'THE SAME2BECAUSE BbTII CONTAIN STARCH.

B. THEY LOOK VERY DIFFERENT BECAUSE THEY COME FROM QUITE DIFFE-
RENT PLANTS.

C. THEY ARE ALIKE IN AVING WALLS SEPARATING THEM AND MATERIAL/IN-

.

SIDE THEM.
s,1

ZO

,8. PHILIP FOUND A LONG, VERY THIN THREADLIKE PIECE OF GREEN MATERIAL
IN A SAMPLE OF WATER HE HAD TAKEN FROM A POND.. SINCE IT WAS GREEN
HE THOUGHT THAT ft MIGHT BE SOME KIND OF-A PLANT. HIS FRIENDS SUG-
GESTED THE FOLLOWING AS THINGS HE MIGHT DO TO /FIND OUT FOR SURE.
WHICH ONE DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE BEST SUGGESTION?

,

A. USE ,A MICROSCOPE TO FIND 0 T IF IT HAS LEAVES THAT CAN BE
.IT NEEDS.

B. USE A MICROSCOPE TO FIND OUT IF IT HAS ROOTS THAT CAN BE USED
TO TAKE IN HE WATER IT NEEDS. .

A"
C. USE A MICROSCOPE TO 'FIND OUT IF IT IS. MADE UP QF 'CELLS CLEARLY,

SEPARATED BY CELL WALLS.

USED TO MANUFACTURE' THE FO

4

b. IN AN ANIMAL, CELLS ARE

A. MANY DIFFERENT SHAPES AND SIZES.

B. ALIKE IN THAT THEY HAVE :WALL
A 9

C. 50TH A ANIS B ARE trIlUE.

Ci

ERIAL INSIDE.
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Name: Page A

THE''PICTURE SHOWS TWO SKIERS AT
THE BOTTOM OF TWO HILLS. BOTH,
SKIERS WEIGH THE SAME AMOUNT.
BOTH HILLS HAVE THE SAME KIND OF
SURFACE. BOTH SKIERS ARE EQUALLY
GOOD.

. /' Peggy Jane

1. WHICH GIRL WILL_HAVE MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY AT THE TOP OF HER HILL?

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY:.

C. VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.

2. WHO WILL HAVE MORE KINETIC ENERGY AS THEY PAUSE JUST BEFORE THEY
START DOWN?

f

A. JANE.

B. PEGGY.

C. THE SAME.

.

3. AS EACH REACHg§LTHE BOTTO F HER HILL, WHO WILL BE GOING FASTER?

A. JANE.

PEGGY.\

VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.

.4. WHICH GIRL. WAS GOING FASTER AT THE'BOTTOM OF HER HILL?

A. THE ONE,WHO INCREASED HER POTENTIAL ENERGY MORE GOING DOWN.

B. THE ONE WHO HAD THE MORE KINETIC ENERGY AT THE BOTTOM.

C. UTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

.

5. IN THE LOBBY OF THE SKI LODGE, WHO HAD THE MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY?

A. -JANE. A

B. PEGGY.

VERY CLOSE TO THE SAME.

sz,
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1. MORRIS LIFTED/A BOX WHICH WEIGHED 100 FORCE UNITS THROUGH A VERyI-
CAL DISTANCE OF 5 UNITS. HOW MANY UNITS OF WORK DID HE DO?

A. 5 UNITS.

B. 100 UNITS.

C. 500 UNITS.

2. DARRELL SAID HE DID AS'MUCH WORK AS MORRIS BUT HE LIFTED HIS BOX
10 VERTICAL DISTANCE UNITS. HOW MUCH DID DARRELL'S BOX WEIGH?

A. 5 FORCE UNITS.

B. 50 FORCE UNITS.

C.- 100 FORCEUNITS.

a

3. DEAN'USED 100 FORCE UNIS TO PUSH A TABLE OVER A D ST CE OF 3
DISTANCE UNITS, JOE USED/3 FORCE UNITS TO PUSH A DIF ERENT TABLE ON
THE SAME FLOOR 100 DISTANCE UNITS. WHO DID MORE WOR

A 0EAN,

B. JOE.

C. TREY DID THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.
a

4. PHIL USED 1 FORCE UNIT TO MOVE'A PIECE OF PAPER 1 DISTANCE UNIT.
ARNOLD EXERTED 500 FORCE UNITS ON THE WALL OF HIS HOUSE BUT IT DIDN'T
MOVE. WHO DID MORE WORK?

A. ,PHIL.

B. ARNOLD.

'C. THEY DID -9 E SAME AMOUNT OF WORK.

5. KANDY SAID SHE WORKED VERY HARD ALL DAY. KANIDY WEIGHS 25 FORCE
UNITS AND SHE SAT IN A CHAIR FOR 3 HOURS. HOW MUCH WORK DID KANDY DO?

A. NO WORK.

B. 25 WORK UNITS.

C. 75 WORK UNITS.

4.

422
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1. TWO BOYS LIVE IN AN APARTMENT BUILDING ON THE THIRD FLOOR. ONE
AFTERNOON, BOB CLIMBED THE STAIRS AND JOE TOOK THE ELEVATOR. WHO DID
MORE WORK?

.A. BOB.

B. JOE.
'MP

C. THEY DID THE SAME AMOUNT OF i4ORK.,

2. IN QUESTION 1, WHICH BOY HAD MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY ON THE THIRD
FLOOR?

A. JOE.

B. BOB.

C. IT DEPENDS ON WHO IS HEAVIER.

3. BOB CARRIED HIS BALL DOWN STAIRS TO PLAY ON THE'SIDEWALK. JOE
DROPPED HIS BALL, WHICH WAS THE $AME KIND AS BOB'S; FROM THE THIRD,
FLOOR WINDOW TO WHERE BOB WAS ST DING. AT THE MOMENT BEFORE JOE'S
BALL HIT THE SIDEWALK, WHOSE BAL HAD MORE KINETIC ENERGY?

)11(

A. BOB'S. 4.11

B. JOE'S.

C. BOTH BALLS AAD THE SAME KINETIC ENERGY.

4. IN QUESTION 3, AT THE MOMENT WHEN BOB'S BALL WAS O THE SIDEWALK
AND JOE'S BALL HIT THE SIDEWALK, WHICH BALL HAD MORE POTENTIAL ENERGY?

A. BOB'S.

B. JOE'S:,

C. BOTH BALLS HAD THE SAME POTENTIAL ENERGY.

5. NEXT MORNING, JOE RAN UP THE STAIRS. IF .HE HAD WALKED UP, HE WOULD
HAVE DONE:

.A. MORE WORK.

B. THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK...

C., LESS WORK.

p423
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1. WHEN A SOLID CHANGES TO A" LIQUID,

A. THE TEMPERATURE Qg THE SUBSTANCE ALWAYS rNCREASES.

B. T*E MOLECULES OF THE SUBSTANCE MOVE MORE FREELY.

C. .THE NUMBER OF MOLECULES INCREASES.
A

2. MELTING ALWAYS INVOLVES:

A. THE ADDITION OF HEAT ENERGY TO THE SYSTEM.

B. THE OVERCOMING OF SOME BINDING FORCES IN THE SOLID.

C. BOTH-STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

3. MANY SALTS GOING INTO SOLUTION INVOLVE:

-A. THE ABSORPTION'OF HEAT ENERGY FROM THE WATER.

B. THE OVERCOMING OF 'SOME BINDING FORCES IN THE SOLID.

C. BOTH TATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE°.
; .

4. WHEN SODIUM CHLORIDE (TABLE SALT)-GOES INTO SOLUTION,

A. THERE IS,AN ATTRACTION BETWEEN THE SALT MOLECULES AND WATER
MOLECULES.

HEAT ENERGY IS GIVEN

C. HEAT ENERGY zmy ER MAKES THE SALT CRYSTA1, SWELL AND
BURST.

J

5. MURIS ADDED ,A SALT TO WATER. THE TEMPERATURE,OF THE LIQUID'DE-
CREASEY. THE -LOST LIKELY REASON FOR THIS OBSERVATION IS 'THAT:

A. THE SALT WAS VERY COLD gND COOLED-THE WATgR WH IT MELTED.

B. HEAT ENERGY WAS USED IN BREAKING- APART T t P ES OF SALT
IN THE SOLID.

C. THE SALT CAUSED SOME WATER TO EVAPORATE, TlipS,COOLING THE
SYSTEM.

ik

ib
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III age B

6. SOMETIMES WE SEE ROCK OUTCROPPINGS WITH GREAT GASHES AND PITS IN
THEM. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT:

A. LAYERS OF SOLUBLE SALTS WERE THERE WHEN THE ROCK WAS FIRST
EXPOED.

B. EXPOSURE TO THE SUN EVAPORATED THE SALT.

C. ANIMALS HAD USED UP ALE THE SALT AS A "SALT LICK"
..

. WHEN DIFFERENT SALTS GO INTO SOLUTIONIN WATER,

. A. ALL THE SOLUTIONS ARE SATURATED ONES.

B. TEMPERATURE DECREASES ARE THE SAME FOR ALL SALTS.

C. THE PARTICLES OF THE SALT MOVE MOR FREELY:

ti

8. JANICE DISSOLVED SOME SALlyIN WATER: THE TEMPERATURE DECREASES AS
THE SALT GOES INTO SOLUTION, BUT SOME UNDISSOLVED SALT REMAINS IN THE
CONTAINER. WHEN MOJIE OF THE SAME SALT IS ADDED, THE TEMPERATVRE,OF
THE SYSTEM:

A. CONTINUES TO DECREAS

B. STAYS THE SAME.

C..' INCREASES.

WHEN J SALT' SOLUTION IS LEFT OPEN TO AIR,

A. WATER MOLECULES TAXE UP HEAT ENERGY AND GO INTO GAS.

B. ,SALT MOLECULES RE-FORM INTO SOLID CRYSTALS AS THEY GIVE UP
HEAT ENhGY.

C. BOTH' A AND WARE TRUE.

429
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QUESTIONS 1, 2, AND 3 HAVE TO DO WITH DARRELL'S EXPERIMENT.
'COMPLETELY DISSOLVED A'SAMPLE OF HYPO CRYSTALS IN WATER AT
ATURE AND THEN STORED IT IN X REFRIGERATOR.

RRELL
M TEMPER-
'

1. THE TEMPERATURE.OF THE SOLUTION WHEN HE),REMOVED IT WAS 5°C. WHICH
OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD HE MOST LIKELY OBSERVE?

A. A LOT OF HYPO CRYSTALS IN THE CONTAJNER.

B. ICE IN THE CONTAINER.

C. NO CHANGE IN THE CONTENTS OF THE CONTAINER.

L
2. IF DARRELL WARMED THE SOLUTION UP TO ROOM TEMPERATURE AGAIN, THE
FOLLOWING WOULb MOST LIKELY HAPPEN:

A. THE HEAT' ENERGY IN THE SYSTEM WOULD BECOME GREATER THAN BEFORE
HE STORED IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR.

B. THE HEAT ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM WOULD BECOME THE 'SAME AS BEFORE
HE STORED IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR.

C. MORE HYPO CRYSTALS WOULD GO INTO SOLUTION AS HE WARMED IT.1

3. IF HE HAD ADDED A LITXLE MORE HYPO BEFORE HE WARMED THE ABOVE
SOLUTION, THE MOST'LIKELY RESULT WOULD HAVE BEEN:

A. NO CHANGE IN THE SOLUTION.

B. FURTHER DECREASE IN TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION.

C. HYPO PRECIPITATING FROM THE SOLUTION.

426 431



III Page D

QUESTIONS 4 AND 5 HAVE TO DO WITH THIS SITUATION: PHIL HAS TWO CON-
TAINERS WITH THE SAME. AMOUNT OF CLEAR LIQUID'IN EACH. CONTAINER X
HAS WATER IN IT, BUT HE DOES NOT KNOW WHAT IS IN CONTAINER Y:

4. HE DROPS THE SAME AMOUNT OF A SALT INTO EACH CONTAINER. THE
TEMPERATURE IN CONTAINER X GOES DOWN. BUT THE TEMPERATURE IN CONTAIN-
ER Y GOES UP. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MOST LIKELY DESCRIBES WHAT HAP-
PENED?

A. HEAT1ENERGY WAS ABSORBED BY THE SALT GOING INTO SOLUTION IN
CONTAINER X, THUS STRENGTHENING ITS MOLECULAR BONDS.

B. THE TEMPERATURE IN X AND IN Y EQUALIZED SINCE THEY. WERE DIF-
PERENT TO START WITH.

C. THE LIQUID IN Y WAS SUPERSATURATED WITH THAT SALT AND IT
PRECIPITATED.

5. AFTER OBSERVING THE ABOVE, PHIL MADE SURE THAT THE SOLUTIONS IN X
AND Y WERE AT THE SAME TEMPERATURE BY WARMING UP THE COOLER SYSTEM.
HE THEN ADDED MORE OF THE SAME SALT TO X UNTIL IT WAS SATURATED, AND
ADDED THAT SAME AMOUNT OF THE SALT TO Y.. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD
HE MOST IIKELY OBSERVE?'

A. THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTION IN X WOULD DECREASE.

B. THE TEMPERATURES IN.X AND Y WOULD REMAIN THE SAME.

C. THE 'TEMPERATURE IN SOLUTION X WOULD INCREASE.

0

-t
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III Page E

7.

ALL. SOLUTION (HIGH' TEMPERATURE)

EXCESS SALT 4. 6.

HEAT ENERGY
. ABSORBED

SALT + WATER

HEAT ENERGY
GIVEN OFF i

SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION

EXCES4, eALT + SATURATED
SOLUTION

A. EXCESS SALT

B. HEAT ENERGY qSORBED

C . HEAT ENERGY GIVEN OFF

D. SATURATED SOLUTION,

E. SEED CRYSTAL ADDED
"J.

F

}.

SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION

A

IP

°
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IV Name: Page A

1. IF YOU WANTED TO CONVERT POTENTIAL ENERGY INTO AS MUCH KINETIC
ENERGY AS POSSIBLE, YOU WOULD:

A.

B.

C.

TRY TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF HEAT

TRY TO DECREASE THE AMOUNT OF 1.1T
,,,,c1`''

NOT BE CONCERNED WITH HEAT ENERGY.

ENERGY PRODUCED.

ElIERGY PRODUCED.

2.- WHEN A BALL MUNCES UP FROM THEGROUNDS THE ELASTIC th,O,TENTIAL
ENERGY OF THE HAUNTS CONVERTED INTO:

A. CHEMICAL ENERGY AND *HEAT.

B. KINETIC ENERGY. \
C. ,KINETIC ENERGY AND'\HEAT.

-
3. IFTHERE WERE NO FRICTION, WE COULD CONVERT ONE FORM OF MECHANI-'
CAL ENERGY TO ANOTHER.

A. WITHOUT ANY HEAT ENERGY BEING PRODUCED.

B. COMPLETELY, WITH ONLY A SMALL AMOUNT OF HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED.

C. MUCH MORE SMOOTHLY AND RAPIDLY.

4. DEAN HAS A BATTERY-OPERATED (TOY CAR. WHEN HE RUNS IT, T IS
HAPPENING? ,

A. KINETIC ENERGY' IS BEING TRANSFORMED TO ELECTRO-CHEMICAL
ENERGY.

B. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL ENERGY IS BEING TRANSFORMED TO KINETId
ENERGY.

C. ELASTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY IS BEING TRANSFORMED INTO KINETIC
ENERGY. A litik

I

r

1
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IV Page B

5. DEAN REMOVES THE BATTERY FROM THE CA' PLACES THE CAR ON A
PLATFORM AT THE TOP OF AN INCLINE, AL G IT TO'RUN DOWN. WHAT
HAPPENS?

A. 4LECTRO-CHEMICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO KINETIC
ENERGY:

B. KINETIC ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY.

C. GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO KINETIC ENERGY.

6. WHILE THE CAR IS MOVING DOWN THE INCLINE WITHOUT THE BATTERIES,
SOME HEAT 1$ PRODUCED. THE REASON THIS HAPPENS IS THAT:

A. SOME KINETIC ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO HEAT ENERGY.

B. SOME HEAT `ENERGY IS ABSORBED AS POTENTIAL ENERGY.

C. SOME POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CONVERTED DIRECTLY TO HEAT ENERGY..

7. WHEN WE EXERCISE, WE CONVERT

A. CHEMICAL ENERGY TO KINETIC ENERGY.

B. CHEMICAL ENERGY TiOdEAT ENERGY.

Ck BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

8. IN AREAS WERE RAIN IS F'REQ'UENT AND THE CLIMATE IS DAMP, MANY
PEOPLE LEAVE A LIGHT BULB BURNING ALL THE TIME IN EACH CLOSET. THE
MAIN PURPOSE OF THIS PRACTICE IS TO:

.

A. CONVERT ELECTRICAL*ENERGY TO HEAT.

B. MAKE IT EASIER TO FIND TftINGS.

C. CONVERT ,POTENTIAL ENERGY TO; KINETIC ENERGY.

k
(.1 ro

.64
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IV Name: Page C

1. IN NORTHERN AREAS, WHEN THE
WATER EVEN2UALLY TURNS TURBINES
ENERGY FROM ONE FORM TO ANOTHER
VERSION TO THE EVENT, BY WRITING
SPACE PROVIDED.

SPRINGTIME SUN MELTS SNOW AND THZ
IN POWER PLANTS, THE CONVERSIONS OF
ARE.MANY. MATCH THE KIND OF CON -
THE NUMBER OF THE CONVERSION IN THE.

CONVERSIONS OF,ENERGY

RADIANT ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY.

2. POTENTIAL ENERGY TO KINETIC ENERGY

3. KINETIC ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY

_4. POTENTIAL ENERGY TO HEAT ENERGY

,5. HEAT ENERGY TO KINETIC ENERGY

6. ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO RADIANT ENERGY

7. RADIANT ENERGY TO CHEMICAL ENERGY

EVENTS

A. SNOW MELTS AND-COLLECTS INTO MOUNTAIN-LAKES.

,EJB. ,TURBINES SPIN AND PRODUCE ELECTRICITY.

4TER SPILLS ROM LAKES INTO BROOKS AND RIVERS.

D. rELECTRIC POWER PROVIDES FREEWAY LIGHTING.

OE. PLANTS FLOURISH IN SPRING SUNLIGHT.

2. ON THE LEFT BELOW ARE DESCRIPTIONS
VERSIONS. ON THE RIGHT ARE THE
LINE BETWEEN EACH DESCRIPTION AND
CRIPTION IS ALREADY MARKED.

1. A FLASHLIGHT,SHINING ON Aft%
DARK WALL.

)
OP SIX KINDS OF ENERGY CON-

NAMES OF THESE CONVERSIONS. DRAW A
EACH OF THE NAMES. THEE FIRST DES-

A. CHEMICAL ENERGY ----RADIANT ENERGY

2. A CHILD RUBS HIS HANDS B. POTENTIAL ENERGY---KINETIC ENERGY
TOGETHER.

3. A BATTERY LIGHTS A BULB. C. RADIANT ENERGY-----HEAT ENERGY

4. A STEAM ENGINE. D. KINETIC ENERGY-----1HEAT ENERGY

5. DROPPING A ROCK. E. ENERGYKINETHEAT ENERGY ) C

4.31
Sc
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SITUATION 4: THE-CUBE YOU WORKED WITH IN ACTIVITY 2 HAD SIX FACES.
EACH ONE WAS A SQUARE. CONSIDER'NOW ANOTHER SITUATION. LOIS HAS A .
DIFFERENTLY SHAPED SOLID- -ONE WITH FOUR FACES. EACH
FACE IS IN THE SHAPE OF A TRIANGLE L.. THE THREE
SIDES'OF THE,TRIANGLE ARE ALL EQUAL. A PICTURE OF
THE SOLID OBJECT IS SHOWN AT THE RIGHT. EACH FACE
IS LABELLED WITH A LETTER: A AND B ARE ON THE FACES
YOU CAN SEE. FACES C AND D ARE HIDDEN. ''''THE ARROWS
POINT TO THEM. HAVE YOUANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS-
OBJECT? HERE IS QUESTION 1.

1, WHEN LOIS DROPS THIS OBJECT ON A TABLE, SHE CAN SEE THREE SIDES,
BUT NOT THE FOURTH ONE ON WHICH IT LANDS. ON WHICH FACE WOULD THE OB
JECT BE EXPECTED TO LAND?

Ai FACE A IS MOST LIKELY.

B. ANY FACE BUT D.

C. ONE CAN'T PREDICT THE RESULT bF ONE DROP.

I

2. IF THIS OBJECT WERE DROPPED. MANY TIMES, AND A RECCRD KEPI OF THE
FACES ON WHICH IT LANDED, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS WOULD BE
MOST REASONABLE? o

'A, THE FACES HAVE NEARLY EQUAL FREQUENCIES.

B. THE RECORD WILL BE CONSIStIENT WITH THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
THE OBJECT.

)

C. BOTH STATEMENTS A AND B ARE TRUE.

J. SUPPOSE LOIS WERE TO DROP THISOBJECT TWICE. OF .THE RESULTS DES
CRIBED BELOW FOR TWO DROPS, ,WHICH LANDINGS WOULD BE THE MOST LIKELY.

A. FACE A.IN THE FIRST DROP, FACE B ON THE SECOND.

B. FACE B OR D ON THE FIRST DROP, FACE D OR B ON THE SECOND.

C. IT WOULD LAND ON FACE C BOTH DROPS.

443
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4. SUPPOSE INSTEAD OF LETTERS, LOIS NUMBERED THE SIDES: A=1; B=2;
C=3; D=4. SHE THEN D OPPED THE OBJECT T CE,, AND ADDED UP THE NUMBERS
OF THE FACES ON'WHIC IT LANDED. WHICH WOULD BE MOST LIKELY?

A. THE SUM OF 2.,

B. THE SUM OF.8.

C. -THE SUM OF 5.

IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW, WRITE THE VALUE OF THE M T LIKELY SUM AND
ITS PROBABILITY. USE THE TABLE BELOW TO HELP YOU DECI E. a

MOST 1IKELY SUM = . ITS PROBABILITY IS /16 .

,:,

FACE- 1 2 3 4

1 3 ..

2

3 '7

4'
.

J

a

a

A

V

445
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V Page

HERE IS SITUATION B: A
14 DRAWS OF THE MARBLES
EACH MARBLE BACK IN THE
FOR EACH TYPE OF MARBLE

HERE ARE SOME QUESTION

1.

4

BAG CONTAINS SOME MARBLES. SUPPOSE 'you MADE
OUT OF THE BAG, ONB MARBLE AT A TIME. YOU PUT
BAG BEFORE THE NEXT DRAW. THE NUMBER OF DRAWS
IS SHOWN BELOW.

COLOR FREQUENCY__

RED 2.

BLUE

YELLOW 7

ABOUT THE BAG DP* MARBLES.

S .

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS SEEMS MOST REASONABLE?

THE BAG ARE EITHER RED, BLUE, 611 YELLOW.A. THE MARBLES' IN

B. THE DRAWS IAIERE
EQUAL.

BIASED BECAUSE THE TALLIES SHOULD BE MORE NEARLY

C. .THERE ARE CTL? THREE MARBLES IN THE BAG.

2. IF Y(1641WIERE TOLD THERE ARE ONLY SIX MARBLES IN THE
WOULD YOU INK ARE COLORED BLUE?

A. TWIO,MARBLL. BLUE.'

1
B. FIVE MARBLE E BLUE.;:

C. NOT ENOUGH TO MAKE a GOOD4UESS-
-;--)1

a I

411.

O

BAG, 140W MANY

t,

[N.

44.7
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ITUATION C: YOU HAVE PROBABLY USED A SPINNER.
ERE IS ONE WITH FOUR EQU4L SECTORS LABELLED,
A, B, C, D, AS SHOWN AT THE RIGHT, NANCY AND
JOE MADE A TOTAL OF 60 SPINS. THE FREQUENCIES i

(OR NUMBER OF TIMES THE SPINNER STOPED IN A
PARTICULAR SECTOR) WERE A=5 TIMES, B=15 TIMES,
'C=30 TIMES, D=10.TIMES.t,

HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SPINNER. CIRCLE THE LETTER 0 THE,
ANSWER YOU PREFER./

WHICH 'OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS MOST LIKELY,CORRECT?

A. THE DATA ARE WRONG, AMTHIS RESULT IS IMPOSSIBLE.

B. THE RESULTS ARE WITHIN EXPECTED VARIATION DUE TO CHANCE.

C. THERE IS SOME INFLUENCE ON SECTOR C AT THE EXPENSE OF, SECTOR A.

2. NANCY AND JOE KEPTTRACK OF EVERY TWO SPINS AS -THEY COLLECTED
THEIR DATA. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PAIRS OF SPINS WOULD BE MOST
LIKELY?

A. THE PAIR (A, C) ..

p. THE PAIR (B, B)

C. THE PAIR (B, C)

. /

3. It NANCY ZLND JOE MADE SURE THE SPIN* S PERFECTLY BALANCED (NOT
INFLU CED), AND THEN THEY SPUN IT, THEY 1WOUL FIND THAT:

A. THE SPINNER WOULD ALWAYS STOP IN THE AME SECTOR.

B. THE SPINNER WOULD STOP AT EACHSECTOR THE SAMENUMITER OF TIMES."
(THE SAME FREQUENCY).

C. NEITHERiA NOR'B IS TRUE.

449
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SITUATION D: THE HISTOGRAM /T THE RIGHT SHOWS
T FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF HEIGHTS OF 100
CHfLDREN. THE UNITS ON THE LINE ARE INCHES OF
*HEIGHT.

3

20

10

15

11 10

15

111

5

41 4 '41 52 54 N

HERE ARE THE QUESTIONS*. CIRCLE THE LETTER FOR THE ANqWER YOU-PREFER.

1. THE MOST FREQ1111tTLY OCCURRING HEIGHT IN THE TOTAL GROUP IS ABOUT:
14

A. 46-60 INCHES.

B. 47 INCHES.

C. 52 INCHES.

2. _WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS MORE LIKELY CORRECT?

THERE ARE MANY ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT 4THESE DATA.

B. THE HILDREN AREAPPARENTLY ALL FROM TUE SAME POPULATION.

C. THE CHILDREN MAY COME FROM TWO DIFFE'RENT0AGE GROUPS.

3. IF THE CHILDREN. ARE ALL FROM THE FIFTH GRADE IN A SCHOOL,1

40/
C. THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN Alt EACH HEIGHT SHOULD BE:THE SAME.'

A. ABOUT-40 OF THEM ARE pROBAU,Y-BOYS.

B. ALL THg D1FFtRENCES ARE DUE TO*VARITIONS EXPECTED IN SAMPLING.

4. IF THE DATA SHOWN REPRESENTED THE NUMBER OF GAMES WON BY CHILDREN
IN A CHECKERS TOURNAMENT RATHER THAN HEIGHTS,

A. ALL OF THE CHILDREN WOULD HAVE BEEN,EQUALLY SUCCESSFUL.

48.- ABOUT HALF .0F THENI,MAY HAVE HAD SPECIAL TkAINING.
t 4r

C. NO INTERPRETATION OTHER THAN CHANCE SHOULD BE MAHE..
4

436,
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SITUATION E: JOHN AND CARQL DECIDE TO MAKE THEIR'OWN RUBBER BAND SCALE
WHICH THEY CAN USE'TO WEIGH OBJECTS. T4ETHAVE AVAILABLE A STRONG -,

RUBBER BAND, A CONTAINER, A SMALL UNIT MEASURE CUP, PLENTY OF STRING
AND CARDBOARD, AND UNLIMITED AMOUNTS OF WATER. THEY-DECIDE THEY NEED
FIVE DIFFERENT POSITIONS ON THE SCALE TO CORRESPOND TO FIVE DIFFERENT
UNITS OF WEIGHT. THE CONTAINER WILL H9LD 10. MEASURES OF WATER.

1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PLANS WOULD BE MOST'USEFUL TO THEM?\
4,

A. PUT A UNIT MEASURE OF WATER J.N. THE CUP AND SEE HOW MUCH IT
STRETCHES'THE RUBBER, BAND. PI

B. PUT FIVE DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF MEASURES OF WATER IN THE CON-
\ TAINER AND MARK HOW FAR EACH STRETCHES THE RUBBER BAND.

C. MEASURE THE STRETCH FOR FIVE DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF MEASURES OF
-t WATER MANY TIMES EACH AND FIND THE AVERAGE POSITION FOR EACH

MEASURED AMOUNT.
I

2. THE ANSWER YOU CHOSE ABOyE,IS BEST BECAUSE:

A. IT ACCOUNTS FOR ALL THE STRETCH IN THE RUBBER BAND.

B. IT ALLOWS FOR ERROR IN REPEATING A MEASUREMENT.

C. IT IS THE EASIEST ONE TO DO.

3. .IF JOHN AND CARQL HAD MADE REPEATED MEASUREMENTS,'THEY WOULD HAVE
THE MOST CONFIDENCE IN USINd THE SCALE IF THE MARKS LOOKED LIKE:

-1

-2,

-3

-5

- A B

2

4
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